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PREFATORY OBSERVATIONS.

We cannot commence our Second Volume without express-

ing our hearty thanks for the assistance we have received in

various ways, and from so many quarters ; and we venture to

solicit a continuance of the same for the present year. We
believe, that by means of The Florist and Garden Miscellany,

a large amount of useful and interesting information may be

diffused, equally acceptable to all classes interested in flowers

and gardens. It should always be borne in mind, that we do

not profess to teach, but to receive and distribute the teach-

ings of others. This, in combination with obtaining and re-

porting information upon all floricultural novelties, is the great

object of the work ; and we heartily wish that every one who
has obtained such information in the course of his experience,

would but use our pages, and so add to the general stock of

knowledge.
We shall make no promises ; indeed, how can we, since the

merits of Volume II. will depend more upon our contribu-

tors than ourselves ? but we will frankly state what we wish

to do, and shall do, if the means are placed at our disposal by

an extensive demand for the work.

We wish it to be self-supporting, and to provide suffi-

cient funds for the payment of able reporters in various

parts of the country. We wish to have coloured memo-
randums taken of the finest seedlings which may reach our

censors or be obtained at exhibitions, and from such memo-
randums to select the objects for our illustrations. We wish

to continue the excellence of our woodcuts, and to give addi-

tional ones occasionally, as illustrative of the text. In short,

we wish to do many things, to improve and to add to the

interest and value of the work ; and we have every confi-

dence that, in time, we shall be enabled to make The Florist

VOL. II. NO. XIII. B
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and Garden Miscellany all we desire it to be, since, for

every number that has appeared there has been an increased

demand. As we have no wish to allude to such a subject

again, we may as well answer an objection or two. One is,

that The Florist is the organ of a party. Truly, it is so ;
but

of that large party comprising every one that will contribute

to its pages in a proper tone and spirit. Another objection

is, that the censors of flowers which are sent for opinion are

men in the trade, and not disinterested judges. We assure

our readers, that no flowers are ever submitted to any but per-

fectly disinterested parties. That the decisions are often con-

trary to the raiser's opinion must not be considered surprising.

To compare lesser things with greater, where is the tribunal

from which issue verdicts favourable to all clients ? These
objections disposed of, we will say a word about advertise-

ments. The charge for them has had the closest considera-

tion, and the present scale cannot be altered to that of a news-

paper. It is needless to go into particulars, because every

reasoning mind will see at a glance that it would assuredly be
done if possible, were it only for the interests of the work. But,
since horticulturists, as a "body, do not use the advertiser on
our terms as much as we hoped, and other parties will do so,

we are absolutely compelled to accept advertisements having
no relation to floriculture, for we cannot print one page, or

two, it must be at least four. We shall, however, carefully

avoid every thing of an offensive character, and endeavour to

arrange them systematically.

Lovers of flowers and gardens, come one, come all ; take a
part in our labour, and we promise that you shall partake of
the reward. Let us have a work that, as our organ, shall

speak better things than acrimony, jealousy, and selfishness,

—

that shall proclaim the existence amongst us of that spirit of
charity so beautifully described in Holy Writ :

" Charity en-

vieth not ; charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth
not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily

provoked, thinketh no evil; rejoiceth not in iniquity, but
rejoiceth in the truth."* We wish this spirit to pervade our
periodical; and earnestly invoking the aid we require, we
enter upon the second year of our labours with no proprietary
to hamper us, our motto being, " Open to all, fettered by
none."

• 1 Cor. xiii. 4-6.
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TO THE READERS OF THE FLORIST.

As I considered the closing Number of the first Volume of The Florist

a befitting time to review the stewardship of its conductor and edi-

tors, so also do I think the commencement of a new one a seasonable

opportunity for addressing its supporters ; a word therefore, amongst
ourselves, in respect to our own future conduct and duties, as well

as our interests.

In respect to our conduct, it becomes us, I conceive, in a simple

spirit of fairness and candour, to reflect on the position in which a

few amateurs are placed, who, impressed with the sole desire of pro-

moting the progress and the science of floriculture to a higher stand-

ard, have incurred vast responsibility and labour, as well as a ne-

cessarily great pecuniary outlay, for the accomplishment of such

a laudable design.

But one moment's reflection will, to every honourable mind,

point out, determine, and impel the right course of action and con-

duct ; since the position of the conductors differs wholly from that

in which an individual writes a book or journal for the purpose of
,

his own profit, advantage, or fame. In such example, the author is

bound himself to supply the matter of instruction, as an equivalent

for the pecuniary benefit he reaps. But the conductor and editors

of The Florist are gentlemen of whom we have no right to expect

that they should sue or wait for favours and literary support, which
are to benefit, not themselves, but others ; or, at most, but to pro-

mote the interests of a science, in the progress of which they feel

deeply concerned. They say to us, in fact : There is need for the

establishment of an illustrated work of high order, which shall afford

a faithful portraiture of the new and really deserving flowers which,

from time to time, are produced by florists ; a work which shall also

be a meet and respectable medium for the intercommunication of

knowledge and instruction between florists and amateurs, and all

who feel interest in the subject. We, for the love of the art,

and for the attainment of the object, will cheerfully undertake all

the labour and responsibility of the publication ; do you but support

your own work with your own pecuniary and literary contributions,

and make it known in your own circle of acquaintance, that a journal

worthy of its high object may flourish.

This statement so simply and plainly sets forth what our duty
is to the promoters of the work and to ourselves, that it would be

mere redundancy of words further to urge the subject; for it im-

plies, that we should not be mere readers of its pages, but should

also contribute to their contents. On general principle, indeed, it

is a duty which we owe to our fellow-men, to communicate, for their

benefit, that knowledge which we ourselves possess ; and doubtless,

to many of the supporters of The Florist, such becomes an agreeable

exercise, as well as a relaxation from the more severe duties of busy
life,— a pleasure in which I wish others would more freely parti-

cipate.
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Oil one other point I would beg to speak with all candour.

Though I know that the subscribers to the work have steadily in-

creased as it has become more known, yet I am equally aware that

they have not, as yet, reached the required amount which would

enable the spirited conductors of the work to accomplish all they

design and wish. To this end, I would claim the kind efforts of its

present supporters, that they should each act and determine within

themselves, to add some new subscriber or subscribers to the list

;

and thu3 hasten, or rather secure at once, the highest aim the con-

ductors have in view. I suggest this on the ground of duty, not of

their self-interest ; though, of course, they only will be rewarded in

a larger expenditure of funds on the work itself. As a verification

of the old proverb, that " Where there is a will there is a way," and

as a seasonable hint, I may state that, in one week, I have added

eight new subscribers to the list, by simply shewing them the com-

pleted Volume I. ; and to that number added a real pleasure. In

truth, every thing is in our own hands ; the book only wants making

more known, that the very highest aim of the conductors may be

attained. F. R. Horner.

VERBENAS.

Various species of Verbena were cultivated in our gardens before

the year 1828 ; but, if we are not mistaken, it was about that year

that the beautiful V. Melindres, the most striking of the then

existing species, was first figured and described. About ten years

afterwards, V. Tweedieana was figured and described by Don, to-

gether with Erinoides, Lamberti, Rugosa, and others ; and during

that space of time a few important additions had been made to the

genus. But who shall enumerate the varieties which made their ap-

pearance during the next ten years ! Each returning season produced

multitudes of fresh candidates for admiration, and now our par-

terres glow with Verbenas of almost every shade and colour. Much
confusion, however, exists in the genus, owing to the fact, that the

same plant has been " let out" under different names. The be-

setting sin of seedling raisers (we will not say all, for we know of

many exceptions) is, that they name their productions without

taking sufficient pains to discover whether or not they have brought

forth any thing new. So much has this system prevailed with re-

gard to the Verbena, that Mr. Beaton, one of our most intelligent

gardeners, stated, in 1843, that, "after seeing all about London, and

collecting nearly fifty varieties of Verbena, I reduced them to twelve

sorts, and three or four of these are for neutral beds ; that is, beds

with no decided colour !" Surely a statement like this, emanating

from so accurate an observer as Mr. Beaton, should lead florists to

compare their seedlings with those already " out," as far as they have

opportunity, before they name them.
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Our coloured plate contains,

—

No. I. Eclipse, raised by Mr. Gates, of Chichester, ground-colour white, or

very delicate blush, with a stripe of rose running up the centre of each

division of the corolla; flowers a full size, trusses large, with the marking

distinct.

No. 2. Princess Alice, raised from seed by Mr. Wvness, gardener to her Majest}
,

at Buckingham Palace. It was shewn at the Royal South London Floricultural

Society, and was awarded a certificate of merit; it is described in the first

Volume of The Florist, p. 280, thus :
" The truss is large, and the individual

flowers well formed, with a rosy spot in each division of the corolla (round

. the tube), distinct, and very pretty."

No. 3. Royal Purple was raised by Mr. Young, of New Cross, from seed saved

from Emma, which variety it much resembles in habit, but the colour is

darker and brighter.

Mr. Wyness has favoured us with his mode of propagating- and

cultivating the Verbena in pots, which will be found in another part

of our Number.

SUGGESTIONS ON THE MANAGEMENT AND HYBRIDISING

OF THE YELLOW PICOTEE.

BY ALPHA.

The energetic addresses from the pen of Dr. Horner which appeared
in a recent Number of the Midland Florist and of the present work,
urging an extended cultivation of the Yellow Picotee, and the
raising seedlings from that variety, has aroused the dormant energies
of several florists hitherto indifferent to this much - neglected flower,

but who now only await the proper season to commence the work
;

and it is truly gratifying to perceive a prospect of this golden gem
being elevated, by their labours, to the position to which its beautiful
tints so justly entitle it.

In the estimation of the fair sex, the Picotee has long held a
prominent place ; their keen perception of its chaste marking in-

duced a preference over its more gaudy rival, the Carnation ; and it

is presumed that the variety now under consideration will, in an im-
proved state, find equal favour at their hands.

As some time must necessarily elapse before a commencement
can be made, a few hints, principally for the guidance of the unin-
itiated, may be found useful ; and in drawing their attention to the
subject, I would strongly urge the necessity of making themselves
thoroughly acquainted with the natural habit of the plants I am now
noticing. They are not a robust class, capable of enduring, with-
out protection, the vicissitudes of our climate ; but are a delicate race,

extremely difficult of cultivation, and frequently rendered more so
by unskilful treatment.

The raising of seedlings may be considered the most important
point in the undertaking, and a few suggestions as to their manage-
ment may not prove unacceptable. I will suppose them to be sufri-
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ciently advanced in growth to be ready for transplanting, when at

this period no marked difference is discernible between those saved

from the Yellow Picotee and other classes ; this circumstance,

however, must not lead the cultivator to suppose that less care is

requisite, but, on the contrary, a more watchful attention is necessary.

The influence of summer will naturally produce a generous growth,
and yet a brief space of time will suffice to dispel the illusion, and
prove their vigorous appearance to be unnatural, and by no means
to be considered a criterion of hardiness : autumnal rains, and the

usually humid atmosphere, often succeeded by frosty nights, will

prove a severer test than any hitherto experienced ; and it will be
then perceived whether they can maintain the same healthy appear-

ance under these changes. Another circumstance is familiar to every

raiser of this class of florists' flowers, that seedling plants exhibit a

luxuriance of growth the first season which rarely occurs afterwards

;

to imagine, therefore, that the seedlings will be sufficiently hardy to

endure the changes of our climate, planted out as others usually are,

will be to foster a fallacy, and tend to disappointment, as well as

destroy all chance of success. It is essentially necessary that a dry
situation be selected, and air given on all favourable opportunities;

wintering the seedlings in pots well drained, and using a light sandy
soil, also being prepared with protection against sudden frost, and
the usually humid atmosphere prevalent during the months of No-
vember and December, are precautions to be borne in mind, in order

to ensure successful cultivation, until a hardier constitution be at-

tained than the one which characterises the present race.

The enthusiastic cultivator must not expect his efforts to be suc-

cessful, or his expectations realised, with the first experiment ;
" per-

severance" must be his motto, for perfection is not attained at one
step. The serrated edge and irregular marking have to be removed,
and the motley assemblage of colours reduced, whilst, in their stead,

is to be substituted a rose petal, with the colour confined to its edge,

which must necessarily be a work of time. If, however, one point
only be attained, and that a perceptible improvement, the cultivator

may take his stand among the successful competitors for future honour
—a circumstance sufficient for renewed exertions.

I am willing to hope that the uncertain style of marking peculiar
to this class of flowers may not prove universal ; but possibly some
new variety may be originated, which will be found to advance a
little beyond the present race ; and if possessing a petal approximat-
ing to the white-ground class, it will be a desirable one from which
to save seed.

Having proceeded thus far, I conceive the following plan, under
distinct heads, will be eligible for the purpose I have in view :

—

First.—Saving seed from Yellow Selfs, hybridised with the Yel-
low Picotee ; and, for experiment's sake, reversing the

parents whenever it will not have a tendency to reduce
colour.

Secondly.—From two Yellow Picotees.
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Thirdly.—From deep-coloured Yellow Selfs, hybridised with the

highest-coloured white-ground Picotees of the several

classes of red, purple, and rose, using the pollen from

those flowers which are particularly distinguished by a

steady style of marking, and not intermixing light and

heavy edge.

Fourthly.—From Yellow Picotees, hybridised as in No. 3.

The following white-ground varieties are well calculated for the

purpose of hybridising, as they are all of first-rate excellence :

—

Headley's King James and Venus ; May's Portia, Sebastian, and

Juliet ; Marris's Prince of Wales and Prince Albert ; Ely's Emperor

and Mrs. Lilly; Norman's Beauty; Matthews' Enchantress; Cox's

Regina ; Wood's Princess Alice ; GatlifFs Regina ; and Mrs. Beavan.

There are several other good varieties ; but I presume those I have

enumerated will be found sufficient to commence with.

The process of hybridising being so generally understood, it ap-

pears scarcely necessary to allude to it here ; but I beg to observe,

that so soon as the bloom is expanded, it should be covered with a

piece of gauze, or other light material, in order to prevent bees from

anticipating the work, and rendering the operation nugatory ; each

cultivator should also record with minuteness the seed-bearing plants,

and those from which the pollen was taken, as well as the different

traits possessed by each seedling.

It will be desirable to ascertain the names of a few of the best

varieties cultivated ; and probably some growers may be induced to

further the present project by furnishing a descriptive list of Yellow

Picotees, setting forth their particular properties. This desideratum

I am unable to supply ; and as it is undoubtedly an important adjunct,

I trust this request will be complied with.

In the estimation of some cultivators of the Picotee, the foregoing

remarks may be considered rather to impede than advance the project

I am advocating ; but I beg to observe, such is not my intention, for

I have endeavoured to point out the difficulties, in order that they

may be known and avoided : the more operators, the sooner the de-

sired end will be attained. And here I particularly caution the tyro

against deciding on the merits of his own productions ; but I would

advise him to forward them to the respective editors of the present

work and the Midland Florist, who would faithfully point out their

merits and imperfections.

Alpha.
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THE DESTRUCTIVENESS OF HARES AND RABBITS.

But few persons have experienced the devastations committed by
these pests of the country in an equal manner with myself. The
nursery being exactly opposite to a large game-preserve, for many
years it was overrun with them, and being in my youth what is

called a " good shot," their destruction formed a large share of my
amusements. In severe winters, from fifty to sixty brace of the

former, and as many couples of the latter, would fall before my gun
by night and day ; for in the clear, moonlight, frosty nights, the

ground covered with snow, it was, according to my ideas, capital

sport to lay them low ; but what trouble they gave, for besides this

watching by night, all the apple-trees were smeared with lime, and
soot, and train-oil, to prevent their ravages, often without avail.

And then Plums and Apricots, Brooms and Laburnums, Picotees

and Pinks, Carnations and Roses, and 1 know not what, all came
in for a nibble, bringing on disease and death. What a number
of remedies were tried, and how few were of any efficacy ; only one
of them deserves recording.

A few years ago, a friend in Suffolk pointed out to me what he
called his " Brimstone Flags," and assured me that, if placed round
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any trees or borders containing flowers subject to the ravages of

hares, they were a sure protection. The following winter I adopted

this very simple remedy, and after having sundry pieces of old cloth,

about eight or ten inches in diameter, placed in a cleft at the top

of sticks two feet long, I had half a dozen pounds of sulphur

melted in an iron pot, and every " flag" dipped till it was covered.

When cold, they were of a fine bright yellow. In December, just

before the approach of frost, they were placed (the sticks stuck

into the ground) round the quarters containing apple-trees, about

six feet apart. The effect was marvellous. The hares, I have no

doubt, thought the trees tabooed, and carefully avoided transgress-

ing. It was interesting to observe by their footsteps in the snow,

how carefully they had kept from a very near approach. A well-

beaten track, about a yard from the line of flags, testified as to the

delicacy of their olfactories. The triumph was complete ; but

alas ! gardeners should never triumph, for after two or three win-

ters only moderately sharp, came the long, severe one of ! 846-7.

The frost in December 1846 was very fierce ; thermometer at 15°
;

the hares were hungry, and rushed through, and in one night de-

stroyed more than 500 fine apple-trees : ever since that night my
confidence in flags has flagged.

There is now a cheap kind of wire-netting sold by Richardson,

Tunbridge Place, New Road, I think at Id. per foot. This is the

best article of the kind I have s*een, as it requires no paint, and if

placed round clumps or beds of flowers, it is a sure and certain pro-

tection. I have recently bought 600 yards, with which I have

fenced round all my quarters of apple-trees. I may as well men-
tion, that it need not be more than two feet wide, placed upright,

or a little sloping outwards about three inches from the ground, for

they will not creep under ; and fastened with twine to light stakes,

it will not disfigure the flower-garden ; and of all the preventives

from the ravages of those very pretty animals, rabbits and hares,

there is nothing to be compared to it. Thomas Rivers.

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

REMARKS UPON AN ARTICLE ON ERICAS,

IN THE GARDENERS* CHRONICLE OF NOV. 2oTH.

An article appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 25th Novem-

ber, headed, " Cultivation of Cape Heaths ;" and signed, " W. P.

Leach, S. Rucker's, Esq., Wandsworth, Surrey."

This communication of Mr. Leach's contains doctrines so foreign

to those I advocated a few months ago in the pages of this periodi-

cal, and so opposite to the opinions of all those practical Heath

growers with whom I have occasionally associated, that, in justice

to myself and the readers of The Florist (particularly the amateur
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portion of them), I cannot permit it to pass unnoticed. I will not

presume to Bay that Mr. Leach's system will in all cases kill; but

this I will Bay, that so fraught is it with danger, that no nurseryman

in England would adopt it.

The whole of Mr. Leach's article being too long to copy entire,

I must refer the reader to the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 25th ult.,

selecting only the objectionable parts, which I shall take in the order

in which they stand.

The first point upon which I am at issue with Mr. Leach is thus

stated :
" Many are of opinion that Heaths will not thrive intermixed

with other plants ; but this is a mistake. I know from experience

that Heaths will thrive as well in a greenhouse, among other plants,

as they would do in a heathery ; in fact, some woolly-leaved kinds

are the better for being kept a trifle closer than others ; such are Fer-

ruginea, Gemmifera major, Splendens, Massoni, Templese, and others.

I have at present specimens of Ferruginea, Ampullacea, Parmenteri

rosea, and others, mixed with Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Azaleas, and

other greenhouse stock, doing much better than I ever saw them do

in the heathery, where air was more freely admitted. They, how-

ever, should be placed at the coolest end of the greenhouse."

This paragraph, though comparatively harmless, is nevertheless

calculated to mislead the uninitiated, and create despair of ever grow-

ing successfully , or even keeping alive, this class of plants long

together ; when, in fact, the contrary result may be secured, if

people would but content themselves with recommending natural

means to obtain natural results. This genus cannot endure long

together a close, humid atmosphere ; it is poison to them ; whilst

the Pelargonium, Fuchsia, &c, luxuriate in it. How, then, can

they comfortably "fraternise" together, and in the month of De-
cember too ! The thing is impossible. The most robust and free-

growing Heaths will exist in such a situation/or a time, and even

look bright and healthy ; but, depend upon it, disease, in a secret

form, is making daily advances, and will most assuredly terminate in

death, if the plants are not timely removed. All those varieties de-

scribed by Mr. Leach as being at this time vapourising in his " green-

house stock" are some of the most difficult Heaths to manage well

(except perhaps Massoni) and to keep free from mildew that I know.
To those who have only one greenhouse for general purposes, and are

desirous to enjoy the delight of a well-grown, well-flowering Heath
amidst their blooming plants during the summer months, I would say,

Winter them in a cold frame, giving all the air possible on every fitting

occasion. In very severe weather, scatter a tolerably thick layer of

straw or other litter over the lights, pegging down over it a mat or

thick canvass. This protection will exclude fifteen or twenty degrees
of frost. The covering must of course be removed in the morning
to admit light, if the cold is too severe to admit air. In this way
do most of the nurserymen winter their " stock," and with perfect

safety.

The next head of Mr. Leach's article treats of the soils best suited

for the Erica, the proportions he uses, the season of the year most
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suitable for making the annual shift, and other little matters in con-
nexion with that operation. To state all my objections to his system
would lead me into a recapitulation of an article upon this subject

published some time ago, and which may be found at pages 105 and
106, Vol. I., of The Florist ; suffice it to say, that I disagree with
him on many essential points, most especially in his recommending
leaf-mould as a substitute for peat, and river for silver-sand. I can-

not imagine that any grower of Heaths will ever need a substitute

for peat. If he does, he will not find an efficient one in leaf-mould

;

therefore avoid it. As regards sand, I care but little about the colour

or coarseness, but I am most particular in using it pure, thoroughly

cleansing it in many waters from all impurities. For struck cuttings,

and all small plants, silver-sand, with the peat, is indispensable. I

have learnt by experience that unwashed sand is most pernicious

;

and no wonder either, seeing what a variety of foreign matter it

contains.

On the subject of
Cf growing and summer treatment of Heaths,"

recommended by Mr. Leach, I must make rather liberal extracts.

He says :
" All the free-growing kinds of Cape Heaths succeed best

out of doors, in a not overshaded place, during summer ; the slow-

growing sorts, as Massoni, Templese, Pulcherrima, Ferruginea, Mu-
tabilis, Metulaeflora, the tricolor varieties, &c. &c, are best kept in

the house, or in pits ; always, however, bearing in mind., that the

Heath tribe requires plenty of air and little shade, except when fresh

shifted I always give a liberal shift if the plants are well

rooted, say from an 8-inch pot to a 12 or 13-inch pot, according to

the variety. I prefer the West Kent pot, for, its bottom being mov-
able, there is no occasion to break the pot in shifting, which is un-
avoidable when the common pot is used."

On this head of his subject, Mr. Leach is anxious to make it

appear, first, that different species and varieties require somewhat
different treatment to others ; secondly, that sun is preferable to

shade; thirdly, recommends a larger shift than is usually given ; and
fourthly, pots with movable bottoms are all but indispensable.

That some Heaths require treatment different to others, is an
opinion by no means new ; but the many years' experience I have

had tells me there is no true foundation for such a belief; and the

advocating such an opinion tends only to puzzle and mystify the

inexperienced, creating a belief that there is more art and mystery

in growing this class of plants than there really is. Some varieties

will doubtless accommodate themselves to injudicious treatment better

than others ; but they will not thank you for it in the long run.

Mr. Leach is decidedly in error when he recommends " little

shade." The best possible situation for Heaths, when they are turned

out in the summer after flowering, is on the shady side of a high hedge,

where they can enjoy the air in all directions without exposure to

the mid-day sun : alternate rain and sunshine tell a sad tale,— death

or disease is almost sure to follow ; for, by the first, the mouths
of the newly-formed roots, which have found their way to the sides

of the pot, are destroyed by reason of the powerful heat on their
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Bides; and the latter is engendered by the rapid succession of heat

and moisture 00 the foliage. Plunging the pots to the rim, in the

absence of a Bhady Bit nation, is the safest and best plan, resting

them od two brick's placed edgeways, to ensure good drainage and

to exclude worms. To grow heaths safely and well, Mr. Leach pro-

too large a shift, it were better to give them two slight

removes in a summer than the liberal one he proposes. I am quite

sure under Buch management the plant would make a larger growth,

and be more likely to keep in good health ; a vacuum of one inch

between the ball and pot is quite ample for a plant six or seven

years old; half that space for small ones is enough; and it is in

potting such, the assistance of a flat stick, which Mr. Leach con-

demns, is indispensable ; for when a space of only half an inch

i\i-ts between the ball and pot, the fingers cannot be inserted;

so that, without the aid of some such appliance, it is impossible

to fix the soil compactly throughout the surface of the ball; in

this mode of operation the roots, with ordinary care, will not be

disturbed. His recommendation of " West- Kent pots with mov-
able bottoms" is quite superfluous ; for, during a fourteen years'

experience, I never met with any difficulty in dislodging the ball in

my annual shift. It is true, that sometimes in potting a plant fresh

from the nursery, which had been starving nobody knows how long,

the roots have adhered to the sides ; but this is of such rare occur-

rence as not to render necessary the additional expense of buying pots

with " movable bottoms."

In the next division of Mr. Leach's paper he says, speaking of

mildewr
: "The sulphur may remain one, two, or three days ; it may

then be blown or brushed off." I say, do not be satisfied with a

mere puff of wind or a flick with a brush, but take a syringe and
souse the plant well, or lasting disfigurement will be the conse-

quence.

And now I come to a recommendation which I must say I am
surprised at. But I must give it in Mr. Leach's own words

:

" When large specimens have done blooming, I take a pair of
shears and clip them all over." I must be allowed to condemn so
severe an operation on the charming Erica. May I never see it

practised on any coming under my notice ; and let me recommend
all interested to use their shears for their hedges or box-edgings
rather than on their Heaths.

Mr. Leach next directs attention to the watering, and says :
" To

give much water to such varieties as Aristata, Hartnelli, Massoni,
&c, would be sudden death to them ; but, on the other hand, Per-
Bpicua nana, Westphalingea, the Ventricosas, &c. &c, require it

often, always giving enough at each watering to soak the whole
mass of soil." I cannot by any means agree to the distinction here
drawn

;
the latter class of plants does not require more water than

the former
;

nor will either or any of the genus, at this season
of the year, bear with impunity more water than is barely suffi-
cient to keep the mass of soil damp—I don't mean wet : more than
that is highly injurious; for as there is but little or no loss of
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moisture at this season from evaporation, any superabundance of

water will sodden the soil, exclude air from the roots, and hasten

decay. I feel that I cannot too strongly impress upon all cultiva-

tors the paramount necessity of attending to this suggestion, and

warning them against the adoption of Mr. Leach's theory. I may
add, that the natural humidity of our atmosphere during the winter

months is all but sufficient for the entire sustenance of this genus.

Speaking of the amount of cold the Heath is able to bear without

injury, 5lr. Leach says :
" I have frequently had Heaths frozen so

hard, that a knife would not penetrate the soil [I am glad they were

not mine], and they have not received the least injury therefrom;"

further on he adds, "By following the above rules, I am satisfied

that Heaths may be grown from cuttings, large enough for any ex-

hibition, in less than three years." I willingly admit, that seven or

eight degrees, or even more, of frost will not destroy the plant ; but less

than half that amount will most unquestionably kill the next year's

flowers, as I have reason to know from more than one past occa-

sion : however perfectly the preceding year's growth may have

ripened its wood to all visible appearance, yet it is not sufficiently

matured with the embryo bloom on its summit to enable it to with-

stand safely any frost. As regards the time a Heath requires to

grow from a cutting to a specimen, I need scarcely say Mr. Leach
is again surely in error, and has not had sufficient experience. I

know not what sized plants Mr. Leach considers " large enough"
for such a purpose ; but if perchance he fixes his standard at such

specimens as we are in the habit of looking upon at the two great

metropolitan exhibitions, I fearlessly tell him that, with his best

skill, he could not grow even Cavendishii, the easiest of all Heaths
to manage, in much less than three times three years ; neither is

there one plant in a dozen we see at Chiswick or Regent's Park,

that is less than ten or twelve years old, and many much older.

To illustrate this assertion, I will present a hasty sketch of the

many shiftings, and the intervals between each, every Heath seen

at the metropolitan shows has undergone. First, as a cutting, three

months at the very least, and often twelve, elapse before sufficient

roots are developed to render the process of potting off safe,—

a

2^-inch pot is generally used for this purpose ; in about ten or

twelve months after, a shift into a 3- inch pot will be required.

If the plant continue healthy, and receive no check, the succeeding

annual shifts may be thus regulated, viz. from 3 to 3^-inch pots, 4^,

5f, 7, 9, 11, and so on in similar gradations ; this is calculating upon
the plant having been kept growing by every available means,

otherwise it will be too rapid. Now, we all know a man may as

well keep his plants at home, as attempt to exhibit successfully, till

they have reached a size suitable for the last-named pot (and then

they must be first-rate varieties). Thus, eight years at the very least

are required, to bring the Erica to a presentable specimen from a

cutting. It is quite a different thing to grow-on a Heath from the

size usually sold out by a nurseryman, to what it is from a cutting,

and here, I think, is where Mr. Leach has made his mistake. It is
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much to be regretted that the Chiswick and Regent's Park regula-

tions do DOl disqualify all plants exhibited that have not been grown,

in the strict sense of the word, by the exhibitor; until such, or a

similar requirement be made, nofair test of the cultivator's skill can

be got at ; for those who can afford to pay their ten or twenty pounds

for "a ready-grown specimen, must of necessity leave but little chance

of success to the more humble amateur.

In penning these few criticisms upon Mr. Leach's published

article on the cultivation of the Erica, I have not been actuated by

any other than a sincere desire to caution the inexperienced culti-

vator of this tribe of plants from many grievous errors, which would

cause ultimate disappointment, if he adopted the practice ofMr. Leach.

The suggestions that I have now, and on former occasions, thrown

out, have emanated from personal practical cultivation of this plant

for many years; the Erica having been a pet flower from my first

indulging in floricultural pursuits. It is most true, that this class of

plants, as well as all others, have been subjected, from time to time,

to novel modes of treatment : some have had for their object the

inducement of more rapid growth ; others, again, to obtain a super-

abundance of flower both in and out of season : then again, experi-

ments have been tried on the soils, by using leaf-mould, and even

a portion of loam, foul river-sand, and even the scrapings of roads

;

all, and many other such unnatural modes of treatment has the un-

fortunate Heath been tortured with. I knew one of the finest

collections in England almost annihilated by some such vagary only

a few years back. On visiting a very fine collection about seven or

eight years ago, the gardener was just carried away with the " one-

shift" system, syringing overhead the last thing at night, and shut-

ting up close ; such was his treatment at that time to his young
stock, and disastrous was the result. I have tried experiments on
this plant equally absurd, and met with disappointment. I am so

well convinced of the intractability of the Erica to conform to any
forced or artificial mode of culture, that I have long since abandoned
the idea of its practicability. It is a slow-growing plant, and all

the art of man cannot make it otherwise. It requires soil and treat-

ment suited to its constitutional habits, and it will not thrive if any
other be substituted ; a dry atmosphere, any degree of cold short of

freezing, plenty of air, and as little sun as may be. These are essen-

tial to grow Heaths, and upon them depends the health of the plant.

Whitehill, Dec. 7, 1848. W. H. Story.

Note.—For the purpose of affording information on the subject, we have
inspected the plants under Mr. Leach's care, which are in beautiful health ; and
we give the names of a few, not the largest, with some other particulars respecting
them.

Splendens, 7 ft. cir., 2 ft. high ; was in a 3-in. pot three years ago.
Retorta, 8 ft. cir., 1ft. 8 in. high ; was in an 8-in. pot at the same time.
Retorta major, 9 ft. cir., 2ft. 6 in. high ; was in a 9-in. pot at the same time.
Pairmentierkma rosea, 9 ft. 6 in. cir., 2 ft. 6in. high ; the same.
Ferruginea, 7 ft. cir., 1 ft. 8 in..high ; is three years old.

Ampullacea major, 7 ft. 6 in. cir., 1 ft. 6 in. high ; was in an 8-in. pot three
years ago.
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Elegans, 5 ft. cir., 1 ft. high ; was in a 3-in. pot at the same time.
Easonii, 4 ft. 8 in. cir., 1 ft. 6 in. high ; the same.
Fastigiata lutescens, 7 ft. cir., 2 ft. 6 in. high ; the same.
Macnabiana, 4 ft. 6 in. cir., 1 ft. 6 in. high ; the same.
Macnabiana rosea, 6 ft. cir., 1 ft. 4 in. high ; was in a 4-in. pot two years

and a half ago.

Macnabiana speciosa, 4 ft. 8 in. cir., 1 ft. 6 in. high ; was in a 3-in. pot three
years back.

Tricolor, 4 ft. 6 in. cir., 1 ft. 6 in. high ; in the same two years and a half ago.
Gtauca, 6 ft. cir., 1 ft. 6 in. high ; in a 4-in. pot three years back.
Obbata, 4 ft. cir., 1 ft. high ; in a 6-in. pot two years back.
Tortulijiora, 3 ft. 6 in. cir., 1 ft. high ; in a 4^-in. pot two years and a half ago.

ON FERNS.

This lovely tribe of plants deserves especial cultivation, so remark-

ably elegant are the forms of their foliage, so refreshing to the eye

their lively green tints, and so graceful their disposition
;
growing

summer and winter, they are always interesting, and, to a refined

mind, are of a particularly pleasing and attractive character.

At one end of my stove there is a tank of water for the use of

the house, round which tank I have formed a small rockery ; upon
this I grow a collection of choice Stove Ferns, Lycopodiums, and
Mosses, with a few of the hardy sorts, which are found to nourish in

perfect luxuriance.

In the tank I have growing Limnocharis Humboldtii, a most
beautiful water-plant, which will only succeed in stove heat. This
has a very interesting appearance, as the leaves float on the surface.

As most Ferns delight in "shade and a moist atmosphere/' in

order to shew their delicately green foliage to advantage, and, in

fact, will not satisfactorily succeed without it, in the summer season

I should recommend some free-growing creepers to be trained under
the glass. Such fine plants as Passiflora Buonapartii, or Quadran-
gularis, Ipomsea Learii, and several of the Aristolochias, having ample
foliage, are well adapted for this purpose.

Ferns may be very successfully grown in pots, in which case

perfect drainage is requisite, the soil must be peat and leaf-mould in

equal portions, liberally intermixed with silver-sand and potsherds

broken small. During summer they should be kept moist by re-

peated watering.

Propagation is easily effected by divisions of the roots, as the

smallest piece soon makes a plant ; or by seeds, which are very mi-

nute, and mostly formed in round brown spots, or long streaks, on
the under side of the leaves or fronds, as they are usually called.

They may be sown at any time of the year under a bell-glass ; those

seeds at the base of the leaves should be selected, as they are more
fully developed.

When Ferns are grown in a house where a good deal of moisture
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is kept up, it is not unusual to see young Seedlings vegetating most

freely in all directions. The following is a list of such as I can

recommend, all of them being handsome in their growth, particularly

the class Adiantum :

Adiantum euneatuni.

„ concinnum.
trapeziforme.

rhomboideum.
t'ovianum.

„ Capillus Veneris,

pedatum.
reniforme.

t'ormosum.

A>plenium Trichomanes.

„ elongatum.

„ viride.

„ Nidus.

„ marinum.

„ ebeneum.

„ septentrionale.

Aspidium atomarium.

„ falcatum.

„ Lonchitis.

„ molle.

„ Serra.

„ cristatum.

„ Oreopteris.

„ capense.

Blechnum boreale.

„ lanceolatum.

„ polypodioides.

Cheilanthes lendigera.

Cheilanthes spectabilis.

„ tomentosa.

Cryptogramma crispa.

Diplazium decussatum.

Fadyenia prolifera.

Gymnogramma ochracea.

Lomaria Patersoni.

„ hastata.

Polypodium aureum.

„ iridifolium.

Pteris falcata.

„ arguta.

„ hastata.

„ serrulata.

„ longifolia.

„ leptophylla.

„ Plumieri.

„ vespertilionis.

„ denticulata.

Scolopendrium vulgare.

Lycopodium caesium.

„ circinale.

„ stoloniferum.

„ denticulatum.

„ helveticum.

„ braziliense.

The species in each genus of Fern often so closely resemble each

other, and nurserymen so seldom study their botanical distinctions,

that it is very difficult at all times to procure them correct to name.
This I have found a source of disappointment ; but should any one

be desirous of forming a collection, I shall have much pleasure in

recommending them where to procure them correctly named.

Hull, January, 1849. H. S. Norman.

LADIES' PAGE.

My introduction to the fair readers of The Florist takes place at a
season which, to the uninitiated, is destitute of floral attractions, but
which yet furnishes objects of daily interest to those who look for

them. The first snow which melts will entice the Aconite and the

Snowdrop to unfold their petals ; and, if the weather be mild, the
close of the month may be graced with the Crocus. Indoors,

Hyacinths and early Tulips will attract many bright eyes, and
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engage the handicraft of many taper fingers. However, there is

not very much to be done this month by lady-amateurs, although

the employment actually furnished is of a more recherche kind than

usual. I will take advantage of this lack of business to define the

duties I undertake, and the class I am more particularly anxious to

benefit. This page is not intended to be read by the scientific

florist, although there are many of that class to be found among
ladies ; the general contents of this work being a contribution to

those engaged in the higher branches of horticulture. Neither do

I write for ladies who keep gardeners, since they had better take

the advice of their professional servants than mine. I should be

sorry for any collision of opinion to take place between a gardener

and his mistress through me, and I therefore at once beg that I may
never be used as an authority against the practice of men who ought

to know better than I do how to transact their daily business.

There are many ladies who like to have a floricultural domain
of their own, although they may possess an establishment requiring

the aid of many minds and many hands. Gardening is, with many,
an affair closely related, in the affections it excites, to the care of

objects of domestic solicitude ; so that its votaries delight in doing

as much as possible for their favourites with their own hands. How
would those Hyacinths lose half their charm, if you were never to

change their water, prop their advancing flower-stems, or arrange

their colours ! Has not that little border on which the morning sun
always shines, with its Crocuses, Tulips, and Carnations, all planted

and reared by yourself, more attractions than whole acres of garden

besides? Because we know something ourselves of this flower-

worship, we are willing to instruct its devotees, and all we write

will be intended to promote the beauty and grace of the temple.

Without the formal routine of a calendar, it will be our object to

throw out some suggestions applicable to the month, and thus to

furnish a contribution to the annual wreath which the conductors

of The Florist desire to present to their subscribers.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.

ON THE POT CULTURE OF THE VERBENA.

BY MR. WYNESS,

GARDENER TO HER MAJESTY AT BUCKINGHAM PALACE. ]

As the Verbena merits a place, and most justly, among our popular
florists' flowers, perhaps a few hints on its cultivation in pots may
be acceptable to those who have not yet adopted that mode of cul-

ture. I know of no plant more useful or ornamental as a pot-plant,

for decorating the greenhouse during the summer season, when the

proper inmates of that structure are enjoying the open air. If we
VOL. II. NO. XIII. c
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take into consideration its graceful habit, the variety and brilliancy

of its colours, which offer hues for every taste, and above all, the

lengthened period it continues to produce its lovely blossoms, it is

unrivalled, and ought to be more generally grown in pots as speci-

mens, more especially now that the numerous varieties are so much
improved, both in form and colour. The present season has been

productive of some gems of the first class ; and if the Verbena con-

tinue to be improved as it has been during these few years past, I

have no doubt that the time is not far distant when it will form one

of the leading features at our floral exhibitions.

I do not know if my system of propagating this favourite be new ;

but as it is simple, certain, and expeditious, it may be as well to

state how I proceed from the commencement. I fill shallow pans
(such as are used for placing under flower-pots) to within a quarter

of an incli of the top with silver-sand, and pour in water sufficient

just to cover the sand. I then make the cuttings in the usual way,
and push them into the wet sand

;
put the labels to them, and place

them in a hot-bed frame where the heat ranges from 65 to 70 deg.,

always keeping the sand wet. The advantages to be realised by
propagating the Verbena in this way are, that the cuttings never
require to be shaded in the brightest sunshine, consequently the

young plants are not drawn up long and lanky ; the cuttings never
stop growing from the time they are put in until they are ready to

pot off, which is in about six or seven days, when they may be
drawn out of the wet sand, with a bunch of roots, without injuring

a single fibre. The best time to commence operations for growing
specimen Verbenas in pots is February, or as soon as vegetation
commences for the season. It is desirable to pot a few of the best
autumn-struck plants for the sake of early bloom ; but they never
make such handsome specimens, nor continue so long in good health,

as plants raised from cuttings in spring.

As soon as the cuttings are well rooted, they should be potted
into sixty-size pots, and placed in a gentle heat for a few days, until
they are established in the pots ; then top them, and harden them
by degrees ; never allow them to remain long in heat after they begin
to grow, or they will form long, naked stems. As soon as the pots are
filled with roots, shift into thirty-twos, and from thirty-twos into
twelve- sized pots. During the growth of the plant, all shoots must be
stopped, in order to cause the plants to grow bushy ; and never allow
them to flower until the plant is properly formed, and has as many
leading shoots as are wanted.

The compost in which I grow the Verbena is, equal parts turfy
loam, leaf-mould, and peat, with a little silver-sand added, to keep
the soil open. I water twice a-week with liquid manure, and occa-
sionally syringe over head with clean water to cleanse the foliage.
If the saving of the seed is no object, all flowers ought to be cut off
as soon as they begin to decay. I need scarcely add, that the grand
secret in the successful culture of this, as well as of all plants, is,

plenty of drainage ; without this no plant will continue long in good
health.
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If green-fly should attack your plants, fumigate with tobacco

;

for if the fly once get a- head, the plants will never recover suffi-

ciently to give satisfaction.

Mildew is another enemy which must be looked after. As soon

as it is perceived, dust the plants with a little sulphur, which will

soon stop it from doing much mischief ; always remembering the old

saying, that " a stitch in time saves nine."

The following are a few varieties which have given me great satis-

faction, and which are useful, either for out or in-door work, and fit

for exhibition either in pots or in a cut state.

*Annica (Chauviere), blush, purple eye ;
good shape.

*Atrosanguinea, crimson.

*Avelanche ( Pearson), white.

*Barkerii (Barker), deep scarlet.

Boule de feu (Girling), vivid scarlet.

*Bicolor Grandiflora (Van Houtte), crimson scarlet.

*Brilliant (Young), bright scarlet.

Cyclops (Smith), rosy pink ; large.

Conqueror (Smith), dark purple.

Clothilde (Chauviere), striped ; very showy.
Comte de Paris (Dufoy), rose and lilac, shaded ; fine.

Captivation (Smith), orange scarlet ; showy.
Defiance (Robinson>, brilliant scarlet ; large, noble-flowered sorts.

Duchesse d'Aumale (Dufoy), pale blue ; good.

Diversity (Beadle), lilac and purple ; shaded and curious.

Duke of Norfolk (Bell), orange scarlet ; fine.

*Emperor of Scarlets (Gaines), showy.
Excelsa Superb (Smith), large, purple rose

; good.

Eliza, large, crimson ; fine.

*Emperor of China (Ivery), rich crimson; fine.

Edmondiana, crimson, fine, large truss.

Epomine (Chauviere), pretty, salmon rose, crimson spot.

Felix (Chauviere) crimson.

Gem (Smith), fine, large, pink, rose centre.

Gem of the West, fine novel rose.

*Heloise (Dufov), purple, good shape and habit.

Ibrahim Pasha "(Smith), dark mulberry.
*Imperatrice Josephine (Salter), blue.

Justine (Chauviere), light lilac.

La Reine (Salter), pink, rose centre.

Lord John Russell (Smith), vermilion ; large and well shaped.
La Coquette, pale pink, rose centre.

La Villageoise (Dufoy), blue, white centre ; large truss or head.
*Lenormand (Chauviere), rich crimson, purple centre ; exfine.

Madame Passy (Chauviere), mottled blue ; coarse grower.

*Madame Rattier (Chauviere), rose, carmine centre, showy ; bad shape.

Morning Star (Wyness), rosy purple, white eye ; very attractive.

*Minerva (Chauviere), fine-shaped rose.

Oberon (Youell), dark claret.

Ochroleuca (Bell), dull yellow.

*Orpha, (Chauviere), lavender, purple spot ; fine shape, and free.

Picta (Bell), shaded crimson.

Perfection (Chauviere), pale lavender, large trusses.

Princess Alice (Wyness), white, with distinct deep cherry spot on each
segment of the corolla ; fine shape, large truss, and free.

Rosea (Grey), rose.

Royal Purple (Young), fine, dark purple.

* Speciosissima (Youell), bright crimson red.
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St. Margaret (Barker), rich crimson, violet shot ; beautiful variety.

Tricolor (Dufoy), pale pink, carmine centre ; showy, small, and free.

•Tomy ( diamine), dark crimson.

•White Perfection (Smith), fine.

•Vicomte de Saurra] (Chauviere), rich crimson scarlet.

Vixen (Smith), grey lilac; good shape, bad grower.

•Venus de Canova (Chauviere), pale lavender, rich large purple centre

exfine shape.

•Vulcan Superb (Bell), bright crimson, scarlet; rich and fine.

•Valentine de Sareuae (Chauviere), finest blue.

•Wonder of Scarlets (Ivery), light scarlet.

Those marked thus * are well adapted for bedding-out purposes.

wi;ndow greenhouses.

( To the Superintendent of The Florist).

Dear Sir,—I must plead guilty to the charge of never having seen,

or indeed heard of, The Florist, till you called my attention to it ; but

I like the number you were so kind as to send me so well, that I

have ordered my bookseller to supply me with it henceforth.

You ask me the particulars of my " window- greenhouse," in

which, as I have been sufficiently successful not only to please

myself, but to have imitators because of that success, I have great

pleasure in telling you— no, not you, but your readers— how I

manage matters. I had last season about 900 blossoms on 35
plants, and as I am not aware that the care of them took up time

that ought to have been otherwise employed, and was a pleasure all

through the year as well as in the blooming season, I really should

be glad to see the system more general. I cannot promise that all

shall succeed who may try it, but I think I can shew that those

who do not may charge themselves with their failure.

Probably most of your readers have occasionally noticed a most
nourishing tree, covered with healthy blossoms, in an old broken
teapot in some cottage-window ; and some may have thence inferred

the uselessness of care and science in the treatment of plants. I do
not draw that conclusion from the fact. For look at that sickly

thing in the next window to it. How much better and healthier

the flowers look in the one window than the other ! And yet the

houses are built on the same plan, and stand next to one another;
and therefore the inference I should draw is, that there is a right

way and a wrong of growing flowers ; and, further, that a person
who uses the right will succeed under great apparent disadvantages.
And as a closer inspection always shews the difference to be in the
person and not in the place, and that such persons rarely spend much
time or pains upon their pets, and yet every thing seems to succeed
with them, it is plain that those who will follow their example will

make their window-plants flourish as well as theirs do. And this is so
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true, that if a person will not make up his mind to act upon the right

system when he knows it, I cannot recommend him to keep plants

in-doors, many or few, unless for the wholesome discipline of dis-

appointment.

Now I believe, sir, you will agree with me, that the right system
for plants, as for children, is the natural system ; and that nostrums,
and secrets, and tricks, are, for the most part, not only pernicious but
silly. As a general rule, and under similar circumstances, what will

grow a good cabbage will grow a good Pelargonium or Fuchsia.

And that the apparent departures from this rule are only examples
of it, and depend on common-sense reasons drawn from the nature
or the original climate of the species of plant.

And the natural system may be comprised under two heads :

1, not to let your plants suffer by neglect ; 2, nor to make them
suffer by interference. If many people let them dwindle or die by
forgetting to water them at proper times, or to shelter them from
excess of sun or of cold, others, not less numerous, think their

flowers can never be thriving unless themselves are doing something
to make them thrive. And so they bring them to their end, or to

pale, sickly, scraggy things on stilts, that can never repay their

owner for the trouble of rearing them.

The application of this system to the culture of the Pelargonium
is somewhat hazardous of the charge of presumption in such a person
as myself, because I suppose you have already given directions for

that in some of the numbers of The Florist I have been so unfortunate

as not to see ; and any thing I were to say on the subject that you
have already said would be superfluous, and what might differ from
your instructions, I am persuaded would be erroneous. Only I would
repeat, that any person who will use common sense and common
care may succeed in the culture of any of our ordinary fancy flowers.

Of these, by much the most useful for a window, and which I

expect will always retain its place in this respect, is the Pelargonium ;

and, as I have no room to spare, I confine myself to this. You will

believe I have no spare room when I tell you that I am a curate, with
a family of eight grown-up persons, in latitude 53° 29' 30" on the

Greenwich meridian, in an agricultural village that has no house in

it larger than a cottage, and mine is no way remarkable among its

fellows, of which it is far from being the largest. Yet, without any
other convenience than a cottage-window, I grow, in very creditable

condition, about thirty varieties (a plant of each) of the best Pelar-

goniums : enough to make my room a blaze of beauty during the

whole blooming season.

Now, on the supposition that my thirty plants are established

in their pots, and hardened afterwards in the open air, and that it

is time to bring them in-doors (this year it was on or about old

Michaelmas-day I housed them), I will tell you where I put them,
and how I treat them when there.

I have no south or south-east window in the house : the aspect

is south-west; but there is a small room in the front, of which, as it

is my dressing-room, I can appropriate the whole window to my
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plants. And I have done it in this way, in order to make the small

space hold as many pots, give them as much light, and bring them

as close to the glass, as possible. The glass of the window is 3 feet

9 inches broad, and of a proportionate height. This, therefore, is

the breadth of the stand I had made in the ordinary way, but as

light as possible, and with six shelves, channelled along the middle

for the water to run out of the pots. As the plants are of all sizes,

and more of them small than large, the four lower shelves are 4, the

fifth 5, and the sixth 6 inches broad ; the bottom one 3, the rest 4

inches high, which, with 3 inches allowed for standing in its pan,

make the entire height 2 feet 2 inches.

This frame stands in a water-tight wooden pan, 3 feet 10 inches

long by 2 feet 4 inches broad, and 3 inches deep, with a hole and
plug in one corner to let off the water, so that I can water my plants

as freely as I like without wetting the room or making a mess. The
whole stands on two three-legged tressles, and the waterpot is kept

underneath, so that the water shall be always of the same tempera-

ture as the room, a point I have found to be of great importance to

the well-being of the plants.

This stand, painted, cost 15s. And as I began collecting gradually,

bought but few, and exchanged with friends, I had a very good col-

lection before I had spent £2 upon my hobby. Since then 1 have

been more expensive, as I will not keep any but first-rate varieties,

and unhesitatingly condemn a flower that displeases me, whatever

its price in the market. Yet I believe I may challenge any other

hobby, far less useful or ornamental than this, on the subject of cost.

Careful as I am bound to be of my expenses, I should expect an
acquittal from the charge of extravagance even from those who do

not partake of the taste for these things. And I am sure that the

pleasure and the profit have amply repaid my little outlay ; for

profitable it is. Any thing that decorates home, and concentrates

a man's amusements and attractions round his own hearth, and
unites the rest of his family with him in them, is an avoidance of

expense to him, and is wrorthy of encouragement as a benefit to

society. And among these things, gardening, within legitimate

bounds, has always deservedly held a high place. And in this I

am sure " window-gardening" may fairly claim its little modicum
of praise, as being least liable to abuse ; unless, indeed, the bedroom
be made, as I have sometimes seen it, the depository of plants, for

then they are really injurious to health.

When my plants are on the stand, I do not find they require

looking to every day, though even if they did, their wants are so few,

and so easily supplied, that it would be but little trouble.

1 . Light is their greatest and invariable requisite ; and this is

the chief difficulty to give them in a sash-window when there is

more than one row of them. A short and simple rule will, however,

lessen much of the difficulty ; for they require light in proportion

to the rapidity of their growth. Consequently the back rows, as

having least light, should be kept driest, in order that they may
grow slowest ; and when they shew a tendency to throw out too
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long leaf-stalks they should be stinted in water and placed nearer

the window. Also, when they bend forwards, it is a proof they are

having too much water in proportion to their distance from the

glass.

2. They want air, and therefore I generally open the window
once a day, even in the winter's frost ; but I do not think it so

necessary as is by many supposed. It seems to be of more service

in keeping the temperature of the room equable than for the admission

of fresh air. When the wind is in the east it almost always hurts

them ; and a thorough draught, of which many persons are far too

careless, is especially to be eschewed. But I have seen a plant in

the window of a farmhouse, and of a very ordinary kind (Lord

Mayor), which, for growth, number and perfection of blooms, and

striking general appearance, would have deservedly attracted atten-

tion on a field-day at Chiswick. Yet this plant had never had a

breath of fresh air for six months.

3. My impression about water is, that professional florists are too

much afraid of it. If a plant is close to the window, the rapid growth

caused by superabundant water is not always a loss, nor does it

always deteriorate the soil in the pot so much as is supposed. In

cottage-windows plants often thrive, grow stout, bloom profusely,

and with blooms in truest shape and colour, though standing, and

having stood, in saucers of water for weeks or months. My cuttings,

if well rooted, I always set in pans of water, even in the autumn, till

they are as large as I wish them to be before the winter, taking care

to place them in the window itself while they are so treated. Even

the green moss on the mould and round the pot, unsightly as it is,

and betokening slovenliness (and therefore I never suffer it myself), I

fear is slandered when said to kill the plant. At least, I have seen

a plant perform very well for years, though covered with it. Don't

be talked out of your saucer of water, Mrs. Wilkins, when they tell

you you will drown your Geranium, and that the air cannot circulate

about the roots if you keep it so. There is air in the water ; and you

do not wash away the goodness from the mould half so much as by

watering it from the top, and letting the superfluous water run off

and carry the strength of the soil with it. Only remember, you are

" tendering" your plant, and that it is more likely to be touched

with the frost or to grow " leggy." I believe I have gained by

giving my plants more water than my neighbours do. One winter

(it was a very mild one, and the plants were growing slowly all

through it) I watered them freely with a rose over the leaves, and

never had them stronger or healthier. From seeing its evil effects

elsewhere, I do not think I shall do so again, but I am glad, for the

experiment's sake, I did it then, though I did it merely in ignorance

that it is dangerous, and not for the purpose of experiment.

4. Respecting artificial heat, I have never yet needed a fire for

them. It is true, the room is between two others, and so has no

outside wall but the window-front. If the frost is only moderate, I

draw a green baize curtain between them and the window ; if severe,

I draw two ; if a " Murphy's" frost occurs, I shall burn a lamp.
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Even one small lamp in a small room makes a considerable difference

in the temperature.

5. If any need larger pots before they flower, I am careful not to

break the ball of earth, nor do I ever disturb the roots except at the

September repotting, when I give them plenty of drainage and a

compost of black heath-sand, rotted turf, and completely decayed

stable-manure, in equal parts.

In all this there is very little expenditure of time, trouble, or

money ; and the elegance and harmlessness of the pleasure obtained

is an ample recompense for what is incurred. Besides, I have the

satisfaction of replacing the rubbish often nurtured in the cottage-

windows of my neighbourhood with similar objects of a kind more
worthy of the attention bestowed upon them. And I confess I am
one who take as much delight in seeing a fine flower in a neighbour's

window as in my own.—I am, dear sir, yours, &c.

Iota.

PANSY INSECTS.

Some years since I was a very extensive Pansy grower, and for a
few seasons they succeeded admirably with me ; in fact, no one in

this neighbourhood could compete with me, and whenever I ex-
hibited, which I used to do several times in a season, I always took
the two first prizes with my own seedlings. I commenced by pur-
chasing about forty of the best varieties of Mr. Barratt of Wake-
field, and for a few years I scarcely grew any thing else. At the

end of that time my plants went off" very rapidly ; one day they
appeared most luxuriant, the next day they drooped as though they
wanted water, and the following day they were dead. I soon dis-

covered the cause : it was a light-coloured insect, about the sixth of
an inch in length, and no thicker than fine thread, that destroyed the
bark of the plant under ground. I tried every remedy to destroy it I

could think of, but without success. I prepared a bed, in which I

used a quantity of salt, and another to which I applied lime; I also re-

moved the old soil from some and brought in fresh. But the enemy was
still there ; and so completely and rapidly were my plants eradicated,

that several of my friends imagined that I had destroyed them from
whim and love of change ; and many of them even say at this present
time, •« What is the favourite flower now, and how long will it be
so ?" I have found the same insect attack Stocks, &c. ; and I was
going to say Cabbages, but I recollected that I was writing for The
Florist.

Can Dr. Maclean, or any other kind correspondent, name the
insect for me from this description, and tell me the best mode of
effectually destroying it ? I have lately bought a few Pansies, which
I intend keeping in pots during the winter, and planting out in the
spring, and I shall be sorry for them to share the fate of the others.

There is no difficulty in finding the insect, for if you pull
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up a plant attacked by it, you will be certain to find one or more
adhering to it, though I never saw it attack a plant above ground.

They appear to me to like moisture, and whatever I may apply to the

beds, I shall put a little Calais sand round the stom of each plant

when I plant it. J. Riley.

Birkley, near Huddersfield, Oct. 30.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

Those who are in the habit of attending floricultural exhibitions,

and choosing for themselves, will hardly thank us for the following

lists of flowers, which they may have seen over and over again ; but

there are others living in obscure corners of our island, whose love of

floriculture is equally ardent with that of our metropolitan florists, to

whom a list of Carnations and Picotees, which would give about half-

a-dozen of the most strikingly distinct first-rate varieties in each of

the several classes of Scarlet Bizarre, Purple or Crimson Bizarre,

Scarlet Flake, Purple Flake, Rose or Salmon Flake ; Red Picotee,

Purple Picotee, and Rose or Salmon Picotee, Would be of great ad-

vantage, and for such the following lists have been prepared. Such
growers seldom have an opportunity of making a selection from

plants in bloom, and the usual catalogues afford little or no assist-

ance to the amateur, whose object is, to combine well- contrasted va-

riety with excellence. The distinctive character is in many sorts so

very minute, that such varieties are frequently rather cumberers of the

ground than acquisitions in a private collection.

CARNATIONS.

SCARLET BIZARRES.

Brutus (Collcutt's).

Admiral Curzon (Easom's).

Grand Master (Holliday's).

Lord Ranclitfe (Holliday's).

Omnium Primus (Kay's).

Splendid (Martin's).

CRIMSON BIZARRES.

Count Pauline (Holmes').

Edgar ( May's).

Great Britain (Ely's).

Lord Milton (Ely's).

T. Sharp, Esq. (Holliday's).

Thomas Hewlet (Holliday's).

PINK AND PURPLE BIZARRES.

Lady of the Lake (Pond, alias Hales).

Prince Albert (Pux lev's).

Princess Royal (Sealy's).

Queen Victoria (Smith's).

Sarah Payne (Ward's).

PURPLE FLAKES.

Beauty of Woodhouse (Mansley's).
Earl Spencer ( Barrenger's).

Lord Byron (Taylor's).

Premier (Millwood's).

Queen of Purples (Holliday's).

Vernon Smith (Holliday's).

SCARLET FLAKES.

Bishop of Gloucester (Brown's).
Firebrand (Hardwick's).
Hero of Middlesex (Willmer's).
King of Scarlets ( Ely's).

Lydia (Addenbrook's).

Queen Victoria (Simpson's).

ROSE FLAKES.

Ariel (May's).
Flora's Garland (Brooks').

Lady Ely (Ely's).

Lorenzo (May's)
Lovely Ann (Ely's).

Princess Royal (Puxley's).
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PICOTEES.

RED- EDGED.

Ernest (Edmonds').
Gem (Sharp's).

Isabella (W ildnian's).

Jenny l.iml ( Edmonds').

Kinf; James (Headley's).

Sebastian.

PURPLE-EDGED.

Amy (Burroughes').

Del'icata (Holliday's).

Jessica (May's).

Juliet (May's).

Portia (May's.)

Regina (Cox's).

ROSE AND SCARLET EDGED.

Lady Dacre (Garratt's).

Mrs. Barnard ( Barnard's).

Princess Royal ( Willmer's).

Proconsul (GatliflVs).

Queen Victoria (Green's).

Venus (Headley's).

NEW PLANTS.

Under this head we intend to give, from time to time, as opportunity-

may offer, some account of such new or recently introduced plants

as we consider will prove acquisitions to our readers. Our remarks

will relate to the more attractive subjects figured in the leading pe-

riodicals of the day, and also to the most beautiful of the new things

which come under our own observation. We will begin with

—

Zygopetalum brachypetalum.—A beautiful orchid exhibited at the last meeting of

the Horticultural Society in Regent Street, from M. de Jonghe, of Brussels.

The lip is rather large, bluish lilac, marbled with white ; the petals and sepals

green, marked with brown. It is, however, not so handsome, to our taste, as

Z. Mackayi.

Yanda suavis.—A specimen of this fine orchid was also exhibited at the same
meeting, from Mr. Holford's gardener. It is a truly beautiful thing, having

large white flowers, spotted with bright brown. There are, however, some in-

ferior nearly spotless varieties of it. We understand it is in the possession of

Messrs. Veitch.

Calanthe vestita.—Also a beautiful orchid exhibited a short time ago by Messrs.

Veitch. It produces long racemes of white blossoms, which are spotted in

their centres with bright crimson.

Curtis' s Botanical Magazine for December contains :

Allamanda Aubletii.—A handsome yellow- flowered climbing stove-shrub, figured

from the nursery of Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of Exeter. It was
introduced from Brazil, and appears to be most nearly related to A. Schottii.

Pleroma Kunthianum—An erect-growing stove Melastomad, equal in beauty to

P. elegans; the flowers being as large, but of a deeper shade of purple. It

comes from Brazil.

Dipladenia urophylla.—A beautiful bushy stove-plant, figured from the collec-

tion of Messrs. Veitch. It has a good foliage, and pendent salmon-coloured
flowers, inclining to purple ; the tubes of the blossoms, inside and out, being

tawny yellow.

Swa'msona Greyana.—A pretty purple and white Pea-flowered plant, from South
Australia. It requires a cool greenhouse, in which it blossoms from June to

August. It is figured from the collection of Mr. Ingram, of Southampton.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At the last meeting in Regent Street, Messrs. Veitch produced cut

branches of Fuchsia spectabilis, stated to have been cut from a plant

growing in their conservatory border, and which had been in full

flower three months. It still maintains its high character. Mr.

Kendall, of Stoke Newington, sent a seedling Cineraria, in the way
of " Beauty of Newington," named " Queen of the Isles." The plant

exhibited was finely flowered, and was stated to be a cutting from a

seedling of the present year. It had never been out of heat. Early

in October it was subjected to a minimum temperature of 76° by

day, and 60° by night ; proving that the Cineraria may be success-

fully forced to flower at this season of the year ; a valuable fact, for

what plant can be more beautiful or cheering during the dull winter

months ?

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR JANUARY.

Auriculas.—The extreme mildness of the recent months has caused

many of these plants to push up their bloom-stems. It will not

be advisable to cut them off, for, if allowed to remain, the greater

number will survive the winter, and flower fine at the proper

season. Continue to protect the plants from wet, but allow a

free circulation of air through the day, if the weather is not

frosty. The frames need only be closed when harsh, drying,

easterly and northerly winds prevail. Draw on the lights about

three or four o'clock in the afternoon, as the weather may be

more or less congenial. Look the plants over, and give those

that are getting dry a little water, and, towards the latter end of

the month, water may be given more freely, the fibres by that

time will be moving, and require a greater supply.

J. T. Neville.

Auricula seed should be sown this month, the earlier the better.

If the compost is not ready, it should be prepared forthwith, and

the pans or boxes washed clean before using them a second time.

The soil should also be carefully cleared of worms, or they will

commit much mischief among the young plants when they com-
mence their growth. The most approved soil for Auricula seed

is, three parts leaf-mould and one of silver-sand; it should be

passed through a fine sieve, for, on the first germinating of the

seeds, they have not strength enough to penetrate a close soil.

Good drainage is essential. The pans may be filled one-third of

their depth with potsherds, broken rather small, then filled up to

within an inch of the top with any good and sweet compost, well

shaken down ; finish with the leaf-mould and sand. The surface

being levelled, and slightly pressed, and the seed being regularly
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distributed, should also be pressed into the compost sufficiently to

bury them level with the surface, and be thinly covered with the

Leaf-mould and sand, not deeper than the thickness of three sheets

of writing-paper. Place the seed-pans in a western or north-

western corner of the garden, protected (in a cold frame or under

a hand-glass) from heavy and moderate rains, that are likely to

wash up and disturb the seed ; but be sure to keep the soil in a

continued moist state, or the seed will not swell. Water with a

very fine rose pot, and at every opportunity allow it to receive

light, misty showers, or, if such occur, a fall of snow now and

then will be still more beneficial. J. T. Neville.

Calceolarias.—Give these that general attention all succulent

plants require at this season. Cut off all fogged and decayed

foliage, and keep the plants clean from insects. Shift all seed-

lings when the pots are filled with roots, and frequently examine
plants of both sorts kept in frames ; because, without lifting

them, you will not detect any mischief that may be going on at

the neck of the plant. W. H. Holmes.

Nursery, Sudbury, Derbyshire.

Carnations and Picotees.—The soil intended for blooming these

plants in should be frequently turned, and exposed to all weather,

excepting heavy rains or snow. The blooming-pots, if not already

done, should be washed ; and every thing that can be prepared for

next season should now be attended to, such as repairing and
painting glasses, shades, &c. Give all the air possible to the

plants, and keep them clean and moderately dry, as before di-

rected in Vol. I. C. Turner.

Chalvey, Slough.

Cinerarias.—Lovers of the Cineraria will not be displeased to hear

that their favourite will stand forcing, and that, for the future, as

fine a show of Cinerarias may be obtained at Christmas, with a

little extra trouble, as ever graced a May fete. Mine will be the

task, through the ensuing season, to point out the way of at-

taining it. All devotees of Flora should now bear in mind the

old adage, " When the day lengthens, the cold strengthens
;"

therefore be prepared to resist it. Take advantage of all fine

days to look over the plants in the frames or pits, pick off all

decaying leaves, and keep down insects
;
give air at every oppor-

tunity so as to keep the foliage as dry as possible, but do not
neglect the roots, if they want water ; on these two points will

hinge the future health of the plants. A. Kendall.

Queen Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke Newington.

Epacrises.—Those who keep their Epacrises in a miscellaneous

house (usually of somewhat higher temperature than the heath-

ery), will have many varieties now bursting into flowT
er, shedding a

cheerful aspect over the otherwise somewhat monotonous ap-
pearance of a greenhouse at this dull season. No alteration in
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their treatment from what I stated last month is as yet neces-

sary. A little re-arrangement in the tying out may be required*

to display the spikes of bloom more advantageously ; for this pur-

pose a few additional sticks may be wanted, which, to render

them as inconspicuous as possible, should be thin, painted green,

and not longer than necessary to fasten down the branch at their

summit. If a list of the newest varieties should be acceptable,

with their colours, habits, and most distinguishing characteristics,

I will endeavour to prepare one for another month.

Whitehill, Dec. 18, 1848. W. H. Story.

Ericas.—The early blooming varieties will this month begin to

swell their flower-buds, and the later ones make growth prepara-

tory to commencing the same process. These indications, how-
ever, should not be encouraged till the cultivation is aided by
longer days and a more genial sun, to mature and more perfectly

develope the coming flower. Low temperature, and small supply

of water, I must again recommend the continuance of, admitting

air on all fitting occasions, but avoid the freezing-point ; every

day will increase the risk of injury to the flowering growth by
exposure to a temperature below 32 deg. The plants will require

looking over, to remove any dead foliage that may have accu-

mulated. The most forward in bud may be tied out, and ar-

ranged for the season, such as Odora rosea, Vasiflora, Aristata,

Suaveolens, Beaumontia, Perspicua nana, the Vestitas, Vernix,

Ardens, and many others. In wet and close weather (of which

we have had this winter a more than usual amount), fire should

be lighted in the morning to dry the plants and floor of the house,

taking care, as I have remarked on former occasions, not to raise

the temperature ; dry, low temperature, and free circulation, are

the greatest enemies to mildew. When rain puts a stop to out-

door operations, pick over, and select choice bits of peat for pot-

ting by and bye, breaking them on the potting-board, and turning

frequently ; this sweetens and renders it in a more healthy and

fitting state for the purpose. A supply of well-washed sand may
be provided ; also painted labels of different sizes, and sticks of

different lengths, painted a green colour, not forgetting an ample

supply of clean crocks for drainage, and moss ; these appliances

at hand greatly facilitate the spring operations.

Whitehill, December 18, 1848. W. H. Story.

Fuchsias.—Those plants which were first put to rest should be the

ones selected for forcing into early flower; these may now be

potted, cutting back their roots pretty hard, and using a small

size pot, to be shifted on into larger as the roots find their way
to the outside of the ball ; spur them back, confining any branch

that may not seem disposed to take the direction you would wish

;

place them in a temperature of 50 deg. by day, dropping to any

point short of freezing by night. Seed should be sown this month

in a similar heat. Of seedlings that did not flower last year,
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strike a cutting or two from each, destroying the old plant ; by

this means I save much room, as a plant thus obtained will bloom

earlier, and in a much smaller pot, than the parent would have

done. W. H. Story.

WhiteMlh December 18, 1848.

Pansies.—Very little attention will suffice this month. Prepare the

soil, and keep it dry for repotting those intended for blooming

under glass ; which operations should be performed about the

first of February, if the weather prove mild. Seedlings should be

looked over twice a-week, pressing those firmly in the soil that

have been loosened by worms. Give but little water to those in

pots. Pansies are still flowering gaily here (December 15), the

season hitherto having been so mild ; should severe frost follow,

they will require some protection. C. Turner.

Chalvey, Slough.

Pelargoniums.—The plants which have not been stopped back since

heading down will now require a little attention, to spread out

their branches, that air and sun may be freely admitted. The
way in which I do this is as follows : I tie a piece of twisted bast

round the outside of the pot, just under the rim, and then fasten

down each branch to it, at proper distances apart. This is at

the first going over them. At the second time, when the shoots

are too long to draw down in this way, I lay some sticks across

the tops of the pots, securing them to the bast under the rim.

By these attentions the plant soon attains its required form, and
the young shoots in the middle of the plant, where crowded
before, have that light and air admitted to them so essential for

their health and vigour. Where sticks are required in training

these young shoots, I carefully avoid pushing them amongst the

roots. In the Gardeners' Almanack, p. 39, the editor, in an arm-
chair article formed out of other people's materials, says, if a
" Pelargonium requires support, or to be displayed by being

fastened to sticks, it is a decided evidence of defective cultiva-

tion. It has been weakened by too high a temperature, or too

little light, or by an excess of water, or by neglected pruning."
If the editor had been practically acquainted with the subject,

he would have known, that what he asks for, " good robust

growth," is only to be obtained by the judicious application of

what he deprecates. At the time of exhibition, our plants require

no sticks, but as a support against the shaking of the carriage

over four and ten miles of granite roads, often so rough in the
latter case that it requires some care on the driver's part to keep
his seat. To remove all the supports before the show, and to

replace them after it is over, takes more time than we can obtain ;

and with every desire to exhibit their beauties to others, we make
a point of restoring them to their places in as good condition as

when they left home. I say, therefore, train out your young
shoots if you want ripened wood, and strong and abundant stalks,
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crowned with fine flowers. If I have used the term, " arm-chair

article," I have no wish to do so offensively ; but I have witnessed

so much injustice done to practical men by writers, that, for one,

I shall always stake my practice against their theory ; adding,

that my plants are open to inspection at all times, and what I

write may be tested by their appearance ; and for this purpose,

at this the most trying time of year, I say to all : Come and see

for yourselves. Get the soil ready for shifting, and put it into

the house, that it may acquire a similar temperature before begin-

ning the operation, which you may do any time at the latter end

of the month that suits your convenience. Seedlings.—Look
these over frequently ;

pick off fogged leaves ; water only when
absolutely required ; turn the plants round occasionally ; break up
all variegated-leaved ones, those that throw blind shoots, or have

cankered stems ; and let hope animate you to persevere in the

attempt to obtain those novelties so much desired by every lover

of the Pelargonium, and which we shall be glad to see produced,

and heartily welcome from any quarter. J. Dobson.

Worton Cottage.

Polyanthus.—These plants may be kept moderately moist, if under

pot culture ; but in other respects should be treated as the Auri-

culas. Those grown in borders should be looked to ; see that

the stems of the plants are not exposed, and if so, earth them
well up to the foliage before frost sets in. J. T. Neville.

Pinks.—Pinks do not suffer much from still frost, strong cold winds

are far more injurious ; any protection that can be given to break

this force will be attended with advantage— such as branches

of Fern placed on the northern or eastern side of the beds, or

between the rows. J. T. Neville.

Ranunculuses.—If the beds are not ready, lose no time in the pre-

paration of them. If the soil of the garden be not a good loam,

of somewhat retentive quality, such must be procured. It ought

not to be used fresh from a pasture, but laid up in a ridge, turned

over, and reduced by exposure to air and frost till brought to a

uniform texture. Old manure must be added, mixing it well

with the loam. Make the beds two spits deep, and fill up with

compost to about the level of the paths. As much of future suc-

cess depends on making up the beds well, the attention of florists

is urged to this particular. Do not spare a little trouble or

expense in beginning well. Carey Tyso.

Wallingford.

Roses in Boroers.— I prune at two different times, the hardy

varieties in December, the more tender ones in February. Pro-

tect the latter from frost by fastening about their heads fern, or

spruce and yew-boughs ; but not so thickly as to prevent the

circulation of air. John Dobson.

Roses in Pots.—Those plants which were cut down early will be
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starting their eyes, and the little maggot will soon be found busily

at work. Look sharp after them, not once, but frequently, or

they will soon destroy the blooming-buds. Keep green-fly down
by immediately fumigating on their first appearance.

TuLirs.—The continuance of mild weather has caused the green

spike of Tulips to appear above ground earlier than usual, conse-

quently no time should be lost in procuring and preparing the

means securely to protect them on the first appearance of frost

;

for this purpose, place light iron hoops (made of ^-inch rod iron)

over the bed, about eight inches from the surface, and two feet

apart ; on the top of the hoops, longitudinally with the bed, lay

four lengths of rod iron, the same size as the hoops, fastening

them where they cross the latter, with horticultural wire. This

method allows the covering to be much nearer the surface of the

bed than the hoops which it will be necessary to use when the

Tulips are more advanced, and will afford a better protection.

The materials we use for covering have generally been two mats,

one placed over the other ; these are nailed lengthways to a strip

of deal two inches square, which plan we find very convenient,

for the mats are thus prevented being blown off by the wind,

the strips of deal keeping them down, and if the hoops be raised

about the third of a circle, the mats will then throw off a con-

siderable quantity of rain, and on every fine day they can very

easily be rolled up, and thus will be avoided the littering and
untidy appearance which loose mats are sure to make. Four or

five years since, during the continuance of a very severe frost,

we covered entirely with straw close to the surface of the bed ;

when the frost broke, on removing the straw, we found the
Tulips nearly all up, and a miserable sight they were, not green,

but very yellow, we feared the worst ; but fancy our joyous sur-

prise to see in a few days (the weather continuing open and
mild) our pets assume as healthy an appearance as we have ever

observed, and of all the beds of bloom we have had, that season
was the best ; and should hard frost set in and continue, and the
Tulips not be above ground, we should certainly wrap them up
in a straw bed again. Last season, a friend of ours, a paper-
manufacturer, presented us with some felting, and it answered
the purpose exceedingly well ; this can be procured very cheap
of any paper-maker, of any length, and wide enough to cross the
bed. These are the only methods of covering we have practised

;

we have heard of a waterproof transparent canvass for the pur-
pose, but have never used or seen it. In answer to an inquirer,

Tulip seed should be sown in October or November, in boxes or
pans, five or six inches deep ; if all be well, full directions shall

be given on this subject at the proper time. Where seed is sown,
protect from heavy rain and frost by a hand-light : heat or forc-

ing of any kind we conceive to be very injurious.

Wycombe. J. Hunt.
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THE DAHLIA.

Those who are curious about the early history of our fashion-
able garden plants will find an excellent account of the in-

troduction of this truly noble flower, than which we have
nothing of its season half so valuable, in the third volume of
the Transactions of the Horticultural Society. It is there
stated by the late Mr. Sabine, that the merit of first carefully

attending to and cultivating these plants (Dahlias) belongs
exclusively to the continental gardeners ; for although we re-
ceived them almost as soon as the French and Germans, yet,
if not lost, they had nearly gone out of notice with us, whilst
in France and Germany they had increased as much in num-
ber as in beauty; and persons fond of gardening who visited

the Continent on the return of peace in 1814, were surprised
with the splendour and varieties of the Dahlias in the foreign

collections. In the winter of that year several roots were
imported into this country ; and since that period we have
made up for former neglect, as is sufficiently evinced by the

splendid exhibitions of these flowers both in the public and
private gardens near London. Such was the state of our
collections in 1818, when the above account was written.

Cavanilles was the first scientifically to define the genus,

naming it in honour of Dahl, a Swedish botanist. Some
objections were at first made to this name, which has, how-
ever, eventually become established.

The Dahlias are natives ofMexico, where they were found
by Baron Humboldt in sandy meadows in the province of

Mechoacan, between Areo and Patzcuaro, at 4800 or 5600
feet above the level of the sea. From their native habitats

they had been transferred to the Botanic Garden at Mexico,
and thence to the Royal Garden at Madrid, in which the then

existing species, Pinnata, Rosea, and Coccinea, flowered be-

tween the years 1789 and 1794. In 1802, plants of each of

these were transferred from Madrid to the Jardin des Plantes

at Paris. In May 1804 seeds of the three kinds were sent

from Madrid by Lady Holland to Mr. Buonaiuti, then the

librarian at Holland House. From these seeds Pinnata was
raised, and flowered in the following September, and was
figured in the Botanists' Repository. It proved to be a deep

purple stellated single-flowered sort. In the succeeding year

plants of Rosea and Coccinea also flowered at Holland House,

from which nearly all the plants then in our gardens were

obtained. The original introduction of the Dahlia is, how-
ever, ascribed to the Marchioness of Bute, who brought the
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first species from Spain in 1789; but it is stated that this

plant was soon afterwards lost. Mr. Fraser, of Chelsea,

flowered Coccinea in 1803, when it was figured in the Botani-

cal Magazine, This plant was also lost. Mr. Fraser is said

to have obtained it from France in 1802, the same year in

which it was introduced from Spain to the French gardens.

In 1803, Mr. Woodford, of Vauxhall, flowered Cavanilles'

Rosea, which he had obtained from Paris ; so that, indepen-

dently of the Marchioness of Bute's plant in 1789, it seems

that both species had flowered in this country before the

seeds were transmitted by Lady Holland. From the above

it will be seen that Madrid supplied both the French and

English gardens.

The first three species were named by Cavanilles, Pinnata,

Rosea, and Coccinea ; but these being objectionable names,

they were afterwards changed. Pinnata has been called Su-

perflua, Purpurea, Sambucifolia, and Variabilis ; Rosea,

Sphondyliifolia and Lilacina ; and Coccinea, Frustranea, Cro-

cata, and Bidentifolia. Some confusion, however, appears to

exist with regard to these names.

But if it is interesting to trace the origin of the introduc-

tion of the Dahlia, it is no less so to follow up its progress

towards perfection. Count Lelieur began to direct his atten-

tion to Dahlias in 1808. He successively hybridised the few
varieties he possessed, until he obtained purples, dark reds,

cherry reds, buffs, and pale yellows ; and, by continued atten-

tion, the seedlings raised under his care at St. Cloud made
rapid advances in perfection. He also succeeded in raising

some stripes and shaded single ones, the parents of our " fan-

cies." In 1818, our own collections contained several double

varieties, and these, from their superior beauty, form, and size,

soon banished the single sorts from our gardens ; and during

the next thirty years our Dahlias made such rapid strides

in the march of perfection and variety, that now hardly a de-

sideratum is left, save, perhaps, that of a blue Dahlia.

Beauty of Hastings, the subject of our Illustration, was
raised by Mr. Barham, of Springfield, in 1847, from Gaines'

Princess Radziwill. It possesses the fine foliage of that variety,

and is more erect in habit. The colour of the tip, or edging,

is more rosy than that of its parent, and more striking and
showy. The petals are a trifle more cupped, the centre

smaller, and more compact. It was proved in 1848. It has

not been exhibited large, but can be produced of a fair aver-

age size, and will stand good growth without becoming coarse.
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WINDOW-GARDENING.

In my former letter on flowers in windows, I omitted one or two
thing;; which may be useful knowledge to some of your readers. In

such a situation they are peculiarly liable, especially in dry and hot

seasons, to be infested with green -fry (Aphis). And there are few

things about which I am more frequently asked than the best method

of keeping clear of them. Probably no care will prevent these insects

appearing at times, though whatever tends to keep the plants healthy

and strong, tends at the same time to prevent the ravages of fly
;

for they are most troublesome, in general, upon a weak plant, or

upon one drawn up by close packing, want of light, or superabundant

water, and of which the leaves are long-stemmed, and of a pale sickly

green,—a condition of things very common with us window-gardeners,

and very necessary to be quickly attended to, as the fly is sure to

attack such, and increase the evil. Cuttings that are long in rooting

themselves are sometimes prevented by them from striking at all ; the

whole of the sap manufactured by the feeble powers of the nascent

plant being extracted. Now, there are many persons who possess

the means of employing the usual remedy— tobacco-smoke, but are

not aware of its efficacy, or how to apply it. Such as have a cucum-

ber-frame, or any other box large and deep enough to place over

their whole collection, should, when fly appears, except it be in frost,

set them out of doors under such a covering ; and on a brick therein

lay a red-hot cinder or two, and on them a quarter of an ounce of to-

bacco, not too close to the plants for the hot smoke to burn them,

and cover all up close for a quarter of an hour or twenty minutes.

On removing the covering, every fly will be found to have perished.

There is, however, another very effectual way, and which, in a

collection not exceeding a score of plants, will not occupy more time

or labour than the foregoing. Take up each plant separately, and

either with the breath, or, if you are afraid of your lungs, with a bel-

lows, blow them off. It will require a brisk puff, for they cling most

tenaciously ; only let no one who suffers them to remain expect a

crop of flowers.

But now respecting the remedy for these drawn-up and pallid

weakly plants. My friend Mrs. Wilkins, when she sees any symp-

toms of this, puts hers out of doors for a time ; and her neighbours,

seeing how well this answers its purpose, follow her example, and

theirs all die, and they wonder how it is they are so unlucky. The
fact is, they think the mere doing it will ensure success. While one

forgets them, and leaves them out for the night, and a slight morn-

ing frost ends the matter ; another places them out when there is

wind, even an east wind ; a third exposes them to the sun : all these

errors must be avoided, and, when they are, the plan will generally

succeed. I have now (Dec. 13) a large plant in training for a Christ-

mas bloom, which a fortnight ago shewed nothing green about the

leaves except the ribs ; but now, by exposure to the free open air out

of doors, presents the appearance it usually would in April.
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But there is another way which, until tried, would be supposed

to produce the very opposite effect, namely, to plunge them in a hot-

bed for a few days. When a plant, spindling and weakening itself,

is subjected to bottom -heat, the effect is astonishing. The growth

upwards is immediately checked. The branches swell, instead of

Lengthening themselves, the leaves recover a deep and healthy green
;

and not till these effects are produced does the upward growth recom-

mence, when they should be removed again.

One of the most common mistakes by which pale leaves are pro-

duced is by stimulating applications, by liquid manure, or placing a

coating of manure on the top of the pot. The effect of this is not

dissimilar to that of giving gin to a child. The minute and tender

rootlets cannot bear the strong excitement. They perish, and the

plant soon after follows their example, if the pernicious system be

persevered in. Eschew all impatient desire of stimulants. Give

entirely fresh mould once a year, and let that, if possible, be maiden,

and, if you please, pot off into smaller pots for the winter, as I

do, to save room; only remembering to re-pot into larger ones in

the spring, without breaking the ball of earth. Be sure also to remem-
ber the drainage, to prevent the soil becoming sodden and sour—not

a mere piece of oyster-shell over the hole, but a handful of broken

pieces of pot put in carefully.

One word more about training. One who recommends such a

thing must expect to hear a good deal of well-meant nonsense about

suffering the plant to grow as nature meant it to grow. Nature never

meant any thing. But the Author of Nature has imposed training

and discipline as a duty, nor is any person or thing ever brought to the

highest perfection it is capable of without restraint, and pruning, and
direction, from a fostering hand. Not an apple-tree or a currant-bush

will long repay the use of the land they grow on, if their owner for-

gets the duty incumbent on him in virtue of his descent from Adam,
on whom the sentence was pronounced. Thorns, and thistles, and
barrenness will soon be found in all things to be the point to which,

if left to themselves and to their nature, they will tend. Cultivation

is necessary, in order to exhibit the good of which every sublunary

nature is capable. Never speak slightingly of training, even in a

Geranium. It may teach you a lesson respecting yourself, and the

persons committed to your care by the providence of God ; and it

will amply repay you for your trouble in its floral results. Persons

who have never seen a trained plant are incredulous of its effects.

The gardener of a country gentleman in this neighbourhood who had
three conservatories under his care, would not believe, on my testi-

mony, that a single stem could be made to support from eight to six-

teen or twenty flowering branches, arising from nearly the same
height above the pot ; but endeavoured to persuade me that it must
be done by cheating, and putting many plants into one pot. The
method, however, is very easily practised, and is well worth any per-

son's employing on at least a few of his most striking and useful sorts.

The principle is this, that no more branches can thrive than can be

supplied with a free circulation of air, so as not to interfere with
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each other. And the mode by which this is insured is equally useful

in keeping the origin of the branches low, so as to make a compact
bushy plant. And it is so simple, that you may do it, Mrs. Wil-
kins, as well as Mr. Dobson himself. If you have a nice young
healthy and stocky plant to operate upon, it is better, but not abso-

lutely necessary. If you have, pinch off its head ; and when it breaks

out at the sides, either peg down the side-branches as nearly straight

out as you can without tearing the joint, or tie them down, which

must be done thus : tie a string tightly round the pot, just under the

rim ; and under this pass a loop of thick worsted over the end of each

branch, to keep it down in the position you wish it to grow in.

When the branches reach out as far as you wish them, a little

beyond the rim of the pot you mean the plant to flower in, pinch off

their ends, and, after they have pushed out their eyes into branches,

you may remove the strings, and you have thenceforward a trained

plant, to last you many years, and each year better than the last

;

which only needs cutting down
in summer after flowering, and

ordinary care afterwards, to be a

perpetual beauty in the bloom-

ing season. I have now an old

Sir Robert Peel with thirteen

such branches springing from its

rough wooden arms, and plenty

of elbow-room for each ; which,

at eight blossoms to each, will

give a total of above a hundred

blossoms ; and I expect nearly

as many from my Aurora, which
some say is the handsomest Ger-

anium grown. Moreover, if you
do not care about the cuttings, you may, by setting it out in the

open air after it has flowered, and protecting it from wind and sun

for the first day or two, and bringing it in again when sufficiently

hardened, have it flower again, and often as well as at first.

And now, in conclusion, let me recommend every cottager's wife

to have a plant or two in her window, but not in the bedroom. The
very trouble they give, and it is but a little, is beneficial, for it exer-

cises attention. The care they require tends to produce neatness in

other things ; and the pleasure with which they repay the care that

is given them is a refined, a domestic, and an inexpensive pleasure,

and is a means of elevating the tastes and of rendering home attrac-

tive. Iota.

THE FUCHSIA.

In cultivating this useful flower, I begin by striking the cuttings

about the end of August, using silver-sand and leaf-mould for the

purpose, and placing them in a close frame or pit where there is a
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little bottom-heat. When the sun shines, I shade it for four or live

hours during mid -day ; and after the cuttings have been in for three

or four days, I pull off the light for ten or twelve minutes every

morning, in order to allow the confined air and damp to escape.

As soon as they are rooted, I pot them off into 3-inch pots, in a

mixture of equal parts silver-sand and leaf-mould. I prefer that

mixture for the winter potting, for, being light and porous, it allows

the water to pass off quickly. When potted off, they are replaced

in the frame or pit ; and as soon as they become established, I re*

move them to a warm and shady part of the greenhouse ; after har-

dening there for a week or two., they are moved to a more airy part

of" the house, where they remain until January, when they receive a

little artificial heat, say from 40° to 50° during day, and from 40°

to 45° during night.

When the roots make a fresh start, I shift them, some into

5-inch pots, and some into a size larger, according to the strength

of the plants, using a mixture of equal parts silver- sand, turfy peat,

and leaf- mould. In February they should have from 50° to 60° of

heat during daytime, and from 40° to 50° during night. As the day
lengthens, I increase the day temperature to from 60° to 70°, the night

heat being about 5° less, maintaining a moist atmosphere at all times,

with air both day and night when convenient. The plants should be

kept as near the glass as possible, and should be shaded during bright

sunshine. If they do well, they will require shifting about once in five

or six weeks ; and before the operation, the mould about the roots

should be rather dry than wet. After they are shifted, give a good
watering, and replace them in their old situation, keeping them close

for a day or two. In shifting, be careful not to break the ball ; for if

that is done, it is a long time before the plants recover, and then it is

ten to one if ever they make fine specimens.

In potting, I drain well, and place some moss {Sphagnum) over

the crocks, then some of the roughest of the compost, which (after

the January shift) consists of one part silver-sand, two parts turfy

or fibry peat, and one part dry cow- dung, all well mixed together

with the spade, and used without sifting. When I resided near

London, I used mould from Wimbledon Common with as good suc-

cess as the above mixture, but as yet I have found no such mould
to equal that in this locality. As the season advances, I pot rather

firmly ; and I find it a very good plan to put some of the moss on
the top of the soil ; when potted, the roots seem quite at home in

it, and it prevents the mould from being washed over the pot.

I use rain-water both for the soil and for sprinkling the plants

overhead with. In the latter operation I am guided by the weather,

and in the former by the wants of the plant. I also water about
once a week with manure-water not over strong. I train on the

single-stem system, allowing them to branch out right and left, never
pinching the side-shoots back, except when one seems to take the

lead of the others. By following these directions, I am certain every

success will attend your labours.

J. M. PlERREMONT.
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CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

A summary of the several times certain varieties of Carnations and

Picotees were displayed in the leading collections at the Horticul-

tural, Botanic, South London, and Slough exhibitions in 1848, and

reported in The Florist, Vol. I. It is compiled from fifteen stands

of Carnations, each 12 blooms, and five stands of 24 blooms each,

exhibited by amateurs and dealers;— Picotees: six stands of 24

blooms each, and fifteen of 12 blooms (amateurs and dealers).

Carnations.—Flora's Garland, 16; Beauty of Woodhouse, 14;

Prince Albert (Hales), 12; Ariel (May), 11 ; Count Pauline, 10;

Hamlet, 9 ; King of Scarlets, 9 ; Admiral Curzon, 8 ; Brutus, 7 ;

William Penn, 7; Lord Hardinge, 7; Prince Albert (Puxley), 6;

Sarah Payne, 6 ; Duke of York, 5 ; Duke of Bedford, 5 ; Lorenzo, 4

;

Duke of Wellington, 4 ; Rainbow, 4 ; Harriet, 4 ; Prince Arthur, 4 ;

Prince of Wales, 4 ; Lord Milton, 4 ; President, 4 ; Cardinal Wol-
sey, 3 ; Caliban, 3 ; Hotspur, 3 ; Lydia, 3 ; Edgar, 3 ; Princess

Royal (Puxley), 3 ; Queen Victoria (Simpson), 3 ; Orlando, 3 ;

Georgiana, 3 ; Bright Phoebus, 3 ; Squire Meynal, 3 ; Defiance, 3 ;

Earl Spencer, 3 ; Hero of Middlesex, 3 ; Squire Trow, 3 ; Vernon

Smith, 2 ; Mrs. Burkhill, 2 ; Achilles, 2 ; Earl of Errol, 2 ; Splen-

did, 2 ; Lady of the Lake, 2 ; Omnium Primus, 2 ; Princess Royal

(Sealey), 2; Prince of Wales (Ely), 2; William the Fourth, 2;

Royal Chancellor, 2 ; Duke of Sutherland, 2 ; Roi du Capucins, 2

;

Double X, 2 ; Lovely Ann, 2 ; Village Maid, 2 ; True Briton, 2
;

Lord Rancliffe, 2 ; Premier, 2 ; Telemachus, 2. The varieties shewn

but once are purposely omitted.

Picotees.— Mrs Barnard, 17; Mrs. Bevan, 16; Isabella, 15;

Jenny Lind (Edmonds), 12 ; Venus, 11 ; Princess Royal (Willmer),

10; Amy, 9; Enchantress, 9; Regina, 7; Portia, 7; L'elegant,

7 ; Jessica, 6 ; Fanny Irby, 6 ; Lady Dacre, 6 ; Juliet, 5 ; King

James, 5 ; Duke of Newcastle, 5 ; Sebastian, 5 ; Ne-plus -ultra, 5 ;

Prince Albert (Crask), 5 ; Sir W. Middleton, 4 ; Queen Victoria

(Crask), 4 ; Delicata, 3 ; Vespasian, 3 ; Rosalind, 3 ; Beauty, 3 ;

Lady Chesterfield, 3 ; Nulli Secundus, 3 ; Lady A. Peel, 3 ; Olivia, 3 ;

President, 3 ; Miss Desborough, 3 ; Queen Victoria (Green), 2 ;

Lady Smith, 2 ; Yorkshire Hero, 2 ; Princess Alice (Wood), 2 ;

Ernest, 2; Gem (Youell), 2; Teazer, 2; Princess Augusta, 2; Lord

Hardinge, 2 ; and Mr Cobden, 2. The varieties shewn but once are

purposely omitted, such as Charles Stanford, Mrs. Trahar, General

Jackson, &c, with older sorts.

It will be found that in both classes the new flowers have taken

a very conspicuous place ; thus of the 249 Carnation blooms, a third

were of new varieties ; and the same may be said of the 236 blooms

of Picotees ; clearly demonstrating, that exhibitors, to be winners,

must keep pace with the times. In doing so, they must have been

rewarded for the past ; and may it be so for the future say we. We
have nothing to report upon Yellow-ground Picotees. We sincerely

hope that our valuable contributor, Dr. Horner, may be the means of

arousing attention to this class, and developing their latent beauties.

J. E.



SPRING FLOWERS.

At this time of the year our flower-gardens present such a dreary

aspect, that the question naturally suggests itself, Can nothing be

done to shorten this dark and gloomy season ? We are apt to reply

in the negative, as the difficulties to be encountered amid the frosts

and snows of winter are so numerous and powerful, that our feeble

efforts to render the garden interesting would at first seem to be

a hopeless task ; and none are so ready to come to this conclusion

as the amateur, who may have lost many of his favourites, even in

a more congenial season ; hence it is to the amateur, and to him
alone, I would now say, Persevere : the case is not a hopeless, but a

very interesting one ; for the more care that an object requires, the

more it becomes endeared to us. I say persevere, and be industrious,

and your efforts will be crowned with (if not a full display of tender

flowers) at least a few remembrances of " forms departed," a few
first-fruits, which are always sweetest.

In order to connect the link between autumn and spring, we
would now take leave of the Chrj-santhemum, which tends to shorten
the dull season very materially. The first floral friend that next
greets us is the Christmas Rose (Helleborus niger), which is a great
acquisition at the season in which it flowers. It makes a good bed ;

but being of a naked appearance, is better suited for planting along
with plants possessed of more leaves, such as Primulas. It is easily

propagated from seeds, or better by division ; and planted for the
summer in any spare ground, will form flowering plants for next
season, if so treated early in spring. The next suitable spring flower,

the Primrose (Primula acaulis), and its varieties, may be collected

in most woods, hedgerows, and waste banks ; they are much im-
proved by cultivation, and will flower earlier than in their native
habitats. If the flower-beds are small, they may be planted in masses
of different colours with good effect ; but if large, they look better
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regularly mixed, or the centre of the bed may be filled with one
colour, and the margin with another. Snowdrops and Crocus may
be introduced in the intermediate spaces, which will prolong the

succession of bloom.

Hepaticas merit a place in every spring garden ; but they dislike

being often transplanted, unless under very favourable circumstances,

and even then they take a considerable time to make good plants
;

but they are well worth a little extra trouble. They may be propa-

gated from seed ; but careful division is the most expeditious method.
The Wood Hyacinth and Daffodil, which give the colours of blue and
yellow, may both be obtained in almost any copse. They are attrac-

tive, and have an advantage over the others in this respect, that they

may be left in the ground during the summer, and that they allow

Verbenas, and similar plants, to be introduced above them. The
Wallflower must not be overlooked ; for it not only yields us flowers

for a lengthened period, but it fills every breeze that passes over it

with a delicious perfume. By sowing a pinch of its seed every

spring, and nipping the points off the leading shoots, nice compact
plants will be formed, fit for introducing into the flowrer-garden in

October. As the tender stock is apt to perish, if the plants could

be potted when about four or five inches high, it would insure their

flowering earlier, harden their tissue, and enable them better to

withstand the rigour of winter. The double varieties of Wallflower
are very ornamental, but are more difficult to get in quantity. The
most successful way of propagating them is by cuttings, taken off

with a heel ; or, if that is impracticable, bark the intended cutting all

round a fortnight previous to taking it off, and strike under a hand-
glass at the base of a wall. Take care to prevent damp from accu-
mulating on the surface, as this proves fatal to their wellbeing. The
usual bedding plants which are turned out in May may be introduced
among them ; they afford protection to them alike from late frosts

and from the scorching sun.

Many annuals are exceedingly useful for early flowering, if sown
early in autumn, and transplanted into the beds in October. Nemo-
philas, Collinsias, Gilias, Clarkias, and Candy-tufts, are among the

best for this purpose, and offer considerable variety of colour. The
Anemone is also easily managed, and will yield a few flowers all

winter, if the latter be at all mild ; it requires to be carefully lifted,

and is better to be kept in the soil. Many more plants might be
named, but these are a few of the easily obtainable.

Verna.

QUICKLIME A PREVENTIVE OF DAMP IN PLANT-FRAMES.

As the season has now arrived when plants under protection in pits,

frames, or other structures, not artificially dried or ventilated, are

injured by damp, the following plan is submitted to remedy the evil :
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Procure some quicklime from the works as fresh as practicable

after being drawn from the kiln, and place pieces of it on plates,

saucers, pans, tiles, slates, or in garden pots, in different parts of

the pits, &c. among the plants in pots, until it becomes slacked

by absorbing the clamp, then remove it ; and, when necessary, use

another supply. This year I had some plants in a hotbed-frame

that were damping off; I was induced to try the effect of fresh quick-

lime to check the evil, and the result was favourable.

I was led to this application from having for several years used

successfully quicklime to dry up the floors and fittings of premises

liable to be flooded, by placing lime on the floors, near the walls, and

in lockers, and other fittings, that were saturated by water.

For the first trials with delicate tender plants, caution will be

necessary not to use too much lime.

I am confident that this plan will be found very beneficial in

many cases, and prove a simple, useful, economic one, for the lime

will not be injured for many other purposes.

Clonmel. J. G.

CULTURE OF THE RANUNCULUS.

Having seen several letters on the cultivation of the Ranunculus in

The Florist, I am induced to give you the fruits of about twenty-

seven years' amateur practice in the growth of that beautiful pet-

flower; and in doing this, I have no desire to be considered as

opposing the views of any one : my only object is, faithfully to detail

my own experience.

I began, as a matter of course, by the purchase of all the best

sorts I could meet with in my own immediate vicinity, and by open-

ing a correspondence with distant growers, so that at the end of the

first seven years I possessed a collection of all the best varieties
;

and here you must allow me to say, that, after seven years' ardent

perseverance, I was nearly giving up their growth as a hopeless

pursuit ; but it so happened, just about twenty years ago, that Mr.
Tyso, sen., of Wallingford, who also was a competitor with me in

the growth of the Ranunculus, introduced to my notice a bed of

seedlings of the most luxuriant growth and bloom, but all single,

not even a semidouble, I think, amongst them, yet quite remarkable
for their brilliancy of colour, and fine marking on the top side of the

petal. We both entertained hopes that, with such varieties to breed

from, we might, by energy and perseverance, raise a stock of superior

flowers, that would soon put all our old favourites out of cultivation

;

and now twenty years have elapsed, and our expectations have been
realised. Instead of that degenerate race which once occupied my
best attention, and almost as constantly disappointed my most che-

rished hopes, I have now entirely a new race, and I am annually
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delighted with a never-failing bloom ; and, what imparts the greatest

of all pleasures to the florist, a fresh addition to my former beauties

every year in the shape of new seedlings.

I will now give you my system, which I believe to be that also

of Mr. Ty=?o and others in our vicinity. From my seedling bed, I

pull out all that are bad in colour and marking, and select only such
as possess fine qualities, and a good number of petals, to save seed
from. By this continued careful selection of seed- bearers, an annual
improvement is apparent. I have a seedling bed to bloom every
season, and have never had a failure during twenty years' culti-

vation. I am anxious that the minds of growers should be disabused
of the notion, that the Ranunculus is a barren, bloomless tribe of

flowers, blossoming only in favourable moist seasons, or under the

regime of this or that particular cultivation. I never try any nostrum,
but am content with refreshing my beds annually with a few bar-

rowfuls of maiden earth mixed with pig or horse dung. Cow dung,
which is so frequently recommended, I have never used.

It is my opinion, founded on long experience, that the Ranunculus
degenerates by age ; and even the flowers raised, as above stated,

suffer in progress of time, so that some of my earliest products are

small in comparison with their original size ; and I believe no change
of soil or climate can possibly bring them back to their former vigour.

This opinion is well founded, and great pains have been taken before

I arrived at this conclusion.

It will be evident from the above statement, that, if any one
would wish to be a successful grower of this favourite flower, he must
first begin by purchasing seed or youthful seedlings. Care must be

taken to cover, after the bloom is over, those he wishes to save seed
from till ripe, as wet or moisture will prevent the seed maturing.
He must sow the seed after Mr. Tyso's receipt, only let the time
be the beginning of March instead of autumn, as autumnal sowing is

not so desirable.

If the seeds be successfully raised, and the roots matured, they
will produce the second year the most luxuriant foliage, and a cer-

tain bloom, in any season, provided the roots be planted in good
soil of sufficient depth.

In conclusion, I shall illustrate my position by reference to a bed
of Mr. Turner's, of Chalvey, which I saw last season. One half of

a long bed had been planted with old named sorts, on which there

was hardly a vestige of bloom visible ; the other half had been
planted with seedlings, which were flowering for the first time, and
they presented one mass of luxuriant foliage and blossom ; so that

here, in one bed, in the same soil, and receiving the same treatment,

were the two classes of Ranunculus,—the old and the young ; the
latter in health and vigour, while the former were dwindling to

decay.

Benson. Richard Costar.
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RETROSPECTIVE GLANCE AT THE DAHLIA TRADE :

WITH A BRIKL REVIEW OP VARIETIES OFFERED FOR SALE IN THE YEARS 184.5,

1840', 1847, and 1848: to which is added a caution for 1849.

BY AN ANNUAL PURCHASER.

Loud and deep are the lamentations made by the trade that " times

are hard," " trade dull," " money tight," and so forth. Might not

these complaints be lessened by a little circumspection amongst the

Dahlia fancy ? (although the same remarks are equally applicable to

other florists' flowers). But looking back to the varieties offered so

late as 1845, I would ask, where is a large majority of them now ?

I care not to enumerate all sent out that year, as I write principally

from memory ; however, the following are some of the batch :

—

Albion, Marchioness of Ormond, Caledonia, Figaro, Gloria Mundi, Essex

Primrose, Beauty of Chelmsford, Athlete [alias Wrestler), His Reverence, Essex

Scarlet, Rosa Mundi, Queen of Gipsies, Lady Leicester, Mr. C. Kean, Mary
the Rose of Keydell, Vanguard, Beauty of Stowe, Mons. Rignon, Beeswing,

Antler, Alice Hawthorne, Empress of Whites (Heale), Dazzle, Empress of

Whites (Smith), Duke of York, Arethusa, Marc Antony, Lady Sale, Ithuriel,

Mary Ann, Duke of York (Harrison), Islington Rival, Cleopatra, Highgate

Surprise, &c. &c.

I will repeat, where are they now ? Beeswing, Gloria Mundi,
Empress of Whites (Heale), and Cleopatra, are all, or nearly all,

remaining after three seasons; of these Beeswing is certainly the best.

We had presented to our notice in 1846

—

Sir E. Antrobus, Queen Mary, Cloth of Gold, Enterprise, Mazeppa, Empress
of Scarlets, Lady Featherstone, Cream of Jest, Up, Park Rival, Marchioness

Cornwallis, Rose Unique, Attraction, Scarlet Unique, Henry Burn, Magician,

Vanguard, Miss Prettyman, Camillus, Mrs. Caudle, Purity, Marquis of Bath,

Captain Warner, Queen of Perpetuals, Mrs. Anderson, Lady Stopford, Duke of

Cambridge, La Polka, Turtle Dove, Dr. Graham, Sarah, Pulchella, Bumham
Champion, Princess Radziwill, Pride of Surrey, Queen Mary, Miss Sarah,

Isabel, Blooming Girl, Paragon, Prometheus, Newington Rival (was Standard

of Perfection), Bohemian Girl, &c. &c.

A goodly display of names, with " all their imperfections on their

heads," from which I should only select Marchioness Cornwallis,

Captain Warner, Mrs. Anderson, Princess Radziwill, and Miss Sarah.

Perhaps a little leniency may be necessary in passing sentence

upon the varieties of 1847,—many of the doubtful sorts must yet

have another trial ; they were

—

Yellow Standard, Miss Vyse, Adelaide, Andromeda, Lady of the Lake,
Honourable Mrs. Herbert, Captivation, Berryer, Louis Philippe, Scarlet Gem,
Delicate, Goldfinder, Metropolitan, Ackbar, Robusta, Princess Helena, Van Am-
burgh, Queen of the Belgians, Matchless, Star, Mrs. Edwards, Queen of Sheba,
Felix, Lillywhite, Box, Mynn, Pearl, Rosetta, Rebecca, Duncan, Victorine,

Metropolitan Queen, Cassandra, Fulwood Scarlet, Adonis, Aurora, Emily, Eugene
Gueuoux, Lord St. Maur, Marguerita, Marquis of Worcester, &c. &c.

From these I select, as likely to remain with us some seasons,

Yellow Standard, Scarlet Gem, Mynn, Berryer, Box, Miss Vyse,
Louis Philippe, Andromeda, Marquis of Worcester, and Captivation.

1848 was quite as prolific of numbers as the years previously
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noticed. " If there were no first-rate varieties to report, the most I
can say of the best is, they were useful, nor ivas there any striking

novelty," colour excepted, say I. We had

—

Defiance, Attraction, Jane, Forest Flower, Golden Fleece, Triomphe de Peck,
Pius IX., Countess of Clarendon, Cardinal Ferretti, White Admiral, The Hero,
Eliza Miellez, Gipsy, Privateer, Maid of Honour, Fire-king (Turville), Fire-king

(Harrison), Canary, Brutus, Gem, Othello, Admiral Dundas, Louisa, Oracle,

Miranda, Delight, Negro, Rob Roy, Lady Ashley, Primrose superior, Pre-
eminent, Mont Blanc, Samuel Girling, Helen Car, Boule de Feu, Hamlet,
Compacta, Nell Gwynne, Amy, Dane Croft Hero, Crocus, War Eagle, Walter
Hilson, Queen of England, Richard Cobden, Black Prince, Toison d'Or, Shy-
lock, Imbricata, Coquette de Guiscard, Crimson Perfection, Aglae Magner, Belle

de Rioley, Heroine, Triomphe de Meux, Victor, Lamoriciere, &c. &c. &c.

Of these, I prefer Toison d'Or, Shylock, Black Prince, Privateer,

Richard Cobden, Crocus, Imbricata, Gem, Boule de Feu, Samuel
Girling, The Hero, Golden Fleece, and Queen of England.

Hurried and imperfect as this list really is, I assure your readers,

I " nothing extenuate, nor ought set down in malice ;" after all, 'tis

but the opinion or observation of one, and may have little weight with

the many.

This brings me to the concluding part of my title—Caution ! let

this be the watchword. In selecting from those now offered—many
with first-class certificates added to their descriptions— it is obvious

that caution is necessary. My remarks are not made with any ill

feeling, and I entreat the trade " to let me off this time ;" for I

desire not to bring the " house about my ears" (which by some may
be considered rather elongated), nor will I knowingly inflict pain or

injury, hence I defer giving my favourites from the forthcoming no-

velties of 1849. About seven half-guineas will provide a plant each

of those " I have in my mind's eye, Horatio ;" fully bearing in mind
the multiplicity of prizes now so wisely offered by some societies for

collections of six new flowers ; but many are the errors we all com-
mit in striving at quantity at the expense of quality.

The novelties of 1849, which I have at present seen offered, are :

Providence, Queen of the West, Charles Turner, Cecilia, Mr. Seldon, Gre-

nadier, Beauty, Nursling, Duke of Wellington, Flora, Buffalo Girl, Hero,
Duchess, Rubens, Earl Clarendon, White Lady, Queen of the Yellows, Windsor
Castle, Hector, Beauty of Hastings, Dreadnought, Mrs. C. Bacon, Attractive,

Queen of the East, Fearless, Dauntless, Confidence, Sunset, Lilac Standard,

Purple Standard, Miss Chaplin, Sunset (Rawlings), Victoria Regina, Goldfinch,

Elegantissima, Sussex Hero, Scarlet, Eclipse (Drummond), Portia, Violet Per-

fection, Princess Louisa, &c.

In conclusion, I give a list of the best 36 already out, which, with

a few new flowers, will include all that the most ardent amateur need

trouble himself with, as he seldom requires more than 24 sorts in one

collection during the show season.

Andromeda, Beeswing, Berryer, Box, Boule de Feu, Black Prince, Captain

Warner, Captivation, Cassandra, Crocus, Essex Triumph, Empress of the Whites,

Golden Fleece, Imbricata, Louis Philippe, Lady St. Maur, Marchioness Com-
wallis, Mynn, Marquis Worcester, Mrs. Anderson, Miss Vyse, Miss Sarah, Non-
pareil, Princess Radziwill, Privateer, Queen of Roses, Queen of England, Richard

Cobden, Raphael, Scarlet Gem, Shylock, Standard of Perfection, Samuel Girling,

Toison d'Or, The Hero, and Yellow Standard.

January i6th, 1849. ^
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THE LADIES' PAGE.

February is a month demanding much active labour, but it is ren-

dered easy and pleasant by its immediate results. Nature is impa-

tient to exhibit her treasures, and every gentle shower and warm
sunbeam tells wonderfully on vegetable life. The buds on the trees

swell, and in some cases display a line of tender green, heralding the

coming leaf. Bulbs are peeping up every where, indicating, in some
instances, the colour of their flowers through the transparent sheath.

Greenhouse plants begin to grow rapidly, and require repotting, if

not done before. Thus, every day has imperative duties, all of which

are accompanied by actual pleasures, since the amateur sees close in

prospect the reward of his patient exertions.

Those Hyacinths, Crocuses, or early Tulips, which have done

flowering in the sitting-room, should be turned out into a warm shel-

tered border, that they may recover themselves in some degree from

the unnatural excitement to which they have been exposed. I have

seen rough gardeners, in the performance of these operations, make a

little round hole, and thrust the roots into it in a very unceremonious

manner ; but it is believed the natural kindness of ladies for all that

has life will preserve them from such barbarity. A Hyacinth re-

moved from the water-glass should have its roots nicely arranged in

good sandy soil, pressed equally on all sides of them, so as not to

break them ; bulbs grown in pots should have the ball of earth

squeezed a little, so as to counteract the spiral form which the roots

will have taken in their search for a more congenial position. By
kind treatment such forced plants will make good border flowers,

wThereas neglect will render them valueless. Those bulbs which
have not yet bloomed will require more water as the season advances.

If your stock is large, the flowering may be retarded by placing the

pots in an aspect where they will have no sun.

In the garden, the flower-beds should receive attention, by raking

and the removal of every thing which is unsightly. Beds of Tulips

and other bulbs should have the surface-soil lightened and put in

order, not with a rake, which would be likely to injure the advancing

foliage, but with a blunt knife or pointed piece of wood. Ranuncu-
luses and Anemones should be planted this month, ample directions

for which will be found in other parts of The Florist. Ladies should

now decide what parts of the garden they mean to patronise themselves

during the summer, and see that the stock for bedding out is in an
advanced state. A glance should be given at the garden generally,

that all vacant places may be supplied with shrubs and rose-trees, the

removal of which should not be delayed. If not done at an earlier

period, a layer of leaf-mould may now be spread over choice flower-

beds ; it will give them a fine rich appearance, and promote the

vigorous growth of the flowers they contain.

Energy and resolution are needed now, to prevent work accumu-
lating : for the season will not stand still, and every week will bring

its new and peculiar duties. I would say one word respecting the

fear which is entertained respecting catching cold in open-air pur-
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suits. The training of many ladies is bad in this respect, and they

have been taught to dread fresh air, and to fancy there is pestilence

in a foggy day. Where there are tendencies to disease, I will give

no advice ; but, in healthy subjects, sufficient clothing and brisk

exercise will keep coughs and colds at a distance, even in very dull

weather. Health will circulate in the veins, and hilarity sparkle in

the eye, and natural carmine mantle on the cheek of those of our

fair readers who accustom themselves to do the lighter parts of gar-

dening with their own hands.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.

NEW PLANTS.

Under this head we have this month, with the exception of one or

two plants, little very striking to record. The last Number of the

Journal of the Horticultural Society makes us acquainted with

—

Swammerdamia antennaria.—A little hardy evergreen shrub, from Van Dieman's
Land, with small white flower-heads, which add little to its beauty, the latter

being confined to the foliage.

Limnanthes rosea.—A prostrate, succulent plant, from California. It is a hardy
annual, but of no beauty, the flowers being of a pale, dirty rose-colour. It

is of less interest than L. Douglasii.

JEschynanthus Paxtoni.— A new species, from Messrs. Henderson, of the Wel-
lington Road Nursery. It forms a trailing, half-shrubby stove plant, with

dull red flowers, having a flat limb divided into four nearly equal lobs, which
are square at the ends, as if they had been cut off.

Polygonum vaccinifolium is stated to be a pretty, trailing, hardy species, the deep,
rose-coloured flowers affording suitable decoration for rock-work in autumn.

Cyclobothea monophylla.—A hardy little yellow-flowered bulb, suitable for the

American border.

Abronia nmbellata.—A very pretty, nearly hardy, sweet-smelling Californian

creeper, bearing heads of lilac flowers like a Verbena. It requires the same
treatment as the latter-named plant.

Miltonia Karwinskii.— One of the finest Orchids in cultivation. It produces

long flower-stems, like those of an Oncidium, richly ornamented with flowers

two and a half inches in diameter; the lip half white, half violet; the sepals

and petals yellow, barred with brown.

Brodicea Californxca.— A rather pretty blue hardy bulb, requiring the same
treatment as Scillas.

Curtis' sBotanical Magazine for January contains, in addition to the

usual scientific descriptions, cultural directions for each of the plants

figured,— a new feature of much importance to the work. Of the

plants it brings under notice, the following are the most beautiful :

—

Cereus Leeanus.—From Mr. Lee, of Hammersmith, who received it from France.

It is a Mexican species, with semi-double imbricated brick-red flowers, appa-

rently twro inches across. The plant, which grows about one foot high, will

succeed in a greenhouse.

Mirbelxa Meisneri.— From Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co. It is a lovely

purple pea-flowered greenhouse plant, and should be in every collection.

Scutellaria macrantha.— This is stated to be a truly handsome and perfectly

hardy plant, suited for bedding. It produces numerous spikes of purple

flowers.

Heterotrichum macrodon.—A somewhat coarse-growing stove shrub, like a Mela-
stoma, having clusters of large white flowers, which are stated to be produced
in succession for many weeks together.



WINDOW-GARDENING IN LONDON.

I send a sketch to illustrate the taste for flowers often to be seen

in the lowest parts of London, among the weavers of Spitalfields.

Cowper, in " The Task," happily describes this instinct :
—

" These serve him with a hint

That Nature lives ; that sight-refreshing green

Is still the livery she delights to wear,

Though sickly samples of the exuberant whole.

What are the casements lined with? creeping herbs;

The prouder sashes fronted with a range

Of orange, myrtle, or the fragrant weed,
The Frenchman's darling: are they not all proofs

That man, immured in cities, still retains

His inborn inextinguishable thirst

Of rural scenes, compensating his loss

By supplemental shifts the best he may?
The most unfurnish'd with the means of life,

And they that never pass their brick-wall bounds
To range the fields and treat their lungs with air,

Yet feel the burning instinct : overhead
Suspend their crazy boxes, planted thick,

And waterM daily. There the pitcher stands

A fragment, and the spoutless teapot there

;

Sad witnesses how close-pent man regrets

The country • with what ardour he contrives

A peep at Nature, when he can no more."
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SACRED GARDENS.

The Watered Garden (Isa. lviii. 11, Jer. xxxi. 12, with their

respective contexts).—The necessity of water to a garden, what
florist can doubt ? What lively images does this expression, " a

yv'atered garden," convey to us ! Do we not seem to see every seed

springing up just where we planted it in hope ? do we not count the

newly opened blossoms of our favourite flowers ? does not their very

fragrance come to us in the moistened air ? But if water be thus

necessary and beneficial to the garden in our temperate climate, how
much more in hotter countries ! There, a garden left unwatered

would soon become a desert. The provision for watering the garden

of Eden was a river (Gen. ii. 10) ; fountains in Palestine were com-

mon in gardens (Cant. iv. 15). We have rain from heaven, and

artificial modes of watering ; and how careful are we, if the former be

deficient, to supply the need by our own labour ! We are familiar

with these cases. We should blame our gardener or ourselves, if

our plants perished for lack of moisture. We should run to fetch

the needed refreshment for a drooping favourite. The parched earth

of the parterre does not call out in vain for water. When God pro-

mises, then, to make the soul as a watered garden, He promises a rich

blessing, and one that we shall do well to covet. In our first quota-

tion, the promise is to those who exchange the mere outside form of

religion for the real power of it ; and this blessed exchange is made
by the working of the Spirit of God in the soul. And how often is

that blessed Spirit described in the Scriptures under the figure of

water ! (See John hi. and iv.) In our second quotation, the pro-

mise is made to the gathered flock of the long- scattered Israel, the

redeemed and ransomed people of God, who are to be attracted by

His goodness to their ancient home, Jerusalem. The promise is,

however, applicable to every person truly brought to God from the

wanderings of nature.

The Unwatered Garden.—We need scarcely describe the

wretchedness of the " garden that hath no water." (Isa. i. 30.) It is

an emblem of the misery of those who remain in their natural state

of transgression—of those who forsake God for some earthly thing, it

may be even for their gardens. (See verses 28 and 29.)

Let us not go to our daily work or amusement—let us especially

not be so inconsistent as to take up occupations that so forcibly re-

mind us of heavenly and most important truths—without most dili-

gently inquiring, whether our souls are as watered or unwatered

gardens. If yet, alas ! unwatered, there is a free invitation, " Come
ye to the waters." (Isa. Iv. 1.)

VOL. II. NO.
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FANCY DAHLIAS.

These have of late been so much improved, both in form and colour,

that we imagine few flower-gardens will in future be without them,

for they promise to become even greater favourites than the usually

cultivated kinds. We therefore venture to give a list of twenty-four

of the best and most constant varieties, described from notes taken

of the plants during the last blooming season, and such as can be

procured at very reasonable prices.

Baron Freteau de Peny, pale scarlet, tipped with white; flower full, and well

shaped, quills about the centre. 4 ft.

Dukince (Morot), violet lilac, with white down the centre of each petal; good

shape and habit, medium size. 4 ft.

Emilie Lehmann (Deegen), bright rosy red, white tipped; good shape. 2 to 3 ft.

Empereur de Maroc (Huidoux), dark maroon, tipped with clear white. A
noble variety, either for the borders or exhibition. Some plants do not pro-

duce tipped blooms so constantly as others. Should be grown in rather poor

soil. 3 to 4 ft.

Florence Dombev (Salter), yellow, tipped with white ; constant, but ribby. 3 to

4 ft.

Freund Schmidt (Sieckmann), pale red, tipped with white ; fine petal and out-

line, full size. 4 ft.

llenrick von Gagern (Mardner), maroon, tipped with white, deep flower, petal

a little pointed ; very showy. 4 ft.

llermina (Mohring), red, tipped distinctly with white
;
petals long, good centre,

and very constant. 3 to 4 ft.

Honourable Mrs. Shaw Lefevre (Elphinstone), dull rose, white tipped; tolerable

form, thin in the centre. 4 ft.

Jenny Lind (Barnes), maroon, white down each petal ; showy and fine. 3 ft.

Lady Montgomery (Mitchell), salmon, white tipped, petal long; showy, early.

3 to 4 ft.

Letitia (Barnes), rosy lilac, white tipped ; full size, constant, hard eye. 3 to 4 ft.

Ludwig Pemsl (Deegen), maroon, white tipped, medium size; constant and
attractive. 3 ft.

Madame Wachy (Wachy), dark purple, tipped with white, large, full, and
good shape ; "flowers stand well out from the foliage. 3 ft.

Master G. Clayton (Jeffrey), pure white, purple stripe on either side of the

petal ; showy, and good habit. 4 ft.

Mimosa (Truelle), deep yellow, white tipped
; good for bedding, the height

being little more than 1 foot.

Mi^s Coveney (Mitchell), white, rose on either side of the petals. 4 ft.

CEillet Parfait (Paris), orange, distinctly striped with red, good-shaped petal,

and well-formed flower, hard eye. 4 ft.

Picotee (Paris), yellow spotted, and striped with light red; large and showy.
4 ft.

Remembrancer (Barnes), light rosy scarlet, good petal and shape, the white tip

not always distinct. 4 ft. <

Reizende von Elsterthal (Deegen), white, with rosy purple stripe on either side

of the petals; showy. 4 ft.

Roi de Points (Batteur), maroon, white tip, hard eye, good habit. 4 ft.

Triomphe de Magdeburg (Ehrig), scarlet, distinctly tipped with white ; showy
and constant. 5 ft.

Vicomte de Ressequier (Dubras), purple, tipped and striped with white; con-

stant. 4 to 5 ft.

Our Note-Book,
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ON GROWING FUCHSIAS IN LARGE POTS IN THE
OPEN AIR.

It should ever be the aim of all cultivators to bring each class of

plants to the highest stage of beauty of which they are susceptible.

Early last spring, having some old specimens of Fuchsias which
had become too large for the greenhouse, I had them planted out

into large pots, and then set out in the garden ; they succeeded ad-

mirably, and were a complete mass of bloom the whole summer

;

they did equally as well as if they had been planted out in the open
borders ; and it is well known that, when so treated, and circum-

stances of suitable soil, situation, &c. are favourable, they grow with

excessive luxuriance, and have a most striking effect.

I have so far only tried the experiment with some of the dark

class, but it is equally applicable to the light ones also. F. serrati-

folia and F. fulgens make fine objects when so treated ; and the

recent introduction of F. spectabilis will, I have no doubt, prove a

great acquisition. I have made preparation for growing them to a

greater extent this year, and have added several new varieties to my
collection : these I prepared in the autumn, by getting the wood
ripe, so that they would stand the winter in a cool shed ; they re-

quire little or no water during this period
; prevent them as much

as possible from starting to grow in the spring previous to their

being placed out of doors. To do well, they require a rich soil. I

have found good turfy loam, old rotten manure, and sand used in a

rough state, to answer satisfactorily, taking care to have the pots well

drained. They must be liberally watered during summer ; and if

occasionally manure-water is used, it improves their appearance

wonderfully.

By advocating this method of growing the Fuchsia, I by no means
would recommend the discontinuance of growing them under glass,

as ornaments for the greenhouse, as I know of no handsomer class

of plants for this purpose during the early summer months.

Hull. H. S. Norman.

REVIEWS.

The Midland Florist and Suburban Horticulturist.

We are glad to find by the volume which is just completed, that this

interesting little work is progressing as favourably as its best friends

can wish. In fact, from the quantity of information, contributed by

some of the best cultivators in the country, it is really cheap, and

worthy of the extensive patronage it enjoys.

We see the Editor has decided on printing a stamped edition, so

that it may reach every nook of Great Britain and our Colonies free

;

a boon which we trust thousands will avail themselves of, and which
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we are sure will be appreciated by those who, in remote districts,

have found some difficulty in obtaining it.

We had hoped to have drawn attention to this useful little

periodical in our last Number, but want of room precluded us from

doing so.

Rivers' s Miniature Fruit-Garden.

Our space prevents our doing more than warmly recommending such

of our readers as are fruitists to procure this work. We will also

venture to sav, that it will induce those whose gardens are small to

become growers of fruit as well as of flowers.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR FEBRUARY.

Auriculas, throusrh the month of February, will require careful pro-

tection from cold winds, &c. As the fibres of these plants begin

to move in the early part of the month, a mat or two should be

thrown over the frames at night, and towards the latter end may
be increased to three ; for by that time growth will be perceptible,

the foliage will begin to expand, and, with some, the trusses will

be shewing themselves. They will also be more tender, and

consequently require extra covering to ensure success. Give air

and light whenever the weather will permit, but close the frames

against frosty, drying winds. More frequent supplies of water

may now be given, and the quantity increased as the plants

advance in growth. R.ain is far more beneficial than artificial

waterings. The plants may be allowed to receive moderate

showers during the month, if the wind be either southerly or

westerly, more particularly from the middle to the end.

Top-dressing.—Embrace the earliest opportunity to perform

this essential part of the business ; if the compost is ready and
the weather open, do it directly. At the same time, look over the

young stock in small pots, and select those most likely to throw

good blooms, or all that have filled their pots with roots, and
shift them into a size larger. This should be done without

breaking the ball of earth ; and if the fibres are much entwined

among the crocks that have been put in for drainage, do not dis-

turb them—they will do no harm if left. Wash or otherwise

cleanse all pots before using them a second time, prepare tallies,

crocks for drainage, and have every necessary in readiness before

commencing the work. Remove the top soil till you reach the

roots, which should not be disturbed more than possible. Take
away all offsets that have a shoulder or tap formed, to strengthen

the plant for blooming, and fill up with the fresh soil a little

above the bottom part of the foliage, so that the stem be well

covered. Plant the largest and best-rooted offsets in separate

pots, and those with fewer fibres two or more in a pot. Protect
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them in a cold frame, or under a hand-glass, till thev become
established. The unrooted should be planted round the sides of

small pots, and be plunged in a south border up to the rim
; place

a piece of tile or slate beneath each, to prevent the entry of

worms, and cover them with small Carnation-glasses. Keep the

soil only moderately moistened ; they will root more quickly than
if continued in a wet state : neither night covering nor shading;

will be required. Secure the plants from the attacks of slugs, by
pressing the soil firmly round the bottom rims of the glasses.

Let the compost for offsets be, three measures of leaf- mould, one
of medium loam, aDd one of silver- sand ; and that for top-dress-

ing, equal parts of decomposed sheep manure, cow manure, and
loam of medium strength ; or nightsoil, cow manure, and loam,

equal parts. Hcrse manure may be used as a substitute for

either of the above, if not at hand.

Offsets.—The best and safest mode of taking offsets from
Auriculas is that of carefully breaking them out of the old stem,
and rilling the wound with a little finely pounded charcoal. If the

knife can be dispensed with, all the better. The sap flows from
a cut wound for a considerable time, weakens the plant, quicklv

decomposes, and in many instances ultimately destroys the plant

:

while from the broken wound there is no discharsre of sap, it

dries up immediately, and becomes sound, although presenting

a rough appearance to the eye.

Seed, if not already sown, should be attended to at once. See
that the soil in the seed-pans sown last month is kept moistened.
As soon as it makes its appearance, give a slight sprinkling of the
manure-water recommended in Vol. I. page 102 now and then;
but carefully avoid exceeding the proportions stated.

Peckham, Surrey. J. T. Xeville.

Calceolarias.—Shift all plants required for exhibition, as in this

month they will commence growing freely, and must not be
allowed to get pot-bound. Draw the syringe over them occasion-

ally towards evening when shut up, as they enjoy it, and repay
such little attentions ; in fact, success is more often the result of

frequent minute attentions to little details of examination, «xc,

than to occasional great doings after long neglect.

Xursery, Sudbury, Derbyshire. W. H. Holmes.

Carnations and Picotees.—Let these plants be entirely open on
every favourable occasion ; we allow them at this time to receive

a little soft rain, taking care they do not get too much ; as the

time is so near at hand that they will be exposed to all wea-
thers, the more hardy and exposed they are grown, in reason, the

better. Keep the mould and pots dry, in readiness for potting

;

also trim the plants of any decayed foliage.

Xursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Dahlias should be examined for two purposes: to observe if any
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choice variety is decaying-, or rotting downwards from the stem,

in which case it should at once be placed in heat to make growth

before it has gone below the eyes. Secondly, to see that the

fastenings of the labels are secure, which often rot from the

moisture of the decayed foot-stalk. If a large number of plants

are required of any particular kind, it should be put to work,

and the cuttings taken off when from three to four inches long,

and placed in moist heat ; they will soon become rooted : care

must be taken, in hardening them off, not to stop their growth

too suddenly, or to draw them up weakly.

Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Epacrises.—No alteration in the management of this flower will be

necessary till the blooming season is over, and the spring suffi-

ciently advanced to give them their annual shift.

Whitehill. W. H. Story.

Ericas.— As the days lengthen, and the sun sheds warmer rays, air

may be freely admitted ; water will consequently require to be

more frequently supplied : should the weather however prove dull,

with cold, cutting winds, shelter the plants from their direct in-

fluence as much as possible, without altogether preventing a

gentle circulation, that is, provided the thermometer stands at

32° or upwards : if freezing, shut close. By checking rather

than encouraging growth thus early in the year, you obtain finer

flowers by and by, as well as induce greater vigour in the grow-
ing season. Have all things ready by the end of the month to

begin potting in March.

Whitehill. W. H. Story.

Fuchsias.—Should the month prove genial, Fuchsias that have been
in a cold frame through the winter will begin to push : turn

them out, reduce the ball, cut back the roots, and repot, allow-

ing only a small amount of room over and above the space

occupied by the diminished ball. Spur them back in a way best

calculated to form a bushy head, place them for a week or two
in a moderately warm house, or, if returned to the frame, keep
close : water sparingly at present. Those selected for early

bloom have, or ought to have, been ere this started in heat,

and made sufficient growth to render occasional stopping neces-

sary
; an attention by no means to be neglected, as the future

beauty or unsightliness of the plant will be the consequence.
I do not recommend driving too last at first starting, but rather,

like a skilful whip, increase my speed as I proceed on the jour-

ney : a maximum temperature of 50° at day, and minimum of
35° at night, is most suitable. As the roots make their appear-
ance at the side, or through the hole at bottom, shift to the next
size larger ; always remembering that it is better to give two
slight shifts than one large. And here let me caution the ope-
rator against using compost too wet, or that has not been shut
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up for at least a fortnight in the stove. This precaution must

be obvious, for the bringing young and succulent roots into

immediate contact with soddened cold soil will cause such a

check to the now of sap, as to throw back the plant a month,

perhaps kill it. Cuttings taken from these plants will strike

like weeds in river or silver sand, plunging the pots in gentle

heat, covering with a hand-glass. No time should be lost in

sowing seed ;
plunge the pots in heat to induce early germina-

tion, or, in all probability, the plants will not bloom till the fol-

lowing year.

Whitehill. W. H. Story.

Pansies have had a trying month ; ours have been protected with

inverted flower-pots, as described in No. I. of the first Volume,

and have stood the weather admirably. Repot those for bloom-

ing under glass into 7-inch pots, in soil similar to that for bloom-

ing Carnations, but with more sand. If the plant is long, peg it

down ; if otherwise, secure it with a small piece of deal stick,

or they will often become injured with rocking to and fro, as

they must be kept open generally, or they will draw, and become
weakly, and there will be no large blooms. There will be a few

vacancies to fill up in the beds, and the seedlings will require

looking to. Seed saved in the autumn should not be sown
before the first week in April, otherwise the plants will bloom
at a time when they are seldom seen in character, and a good
flower might be discarded.

Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Pelargoniums.—Plants stopped for June flowering will have broken

well by this time, and should be shifted, as well as all young
stock-plants that have filled their pots with roots. If the latter

are in 4-inch pots, shift into a 6-inch size ; if they were struck

from cuttings of last summer, it is as large as they require to

bloom in. In shifting, rub off the outside and top of the ball.

Plants which were finally shifted in the autumn will require a

thorough watering, to moisten the ball of earth throughout, as,

after fixing, we find the surface moist, whilst the body and bottom

are dry. Seedlings as last month. J. Dobson.

Pinks.— Continue the protection recommended last month. Look
over the beds, and press the soil to those plants that have been

loosened by the late frosts. See also that the tallies are in their

proper places ; frost often lifts them out of the ground. Hoe
the surface, and give a top-dressing of good soil the first open

weather. In severe weather give extra protection to delicate-

growing varieties, by covering them with a small glass elevated

on the south side, but in mild weather remove the covering.

Pcckhum, Surrey. J. T. Neville.

Poly anm uses under pot-culture should be top-dressed in the early
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part of this month with a compost of equal parts cow manure,
loam of medium strength, and leaf-mould. (Decayed wood pile

is an excellent substitute for leaf-mould.) Remove a little of the

top-soil, pick off decayed foliage, and earth them up a full half

inch above the stem of the plant, that the young spring roots

may receive the benefit of the compost on their first putting

forth. Polyanthuses require more water than Auriculas ; let

them have the benefit of refreshing showers in temperate weather

as often as they require moisture. Those in borders, if not
already done, should be earthed up forthwith, and search made
for slugs at every opportunity. A little lime-water applied at

this time will assist to make a clearance of these pests. Apply
it on a warm day, and watch for their escape, for they are certain

to move if touched with the above liquid. Sow Polyanthus seed,

if not already done. J. T. Neville.

Ranunculuses.—This should be an active month with the Ranun-
culus-grower : new sorts purchased, boxes of named sorts finally

arranged, soil in beds in good, clean condition, margin-boards

put down, having been previously repainted where necessary,

—

all ready for the.important operation of planting. Proceed, about

the middle of the month, in fine weather, with a coarse rake, to

make the surface of the beds level, and not more than an inch

higher than the surrounding walks. If the quantit)^ of tubers be

small, they may be planted with a dibble, so that the crowns of

the tubers are 1^ inch in depth, and 5 inches x 5, or 6 X 5

inches distance from each other. Seedling roots, though small

the second year, require an inch more space than older varieties,

in consequence of their subsequent vigour. If the quantity of

roots be large, make drills a full inch deep, and press the clawrs

of the tubers carefully, but somewhat firmly, into the soil, that

the crowns may be the requisite depth, and the tubers secured

from rising by the natural swell occasioned by rapid absorption

of a large amount of moisture. Rake, level, and keep an eye to

the operations of a mischievous class of disturbers called lob-

worms.

Wallingford, Berks. Carey Tyso.

Roses in Pots.—The directions of last month are suitable for the

present. Be careful when watering, or otherwise engaged about
the plants, not to break off the lengthening shoots, which the

slightest touch will readily do. It is line upon line ; but we
must add, keep all plants clean of green-fly. J. Dobson.

Tulips.—The only attention Tulips will require during this month
is to guard them well from frost ; and as soon as they are all

visible, carefully to stir the surface of the bed on a mild dry day.

Wycombe. J. Hunt.
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THE RANUNCULUS.

The Ranunculus Asiaticus is generally believed to be indi-

genous to Turkey and Persia. It has long been cultivated

in this country, but the precise time of its introduction is in-

volved in obscurity. John Gerarde, a herbalist of celebrity,

and who is reputed to have had a choice botanic garden in

Holborn in the year 1596, wrote concerning the Ranunculus
;

and about the same time Parkinson, in his Paradisus Terres-

tris, specifically enumerates several varieties of this flower.

The Dutch, who have long been noted for floral pursuits,

were early acquainted with the cultivation of the Ranunculus,
and some of their catalogues, about a century ago, contained

several hundred names. Van Oosten, the Leyden gardener,

whose work was printed in English in 1703, says, at page 103

:

" There are two sorts of Ranunculus, single and double. The
double ones are of one colour, or striped. The striped we
have all sorts of colours, black and white striped with several

colours, and the same is also in the single ones. This flower

is admired because of their beautiful high colours, that dazzle

one's sight when the sun shineth on them." Mason, formerly

of Fleet Street, was a large importer of Dutch bulbs. His
catalogue of 1820 contains nearly 400 sorts of Ranunculus.
Many of these have been discarded, but among them were
flowers of the dark scarlet and striped classes, which have not

yet been surpassed ; such as L'CEil Noir, Naxara, Viola le vrai

Noir, Her van Gom Montauban, Melange, &c.

Between 1815 and 1820 must be regarded as a new era

in Ranunculus culture. English florists, who had hitherto

been dependent on continental growers for their gems, about

this time commenced raising Ranunculuses from seed. The
Rev. W. Williamson and Mr. Tyso were perhaps the ear-

liest and most successful raisers in England who gave the

results of their persevering skill to the world ; and in Scot-

land, Messrs. Waterston and Lightbody were early initiated

in the art of raising seedlings. Varieties of this fine flower,

therefore, soon became innumerable; and within these last

seven years many splendid additions, with brilliant edgings

and spots on white and yellow grounds, have been produced.

Of these, hardly a fair type existed in the early reminiscences

of our present cultivators, shewing that great advances have

been made in bringing to perfection this beautiful tribe of

flowers.

The varieties which illustrate our present Number were
VOL. II. NO. XV. F
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raised from seed by Mr. Tyso, of Wallingford, who, as we have
stated, lias been eminently successful with this flower. Our
drawings were taken from specimens forwarded to us in June
last. Aspirant possesses a pure lemon-ground colour, with

distinct edging. Captivator, a yellow ground, with beautiful

scarlet mottling. Dr. Horner obligingly forwarded to us the

bloom of a beautiful seedling raised by Mr. Lightbody, of

Falkirk, but it unfortunately reached us in such bad condition,

that we could not make a coloured drawing of it, to combine
with Mr. Tyso's varieties, as we had wished.

The following are select, first-class flowers, deserving the

attention of every cultivator, viz. Flaminius, Herald, Delectus,

Gem, Talisman, Alexis, Marquis of Hereford, Paragon, Sir

John de Graeme, Glennelg, Creon.

THE HOLLYHOCK.

I am glad to find that this hitherto much-neglected flower is likely

to attain the attention which it so richly merits.

The exhibitions of it last season by Messrs. Bircham and Chater
convinced me that it is destined to claim equality with our other
florists' flowers. I am a Dahlia grower and fancier, and I would not
wish to see Hollyhocks take the place of these gaudy flowers ; in

fact, such a state of things is not likely to occur ; but where it is

convenient, I do think that Hollyhocks should be intermixed with
Dahlias, and for this reason: on September 13th, 1848, we had a
frost that spoiled my Dahlia bloom, of which I had a fine display ; but
some Hollyhocks, near the Dahlias, and equally exposed, remained
uninjured. This, then, is a recommendation in favour of the Holly-
hock not to be overlooked ; for after the dead Dahlias are removed,
the Hollyhocks keep up the gaiety for several weeks, and at a sea-

son when flowers are wanted.
In regard to showing Hollyhocks, Mr. Bircham recommends

spikes ; but I imagine that blooms would be more suitable for ama-
teurs, who cannot be expected to have a large collection to choose
from.

Flora.

HOW TO HAVE ROSES IN NOVEMBER.

" Dec 8th, 1848. On this day I gathered a fine bouquet of fra-

grant Roses from plants growing in the open air." Such is the

entry in my journal of remarkable horticultural events for the year

above mentioned.
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My attention was now, however, more particularly directed to the

bed of Roses from whence I gathered my bouquet. The plants were
full of green leaves and bright flowers, but other plants of the same
kind were nearly leafless and flowerless. How was this brought
about ? and why should they be thus verdant in so proverbially

dreary a month ? were questions that immediately pressed upon my
mind. I soon, however, recollected that these plants had been re-

moved late in spring, had been planted in a richly manured soil,

and had been cut-in very closely. This accident in culture re-

minded me of The Florisi and its readers ; and I resolved to make a

little article on the subject, so that all lovers of Roses may, if they

please, prolong the enjoyment of their beauties.

The Roses which I gathered were all Hybrid Perpetuals, and of

the following varieties : Baronne Prevost, Mrs. Elliott, Robin Hood,
Geant des Batailles, La Reine, Comte de Montalivet, Dr. Marx,
Duchess of Sutherland, Marquise Boccella, Madame LafFay, Com-
tesse Duchatel, Rivers, Sidonie, and some others. Now, working
out a system from the above accident, I

should recommend that a bed in every Rose-

garden be appropriated to these winter Roses,

proceeding thus : — Presuming that plants

one, or two, or three years old are conve-

nient, or that a bed of Hybrid Perpetuals

can be appropriated, the plants should be

taken up in February, their long roots short-

ened to about half their length, the fibrous

roots left untouched, and their heads left

unpruned. They should then be planted

thickly under a north wall, or fence, and re-

main there till the end of April. They may
then be taken up ; their heads closely pruned,

as annexed figure, which is that of a dwarf

Standard Rose pruned for late flowering.

A bed must be prepared for them, which cannot be manured too

bountifully. A coat, four or six inches thick, of any kind of manure
in a half-decomposed state, well mixed with the soil, to a depth of

eighteen inches or two feet, will give them all the necessary vigour,

if the weather is dry and warm. The roots of the plants may be
" puddled," i. e. dipped in a thick mixture of loam or clay and

water with much advantage ; and water should be poured into each

hole before it is filled in, and the loose surface-mould placed in it,

giving it a very gentle pressure with the foot. Rose-trees treated

in this manner will last for several years, and their annual treatment

may be exactly as above given. It will, however, be advisable not to

plant them more than two seasons in the same bed, unless the Rose-
garden is confined to a small space ; for Roses like fresh soil, and
manure, however thickly applied, will not compensate for it. In con-

fined gardens, if the site for the winter Rose-border or clump cannot
be changed, it should be excavated to a depth of eighteen inches,

and fresh loamy soil brought in. Hybrid Perpetual Roses thus
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treated will give their first blooms towards the end of July ; there

are then plenty of Roses of every degree. Have mercy, therefore, on

your winter Roses. Do not suffer them to exhaust themselves with

their liberal efforts to give you pleasure. Pinch off one-half, or two-

thirds, of their flower- buds as soon as they are perceptible, and your

reward will be Roses in November.

Sawbridgeworth. T. Rivers.

SALVIA SPLENDENS.

This brilliant member of a beautiful genus was introduced into

this country from Mexico some thirty years ago. It is well

known, and frequently met with, but more commonly in a neg-

lected state, than receiving that attention which its easy culture,

its free flowering at a season when flowers are generally scarce, and

its dazzling scarlet colour demand for it. It has occasionally been

recommended for out-door flowering; but for this purpose I have

not found it worth its room. My attention was first directed to it as

a valuable winter plant, from a paper by Mr. Wood, which appeared

in the Gardeners' Chronicle ; but, instead of growing it in winter, as

Mr. Wood directed, I imagined that the better plan would be to

grow it during summer and autumn, and to try the effect of retard-

ing the blooming ; this plan I have found to answer perfectly ; and,

in my estimation, it is to the conservatory or greenhouse, during the

dull months of winter, what Scarlet Geraniums are to the parterre

in summer—the most attractive of the whole ; and I have no hesi-

tation in stating, that attention could not be turned to any neglected

plant which would better repay the trouble required in its cultiva-

tion than Salvia splendens. I am much pleased with the cheerful

effect of its brilliant flower-spikes ; they serve, in an eminent degree,

to brighten up the dulness which too commonly prevails at the

period of the year in which it blooms. Its easy culture points it out

as a plant well suited to the circumstances of the amateur ; for,

although it grows to a size far beyond the conveniency of the

amateur of small means when treated as gardeners do who admire
it, and who can command r, om for its full development, yet it may
be treated so as to cause it to adapt its size to a very limited space.

For this purpose I have found the following treatment suitable.

About the middle of March let cuttings of rather firm wood be
obtained, and treated like those of the Verbena. If favoured with a

gentle bottom -heat, they will soon emit roots, and will commence
growing vigorously ; they may be stopped once or twice previous

to being potted off, as they are not particular about losing a few
roots. Pot into 5-inch pots, and place the plants somewhere near the

glass, where they can be kept close and moist. Here they will soon

grow rapidly, and must be frequently stopped, so as to make bushy
plants. I never allow them to make more than one new joint, until

I have obtained as many shoots as I think necessary for the forma-
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ticm of the future bush. As soon as the plants are well established

in their pots, shift them into a size larger ; 9-inch pots will be suffi-

cient, if large plants are not desired. Towards the end of May, or

as soon after that period as your dread of frosts and cold nights

has left you, prepare the plants for a place out of doors ; if they

can be plunged in a sheltered border, exposed to the sun, they

will require little further attention except staking, and turning

round the pots, to prevent their roots from getting into the soil in

which they are plunged. Stopping must, however, be attended to,

in order to make dwarf, handsome plants ; but this must not be prac-

tised after the middle of August, except flowering can be assisted

by placing the plants in a close house. About the middle or latter

end of September, remove them to the warm end of a greenhouse

or pit, in which they will soon be clothed in the richest scarlet, and
will prove well worth the little trouble they have cost you. If they

are supplied with manure-water during their flowering season, the

latter will be considerably prolonged.

I have said nothing about securing a succession of bloom ; never-

theless this ought to be attended to. For this purpose it is simply

necessary to select a portion of the plants, and to pinch out the ends

of the snoots just as they are shewing flower, which, with the treat-

ment I have recommended, will be early in September. Another

portion may be stopped a month, or even two, later ; but this must
depend upon the treatment which it will then be possible to give

them. By means of dividing my plants into three lots, I secure a

succession of bloom from October to March ; but my second and

third lots of plants have the assistance of a close greenhouse during

the summer and autumn ; or even something warmer, if it is found

necessary to bring them into flower at a certain time. The amateur

will find a season's practice the best guide in this part of his manage-

ment. When they are done flowering, save one plant, and keep it

without water until it shews symptoms of dryness ; it may then be

cut back, and kept in any spare corner until the time for making

cuttings draws near. If it can be placed in a rather warm atmo-

sphere, it will soon furnish abundance of young wood, which must

be treated as stated above. In a comfortable place under glass, and

with plenty of pot-room, &c, this plant attains the size of five feet

high, and as much through ; and in November is covered with scarlet

from the edge of the pot upwards ; but, of course, such large plants

would not suit an amateur.

This plant would doubtless produce its flowers in the window of

comfortable sitting-room ; but for this purpose I do not recommend

it, as it is apt to become drawn in the absence of direct solar light,

have said nothing about soil ; but it will be found not to be par-

ticular in this respect. I use sandy loam and thoroughly decom-

posed cow-dung, in about equal portions ; but if small plants are

wanted, use light, poor soil.

Attington, Oct. 15. Henry Greton.
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A FEW REMARKS ON HARDY BORDER PLANTS.

Thk time has arrived when our flower-gardens hegin to put on their

spring garments, when Crocuses, Scillas, and Snowdrops, together

with the Violet and Periwinkle, peep forth in all their varied colours

;

and we should meet their opening flowers with neatness. I therefore

venture, before our hands are full, to offer a few remarks on plants

which I consider worthy of notice ; and I will begin with

Aquilegias (Columbines).—Some of these are very ornamental.

They grow from one to two feet high, and thrive in common garden

soil. They may be increased by seeds, or by dividing their roots.

Six of the best are, Glandulosa, white and blue ; Skinueri ; Cana-

densis, reddish orange ; Gardneriana, purple, striped ; Davurica,

purple ; Brodieana.

Aconitum (Monkshood).— Handsome, generally tall -growing
plants, producing abundance of flowers. All the species are stated

to be more or less poisonous. Three or four of the best are Chi-

nense, blue ; Versicolor, blue and yellow ; Grandiflorum, pale yel-

low ; Ochroleucum, yellowish white.

Achillea (Milfoil).—The plants belonging to this genus are not

all beautiful, but the following are worthy of cultivation : Alpina,

white ; Tomentosa, yellow ; Millefolium, white ; Eupatorium, yellow.

Anemone.—All handsome flowers, from our native white and

blue woodland Anemones, to the large Dutch varieties of Coronaria.

Some interesting hybrids have already been produced between A.

vitifolia and japonica ; and no doubt still better results might be

obtained by further following up the subject. They succeed best in

a loamy soil. The following might be selected : Japonica, purple
;

Pulsatilla ; Sylvestris ; Sulphurea ; Vitifolia, white ; Uralensis

;

Richardsonii.

Baptisia.—Herbaceous Pea-flowered plants of vigorous growth,

of which Australis and Villosa especially deserve cultivation.

Betonica (Betony).—Pretty plants, and well adapted for rock-

work. The best perhaps are, Alopecurus ; Incana; Alba; Grandiflora.

Cardamine.—Low herbaceous plants, of which Trifolia is early

and pretty ; Macrophylla is also well worth cultivation.

Chelone.—Handsome plants, now mostly included in the genus
Pentstemon. They succeed well in a mixture of peat and loam. The
best are, Barbata ; Gentianoides ; Glabra ; Mexicana.

Campanula.—Herbaceous plants of much beauty, some of which
attain a height of three and four feet. The following are worthy of

selection : Barbata, blue ; Speciosa, blue (4 feet) ; Pyramidalis alba

(4 feet) ; Grandis, blue (1 foot) ; Carpatica, blue (6 inches).

Centaurea.—Pretty perennials, of which the most desirable are,

Delusta, red ; Depressa, yellow ; Atropurpurea, purple.

Chrysanthemum.—The most useful and ornamental of all au-

tumn flowers. The red, white, and yellow sorts have the best effect

in out-door culture.

Dianthus.—A genus of beautiful flowers, with which all are
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familiar, and which succeed in light loamy soil, mixed with decayed

leaves and sand. Guttatus, spotted; Superbus, white; Atrorubens,

crimson ; and Hopeanus, are handsome.

Epilobium.—The best species are, Dodonei, purple, and Lati-

folium, red.

Foxgloves (Digitalis).— Intermixed with native Ferns, these

clothe our hill- sides and glens in purple, and they are no less orna-

mental in dress grounds. They will thrive in common garden soil,

and are readily propagated by seeds, which they ripen in abundance.

Fkancoa.—Handsome flowers, of which the most beautiful are,

llamosa, white, and Sonchifolia, purple.

Geum.—Pretty perennials, which thrive in light, loamy soil. The
best are, Coccinea ; Rivale, yellow ; and Chiloense, copper-coloured.

Gkntiana.— All the Gentians are pretty. Acaulis makes a

beautiful edging when in bloom. They succeed best in sandy peat.

Septemfida, blue ; Asclepiadea, blue ; Punctata, yellow ; and Cruciata,

dark blue, are beautiful.

Globba.—These are increased by parting their roots : they suc-

ceed in sandy loam. Careyana, yellow ; and Orixensis, pink, are two

of the best.

Helleborus.—These thrive in common garden soil, and are in-

creased by dividing their roots. Niger, pink, and Atrorubens, purple,

are useful winter flowers.

Hepatic a.— Red, blue, pink, and white, are all pretty early

spring flowers, which do best in light, loamy soil, in situations where

they are not disturbed for years.

Hedysarum (French Honeysuckle).—These grow in any light,

rich soil; some of the species are suitable for rock-work. The most

distinct are, Obscurum, purple ; Roseum and Coronarium, scarlet.

Iris.—Very beautiful plants, which like a sandy soil. A few

good ones are, Amcena, blue ; Pumila, purple ; Swertii, yellow ; Ver-

sicolor, variegated ; Taurice, yellow ; Scariosa, blue ; Subbiflora, vio-

let ; Humilis, blue; Lutescens, yellow ; Sibirica, light blue.

Larkspurs (Delphinium).—Handsome, well-known plants, which

succeed in a loamy soil, and may be increased by dividing their roots.

Six of the best are, Splendidum ; Barlowii, blue ; Ajacis, pink ; Gran-

diflorum, dark blue; Azureum, light blue; Albiflornm.

Lily of the Valley is so well known, that it needs no recom-

mendation. It succeeds in a shady corner, where little else will grow.

Linum.—Monogynum, white ; Alpinum, blue ; and Flavum, yel-

low, are pretty.

Lysimachia.—These grow in any common soil. Ciliata, yellow,

and Verticillata, yellow, are useful ; Nummularia is suitable for rock-

work.

Lobelia.—All very beautiful things, worthy of a place in every

garden. They grow well in light, loamy soil. We take them up as

soon as the flowers have died off, pot them, and winter them in a

frame, turning them out again in spring. A few of the best are,

Fulgens, scarlet ; Ignea, fine ; Prsecox, crimson ; Speciosa, blue ;

llamosa, dark blue (annual) ; Grandis, purple ; Yiolacea, violet.
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Lychnis.—Also beautiful plants, which succeed in a rich soil.

Viscaria, pink ; Chalcedonica, scarlet ; Fulgens, scarlet ;
Floscuculi,

pink ; and Grandiflora, red, are well worthy of cultivation.

Lupinus.—Some of these are very handsome. They grow well

in any common garden soil. Polyphyllus, blue ; Lupidus, blue and

pink ; Sericeus, purple, are good species.

Mertensia.—The most beautifully coloured are, Parviflora and

Dahurica, both blue.

Mimulus.—Some of these are very pretty, and they do well in

damp, shady situations.

Oxosmas.—Are pretty plants, and well adapted for rock-work.

Orientalis, yellow, and Echioides, white, are worth growing.

Orobus.—Pea-blossomed flowers, which like a light soil. The

best are, Vermis, purple ; Jordani, blue ; Sylveticus, purple ; Cocci-

neus, scarlet.

GEnotheras.—Some of these have a nice appearance in a clump

of roses. Anisoloba, white ; Fruticosa, yellow ; Missourensis, yellow,

are useful.

P^onias.—Well-known showy spring flowers, which grow in any

garden soil. One or two good ones are, Humei, red ; Anemoniflora,

pink; Albiflora, white; Fragrans, red.

Papaver.—The most beautifully coloured are, Concolor, scarlet

;

Croceum, saffron; Bracteatum, red ; Maculatum, scarlet ; and Ori-

entale.

Penstemon.—All handsome perennials, more especially Augusti-

folium, purple ; Ovatum, blue ; Gentianoides coccineum, red ; Spe-

ciosum ; and Murrayanum, scarlet.

Phloxes.—Beautiful plants, which grow in almost any soil. A
few good ones, that grow 2 feet high, are, Van Houttei, purple and

white ; Reflexa, purple ; Omniflora, white ; Tardiflora, white. Shorter

growing ones, Nivalis, white ; Procumbens, purple ; Ovata, rosy

purple. Ccelestis and Nitens, figured in the first Volume of this

work.
Potentilla.—A handsome genus, whose most desirable species

are, Formosa, purple ; Laciniosa, yellow ; Hopwoodeana, variegated ;

Russelliana, scarlet ; Atro-sanguinea, red.

Primulas.—Who has not admired the early Primrose of our

woods ! not less beautiful are the double white, lilac, yellow, and

crimson of our gardens. The parterre could ill spare them in early

spring. Besides these, Cortusoides, red ; Marginata, pink ; and

Denticulata, lilac, are pretty, and well worth growing ; but the lat-

ter is most suitable for pot-culture, as it is apt to get broken when
out of doors in rough weather.

Pyrethrum (Feverfew).—Pretty perennials, which flower early

and late : they may be increased by cuttings. The best are, Roseum,
pale red ; Grandiflorum, white, and most beautiful in borders.

Rudbeckia.—Showy plants, of which Fulgida, yellow, and
Drummondii, orange, are worthy of cultivation.

Saxifraga.—Well-known plants, which are very suitable for

rock-work. A few of the best are, Pyramidalis, Granulata, Oppo-
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sitifolia, Sedoides, Hypnoides, Crassifolia, and Ambrosa, or London
Pride.

Sedums.—Also good rock-plants. One or two good ones are,

Sieboldii, pink ; Kamschaticum ; and Saxatile.

Silene. — Shaftii, Hispanica, Fimbriata, Sibirica, are worth
growing.

Statices.—These like a sandy loam ; they may be increased by
dividing the roots. One or two of the best are, Bellidifolia, Globu-
larisefolia, Elata, Latifolia, Viminea, Tatarica, Flexuosa.

J. Dobson.

THE CROCUS.

Between the Dahlia show and that of the Auricula there occurs
a weary waste in the life of the florist, the intervening moiety of

the year being devoid of those cheering hopes and spirit-stirring

anxieties which, almost uninterruptedly, attend his pursuit in the

other annual half circle.

No real necessity, however, exists for this large blank in his exist-

ence, whilst the Crocus springs up every March to claim its share

of his affection. There is no law which forbids him to take another
favourite under his protection ; and I know of no fresh candidate for

his favour which would better reward the care of the florist than the
Crocus. She will sport if he chooses, assume that fulness of form
which he so much prizes in the Tulip, the Pansy, and the Geranium

;

and she requires no petting. She is very fertile, both breeding and
seeding freely, except when she assumes a yellow hue, and then she
breeds only. The meanest of her progeny need not be cast away,
so long as spring can find the ground-line of a hedgerow unadorned
with her vernal bloom.

I have about 240 yards of the border of a fence by a highway-
side planted with Crocuses ; and it has given me great delight to

find how much pleasure their gay flowers contribute to passers-by.
" Ah ! a garden, a garden !" exclaimed one, and that one a man
too, with a tone and manner which partook of delight and surprise.

For road-side decoration the Snowdrop is also a suitable flower. I

have that bulb close to the stems of some of my fences, and the

Crocus in a row in front of it ; and thus I have a bright line below
my hedges in February, and another in March and April.

If prizes were offered for the best collection of Crocuses, they
would be the means probably of making many varieties known
which have not been dreamt of by some growers ; and the same may
be said of Columbines, which are well worth the attention of the

florist. There may be many choice collections of Crocuses in the

country ; and I should like to see specimens of them publicly ex-

hibited. The only superior one which I know of is near Man-
chester, in the possession of a most enthusiastic grower and admirer

of what are called botanical plants.

Forton Cottage. R. T.
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POT, OR RATHER PAN CULTURE OF THE VERBENA.

Verbenas treated in the manner I will now attempt to describe

make showy little masses, suitable for the sides of the tables or

stands of show- rooms ; so that this beautiful flower may be made to

minister as much to the gaiety of an exhibition as Achimenes and

similar plants. My mode of treatment is very simple, but it is none

the worse for that.

I use seed-pans in preference to pots, measuring usually about

eleven or twelve inches across, and about four deep. For the frame-

work to train on, I get pieces of wire, of small size, so as to be as in-

visible as possible, and about twenty-two inches long, two for a pan ;

I then bend one of them, at equal distances (say three inches) from

each end, in order to form legs. To the other I give four inches of

leg at one end and two at the other ; I then get pieces of tin about

an inch long, and half that in width, fixed to

the ends of the crossed wires to act as feet to

^5?- rest on the rim of the pan ; the two wires are

fixed where they intersect each other in the

middle ; and a slight elevation being given to that part, the frame-

work is complete. Upon this I place other pieces of wire, formed

into circles—say, one, two, or three, as the case may be. A Verbena
trained on this wire-frame forms a beautiful little miniature bed. It

will be perceived that the legs are made of three different lengths,

the two side ones being the same length back and front as two
is to four ; this brings the whole mass more into view. It must
be borne in mind that the legs require to be bent inwards, as the

frame ought to project nearly two inches over the sides of the pan
in every part.

This frame-work, I conceive, might be judiciously employed for

a number of other plants,—Achimenes longiflora and patens, for

instance, look beautiful so treated ; and I have no doubt Torenia

Asiatica in a pan not so wide as those I employ for Verbenas,

would do admirably, as well as Tetratheca verticillata, and many
other plants.

T. Reed.

CULTURE OF THE CAMELLIA.

The beautiful glossy foliage of the Camellia, when in health, as well

as its glorious flowers, deservedly gain for it a conspicuous place in

every greenhouse ; yet, notwithstanding this, I am afraid that, even
in these enlightened times, amateurs are not so well acquainted with
its management as they should be, and as, from the inquiries often

put to me by them, I am sure they wish to be. To have our Ca-
mellias flourish, something more is necessary than to put them into
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pots in finely sifted soil, to place them in our greenhouse stage, to

water them when they are dry, and to allow them to remain in this

condition otherwise undisturbed for years. True, if we give them
air, the atmosphere— one of the sources from which plants derive

nourishment— will perform its part ; but does the soil, under the

conditions mentioned, rightly effect its portion of the work? I fear

not ; and out of this arises all, or nearly all, the mischief of which

amateurs complain.

The compost I have found best adapted to the growth of the

Camellia is, a mixture of peat and loam in nearly equal propor-

tions, together with a sprinkling of sharp sand. When the loam is

light and sandy, less peat is necessary. These should be broken up,

not sifted, intimately mixed, and the roughest pieces laid at the bot-

tom of the pot over the drainage, which must be complete, or little

success will attend your labours, even though all other conditions

should be favourable. By complete drainage, I do not mean that this

should be effected so much by crocks, as by the way in which the

soil is arranged in the pots ; for experience has taught me that the

roots of the Camellia are apt to die among crocks alone when many
are used ; at least, I have found such to be the case. I put one large

concave crock or oyster-shell over the opening in the bottom of the

pot, with three or four smaller pieces round it, and over these the

most turfy portions of the compost, in which the roots of the Ca-

mellia appear to delight.

Camellias will grow, and even flourish, in either peat or loam

separately ; they generally grow most luxuriantly in peat, and the

foliage of plants in this kind of soil is of the deepest green ; but I

have not found them to flower so well. In loam alone the leaves are

paler, and the plants are more liable to get into ill health. The
utility of mixing the two soils, therefore, will be at once apparent.

The question, " How am I to restore my sickly plants to health ?"

is one often asked. When Camellias get into ill health, from what-

ever cause, the best plan is, to turn the plants out of their pots

in spring, to examine their roots ; and if these are found to be

dead or dying, to shake the soil entirely away from them, removing

at the same time all pieces that are dead. The top must also be

well shortened-in, in order to preserve a sort of balance between

that and the root. These things being done, place the plant in a

pot just large enough comfortably to admit the roots, in a compost

consisting of two parts peat to one of loam, using a little more

sand than for plants in health. When potted, water, to settle the

soil ;
place them in a gentle bottom heat, and keep them close ;

watering at the root but sparingly till the plants begin to grow,

but frequently syringing their tops with tepid water. If they have

made good roots by autumn, they may be either shifted into larger

pots then, or in the following spring, when they may receive the

same treatment as the general collection.

In regard to the best season for shifting Camellias, some diversity

of opinion exists ; some recommending that it should be done in

spring, others that it should be performed in autumn. I have tried
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both seasons, and with nearly equal success ; but, as a general rule,

I prefer spring- shifting.

The editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle has correctly stated that

the Camellia is not a greenhouse plant ; nevertheless, although this

is strictly true, it succeeds best when treated as a hardy greenhouse

shrub. If it be kept in a temperature above freezing, it will thrive

better than if grown in a warmer atmosphere. Camellias, however,

like an increase of warmth and plenty of moisture when they are

making their new wood ; and to ensure a good display of bloom,

this latter must be thoroughly ripened. After they have ripened

their wood and set their flower-buds, they may be placed in the

open air, or retained in the greenhouse, according to circumstances.

If kept in the greenhouse, as much air as possible should be ad-

mitted, and the foliage may be occasionally sprinkled with water,

which will keep it clean and healthy. On this latter point much
depends ; for it is in the leaves that the sap, under the influence of

light, undergoes those changes in its composition by which it be-

comes capable of forming the various compounds required in the

plant's economy. The roots, too, must be kept in a proper state as

to moisture.

In cases in which it is not convenient to use large pots, Camel-

lias may be kept in health by watering them occasionally, during

their growing season, with weak liquid manure, which will in some

measure restore to the soil the fertilising qualities of which it has

become deficient.

It now remains for me to speak of propagation, which is, how-
ever, more the province of the nurseryman than of the amateur;

and yet so much interest attaches to the offspring of one's own
handiwork, that, for the benefit of those who like to amuse themselves

in this kind of employment, which is as instructive as it is pleasant,

I will add, that Camellias are increased by inarching, grafting, and

budding on the single red and Middlemas red, cuttings of both of which

strike readily. These latter should be taken off in August or Sep-

tember, as soon as the young shoots are ripe. They are prepared by

being cut through horizontally at a joint, or better taken off with

a " heel," divesting them of a few leaves at the base, and potting

them in sand. They should then be well watered, and the pots

placed in a cold frame for a month or six weeks. They may then be

introduced into a gentle bottom heat, and potted off* into small pots

next spring ; still keeping them in heat until they have made their

growths, then gradually hardening them off. In the succeeding

season they will be ready to be inarched, budded, or grafted. The
best time for inarching is in spring, just before the plant begins to

grow ; and for grafting, in August or September.

Chelsea. George Macintosh.
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THE LADIES' PAGE.

" Spring ! spring ! beautiful spring !

Hitherward cometh, like hope on the wing
;

Pleasantly looketh on streamlet and flood,

Raiseth a chorus of joy in the wood
;

Toucheth the bud, and it bursts into bloom,
Biddeth the beautiful rise from the tomb

;

Blesseth the heart like a heavenly thing,

—

Spring ! spring ! the beautiful spring !
"

We quite agree with those writers who have eulogised March, not-
withstanding his boisterousness, and an occasional ill-natured prac-
tical joke played off by him on our pet flowers. With a little caution
in relation to tender productions, March will do us no harm, while
his approach will be hailed by the lover of nature, as bringing with
it all precious and hopeful things. " If March is a rude and some-
what boisterous month, possessing many of the characteristics of

winter, yet it awakens sensations perhaps more delicious than the
two following spring months, for it gives us the first announcement
and taste of spring ; and there is something in the freshness of the

soil, in the mossy bank, the balmy air, the voices of birds, the early

and delicious flowers, that we have seen and felt only in childhood
and in spring." All our readers will agree with Mr. Howitt in this

passage, except that this year " the taste of spring" has come much
earlier ; for at the time we now write, the 9th of February, the gar-

den is most delightfully gay with spring-flowers. On the first of

the month the Yellow Crocus was in full bloom, and now the purple

and white are ready to expand their petals on the first sunny day.

Aconites and Snowdrops are gone off; and if no severe weather inter-

vene, Hyacinths and early Tulips will be in flower before these lines

are in the hands of our readers. Happy are those amateurs who
have liberally furnished their garden with spring bulbs ! To them
the early months of the year will be as interesting as the most genial

and gorgeous days of summer.
Flower-beds should be kept as light as possible, by frequent raking

of the soil on the surface ; this will conduce to neatness, and will

serve as a protection to advancing bulbs. We have gone over our
beds with a good sprinkling of leaf-mould and well-rotted manure,
reduced to a fine soil ; this will protect tender things in this forward
season, and may be done in March with advantage. When the soil

is pulverised, frost has less power over it ; it is also raised consider-

ably in altitude by being properly loosened, and thus acts as a defence.

When Crocuses, Snowdrops, and other early flowers have done flow-

ering, and the space they occupy is wanted for something else, bad
gardeners are in the habit of cutting off or pulling up the foliage,

leaving the bulbs underground destitute of lungs, by which to inhale

solar and other influences, and to perfect their growth. It must be

remembered, that as long as there are healthy leaves on any plant,

they are doing good service ; and therefore the foliage of bulbs should

be allowed to wither before the roots are disturbed. As this leaves
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the bed in an untidy condition longer than is desirable, the best plan

is, to take up the bulbs carefully, soil and all, and remove them to a

sunny place in the kitchen-garden, until they may be stored away
with safety.

The stock intended for filling the beds in the summer months

must be looked over, and kept in a shrubby, compact mode of growth

;

each plant should be treated so as to develop its energies fully, that

it may be prepared to start into bloom as soon as it is turned out

into the parterre. Beds filled with Verbenas, Pelargoniums, &c.

often have a miserable appearance for weeks after they are arranged,

because the plants are crowded together and neglected until April or

May. If treated as greenhouse plants, they will at once convert an

empty bed into one of great beauty. They should be gradually

exposed to the open air, that they may experience no perceptible

change when placed in the situations they are destined to occupy.

Annuals should now be selected and sown. A gentle heat, with a

small frame, is the best mode of raising them ; but they may be

sown at once in the beds, if covered with a flower-pot in very cold

weather.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.

WINTER TREATMENT OF THE CARNATION.

I erect a light wooden frame over the place where the plants are to

be wintered, fixing it against a wall having a north aspect. This
frame is four feet high at back, and two feet high in front. On the

bottom, where the pots stand, I lay slates, in order to prevent the

ingress of worms ; I then place my pots in rows, beginning at the

back of the frame, and fill up with sand to within about an inch of

the rim of the pot,—the sand keeps the roots in an equable condition,

protecting them against intense frosts. For covering, I use calico

done over with oil mixed with a small portion of white lead,—the

latter gives substance to the cloth, and prevents rain from penetrat-

ing it. On all favourable opportunities I throw off the cover, in order

to admit all the air and light that I can ; but when rain, snow, black

frosts, or boisterous winds occur, I keep it on.

In open weather I examine the plants every night with a lighted

candle, and remove any slugs that may be feeding on them ; by
attending to this, and to what some may call trifles, great losses are

often prevented : the careful florist who attends to the minutias of his

calling, though he may only have fifty pairs of Carnations, will fre-

quently beat the careless cultivator of 500. Out of near a hundred
plants, I only lost some seven or eight ; and the plants I wintered as

above were far stronger, less drawn, and healthier, than some which
I got in spring, and which had been wintered under glass.

G. Burton, Jun.
Kilburn, Oswaldkirk, Yorkshire, Jan. 11.
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ARBOURS.

We are precluded by want of space from offering our ideas upon
the situation and construction of these useful and agreeable additions

to our gardens and grounds ; but we hope to do so before long ; and
in the mean time we shall be glad to receive suggestions from any
of our readers who may feel inclined to favour us with their views

on the subject, which may be embodied in an article calculated, we
believe, to be useful; for we have often observed great mistakes com-
mitted in these erections, which might be made so highly orna-

mental, and which are so well adapted for the display of many of our

most beautiful climbing plants.

COTTAGERS' PRTZES ; HARES, INSECTS.

I peak my scrappy way of writing will not please your readers ; but I

wish to give vent to a thought or two. First on cottagers' prizes at

horticultural exhibitions. I have long wished to say a word or two
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on the observations of " a Novice," in your ninth Number. The
first object of encouragement should be vegetables, as the article of

most general use to the cottager; and the best mode of encourage-

ment is, not by giving one large prize to the first, and an incon-

siderable second prize, but by giving a number ; say a dozen, half-

a-dozen, or less, according to the probable number of exhibitors,

judging from the population, and the habits of the people to whom
the prizes are offered. But let the prizes be on a very graduated

scale, as 5s., 4s., 3s., 2s., Is. The next object should be fruit,

then flowers ; and in offering prizes for the two former, the useful-

ness of the articles to the exhibitor, either for his family or for sale,

should guide the framers of the list ; he should be encouraged rather

to grow these well, than to seek for new, or rare, and therefore ex-

pensive sorts. As to flowers, I would follow the same rule, both

as to prizes and as to sorts ; for 1 would encourage none but cot-

tagers' flowers ; and wrould give no separate prizes for Geraniums,

Roses, Dahlias, or many other fancy flowers, which encumber the

cottagers' prize-lists in some of our horticultural societies. If you
do, you encourage the exhibitors rather to cheat by borrowing from
their richer neighbours, to steal, or to beggar themselves by spend-

ing money in order to be first.

I firmly believe that nothing tends so much to humanise the cot-

tager as to encourage him to love his garden. The taste for gar-

dening increases, but I cannot recall an instance where it has existed

and decayed.

In a late Number, amongst the remedies against hares and
rabbits, I do not see tar mentioned. A few tarred sticks, placed

round the object you wish to preserve, will be found an effectual

barrier. At all events, they are in my brother's plantations, in a

place desperately open to the attacks of rabbits.

I have known a small light-coloured worm infest my Pansies in

the same manner as stated by your correspondent, " J. Riley ;" but
longer in body than he mentions,—half an inch, I should think.

They are very fond of strawberries ; for I have often found my ripest

fruit nearly full of them; and I know no cure. They are like little

whitish worms, but have a pair (or perhaps more, for I am no na-
turalist) of feelers at their heads. I have found the same attack

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks.

January 20. An Amateur.

POINTS OF EXCELLENCE IN THE PELARGONIUM.

A cold and cough warrant the luxury of an idle evening ; and
my Florist for 1848, just returned from the binder, makes it an
agreeable one. The comparison of Mr. Beck's and Mr. Hoyle's
views (pp. 6 and 320) on the " Points of the Pelargonium" is inte-

resting to every admirer of that flower. Mr. Hoyle proposes that
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" abundance of bloom" shall be the first point of excellence in esti-

mating the comparative merits of seedlings ; whilst Mr. Beck proposes
to substitute " novelty of colours." I venture to differ from both.
I agree with Mr. Beck in thinking that no amateur would prefer

abundance of bloom to brilliancy of colour : but I go further ; for I

venture to think it quite possible to obtain plants which should have
too great a profusion of bloom. I admit that I have not yet seen a
Pelargonium open to such an objection ; but I have seen some of the
" fancy Geraniums" which appeared all flower and no foliage. On
looking at plants of this description, such as the Azaleas, for instance,

at exhibitions, every one exclaims, " How splendid!" But look at

these gorgeous masses of colour six consecutive days, and the eye
turns from them positively fatigued and overwrought by the unre-
lieved brilliancy. Unquestionably, sufficiency of bloom must form a
material point in estimating the relative value of flowers ; but to

require profusion, or to estimate it as the first point, is the error of

an exhibitor who values the flower only, or principally, as a subject

for exhibition.

And now, having " said my say" as to Mr. Hoyle's view, let me
have my difference also with Mr. Beck, who proposes that " novelty

of colours" should be the first point. I rather doubt whether, on
consideration, Mr. Beck would abide by this view of the case, since

it seems sufficiently obvious that a colour may be quite novel without
being in any degree attractive. Novelties, as such, may be valuable

to the dealer ; but if they have no other recommendation, they are

worthless. I should not, however, have doubted that Mr. Beck's
novelty was intended to imply beauty also, in which case I might
have adopted his view, but for the drawings of those "odious frights"

(as I heard a lady call them), " Clown," " Harlequin," and " Singu-
larity," at p. 169. They really are enough to give a sensitive florist

the nightmare ; and the perpetuating the portraits of such abortions

looks so much like what lawyers call " malice aforethought," that I

am compelled to think that, in that one particular month in which
they made their astounding appearance, Mr. Beck had forgotten

that he was, what he really is, a good florist and true, and had
dreamed that he was patron-general of some ancient horticultural

curiosity-shop !

I have myself raised such dyspeptic seedlings, and have forthwith

consigned them

—

totis viribus— with all manner of maledictions, to

the deepest depths of my dung-pit. I hereby, however, hold out to

Mr. Beck the promise of plenary absolution for his oifence, on condi-

tion of his publishing a plate of some of his new and legitimate varie-

ties in an early Number by way of penance ; and conclude with good
wishes to him, Mr. Hoyle, and all good florists, not forgetting their

organ, The Florist.

Cornwall, Jan. 29. An Amateur.

vol. II. NO. xv.
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POT-CULTURE OF THE PETUNIA.

Allow me to say a few words in favour of the Petunia as an object

for pot-culture, for with care it may be grown in pots sufficiently

bushy to render it one of the handsomest plants in the greenhouse.

To have plants in perfection in May or June, I take cuttings early

in February of the plants which flowered last year, and which were

cut back in order that they might furnish cuttings for next season.

These are struck in a little bottom heat ; and as soon as they are

ready, they are potted in small pots, in leaf-mould, loam, and sand.

They are then introduced into a temperature of 55° or 60°, where they

remain until they get well started, after which they succeed in any

light part of the greenhouse. I stop at two or three inches high, in

order to get as many shoots as 1 want for tying out, which are

generally ten or twelve. About this stage of their growth they want
repotting. I shift into pots six inches across, using peat, loam, and
leaf-mould, in a roughly chopped state. In this they grow strongly,

and soon require sticking. This latter is effected by placing a few

small sticks round the side of the pot, and one in the centre ; to these

I train the young shoots.

"When the plants have filled the pots they now occupy with roots,

they should be repotted once more into twelve-inch pots, using the

same compost as before. I then get some nice straight sticks two
feet long, and removing the small ones, replace them with these,

leaving the one in the centre a little longer than the others. The
side-sticks are inserted in a slanting direction, following the sides of

the pots. The shoots are carefully trained to these sticks ; and by
the time they reach their extremities, they are covered with flowers

of good size, the plants are healthy and stout, clothed with green
foliage from top to bottom, and, trained in the above manner, they
look better than when trained on wire trellises.

Those who have not a stove or cucumber-frame to start them in

early, should not attempt to strike cuttings before March, for the cut-

tings root more freely as spring advances.

Warrington, Jan. 15. Edward Green.

CULTURE OF HYACINTHS IN THE OPEN GROUND.

Hyacinths are but little known in England, except as forced in

glasses or in pots, or as a border flower ; and a general impression
prevails that our climate is unsuited to their growth, except for the
first year of their importation. I think, however, there is reason to

doubt the correctness of this opinion ; first, because the neighbour-
hood of Haarlem, the great region of their production, is on the same
parallel with the centre of England, nor is the difference of climate
at the season of the year when Hyacinths are under its influence per-
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ceptible in other things ; secondly, because the method of curing the
bulbs pursued by the Dutch is never, so far as I have been able to

learn, fairly tried in England, nor is the soil or place of their growth
out of doors regulated by a due knowledge of the wants and habits

of the plant ; and lastly, because, under certain circumstances, it has
happened, that persons who plant their forced Hyacinths, after flower-

ing, in the open borders, and leave them undisturbed, have found
in a year or two that the self- acclimatising powers of nature have
restored some of these exhausted bulbs to their original powers of

blooming. Now, if this happened but once, it would shew the

recovery to be possible ; but, in fact, it happens often, and when no
particular care is taken ; leaving us to suppose that it arises from
the bulb meeting with some peculiar soil and locality which agrees

with its constitution. And this I take to be the true cause of the

restoration ; so that sufficient encouragement is really given to those

who have the opportunity and the will to attempt the native growth
of this beautiful and fragrant flower in England.

I once tried it, and failed ; and every one who manages matters
as I did will fail too. Yet I assure you that even my failure, in 1829,
was a very pretty failure as it stood, and attracted several persons
from London some miles into the country to see a bed of between
500 and 600 Hyacinths under a frame-house ; and those, moreover,

of the rarest and most expensive kinds. For instance, there were
nine of Quentin Durward in the bed, a sort that at that time bore

an exorbitant price in the London market.

This bed produced me about a pint of seed (the double flowers

yielding a fair share of it), which, with the bulbs after flowering, I

gave to a nurseryman in my neighbourhood, wTho having his living

to make in the regular line of his business, and therefore being

unable to go out of his way for uncertainties, planted the bulbs in

stiff clay ground, where, of course, they gradually died. The seed-

lings eventually fared no better, although I saw among them a double

red of the character of Raphael, but more double, and both deeper

and brighter in colour, which in Holland would have commanded a

handsome price.

Probably some of your readers may suppose me a rich person,

or, otherwise, one who writes with a magnifying pen
; yet I was then,

as now, a curate with a not overburdened pocket, and although

the magnificent shew I had that year, and which is remembered still

by many in a village fifteen miles west of London, had its origin in a

mistake which cost me many a sleepless night of anxiety, yet, even-

tually, the cost to me, through the liberal dealing of Mr, Wright, of

Oxford Street, came within the limits of even a curate's pocket.

And my object in this paper is, to shew that in these days of quick

and cheap locomotion, if any person should take a fancy to have a

similar bed—a person in the trade for instance—as an advertisement,

he might make it answer his purpose, and very possibly would dis-

cover that the bulbs may be propagated and prepared as well in

England as in Holland.

From the steeple of Haarlem church, in the middle or latter end
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of April, you may look down upon a sea of Hyacinths, of all colours,

in bloom, covering hundreds of acres with their beauty, and filling

the air with their perfume. At this time it is that the annual sales

take place ; and any one attending them may not only revel in the

delight of inspecting this beautiful flower in all its varieties in their

now naturalised locality, but, by purchasing a quantity, may make it

worth his while to take the trip. And if he returns without having

a bed of his own the next season, he will exhibit a deficiency of floral

enthusiasm for which I should not envy him.

Should any one be inclined to try the experiment, a few hints

may be acceptable.

1. The roots of the Hyacinth are known to penetrate to the

depth of three feet ; and though drainage may seem to be of little

consequence to a plant that grows well in water alone, yet this would

be found a mistake. In sodden earth the roots canker, decay, and

perish, as soon as those of any other plant. The soil in which they

are to grow must therefore be three feet in depth, below which there

must be a sufficient drainage. It should be managed, in short, just

as the pit of a Tulip-bed is ; only it is to be remembered, that the

Hyacinth must not, as the Tulip may, be planted afterwards in open

ground where there is not sufficient depth, pabulum, freedom ; other-

wise all previous labour on that bulb is lost, and it must begin again

de novo.

2. The offset bed must be prepared in the same manner, and with

at least equal care with, if not quite so deep as, that of the principal

bed. The soil at Haarlem is so sandy, that iron spades are all but

unknown there. Wooden spades are used ; and with one of these I

have dug to the depth of above four feet without coming to anything

that could impede the further penetration of the Hyacinth root. No
wonder, therefore, they thrive like the free citizen of Athens of old

;

there is nothing to cramp or hinder them from thriving. In England

this must be procured artificially ; but I do not think this will involve

trouble or expense to an amount prohibitory of growing them for

profit.

3. The soil, as I observed, is either a light but rich sandy peat,

or pure sea-sand rich in salts ; so rich, indeed, that the oak flourishes

there, as may be seen in the valleys in the midst of the sandhills

between Haarlem and the sea. It is in this that the bulbous and

tuberous plants thrive so surprisingly ; and I believe it is the soil

and the mode of cultivation, not the climate, that make the difference

between the English and the Dutch-grown Hyacinth. Make the

soil, therefore, approximate to that of Haarlem ; let half or two-

thirds be sea-sand, and one-third peat or leaf-mould, the whole

sufficiently watered with ocean salts—chloride of sodium, sulphate

of soda, and sulphate of magnesia ; to which may be added with

advantage a little nitrate of soda and muriate of ammonia ; the whole

of which salts, sufficient to impregnate compost for a bed to grow
one thousand Hyacinths, would not amount to five shillings ; and

the compost will last from seven to ten years without changing.

4. To ripen its seed the plant exhausts itself; therefore those
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not intended to seed should have the stalk cut as soon as the flower

becomes unseemly. The ripening of the bulb, and perfecting its

embryo spike of buds for the next season, is a matter of some deli-

cacy, on which the Dutch lay great stress ; and the following is the

plan, as far as my memory will give it twenty-three years after date.

The spike being cut as soon as the bloom begins to fade, the plant

is left until the leaves have become sere half way down. They are

then carefully raised, writh as much root as possible, and laid in by the

heel until roots and leaves have completely withered. Then they are

dried in the open air, but under cover, until the callus to which the

roots are attached will peel off like the boiled choke of an artichoke.

The leaves are then cut close to the bulb, which is placed on a frame

so contrived as to admit air around it to every part, with an entire

protection from sun and weather. The frame, in fact, exactly re-

sembles a bottle-rack with a penthouse roof, or that used for drying

wood. When dry, they are separately wrapped in paper and labelled.

5. They are planted in October; but as in a show-bed it is very

important to have all the colours in bloom at once—and as this is no
easy matter, requiring not only a general knowledge of their times

of flowering, but a particular knowledge of each variety—it may be

as well to know how the Dutch apply this knowledge to compel them
to uniformity. This is by planting the latest bloomers deepest

;

and my impression is, that the difference between the greatest and

least depth is as much as a foot. And, as a general rule, I can

myself answer for its being very decidedly thus : that the blue

are the earliest in flower, and the deepest in colour the first, the

red next, the white third, and the yellow last.

I remember some years ago, a gentleman at an auction giving 80

guilders (6/. 135. 4d.) for a f share in a bulb of a new variety ; and

on my inquiring of a friend how such bargains were managed, he

said, that the person holding the largest share in a bulb has the right

of growing it, and the offsets are apportioned according to the shares.

The same friend (the late Mr. Stahl, of Haarlem) told me that a mode
of hastening the production of offsets, but hazardous to the parent,

and therefore rarely practised on high-priced flowers, is, to scoop out

the inside of the bulb into the shape of a cone with a sharp and narrow

penknife, leaving the margin whence the roots sprout untouched.

When dry, both portions are planted ; and if the operation be survived,

they make their appearance above ground in the form of numberless

small offsets. He further added, that in this way sometimes new
colours are obtained, by using a knife wet with the juice of a coloured

flower to operate upon the bulb of a white, and instanced the blue

Globe terrestre as produced in this way from the white Sultan Achmet

;

and that a red,—the name of which I cannot at this moment recollect,

though I remember the flower,—was afterwards produced in the same

way from the same parent. This seems questionable ; although the

form, size, habit, and all but colour of those three varieties are cer-

tainly identical.

As the Hyacinth is very much more prolific than the Tulip, and

as the offsets and seedlings come sooner to maturity, I hope some
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of your readers may be induced to try the experiment of English-

grown bulbs. And more especially in the case of seedlings, I should

expect much in the general improvement of the flower from the

severer taste of English breeders.

Iota.

ON RAISING TULIPS FROM SEED.

BY MR. JOHN SLATER, FLORIST, CHEETAM-HILL, NEAR MANCHESTER.

The raising of Tulips from seed has been on the increase for these

last few years, and it may not be uninteresting to know by what

means the best success is to be attained. I have, on many occasions,

given information to the public on this point; and yet I find, after

twelve years' practice, that every new year yields me some fresh

piece of information. It is only after years of indefatigable and

careful attention that success can be expected. I, like many others,

sowed seed, no matter from what, or how bad the shape and bottom

of the Tulip from which it was obtained ; and the consequences

were, I had a great many useless seedlings. In my fourth year of

taking seed I selected Catafalque breeder (commonly called, by way
of distinction, Old Dutch) and Duchess of Newcastle breeder, without

any crossing ; and from these I had a few very choice breeders, some

of which have not yet broken into colour. The next year I crossed

Duchess of Newcastle breeder with Catalani, and with improved

results. Next season the same was repeated ; and in the following

year I crossed Polyphemus breeder with San Joe and Min' d'Or, self

yellow, keeping each crossing separate. This I have followed up to

the present time ; and the results have proved the utility of the cross.

Sixteen of the Polyphemus seedlings were planted out in the bloom-

ing bed in the autumn of 1847 ; ten of these bloomed in 1848, and

not one of them turned out bad. These were named instead of

being numbered, the former being the surer way of obviating mis-

takes in nomenclature. It is remarkable that one-half the seedlings

took after one parent, and the other half after the other, both in bud

and foliage, but very distinct in the ground-colour from either

parent. All seedling breeders take after the parents more or less,

and it is absolutely necessary to select one for fertilising possessing

good form and pure base. By strict observance of this point success

is certain ; many think it unnecessary to be so careful, but I would

remind such, that seedlings of all kinds have a tendency to degene-

rate, and that therefore the best parents should be chosen.

Crossing.—This, from my not having a knowledge of botany, has

been all chance work up to the year 1847, when I discovered the

stigma at the top of the pericarpium, presenting a small hole in the

centre, which, for size, would scarcely admit the point of a pin. This

generally opens as soon as the flower expands, and the flower will

fertilise itself with its own pollen if not done artificially. To prevent
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this self-fertilisation, you must have previously fixed on your flowers

to be crossed ; and having done this, with a small camel-hair pencil

remove the pollen from the one, and place it on the pistil of the other
;

tie up your bloom with matting, or some substitute, if you have no

bags to put over it, to prevent bees and flies from undoing what you

have done. My plan is, to have a few bags made of the fine Not-

tingham net, such as ladies' caps are made of ; I tie these over the

bloom, which they permit to enjoy the benefit of air and sun. I

have never yet removed the anthers, as some do ; but I believe it to

be necessary. One thing I discovered last year, and that is, that

every Tulip does not possess an ovarium. Out of about forty Poly-

phemus breeders, I could only find four that possessed an ovarium.

It is interesting to watch the swelling of the pericarpium. When
the petals have fallen, I get a stick, into about every inch of which I

insert with a saw a number of nicks, so that I can move the covering

as the stem increases in height. I then get a piece of glass about

five inches square, and insert it in the stick, so as not to touch the

pericarpium by an inch, and then fasten the stem of the Tulip with

metallic wire in two places, which keeps it from moving to and fro.

I find the glass to prevent the pericarpium from rotting at the top,

by protecting it from rain, which is apt to lodge upon it, and cause it

to decay ; at the same time it permits sufficient air to get to it, which

is not the case if it is covered with a small hand-glass.

It may be asked, why select breeders for seeding ? I answer,

because they are more vigorous than broken flowers, and produce

much finer seed ; and I have proved by experience that it is only

an idle tale that seed taken from breeders will never break into

colour. One year I had five bloomed broken the first time, and

the last season I had several very fine ones. I have never yet seeded

but one broken flower (Lillard Violet) during twelve years, and I

have now upwards of thirty fine varieties broken in my best bed to

bloom next season, and some thousands of seedlings from my best

seed yet to bloom, being only four years old and under.

I would recommend the amateur to sow seed every year, and

after the fourth year he may expect a continuation of new seedling

breeders.

Time of Sowing.—During the first three years I sowed the seed

in October, and did not raise a single bulb ; I then tried the first

week in January, and met with a little better success ; I then tried

the first week in February, and from these sowings being so produc-

tive, I have every year sown at this season. I once tried an experi-

ment with some seed sowed from Turner's Lord Hill, which I did

not like to sow and raise seedlings from. I sowed it in April, and a

fine brood I had ; and, strange to say, some of the roots weighed four

grains, whilst the heaviest of those sown in February weighed only

two grains.

Method of Sowing.—Get a Carnation pot, and put plenty of drain-

ing crocks into it ; obtain some grassy turf, and half fill the pot, then

put in the following compost :—one half maiden soil, one fourth well-

rotted manure, as fine as the soil, and one fourth good leaf-mould,
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well mixed together ; then get something fiat, and press the soil level,

and if you have only a few seeds to sow, then plant them edgeway,

the narrow end, at which is situated the germ, being downwards ;

cover with about half an inch of soil, then place the pot in a cold

frame, water when wanted, and if the soil gets caked or hardened at

the top, get a skewer and carefully loosen it ; in about six weeks the

young plants will make their appearance. The young plant makes

little progress for some weeks, excepting upwards, and then it throws

out a small fibre, in the same manner, and something similar, to the

potato, which increases in size until it is fully ripe, which will be

in July. The seedling Tulip makes not the smallest fibre the first

year, but wholly derives all nourishment and support from the foli-

age. The second year, as they make fibres the same as offsets, I

plant them in the offset bed, and destroy the increase which they

make every year until they are four years old, when, on account of

their being planted farther apart, the increase can be carefully kept

with the parent bulb.

Having thus minutely described the manner of raising seedling

Tulips, I propose, in a future Number, to give directions respecting

the selection of such as are worth retaining.

PLANTING STANDARD ROSES.

By the time I became settled in life, I had succeeded in propagating

a large stock of Roses, embracing upwards of one hundred varieties.

With these I have decorated my house and lawns, not only to my
own gratification, but, whilst they are in bloom, to the admiration

of visitors and passers-by. I am convinced that parents cannot do

better than supply their growing-up families with such works as

The Florist, and also to encourage them in growing any class of

flowers for which they may have a partiality. I persevered in grow-

ing the Rose amidst many discouragements ; in fact, my straight

sticks for stocks were the butt of all my friends and neighbours ;

but as soon as they began to put on their rosy heads, one of those

wrho made the most sport planted some stocks himself.

It is my opinion that " the trade" would do well to assist and

encourage young amateurs in their endeavours to cultivate and pro-

pagate the different florists' flowers, as I believe an amateur who
could successfully propagate as well as grow flowers would be in-

clined to purchase to a larger extent than an unsuccessful cultivator;

at least, it is the case with myself, for ever since I have cultivated

the Rose satisfactorily, I have spent more pounds than I should

shillings in flowers had I been less successful. In regard to the

varieties of Roses to be grown, the various characteristics of the

different divisions or families, and the varieties in each family, I

cannot do better than refer the amateur to the Rose Amateur*'s Guide,

by Rivers, or Paul's Rose Garden, as a larger work, in conjunc-
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tion with the catalogues published annually by Mr. Rivers and
other eminent Rose-growers. I will now proceed to make a few
observations on planting.

In passing through the country, I am often sorry to see neat
cottages, villas, and even mansions, with some half-dozen or more
stunted standard Rose-trees planted in the turf, neither dead nor
alive, forming no ornament ; whereas had more care and attention

been bestowed on them when they were planted, the case would
have been quite the reverse. Their owners have no notion of the

true cause of their failure, but cast all blame upon the nurseryman
from whom the plants were obtained. I have seen young plants

just taken from the nursery, where they had been attended with the

greatest care, planted in a hole scarcely large enough to contain

their roots in a very poor lawn, with the turf laid close up to

their stems, and without any manure. How, therefore, can they be
expected to thrive ? Should you venture to give a hint to a person
who is planting in this manner, it is more than probable your remark
would be answered by, " I don't understand it myself; but I believe

my man (a kind of nondescript between a gardener and groom) does."

Such a person under the skilful direction of a master or mistress

would be useful ; but when the operation of transplanting is entirely

left to his discretion, it is too often performed in an improper,

slovenly manner, and the beauty, health, and even life of the plants

are sacrificed. Where it is desirable to plant Standard Roses singly

in grass lawns (and what can be more ornamental than a well -grown
healthy plant covered with bloom ?). a circle of turf should be

removed not less than five or six feet in diameter. If the first spit

of soil be moderately rich, it may be placed on one side, and the

whole of the subsoil, to the depth of three feet, entirely removed,
and replaced with a mixture of good rich loam, good strong stable

manure, or old night-soil, and the top spit next the turf well mixed
with them. If the top soil is rather light, a good proportion of the

subsoil, if heavy, may be added to it, in order to make the compost
heavier, as I find Roses budded on stocks of the Doer-Rose flourish

best in a moderately heavy soil. Tread the mixture in the hole, to

prevent it from sinking, till nearly full, place the plant in the centre,

spreading the roots and fibres in an horizontal direction, and cover

them with rich garden-mould. Especially avoid planting too deeply.

On the top spread a layer of subsoil, poor sand, or road earth, one or

two inches thick, to prevent the turf from growing more luxuriantly

than the rest of the lawn. In replacing the turf, leave a circle not

less than eighteen inches or two feet in diameter around the stem.

This should be filled, instead of subsoil or poor sand, with a rich

compost, which will be washed down to the roots by the rain. To
ensure the future health and vigour of the plants, one or two gallons

of good liquid manure should be poured on this circle two or three

times every succeeding winter.

The same remarks are applicable to Roses in beds or borders ;

but the whole of the beds or borders should be dug three feet deep,

mixing the top soil, the subsoil, and a good quantity of manure
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together ; and each winter succeeding the planting, a layer of manure
may be spread on the surface of the beds or borders, to be washed
down to the roots by the rains : in order to obviate its unsightly ap-

pearance, cover with a little earth. Amateurs who neglected to pro-

vide themselves with stocks (for budding during the ensuing summer)
in October and November, should do so without delay, and plant

them in an airy, open situation, but sheltered from the wind. Strong

healthy stocks should be obtained about the thickness of a man's

thumb ; the common Dog-Rose can be taken up from the hedges ;

and I suppose the Boursault, or any other stock preferred, may be

obtained from any nurseryman. They should be cut off, with a

clean slanting cut, just above an eye or bud, any height the grower
wishes to have his plants ; but if worked much above four feet, the

wind has a very powerful effect on them when they have large heads.

As the young snoots, in which to insert the buds, generally break

from where the side-shoots have been cut, the latter should be re-

moved close to the stock, smoothly and nicely, but not too close : at

this season of the year they will present the appearance of straight

sticks stuck in the ground.
January 15. 'Fodrj.

LAWN TREES.

There are numerous suburban gardens with lawns too small to be
" cut up" with clumps or beds of shrubs and flowers, yet capable of

much ornament, by having a few select trees dotted about them ; but
few proprietors of such gardens have, however, the necessary know-
ledge to select the most appropriate kinds ; a descriptive list of

such will not, therefore, perhaps, be out of place in the pages of The
Florist, confined to species easily procurable of any nurseryman at a
very moderate price, i. e. from \s. 6d. to 2s. 6d. each.

Among these small ornamental trees, the species and varieties of
the genus Cytisus, grafted on stems of the Laburnum, are highly
ornamental. In very light and poor soils they are said to be short-

lived, but this is generally owing to a want of common care and cul-

ture ; the grass should not, in such soils, be suffered to grow up
close to the stem, and they should have an annual surface-dressing
of manure in the autumn ; in summer, the small circle round their

stems need not be bare ; some flint stones, or pieces of rock, or moss,
may be placed round them to keep their roots cool and moist. In
deep fertile soils this care will not be required. With respect to
their duration, I have had specimens in great beauty from ten to
fifteen years. Some of the species are remarkably pendulous and
graceful, others rigid and compact, . forming round-headed trees.
Among the pendulous species none are more beautiful than Cytisus
elongatus. This makes long slender shoots, which in April and
May are completely weighed down by the numerous bright yellow
flowers it puts forth. In winter the branches that have bloomed
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the previous season will require to be cut out, as they often die from
being completely exhausted ; but numerous young shoots from the
base of the tree are ready to take their place for the following sea-

son : none of those young shoots should be shortened. A species or
variety closely allied to this is Cytisus falcatus, much like the fore-

going, but with a habit not quite so pendulous ; its flowers are per-
haps a little larger, and its shoots and buds remarkable in winter for

their bright silvery hue.

Another drooping species, with yellow flowers, is Cytisus supinus ;

this is so pendulous, that its shoots form a perfect parasol-like tree,

highly ornamental.

Cytisus nigricans is of upright growth, and forms a compact
round head, differing from most of this tribe in blooming in summer.
Nothing can be more beautiful than a tree of this species in June
and July, with its deep, very deep golden flowers; so brilliant, that the

eye is at once arrested. Cytisus sessilifolius is also of upright, rigid

growth, and soon forms itself into a dense globular head ; this may
be assisted, if desired, by shortening those shoots that are vigorous

;

its flowers are of the same golden hue as the preceding : it blooms
about a month earlier. I had a tree of this species which continued
in great beauty for fifteen years ; it was always called the " Golden
Tree," and richly deserved its name. Of a very distinct habit,

although of the same genus, is the Purple Cytisus {Cytisus pur-
pureus), and its varieties. This species gives purple flowers, is quite

pendulous, and very graceful and beautiful. A variety known as C.

purpureus major has larger flowers ; its habit not quite so pendulous.
Another variety, called C. purpureus fiore albo, has flowers of the

purest white ; this is a most remarkable and beautiful little tree, also

pendulous. A variety with dark purple flowers, called Cytisus atro-

purpureus, is also very desirable. Cytisus purpureus elongatus is a
hybrid raised on the continent ; it partakes, as its name imports, of

the habit of C. elongatus ; its flowers are pale yellow, tinted with
lilac ; its shoots are graceful and slender, but not exactly pendulous :

it is a charming variety, and blooms most profusely in April and
May. All the species and varieties of Cytisus purpureus, except the

latter, will live much longer, and grow with more vigour, if grafted

on stems of the Purple Laburnum, which is a curious hybrid between
the Cytisus purpureus and the common Laburnum. Some few years

since, trees of this so-called "Purple Laburnum," imported from
France, were sold at auction sales in London at a guinea and up-

wards each. As some of your readers may still be ignorant that

such a tree exists, I may as well state that its flowers are not purple,

but of a dingy, dull lilac. This tree is, however, curious, and remark-
able for putting forth branches of the Purple Cytisus, and also of

the common Laburnum, so that the tree produces at the same time

yellow, purple, and lilac flowers.

Trees of the Purple Cytisus and its varieties often suffer from

their shoots being too much crowded ; they may be thinned in winter

with advantage, taking out one-third, but not shortening those that

are left, as it destroys their graceful pendulous habit.
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In the Cytisus tribe are the Cytisus alius, or White Portugal

Broom ; the Pink Portugal Broom, this has merely the edges of its

white flowers tinged with pink ; the Cream-coloured Broom, and the

Yellow Broom : these all succeed when grafted on the Laburnum,

and form most beautiful small Lawn Trees. Their shoots require to

be shortened annually in March, or they are apt to become straggling

in their growth and unhealthy ; but with only common care and

culture, they remain healthy for several years, and in spring are

covered with flowers. The Cream-coloured Broom is remarkably

robust, and richly deserves its name. The white and pink are of a

more refined habit, but exceedingly graceful and beautiful. These

species and varieties of the Broom were formerly arranged under the

genus Spartium ; modern botanists have placed them under Cytisus

;

to common observers they appear very different.

Veritas.
(To be continued.)

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR MARCH.

Auriculas.—From the early part of this month, till the pips are in

danger of injury from rain (which will not be the case while the

calyx covers the tube or pipe), Auriculas should be allowed the

benefit of warm showers ; it will greatly strengthen and improve

them, and ultimately tend to increase the size and quality of the

blossoms. Keep up a good supply of moisture ; the demand
will be greater daily ; and in harsh, drying, windy weather, give

water between the pots, that the bottom of the frame may be con-

tinually moist ; for, as the evaporation passes off, a large portion

will be absorbed by the foliage, which in a great measure coun-

teracts the effects of drying winds. By the middle of the month,
or thereabout, the trusses will have risen out of the hearts of the

plants. At this period plants intended for exhibition should be

selected. If for London shows, be sure that they have seven

pips. Give the preference to plants with level trusses, the buds
well formed, round, and uniform in size. As soon as it can be
safely done, cut away any ill-shaped pips, such as are likely to

disfigure the symmetry of the truss ; and as soon as the trusses

have so advanced in growth that the pips begin to separate, they
may be thinned out, by removing a few of the smaller ones least

likely to be useful. During the day, let the glasses be drawn off

as often as possible, and remain so till as late in the evening as

convenient, if the weather be mild and open ; but if cold and
severe, cover early with sufficient matting or other material to

secure them from frost. Uncover in the morning as soon as the

atmosphere is congenial. Towards the end of the month, shading
for an hour or two in the middle of the day will be necessary, if

the sun be shining powerfully.
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Ofsets.—Give air by degrees to the rooted offsets taken last

month before finally exposing them. Many will have put forth

new fibres by this time. Examine the unrooted ones also, and
give water when necessary, but do not exceed moderate moisture.

Destroy slugs, &c. under the glasses.

Seedlings.—Transplant while in the seed-leaf, particularly if

sown thick. Numbers will be found on the surface, not having
penetrated the soil ; and if not transplanted, they will perish.

Keep the soil continually moist, and well protect them from the
mid-day sun.

. Peckham, Surrey. J. T. Neville.

Calceolarias.—General attention is required to specimen plants.

Examine them frequently about the surface of the pot, both stem
and leaves. If the weather is brilliant, as it sometimes is in

March, shade the plants in the middle of the day from powerful
sunlight. Seedlings should be shifted as they may require. If

in the pots they are to bloom in, so much the better.

W. H. Holmes.

Carnations and Picotees.— If the weather is open, commence
re-potting for bloom immediately. The mould and pots having
been kept dry, as before recommended, this important part will

be done with much less trouble, and will give the plants a better

chance. Begin with those that are strong and healthy. The
weakly kinds should be deferred. If possible, shelter them from
bad weather, should it set in after the re- potting. Attend daily

to watering as long as they are in small pots.

Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Cinerarias.—The extraordinary mildness of the season has produced

a corresponding vigour of growth ; and where strict attention has

been paid to air and water, the plants will have amply repaid the

labour bestowed upon them. Shift those plants that are becoming
too large for the pots : where this is inconvenient, a larger supply

of water must be given. A little weak manure- water occasionally

given will greatly assist them, both in bringing out their colours

and maintaining the plants in health ; indeed, the most trying

season for all plants is when they are in full flower, if we except

the time of perfecting their seed. Watch narrowly for the green-

fly and the mildew. Fumigate, or sprinkle with a solution of

tobacco, for the first. All amateurs who grow but a few plants

would do well to keep the following receipt by them. Pour one

quart of boiling water upon one ounce of shag tobacco ; let it

stand until cold, and then strain and bottle it for use : it will

keep good for a twelvemonth, if not wanted. One sprinkling of

this will destroy the green-fly {Aphides) upon any plant without

the least injury to the plant itself. The best method of applying

it, is to take the plant in one hand, and holding it with its head

downwards, with a feather or brush, to sprinkle the tobacco-water

upon the under parts of the leaves, or, if the plants are not in

flower, all over them. This, if the tobacco-water is perfectly
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clean, will not want washing off again. For the mildew, dust

the under sides of the leaves with sulphur. Those who grow

seedling Cinerarias will do well to attend to the following cau-

tion. Never let a plant that you take a fancy to perfect its seeds

until you have obtained a duplicate : many a fine flower has been

lost to the world by so doing ; for Nature's grand effort is to

perpetuate its kind by seed, and when this is fully accomplished,

it leaves a weakness in the parent that is seldom overcome.

Queen Elizabeth's Walk, A. Kendal.

Stoke Newington, Feb. 17.

Dahlias.—Cuttings of new varieties, or others much valued, should

now be put in in large numbers. There is much less trouble in

striking them early in the season, before the sun has great power;

yet there is a difficulty attending early propagation, in keeping the

plants dwarf, and also in preventing their becoming stunted in

the heart— avoid the two extremes. Common border-flowers

should be started in a little heat, that the root may be divided,

leaving one shoot to each division.

Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Epacrises. — This tribe is now daily developing its various beau-

ties, nor can any thing be more lovely than a well-grown speci-

men of hyacinthiflora, candidissima, simata, and many other early

spring-blooming varieties, exhibiting to the eye many varied

colours of the greatest purity, rendering the greenhouse, at this

early season, an object of much interest and loveliness. The
only attention necessary during the blooming season is, to see

that water is administered when necessary, which will be more
frequently required during the usually drying winds of March.

The stock plants may be now shifted, stopping all shoots that

may be soaring above their fellows ; by attending to this little

matter now, the whole of the summer's growth will be usefully

developing itself, and all cutting back by and by rendered un-

necessary. Admit air freely upon all fitting occasions, preventing

the approach, however, of cold, cutting winds.

Whitehill, Feb. 15. W. H. Story.

Ericas.—As the spring-blooming varieties are now fast advancing,

it will be necessary to look them over ; finally arrange each

and every branch, supporting those needing it with thin green-

painted sticks, placed as inconspicuously as possible ; remove any
dead foliage that might have accumulated, also moss or wild

heath, which frequently vegetate during the dark, damp atmo-
sphere of winter ; a scrubbing brush and a pail of water may
be brought into useful operation to cleanse the outsides of the

pots, which not unfrequently, at this season, are covered with a

green slimy vegetation, disagreeable to the touch, and offensive

to the eye. Give the plants the benefit of all the air free from

frost, avoiding side draughts ; an increased supply of water will be

needed this month ; do not deprive the plant of the smallest portion

of sunshine. The shifting of " stock" may now be proceeded
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with on mild days, also the late-blooming sorts towards the end

of the month.—N.B. A very copious statement upon potting,

the best sorts of composts, as well as all other details connected

therewith, may be found in No. V. of The Florist, vol. i.

W. H. Story.

Fuchsias. — Continue the treatment recommended last month.
Seedlings should be potted off singly into 2i-inch pots, shifting as

often as the roots make their appearance on the outside of the

ball. Keep up, indeed rather increase the temperature recom-

mended for last month. Have an eye upon your specimens ;

they will frequently need tying out and stopping, or a loose,

straggling-looking plant will be the consequence of present

neglect. W. H. Story.

Pansies will now begin to be very interesting. From the mildness

of the season, many are coming into bloom, and the early

kinds have already produced some fine flowers. Grow those in

pots as hardy as possible ; turn them round occasionally ; water

sparingly, unless in very growing weather. As soon as suffi-

ciently dry, the beds will require top-dressing wit]i rotten manure,
previous to which fill up all vacancies, and look well for young
slugs, and destroy them before they have commenced their depre-

dations, as a small piece eaten out of the bud in a young state

will be a great disfigurement in a fully-expanded bloom. Seed-

lings wintered in pans should now be planted out, and side-

shoots taken and put in as cuttings, if increase is required : there

will be little trouble in striking them, if put in early in this month.

Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Pelargoniums.—About the second week in the month stop back
the plants required for blooming in June. Give air at all oppor-

tunities, opening early in the morning, and shutting up early in

the afternoon, say three or four o'clock, according to circum-

stances, shutting out all cold easterly winds. Draw the syringe

over the plants once or twice a week after shutting up. With
plenty of sunlight and warmth, the May plants will be fast

shewing their trusses. When the plants require water, give them
sufficient to moisten the whole ball. J. Dobson.

Pinks.—Protection must be continued through this month. The
easterly winds so prevalent at this season are trying to the con-

stitution of the Pink, and will destroy many of the weakly ones

if they are left unprotected. Earthing up is a great security

against wind. Towards the end of the month the plants will

begin to move, as will be seen by the change of green in the

hearts ; keep the surface of the soil open, and eradicate weeds as

fast as they make their appearance.

Seed may be sown about the middle of the month, in any
light and sweet soil; if composed of a third part leaf- mould, it

will be all the better; sift a little rather fine for the surface.

By placing the pots or boxes in a western aspect, much trouble

in shading will be saved, and the seed will germinate equally
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well. Cover with a flat sheet of glass, or a hand-light, and be

sure to keep the soil moist.

Peckham, Surrey. J. T. Neville.

Polyanthuses are not so liable to injury by rain as Auriculas; let

them have showers more frequent, until the pips begin to expand.

Shelter and protect as for Auriculas. Due attention to watering

must be observed ; the soil should be well moistened.

Polyanthuses in Borders.—Earth up, if not already done, and

continue the search for insects, as recommended in last Number.

Frequent stirrings of the surface -soil will prove advantageous to

the plants, and greatly assist in the destruction of insects, parti-

cularly if practised in dry weather.

Seedlings.—Carefully mark all that possess any claim to per-

fection, either as show or seeding varieties, and discard at once

all of inferior stamp. By this precaution you will improve the

strain, and render your future labours more certain.

Peckham, Surrey. J. T. Neville.

Ranunculuses.— If any roots are out of ground, plant them imme-

diately. The roots planted in the middle of last month will have

absorbed a great amount of moisture, and have trebled their ori-

ginal bulk. In this swelling process some of the tubers will rise

to the "surface,— these should be placed lower and firmer in the

soil. Those also that are disturbed by worms will require the

same attention. The texture of light soils may be improved,

during the dry winds usual to this month, by pressure on the

surface with the back of the spade. This should never be done

later than three weeks after planting.

Wallingford. C. Tyso.

Roses in Pots.—Give abundance of air when the weather is favour-

able. If plants are required for exhibition, or a display in June,

they should be pruned about the second week of this month.
J. Dobson.

Tulips.—The mildness of the present season has rendered Tulips

unusually forward, consequently the greater is the liability of

their receiving damage if a sharp frost should occur : if a fine

and perfect bloom be wished for, a vigilant attention to secure

them from the least frost should now be bestowed—let the sur-

face of the bed be stirred, and pull up all weeds immediately they
appear ; examine minutely the whole bed, and see that no water
is retained inside the foliage. If such be the case, gently sepa-
rate the leaves with the hand, and the water will drain out. The
cause of Tulips withering half way down the stem, just before

they bloom, no doubt, in many cases, arises from water remaining
for some time within the foliage, and becoming frozen. Of all

flowers, the Tulip will more especially repay every little atten-

tion given it, by a superior display of fine and perfect blooms.

Wycombe. J. Hunt.
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THE LATE CHARLES FOX, ESQ.

Although it may not be unknown to the larger portion
of our readers, it is still our painful duty to record in the
pages of The Florist, the decease of our lamented friend and
fellow-labourer, Charles Fox, Esq., the gentleman who super-
intended the illustrations of our little work, and through
whose hands were passed the various seedling flowers sent

for our opinion. Never has the grave closed on one more
amiable, of more integrity, or of more ability to fulfil this

important portion of the duties connected with a noricultural
publication. Nothing would have induced him to depart
from what he conscientiously believed to be a perfectly cor-

rect judgment. Every flower about whose merits he felt the
slightest misgivings, as to whether it was an improvement
or not, was submitted to a critical comparison with the best
varieties in cultivation

; and when unable to do so personally,

they were forwarded to parties upon whose judgment and
integrity he could fully rely. How much and how justly he
will be missed as a censor at our metropolitan horticultural

and floral exhibitions, let those tell who have been his com-
panions in that onerous service. The spring is at hand, bring-
ing in its train the flowers he studied and loved so well ; but
that eye which examined them so critically, and with such a
refined taste, is closed for ever. He had long suffered from
an affection of the heart, which, after a painful illness of three

weeks, terminated in death, at the house of a friend, at Leyton
in Essex, where providentially he happened to be paying a

periodical visit. Respect for the delicacy of their feelings alone
prevents our mentioning the name ; but we must be allowed
to record, that every thing which the most exalted Christian

friendship could suggest was done to soothe his dying pillow

by every member of the family. It is not our province to

speak of him in his profession as a picture-engraver ; but he
has left behind him works held in high estimation ; and more,
he has left

" Better than fame by crowds adored,

Or gold immeasurably stored,

A pure and spotless name."

We hope at some future day, through the kindness of
W. Carpenter, Jun., Esq., the Artist, to present our readers
with an etched likeness of our lamented friend, from a suc-

cessful drawing made by that gentleman just before Mr. Fox's
health was seriously impaired.

VOL. II. NO. XVI. H
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TIGER FLOWERS (TIGRIDIAS).

BY DR. MACLEAN.

With the exception of a paper written many years since in the

Transactions of the Horticultural Society, and one which lately ap-

peared in the Midland Florist, little or nothing has been done to

promote the cultivation of the Tiger Flower. This (considering the

unrivalled splendour of its flowers, its unique character, and the ea-

gerness with which all seek to possess it) is a circumstance much to

be regretted, and must be matter of surprise to many florists. True
it is that, in the hands of the unskilled amateur, it is soon lost alto-

gether, for no plant is more impatient of neglect ; and in wet and
unfavourable seasons it is liable, even in the hands of the most skil-

ful cultivator, to disappoint his hopes ; its flowers moreover, it is said,

are of short duration. But, to my mind, these are but frivolous ob-

jections when compared with the many attractive qualities which
this gorgeous flower possesses ; and I have little fear of being able to

convince those who may chance to read this communication, that the

Tiger Flower merits much more attention than has hitherto been be-

stowed upon it by modern florists ; and that but little trouble, and
still less expense, is required for its successful cultivation.

But while I express my surprise that florists should have neg-
lected the cultivation of this flower, I am altogether at a loss for

an explanation of the unaccountable circumstance, that no distinct

varieties have as yet been produced from it, and that no one should
hitherto have attempted a union between T. pavonia and T. con-
chiflora, the prettiest species of this genus that have, as yet, made
their appearance in our gardens. These flowers not only unite with
each other, but the offspring produced by their union has proved
quite as fertile as their parents ; which is rarely, if ever, the case
with the offspring of two distinct species. I am, therefore, justified

in considering the one merely a variety of the other. But which,
it will be asked, is the variety, and which the original plant ? The
following circumstance may throw some light upon the subject.

While I feasted my eyes one morning upon a more numerous
expansion of bloom than usual of both species, I beheld in one of the

petals of Conchiflora a broad stripe running from the base to the
apex, like the stripe in a Carnation ; and its colour resembled that of

the petal of Pavonia so nearly, that it immediately struck me the
two flowers must be much more nearly related to each other than
botanists were willing to believe. The very next morning I arose
earlier than usual, that I might deprive some of the flowers of T.
conchiflora of their anthers, in order that the pistil might be fertilised

with the pollen of T. pavonia. Six flowers (the strongest I could
select) were chosen for experiment; and from these the anthers
were removed while the morning dew was yet upon the flowers.

The anthers, moreover, were removed from every other flower of T.
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conchiflora in my garden ; and as soon as I thought the pistils in a fit

state for fertilisation, the stigmas of three only of the six selected

for experiment were dusted with the pollen of T. pavonia. These

produced three seed-pods ; but the other three which were not dusted

withered and died without producing seed. From this little experi-

ment I felt satisfied I had proved, first, that the two flowers T. pa-

vonia and conchiflora were not distinct species ; and secondly, that I

should have the satisfaction of beholding, in little more than two

years, an interesting collection of seedling varieties from them. Nor
have I been disappointed. The two flowers represented in the plate

in a previous page, were selected from these seedlings for the

purpose of embellishing this Number of The Florist, not so much
on account of their brilliant tints, as from their possessing distinct

characters ; and it was the opinion of the talented artist, Miss Drake,

by whom they were drawn, that it would be impossible to do justice to

some of the more highly coloured varieties. To those who may feel

inclined to make experiments with the Tiger Flower for the purpose

of obtaining a collection of seedling varieties, I would recommend that

they procure half-a-dozen bulbs of each variety, and having planted

them in small flower-pots containing old vegetable mould mixed
with about one-third sand, plunge them into a gentle bottom heat

;

and soon after the plants appear above ground, gradually remove

them from thence to a greenhouse, and ultimately to a warm south

border, taking great care not to injure or disturb the roots in shift-

ing them from the pots. Here, if the weather prove unfavourable,

they may be protected by a hand-glass for a short time. Thus
treated, they flower much earlier than such as have been at once

planted into the open ground, and will be sure to ripen their seed.

Plants raised from seed will always flower the second year, but it is

possible that some of them may during the autumn of the first, as

the following circumstance has proved.

Early in the spring of last year I gave to my friend Mr. Coulson,

of Assington Hall, a small packet of seed of T. conchiflora, which

had been fertilised by Pavonia (about as much as might have been

produced from three or four seed-vessels). This seed was raised in

a cucumber-frame ; and the seedlings, as soon as the weather per-

mitted, were pricked out into a south border. Here their progress

was much more rapid than could have been anticipated ; for in the

month of September several of them sent up flower-stems, and four

actually expanded their blossoms. From the appearance of these

seedlings, I have no doubt that every root will produce several

flower-stems next season ; and I will leave it to my readers to form

an idea of the interest and anxiety with which my friend looks for-

ward to the time when his bed of seedlings shall reward him with

their varied hues.

[To be continued.]



ARBOURS.

The pretty drawing of a rustic summer-house in the last Number of

The Florist, and the invitation to those who may be inclined to offer

suggestions on the subject, tempt me to make a few remarks upon
this species of garden decoration, in which, as in other matters con-

nected with horticulture, public taste has of late years made consi-

derable advances. What absurdities, in the shape of castles, ruins,

and grottoes, we can all of us remember ! Revolving seats, in which

the stranger was tempted to place himself, and after a sufficient

number of rapid revolutions, turned out, to amuse the lovers of the

practical joke ; old Dutch summer-houses placed on the garden-wall,

without shade or shelter ;—these, and such-like eccentricities, have

passed away ; but others have succeeded them ; and the severe critic

may still find ample exercise for his craft upon the various forms

and fashions of seats—from her most gracious Majesty's splendid

summer-house in Buckingham Palace garden, adorned by the magic
creations of Eastlake and Maclise, to the old post-chaise body
stuck at the end of a little smoky allotment in the floricultural region

of Bethnal Green. Every lover of his garden, however, will have

his arbour ; how gaily the poet Cowper describes the small summer-
house in which so many of his inimitable letters and charming poems
were written ! He says :

" I write in a nook that I call my boudoir

;

it is a summer-house, not much bigger than a sedan-chair, the door

of which opens into the garden, that is now crowded with pinks,
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roses, and honeysuckles, and the window into my neighbour's or-

chard. It formerly served an apothecary, now dead, as a smoking-

room ; and under my feet is a trap-door, which once covered a hole

in the ground where he kept his bottles. At present, however, it is

dedicated to sublimer uses ; having lined it with garden-mats, and
furnished it with a table and two chairs, here I write all that I write

in summer time, whether to my friends or to the public." Rustic

seats, such as that drawn in the last Number of The Florist, appear

to be now the most popular form of the arbour ; and I will therefore

confine my remarks to their construction and situation, and to the

plants best calculated to adorn them. It appears to me a great

mistake to place the rustic seat in a damp, sunless corner of your

garden—favourite haunt only of the snail and the toad. I like to

see them in places not unvisited by the sun ; for at no season of the

year is an arbour more tempting than wrhen it is rather too chilly

to sit quite in the open air : in the hot days of summer we like

moveable seats, and plant ourselves

" Where'er the oak's thick branches stretch .

A broader, browner shade,

Where'er the rude and moss-grown beech
O'er-canopies the glade ;"

but never creep into those musty recesses to which I have alluded.

Let the aspect of your seat, then, be south-east, south, or west, but

by no means allow it to face the chilly north, or the biting north-

east. As summer advances, your plants will make you a verdant and

fragrant screen ; but no flowers or flowering shrubs will enjoy

themselves and dispense their odour in a corner facing the north.

How pleasant it is, in May and June, to sit and listen to the black-

cap and garden-warbler pouring forth their love-chants ; or after sun-

set, if your situation is a fortunate one, to the passionate song of the

nightingale in a bush hard by

!

Now as to the construction. To begin with the ground : let an

edging of small pebbles extend about a foot beyond the eaves' drip
;

this protects your pillars and the inside of the arbour from the dirt

splashed up in heavy rains from the gravel path which I presume leads

to your seat. To ensure durability, have a stone curb or step the

whole extent of the front, and into this let the upright support or

pillars be morticed ; these should be of the trunks of old yew-trees, if

you can get them ; but if not, the beautiful grey mossy stems of the

larch will answer the purpose. A good pavement may be made of

large wood picked out of a baker's faggot-stack, cut into proper

lengths, pointed, and then driven into the ground ; by sorting these

carefully as to size, a variety of patterns may be made on your floor.

For the ornamental tracery between your arches, beware of the pretty

peeled branches of oak, so generally used, but so soon doomed to

decay ; nothing is more durable or picturesque than the mossy knotty

branches of an old apple-tree, and probably you have one that will be

the better for thinning. The seat may be of hazel-rods, which pro-

duce a pretty light open effect ; but if you prefer comfort to show,

use a plain board, and cover it with matting. The back of your
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arbour should be boarded, and then covered with ash or oak bark,

the latter of which may always be procured from the tanners ; and

you may exercise your taste and patience to any extent in the

panelling ; three split hazel-rods to divide the panels have a pretty

effect. Let your pillars not exceed seven feet in height, and thatch

your roof with reeds, the flowery tops of which may be ornamentally

disposed inside to form the ceiling.

Every man will follow his own taste in planting round his arbour.

Milton describes our mother Eve's retreat as placed in the midst of

"inwoven shade,

Laurel and myrtle, and Avhat higher grew

Of firm and fragrant leaf; on either side

Acanthus ; and each odorous bushy shrub

Fenc'd up the verdant wall ; each beauteous flower,

Iris all hues, roses, and jessamine,

Heard high their flourisrTd heads between, and wrought

Mosaic : underfoot the violet,

Crocus, and hyacinth, with rich inlay,

Broider'd the ground."

By all means plant the Honeysuckle and Jasmine, and the Rosa

ruo-a, on which you may bud all your favourite Roses : of climbing-

plants, I would recommend the Cobrea, Maurandya, Eccremocarpus,

Rhodochiton, and Clematis Sieboldii ; and to provide for these, it

will be well to leave a small bed with a considerable depth of rich

mould at the base of each pillar, and at the corners of your arbour.

I cannot do better for the general design than refer the readers of

The Florist again to the beautiful woodcut in your last Number.

If you think the above loose remarks worthy of insertion, you will

gratify A Sedentary Man.
March 8th.

OUR NATIVE HEATHS.

Permit me to direct the attention of those who have the requisite

means and skill, to the wide field open to them of improving our

native Heaths by hybridising them with the Cape species, more par-

ticularly with some of the free-growing sorts. Could the hardiness

of the one be combined with the habit and bloom of the other, what
beautiful objects would be the result ! The greenhouse, or rather

frame varieties will bear a few degrees of frost without injury;

there is, therefore, every probability that the seedlings of even the

first cross would prove quite hardy, and those of a second would
certainly be so. The time is at hand for trying the experiment, and

the fortunate raiser of any thing good would be amply repaid by
the pleasure he would experience in his new progeny. C.

LIST OF SELECT CAMELLIAS.

The following descriptive list of Camellias contains most of the

finest varieties in cultivation, and may be useful to any amateur
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wishing to form a collection. I grow, and have bloomed them (with

few exceptions), myself, and the form and colour of each flower is

described as accurately as possible.

Admiral Nelson.—Very delicate peach-colour, fine form.

Alba plena (Old double White).—Fine form, petals regularly

imbricated, colour pure white, large flower; one of the best grown.

Alba plena nova.—Large pure white, perfect form, fine foliage;

a really beautiful variety.

Alexina (Low's).—A superb flower; fine white, with delicate rosy

carmine stripes, petals round, and beautifully imbricated in the way
of Duchesse d'Orleans.

Amabilis (Smith's).—Fine form, beautifully imbricated, colour a

deep rose mottled with white ; a very handsome flower.

Armida rosea.—Beautiful rose-colour, perfect form, large, and

a superb flower.

Baronne d'Udekem.—Salmon bronze, with white shade up the

centre of each petal, very fine form ; a first-rate flower.

Bealii (Palmer's).—Vivid red, the centre rosy salmon, form per-

fect, the petals round and regularly imbricated ; one of the finest

grown : this and Leeana superba I believe to be the same flower.

Bellina major.—Rich deep salmon striped with white, very

large and fine flower ; the form not quite imbricated.

Bruceana.—Very deep red, extra large flower, petals regularly

imbricated ; a superb flower, but rather uncertain.

Brochii.—Cherry-colour, occasionally striped with white, beau-

tiful form ; a splendid flower.

Candidissima.—Pure white, fine large flower, form perfect; a

superb flower, and particularly recommended.
Catherine Longhi.—Colour a rich carmine, very large, and

good form ; a superb flower.

Carswelliana alba.—Fine white striped with rose, distinct

and handsome, form good.

Chandlerii.—Colour deep red, sometimes mottled and striped

with white, form irregular.

Cruciata.—Carmine red, with regular white stripes, imbricated

form ; a fine flower.

Donkelaarii.—Form semi-double, red ground, but occasionally

it comes mottled with white, and when so is particularly handsome

;

this flower is indispensable in a collection.

Duchesse d'Orleans.—Form of a Ranunculus, beautifully im-

bricated, pure waxy white, blotched and striped with bright rosy

pink, clear and well defined ; a very beautiful flower.

Diamentixa (Van Houtte).—A beautiful rose, fine form.

Eximia.—Very deep carmine red, fine form, regularly imbricated,

large, and a superb flower.

Eclipse (Press's).—White striped and spotted with rose ; full

flower, but not imbricated.

Emilia graxdiflora.—Crimson, beautifully veined; large flower,

but not imbricated form.
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Fimbriata alba.—Fine clear white, perfect form, the edges of

the petals fimbriated ; this is a lovely flower, and universally ad-

mired, and when a select few can only be grown, this sort is

indispensable.

Forbesii.—Light cherry- colour, beautiful imbricated flower; very

fine.

Francofurtensis.—Rosy carmine spotted with rose; fine flower,

nearly imbricated.

Gobernativa.—Colour deep carmine, very fine, large imbricated

flower ; handsome.
Hendersonii.—Beautiful rose, fine form, regularly imbricated

;

a first-rate flower.

Henri Favre.—Light rose, beautiful imbricated form; a superior

flower.

Imbricata.— Colour carmine or deep rose, sometimes striped

with white, fine form, petals beautifully imbricated
;

particularly

recommended as one of the best of its class.

Imbricata alba.—Fine white, with delicate stripes of rose ; not
quite imbricate form, but good.

Imbricata alba rosea.—A variety of the above, beautiful peach-
colour, with delicate stripes of white ; a very handsome flower.

Lady Grafton.—Form of flower irregular, colour light carmine,

with dark strong veins ; a very showy flower.

Landrethii.—Delicate light rose, fine form, petals imbricated ;

a very desirable variety.

Lown (Low's).—Deep carmine, sometimes striped with white,

very regularly imbricated ; a superb flower.

Leeana superb a.—Deep salmon, red outside petals, with rosy

salmon in the centre, perfect form, petals regularly imbricated ; one
of the finest grown.

Lefevriana.—Very beautiful rose, large flower, form irregular,

yet a desirable variety.

Maiden Blush.—Pinky white, imbricated form; a very attractive

and handsome variety.

Marchioness of Exeter.—Very large splendid rose, nearly im-
bricated form ; a noble flower.

Mutabilis Traversii.—Rosy carmine, with each petal regularly

divided with a stripe of white, imbricated form; very handsome.
Miniata striata.—Delicate satiny rose, with a narrow white

stripe separating each petal; very handsome and constant.

Minuta.—Beautiful rose, pretty formed flower, but not quite

imbricated ; rather small.

Neoboracensis.—Very beautiful deep scarlet with white stripes,

irregular form, large flower.

Ochroleuca.—Form quite perfect, fine round petals, rather
uncertain, colour white, with yellow centre.

Punctata major.—Delicate rosy white spotted and striped with
deep rose, irregular form.

Prince of Wales.—Delicate satiny rose, deeper towards the
centre, good form, and very handsome.
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Prattii.—Beautiful light rose, with the petals regularly striped

with white, fine imbricated form, large, and very handsome.

Palmer's Perfection.—Deep red, perfect imbricated form, good

size, and one of the best grown.

Parmentieri.—Deep rose, imbricated form ; very fine.

Queen of England (Fielder's).—Delicate rose, with a clear white

stripe down each petal, imbricated form, and very handsome.

Queen Victoria (Pressley's).—A very fine variety, colour a

rich rosy carmine, with a white stripe down the petals, rather un-

certain in its marking, imbricated form.

Reevesii major.—Colour a deep red, large semi-double formed

flower, particularly handsome.
Sw'eetiana.—Light rose, spotted and striped with pinky carmine,

pceony-formed, large and showy.
Tricolor.—Rosy white spotted and striped with bright rosy

pink, semi-double.

Traversii plenissima.— Rosy carmine, each petal regularly

striped with- white down the centre, imbricated form ; a very fine

variety.

Triumphans de Gand.—A very large pceony-formed flower,

colour a handsome bright rose ; very showy.

Variegata.—Deep carmine red, mottled occasionally with white,

irregular form.

Verschaffeltiana.—Colour a beautiful rose, regularly striped

with white down the centre of each petal, imbricated form ; a very

fine variety.

Zeffiro.—A beautiful carmine colour; not quite imbricated form,

but handsome.

Hull, March 1849. H. S. Norman.

ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE AURICULA.

Much advantage may be derived from assisting to fertilise this

beautiful flower; a greater quantity of seed will be obtained, and

many plants that would not otherwise produce seed will be rendered

fruitful. There can be little doubt that rapid strides towards im-

provement will be the result, if the practice of assisting the fertilisa-

tion of these plants be persevered in, and a little care observed in

selecting those varieties that, from their general character, offer the

best prospect of success, and crossing them with each other as fancy

or study may dictate. A good Auricula at the present day, whether

it be a green-edge, grey-edge, white-edge, or self-colour, has its share

of admirers ; and such is the sportive character of this flower, that

it is certain the seed from either class named will produce the four

varieties. The field of improvement is a wide one ; and by well-

directed assistance rendered to nature, perfection may be arrived at

earlier than by leaving her to her own course. The mode by which
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artificial fertilisation is accomplished may, however, not be known to

some ; and therefore in an early Number I may again refer to this

interesting subject.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

THE LADIES' PAGE.

" Descend, sweet April, from yon watery bow,

And, liberal, strew the ground with budding flowers,

With leafless crocus, leaf-veil'd violet,

Auricula with powdered cup, primrose

That loves to lurk below the hawthorn shade.""

Graham.

In this month every gardener should take an exact survey of the

extent of ground which has to be filled with summer flowers ; and

decide on the number and varieties of plants to be appropriated to

every border and bed. There is certainly something very pleasing

in a wild mixture of natural productions ; but this can be seen to

perfection only in hedgerows, where Nature herself is the presiding

genius, and is able to maintain a beautiful harmony even in con-

fusion. A flower-garden is the work of art ; and artificial arrange-

ments are necessary, to make it attractive, and develop all its re-

sources. Forethought thus becomes indispensable, if we wish to

give that grace to our floral domains, which may be undefinable and

nameless as a whole, yet is derived from a series of obvious and

well-ascertained particulars.

Generally, it is best for beds to be filled with one kind of flower,

as many varieties being introduced, as their different colours and the

size of the bed will allow. Verbenas, Petunias, Fuchsias, Roses,

&c. have a far better effect when in separate masses than in com-
bination ; besides the advantage of being able to adapt the soil and

treatment to the habit of each species. Miscellaneous plants, her-

baceous and annual, are more fitted for borders, the edges of shrub-

beries, &c, and in such situations produce a pleasing effect. Care

must be taken not to plant these too close ; a common fault in

gardens. In beds or borders of miscellaneous plants, the rake should

be easily admissible between each. Pay attention to the combina-

tions of colours, as some harmonise together better than others.

Ladies will read all the directions they require on this subject in the

rainbow, which is so often seen in April—in our ideal or poetic April,

at all events. The subject is treated of in books ; but no where
more tastefully, naturally, or scientifically, than in the delicate leaves

of Iris. The colours which approximate best together are there de-

picted with unmistakeable clearness.

We hope all our fair readers will be extensive patronesses of the

Rose this year ; that they will grow it in the best manner, and secure

flowers from May to November. This will be the month to make
purchases of this favourite in pots ; which mode of growth allows

of the plants being removed without suffering a check. Budding
Roses is a very pretty art, and easily learned ; but the brier is rather
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too rough a subject for delicate hands. Stocks of the Boursault will

be more appropriate. Unless for experiment, however, it is scarcely-

worth while for ladies to interfere with these manipulations, as

plants may be procured at the nurseries so cheaply.

As a concluding piece of advice, do not let fine April days play

with you the game for which the month is celebrated. We speak
from experience, having been tempted sometimes to trust tender
plants to Dan Phcebus, only to find we had thrown them into the
iron embrace of Jack Frost.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.

THE DAHLIA.

I thank the writer of the article entitled " Retrospective Glance at

the Dahlia Trade," &c. in Number XIV. of The Florist, for the par-

ticulars therein detailed, and above all for the kindly spirit in which
it is written : such articles will benefit both the amateur and fair

dealer.

Different people look at things in different lights. At first glance,

the article in question appears something like a stricture on the Dahlia

trade in general ; but on examination it really pays raisers of new
flowers a substantial compliment. The question is asked, " What
has become of the varieties offered so late as 1845 ?" It is true that

there are but two of those sent out in the season worth cultivating

for exhibition at the present day ; but why is this ? is it because

they were not improvements on the older flowers ? Certainly not,

as I will endeavour to shew. Every one will say that the stands

of Dahlias have improved since that time, and rapidly ; and as the

varieties shewn in 1848 were none of them raised before 1845, there

must have been that progressive improvement going on, which is the

aim of all true florists. I will demonstrate this fact by referring

to the late Surrey show, reported in the October Number of The

Florist, vol. i., and which show was acknowledged to be the best

of the season, at which all the principal growers competed. I find

that the best 24 in the open or Nurserymen's Class contained three

varieties sent out previous to 1845, one in that year, two in 1846,

ten in 1847, and eight in 1848. It will be evident what has become
of the old flowers,— they are beaten by the new ones. If this is

not conclusive in favour of the new flowers, the 36 given at the

conclusion of the article as the best out will be so. Twenty-three

of them are flowers sent out in 1847 and 1848.

I must leave those who intend competing for prizes to form their

own conclusion, whether new flowers are necessary or not to ensure

success.

I again thank the writer ; he has done some good : the subject

only requires bringing prominently forward, and most purchasers

will see the course which they ought to take. This last remark

equally applies to all florists' flowers. Observer.
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VENTILATING CONTRIVANCE.

The accompanying cut represents a method of ventilating rooms,

counting-houses, &c. which has been adopted for some length of

time, and has given general satisfaction.

The ventilator consists of louvres,

or strips of glass placed horizontally

across the window-frame, at such an

angle as to cause the current of air to

enter in an upward direction, thus pre-

venting draught. It is furnished with

a glass slide, or shutter, by moving

which, the ventilation can be increased,

diminished, or altogether suspended at

pleasure. This slide can be made with

upward, downward, or side action, and

is worked by a line passing over pul-

leys, and brought by that means to the

most convenient part for handling.

Now this is a contrivance simple

and efficacious, and of most easy adapt-

ation to the ventilation of our garden

glass structures. A thing so inex-

pensive, yet so useful, seems to address

itself to the commonest understanding,

and makes it almost unnecessary to

add, that its introduction at either end

of a greenhouse, stove, vinery, or what
not, places at all times in the hands of

the gardener a power of ventilation to

a greater or less extent ; but particu-

larly in bad weather, high winds, or in a frosty season, wrhen, after a

night's firing, he may wish to admit a small amount of fresh air. A
ventilator of this kind is fixed in each end of the Orchid-house at

Worton Cottage, and answers the purpose admirably.

Mr. Dromgole, whose advertisement has frequently appeared in

The Florist, would be glad to answer inquiries respecting it, and to

furnish models to explain its working.

ILLUSTRATED WORK ON FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

I beg with all seriousness to call the attention of metropolitan

Florists to this subject ; viz. the immediate establishment of a peri-

odical, which shall give illustrations, or faithful portraits, of the best

and established florists' flowers. In this project, I do not mean to
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embrace new flowers only ; on the contrary, it should be a pictorial

record of the good old favourites, excellence of properties being the

chief requisite ; for instance, in Tulips, such flowers as Polyphemus,

Strong's KingCamuse de Craix ; in Auriculas, say Page's Champion,

Col. Taylor, Taylor's Glory, and so on with other sorts. New
flowers, of established fame and character, would necessarily also be

given, as an important feature.

I would propose that the work be simply illustrative ; as, for ex-

ample, like the work on Camellias now being published monthly by

VerschafFelt, of Ghent; and containing so much letterpress as to

give the brief history of the flower and its properties ; so that the

literary labour would be light ; and any amateur well conversant with

florists' flowers, together with an able artist, would comprise all the

editorial establishment.

That the work would be eminently successful there can be no

question ; for what amateur or professional florist, who spends so

much of his time, his money, and his thoughts on his favourites, to

see their beauties but for a few days in the year, would not rejoice to

have their depicted image ever before him ? The work could only be

efficiently conducted in London, for obvious reasons ; it is there that

artists abound, and in its vicinity the whole race of flowers.

About twenty years ago, a work, as advertised in Loudens Gar-

deners' Journal, was projected by, I believe, Mr. Butler, to give illus-

trations of Tulips only ; but I am not aware whether it was really

commenced, or how far continued. Such a work, however, to be

successful, or to be generally interesting, should comprise all florists'

flowers, and none but what are strictly such; each number, when
practicable, containing different sorts. But the time is at hand for

the commencement of laying up the materials; and necessarily,

drawings of each sort in season, beginning with Auriculas, should

be " taken." Would that these hints, loosely as they are put to-

gether, may incite some spirited florist to " make them a local habi-

tation and a name." A monthly number of four plates, for about

2s. or 2s. 6d., would be about the thing required.

F. R. Horner, M.D.

ON THE BEAR'S EARS, OR AURICULA.

COPY OF A MANUSCRIPT DATED 1732.

People are of different opinions concerning the place where the

Auricula was first found ; some asserting that it was brought from

the Alps ; some that it came from a certain part of France ;
whilst

others affirm that it was originally produced in Flanders. Be this

as it will, it is certain the first found were of very bad colours,

and had very small pips ; and that from the seed of the best in

succession we have gained those that are now seen in the greatest

perfection.
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As there are Auriculas of all colours, they are generally divided

into three classes, viz. the pure, or self-coloured ; the flaked, or

striped, with two colours; the bizarrs, of several colours mixed.

All true connoisseurs agree that, to the forming perfectly a good

Auricula, several qualities and properties are absolutely requisite.

I shall now give my readers the best idea I can of them.

1st. The green leaves, commonly called the grass, should be of

a moderate size, and rather bent than straight ; when they are too

large and upright, the stem of the flower is hid, and sometimes the

flower itself.

2dly. The pedicle, or footstalk of the flower ought to be

strong, and able to support the truss when the flowers that form

it are fully open.

3dly. The blossoms, or pips, should be round, flat, and composed

of at least six equal leaves, and so joined as not to look like the sails

of a windmill. This would render them despicable, and fit to be

thrown aside ; as are also the very pointed and starry flowers.

4thly. The pips should be at least an inch wide. This is still

too little for certain florists, who seem to put the whole merit of an

Auricula in its size ; for the sake of which they will forgive many
faults which the understanding curious always look upon as insup-

portable.

othly. The leaves of the flower ought to be full and thick

;

should look like velvet or satin, shining or transparent.

6thly. The flower ought to lay itself well to the sight ; for

which purpose the flower-stalk, commonly called the finger, being

what supports the pip, should neither be too weak nor too long

;

the weak one bends under the weight of the flower, and lets it drop ;

when the flower- stems are too long, though strong, they generally

straggle, and cause the truss to widen so much as to appear very

unsightly.

7thly. The bottom (or what the English call the eye) should

be large ; but, however, proportioned to the size of the whole flower,

round, clear, and should not in any manner participate with the

margin or self-colour.

Sthly. That cut, or division, which parts every leaf of the pip

should by no means enter into the eye (or bottom). This is a gross

fault, and generally not enough attended to by the florists.

9thly. The bottom (or eye) of the pure and flaked Auriculas
should be without powder ; some of these flowers lose it in three or
four days. To assist them in throwing it off", you should allow them
to blow in the sun and rain. Some take it off with a fine soft pencil

dipped in water ; but this is not the best way.
1 Othly. Every flower should be furnished with little spangles,

like gold sand (which the Flemmings call penicles, others pistills, or

rosettes ; but in England we know them by the name of thrums)

;

and these should be full, and ranged in good order.

llthly. Every flower should preserve its colour until it dies.

A good flower should never crumple, or be ragged at the edges.

That flower can never be good that blows in the shape of a trum-
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pet. And lastly, the eye of the flower ought never to be too wide
or open ; the less it is, the more beautiful, and better filled with the
thrum.

Many florists confound the eye with the bottom, but they are
very different ; the eye is the top of the pip, where the thrum is

placed; the bottom is the white or yellow circle that is formed about
the eye. Those Auriculas that look like velvet, and have all these
qualities, are highly valued.

Chevet Park, Wakefield. E. P.

[To be continued.]

NEW PLANTS.

Primula altaica of the Russian botanists.

—

A scapeless, orange-eyed, purple-
flowered Primrose, of great beauty. A plant of it in a pot was "exhibited at
a late meeting of the Horticultural Society, by C. J. Darbishire, Esq., who
found it growing on grassy land, which had been cleared of brushwood, in
the neighbourhood of Kawak, a quarantine station on the Asiatic side of the
Bosphorus, near the mouth of the Black Sea. It was stated that Mr. Darbi-
shire had found it to be perfectly hardy, standing our winters well out of
doors ; but that, as it had a disposition to bloom early, if the roots were
taken into the house in the latter end of the year, it formed a beautiful and
useful ornament to the conservatory during a dark and dull season. It was
mentioned that its rich and delicate colour is only displayed to advantage,
however, under bright sunshine ; and that, when grown freely, its foliage is

very large and robust ; that it is a profuse bloomer; and that it possesses a
slight but delicious fragrance.

Galanthus plicatus (large-flowered Snowdrop).— Though not new, this deserves
notice because it is little known. It is quite as hardy as the common Snow-
drop, much larger, and on that account, of course, more desirable.

Dielytra spectabilis.—A Fumitory, with pink flowers, and very handsome. It is

believed to be hardy ; and is best increased by cuttings of the very voun<*
shoots.

Acacia celastrifolia.— Anew species in the way of the myrtle-leaved Acacia,
and a useful addition to our greenhouse shrubs.

Boronia triphylla.—Xot quite new, but one of the handsomest of Boronias, and
indeed of early flowering greenhouse plants.

From the Botanical Magazine for March we select

:

Gloxinia Jimbriata.—A distinct-looking species ; white or blush flowers, having
a yellow throat covered with brown dots. Very j^retty.

Gesnera picta.—Another apparently valuable addition to our stoves. Its flowers
are deep orange, and appear to be produced abundantly. The leaves are
also ornamental, being green above and red below.

Bejaria coarctata.—From the collection of Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co.
A little evergreen Ericaceous shrub, bearing compact terminal clusters of
pink flowers, which are very pretty. If it does not prove hardy with us, as is

expected, it will at least require but little protection.



UNPRUNED DROOPING ROSES.

BY MR. RIVERS, OF SAWBRIDGEWORTH.

About six or eight years ago I received, among others, some very

stout short stocks of the Dog-Rose ; they were not more than two

feet in height, but stouter than a large broom - handle, the bark

thick and grey with age : they were planted, and grew most luxuri-

antly. I was for some little time at a loss what varieties to bud
them with ; for, be it remembered, all stout and old Rose-stocks require

to be worked with very strong- growing sorts of Roses, to take off

the abundance of sap, and keep them in a healthy state. At last,

in a mere freak of fancy, I had them budded with some varieties of

the evergreen Rose (Rosa sempervirens) . They grew most luxuri-

antly ; and after a year or two, not being trees adapted for sale, they

were planted in a sloping bank of strong white clay, and left to

grow and bloom as nature dictated,—not a shoot was ever touched

with the pruning-knife.

The annexed figure is a portrait of one of these trees, now a

well-known variety, the Felicite" Perpetuelle, or, according to some
authorities, Felicite Perpetue. This tree is on a stem a trifle

more than two feet in height, and it has been these two or three

summers past a picture of beauty. When in full bloom, the ends of

its shoots rest on the ground, and it then forms a perfect dome of

Roses ; nothing in Rose-culture can really be more beautiful. It will

be at once seen with what facility such stout, short, old Rose-stocks

can be found in any hedge ; they may be planted in the kitchen-

garden, budded with the above-mentioned sort, and, to give variety

in colour, with some of the following kinds, all varieties of Rosa
sempervire?is, Princesse Marie, Princesse Louise, Rampant, Bank-
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sia?flora, Myrianthes, Jarmatre, Adelaide d'Orleans, and Spectabilis.

Every bud will succeed, as no Roses grow more freely ; and after

remaining one season from budding in their " nursery," some nice

places must be found for them on the lawn, where, unpruned, un-

checked, they will, with all the freshness of unassisted nature,

annually delight the eye of the lover of flowers,—those beautiful

gifts of an ever-beneficent Creator ; and may I not add, that the

contemplative mind will see in these lovely pendant Roses the great

charms of humility and gratitude; they seek to " abase" themselves,

and their beauty is " exalted," they receive from the earth all

their benefits, and endeavour to cover and adorn her with their

blossoms ?

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR APRIL.

Auriculas claim the particular attention of the amateur from the

beginning till the close of the month. Protection from storms
of rain, covering from night frosts, watering, &c. must still be
continued, and duly attended to, and every advantage taken to

draw off the lights when it can be done with safety ; for the more
air and light the plants have at this season (so long as it be
congenial), the stronger and more healthy will be the bloom.
Guard against frosty, drying winds, put on the lights at such
times, and give air by lifting them at the south side ; well

moisten the bottom of the frames between the pots, and keep
up a humid atmosphere, to counteract as much as possible the

effects of parching winds. Water the plants liberally once or

twice a week, use the liquid manure mentioned below for seed-

lings, and at the same time sprinkle the foliage with it, but
avoid touching the blooms ; it is best applied in the evening,

on closing the frames. Where Auriculas are grown on a

stage, the under part should be well wetted now and then,

the blooms will continue longer, and expand more freely under
such treatment. The saltpetre water is best for this purpose.

As Auriculas produce their blossoms this month, every necessary

preparation for flowering them in perfection should be prepared

forthwith ; for if the weather sets in warm at the beginning of

the month, they will come forward rapidly. The temporary
stage described in vol. i. p. 104 should be erected in the north

aspect, for the handlights to stand upon. Wash and cleanse

the glasses inside and out, and place them in readiness ; be
sure they are sound on the top, and free from drip. As soon
as the buds begin to expand, they are in danger of injury by
wet, and the plants should be immediately removed to the north

aspect, and placed beneath the handglasses, out of the reach of

danger, to finish their bloom. The flowers expand most freely

when in a humid and still atmosphere ; notwithstanding, air

must be admitted, but not to the extent that will blow the

VOL. II. NO. XVI. i
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blooms about. Let down the side-boards in calm weather, and

close them when boisterous cold winds prevail. Covering up
from night frost, watering, &c. must be as punctually attended

to as when the plants were in the frames. There are many
little requisites wanting when preparing for an exhibition, such

as cotton -wool, soft bass, small sticks, &c. for securing the

blooms ; provide them in good time, and have the boxes re-

painted or washed, as may be necessary.

Seed Plants.—Select a few healthy plants for seeding ; they

may be allowed the benefit of mild rain for a longer period than

those in reserve for exhibition, or till the pollen is approaching

to ripeness, which may be told by its presenting a granulated

appearance ; at which time the plant should be protected from

wet, for if the tubes of the flowers are suffered to fill with water,

and the pollen becomes saturated, its powers are much deteri-

orated, if not totally destroyed. Light dry breezes are beneficial

to seeding plants ; they shake the stems, and assist to disperse

the pollen. Shade sufficiently to prevent the plants from flagging ;

give a free circulation of air, and a liberal supply of moisture.

A western aspect is the best situation.

Offsets.—Look to the offsets plunged in the south border,

and transplant all that are rooted. About the second or third

week, shade the glasses on the south side with any convenient

material, and let the shading remain till the plants are fit to

remove.

Seedlings.—Continue to transplant as often as they touch each

other, till they are large enough for separate pots, and keep the

soil properly moistened. They grow but slowly. An occasional

sprinkling overhead with saltpetre water will be found of great

assistance ; it may be used with safety, if the proportions given

are not exceeded : see vol. i. p. 102.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Calceolarias.—Examine the plant well, and see that there is no
green-fly about them : this little pest lies so closely sheltered

underneath the leaves, that unless you look well into the plants,

you will not detect him. Fumigate the moment he appears, and
tilt the pots on one side, or prop the leaves up with a few sticks

to effect their destruction, and clean them the following morning
by syringing them thoroughly with soft water. All plants not

shifted into their blooming-pots, should be done without delay.

Sudbury, Derbyshire. W. H. Holmes.

Carnations and Picotees, whether in pots or the open ground,

ought to be in their blooming quarters ; if any are in small pots,

shift them immediately into larger ones. The size of the bloom
mainly depends on the plants taking good hold of the soil before

they spindle for bloom. Sparrows are very troublesome at this

season, and will, in a very short time, spoil many plants : they

devour the heart of the plant, if not well looked after. So fond
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of them are they here, that a boy is kept expressly to scare them
away, the usual remedies being unavailing. If the plants are put

out in an exposed situation, the tall-growing kinds, such as Flora's

Garland, R. F., should be secured with small sticks. Sow seed

in gentle heat ; let the soil be fine ; and water sparingly when the

plants are first appearing.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Cinerarias should now have plenty of air by night as well as by
day, when it can be safely given them ; shade from brilliant sun-

shine, for they love the shade, particularly when in flower
; give

sufficiency of water ; beware of letting them droop for want of it,

for so sure as they do, so surely will aphides attack them ; but

do not go to the opposite extreme, or they will turn sickly, and

die of a dropsy. To those who intend to grow seedlings, I would
say, select the very best parents that can be procured. Let form

be the first consideration, habit of growth the second, and colour

the third : unless these points are attended to, it will be in vain

to expect a first-class flower; no, not one in ten thousand. How
often have my expectations been disappointed from seed most
carefully saved ! how, then, can any one expect success where no
care at all has been bestowed in the matter ? In the next Num-
ber I will endeavour to point out what really constitutes a good
Cineraria. A. Kendall.

Queen Elizabeth!'s Walk, Stoke Newington.

Dahlias.—Propagating these will now be the business of the day.

Put in cuttings, re-pot as soon as they are struck, and harden off

as soon as they are sufficiently started in growth. Never allow

them to stand in cold frames in very small pots, otherwise they

soon become stunted, useless plants. The roots will generally

part, and make from three to six strong plants, after they have

done their work in producing cuttings. Sow seed without delay,

in dung beds strongly heated. If the bed is a proper one, the

young plants will make their appearance in five or six days.

Transplant as soon as the plants are in rough leaf. Pieces of

ground, or beds, intended for Dahlias, should be turned and

broken fine with the spade ; otherwise, if the spring be dry, and

the soil heavy, the operation will be troublesome to perform, if it

be left till planting-time.

Royal Nursenj, Slough. C. Turner.

Epacrises.—As each plant goes out of bloom, cut it back hard, leav-

ing a necessary quantity of spurs to break from, that a compact and
fine head of bloom maybe obtained another year; give the annual

shift, which may be a more liberal one than is desirable for a Heath,

say from a 6 to a 9-inch pot, and in the same proportion for

larger or smaller plants ; tie out the main branches as much as

may be necessary to admit light and air into the centre, for the

purpose of inducing and encouraging a strong break, which will
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be much facilitated by a month or six weeks' confinement in

stove heat ; water liberally, but avoid the direct influence of the

sun's rays. Cuttings taken from half-ripened wood will strike

tolerably free in silver sand, covered with a bell-glass, and placed

in a shady part of the stove. I use in potting Epacrises precisely

the same compost as for Ericas. Some cultivators use a small

proportion of vegetable mould, others the like quantity of turfy

loam ; but I have never found them to thrive so well with either

of those ingredients.

P.S. I have stated on former occasions that the cutting back

herein recommended is not applicable to Laevigata onosmijlora,

and one or two other species.

Whitehill. W. H. Story.

Ericas.—The Heathery is now daily becoming more and more in-

teresting to the zealous cultivator and admiring amateur. Aris-

tata, Vestita, Odorata, and their allies, are rapidly advancing into

bloom ; whilst Obtusa, Lactiflora, Nitida, Pulverulenta, Trossula,

Bergiana, and a host of other minute-blooming varieties, are

in the height of their beauty, clothed with thousands of tiny

globular wax-like flowers from top to bottom ; even the autumn-
blooming varieties are looking bright and gay, being now
making their growth previous to forming flower-buds. If the

suggestions of last month have been attended to, nothing re-

mains to be done for the present with the early -blooming

varieties ;—always, of course, excepting due attention to water-

ing, free admission of air during the day, and a watchful care

that a treacherous spring frost does not catch you napping.

Active operation should now be in progress shifting " stock"

and later- blooming specimens. Except for prolonging the bloom

on any particular plants, the house will require but little shading

during this month
;
perhaps two or three hours in the middle of

the day, towards the latter part of it, may be advisable, should

the sun prove scorching.

Whitehill. W. H. Story.

Fuchsias.—Keep them growing by every available means, syringe

overhead at least once a day, also sluice the paths of the house,

to increase humidity. In giving the final shift, add a double

handful of bone-dust to about a bushel of compost,— it is an

excellent support to the plant during its flowering season.

Water once a fortnight with a weak solution of guano water.

Shade in sunny weather; admit air in the middle of the day from

the roof; never let them flag for want of water.

Whitehill. W. H. Story.

Pansies.—If flowers are required of large size, thin out the side-

shoots, whether they be wanted for cuttings or not. This trouble

is unnecessary when blooms are not wanted in a cut state.

Plants grown for exhibition, however, make as good a show in

the garden as those not so treated ; for six fine large blooms will
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make as much or more show than twelve small ones. Sow seed
in pans, and place the latter in gentle heat. A bed may now be
planted in a north aspect for summer blooming. Before another
Number of The Florist shall have issued from the press, this
charming flower will not only be making our gardens gay, but
it will have graced the opening show of the season, which takes
place at the Horns Tavern, Kennington. We hope to see a
spirited competition

; and we are of opinion that the following
varieties will be conspicuous in the winning stands, having seen
them good already this season :—Marchioness of Lothian? Miss
Edwards, Supreme, Duke of Norfolk, Mrs. Hamilton, Zabdi, Al-
manzor, Caroline, Aurora, Princess, Blooming Girl, Disraeli,
Duchess of Rutland, Milton, Constellation, Commodore, Orestes^
Rainbow, Fire King, Candidate, Berryer, White Sergeant, Won-
derful, and Luna.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.
Pelargoniums.—-An error has unfortunately crept into my last

month's Calendar on this subject, where it stated, that the plants
stopped back the second week in March would be in flower
in June: read July. As several varieties that have not been
stopped back since heading down will be coming into flower this
month, it will be well, where shading is used, to put the shades
on at once

;
and especially where the houses are glazed with

sheet-glass, shading keeps the flowers much longer in perfection.
For the canvass we use we pay 4±d. per yard, and it is about
one yard wide. See that the plants are clear of green-fly before
they come into flower. Fumigate two nights successively, and
on the following morning wash the plants with rain-water, and
that thoroughly

; water occasionally with clear liquid manure-
water

: the directions for its preparation are given at page 107,
vol. i. Where a succession of flowers is required, if a few plants
are shifted into pots two sizes larger than those they are in, and
stopped back in the last week of this month, they will flower in
the middle of August. After these have well broken, keep them
in as cold a place as possible. If it is in the north side of the
house, and protected from heavy rains, so much the better.

Worton Cottage. J Dobson.
Pinks.—If the beds have not been top-dressed, it will be advisable

to attend to it the first dry day. The plants are now growing,
and the young fibres would at once receive nourishment from
the fresh compost. Hoe the surface, cut down the young weeds,
and destroy obnoxious insects. Look once more to the tallies,
and renovate all that are not legible ; see also that your stock is
complete, that there is no favourite sort deficient, and if so, order
it directly, that you may secure good plants. Pinks preservedm pots through the winter should now be put out ; be careful
not to break the ball of earth more than possible ; for the less
the fibres are disturbed, the finer and more correctly will the
flowers lace.
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Pink Seed.— It is not too late to sow Pink seed, but the

sooner done, the stronger the plants will be. The snail, the slug,

and the woodlouse are voracious devourers of young pinks. The
former two will sweep off a whole crop in one night. The latter,

though not so great a devourer, by its industry will cut down
the plants by degrees till the pan is cleared. Their attack is

on a small portion of the stem close to the surface. The best

protection against these enemies is, to fix the pans over water,

and prevent their approach.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Polyanthuses.—The treatment of Polyanthuses in pots from the

beginning of the month, and during the time of their flowering,

will be the same as given for Auriculas, with one exception, viz.

they will require a more liberal supply of water. A little extra

attention must be given to the named flowers in beds, in order

to preserve the blooms from mischievous insects. Slugs are very
fond of the blossoms, and while there is one in the neighbour-
hood, it will be sure to attack the Polyanthus. Do all you can
to exterminate these pests. Hoe the surface of the soil between
the plants as often as you find it cased or cemented by washing
rains, and keep the plants clear of weeds. The seed-beds will

now daily present you with new faces ; look over them often,

and mark the perfect and promising sorts. Pin -eyed flowers

are not all unworthy of preservation. When the colours, the

form, and the lacing are of first-rate character, they should be
saved as seeders : much may be expected from them, if ferti-

lised by pollen collected from superior and perfect varieties. In

fact, this class offers a better opportunity of carrying out the

science of hybridising than that of the thrum-eyed, and perhaps
would be attended with greater success if persevered in.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Ranunculuses.—The surface of the beds will require a little atten-

tion. Cracks occasioned by dry winds must be stopped, and
the soil pressed carefully and closely round the collar of the
plants as soon as the leaves are safely through the soil. If the
soil runs or cakes, it should be scratched over with a small fork
(a table-fork will answer the purpose), and about three quarters
of an inch of fine sand added as a top-dressing. Protect choice
beds from late frosts. Seedlings must be supplied with water
regularly, and shaded : one dry day without protection is sufficient

to ruin a spring- sown crop. A little rich fine mould should
be sprinkled over the young plants as a top-dressing.

Wallingford. Carey Tyso.

Roses in Pots.—Keep a sharp look-out upon young shoots as they
start from last month's pruning, for the maggot will be busy at

work before the shoot is unfolded. Water once a week with
liquid manure.

Worton Cottage. J. Dobson.
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Tulips.—Do not allow the beds to become crusted upon the surface;

and to prevent this, stir the surface carefully, particularly before

blooming-time. It is to be presumed that your covering, such

as is recommended in this work, vol. i., is in its place, and is

used for the necessary protection. Frosts such as we had in the

middle of last month would prove its usefulness against both

cold and cats. Follow the instructions given in April last year;

and if the latter end of the month is very dry, give a slight

watering in the evening over the foliage, through a fine-rosed

water-pot, and immediately cover the bed with the mats. The
freshness and vigour consequent on this will be apparent in the

mornms;.

High Wycombe. J. Hunt.

LISTS OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS, &c.

I have to return my sincere thanks to the numerous correspondents

who have favoured me with their opinions as to the most select

varieties of florists' flowers, &c. I hope they will be gratified in

learning that these lists are much valued and eagerly sought for by
amateurs. I have carefully gone through them, and selected those

varieties which (if I may use the expression) had the most votes, as

attached; and I have handed thern over to the Editor of The Florist

in the subjoined form in preference to that adopted last year, as it

is to be presumed parties desirous of purchasing, only require such
as are the most generally admired.

Wace Cottage, Holloway. John Edwards.

To these lists we shall occasionally add from our Note-Book a

few varieties that are worthy a place in every collection, and which,

though returned by some of Mr. E.'s correspondents, were not se-

lected by a sufficient number to be placed in his lists.

Names of 36 Pansies, selected as the best, and returned by
Mr. Crake, Morpeth ; Mr. H. Major, Knowsthorp, near Leeds

;

Mr. Hall, Enfield ; Mr. Edwards, Holloway ; Messrs. Hart, Guildford
;

Mr. Hunt, Wycombe ; Mr. Parsons, Enfield ; Mr. Bragg, Slough

;

Mr. Young, Manchester ; and Mr. Turner, Slough.

Votes. Name.
10 Constellation

10 Duchess ofRutland
10 Rainbow. . .

10 Superb . . .

10 Supreme . . .

10 White Sergeant
10 Zabdi . . .

9 Arethusa . .

9 Berrver . . .

9 Duke of Norfolk
9 Climax . . . . „ 7 Model ofPerfection Chater

Raiser.
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Votes.

7

6

6

6

G

6

Name.
Mrs. Hamilton
Hamlet . .

Pizarro . .

Exquisite

Goliath . .

Mary Jane .

Great Britain

Achilles . .

Raiser.

Nasmvth
Hunt
Thomson
King
Bragg
Hooper

Turner

Votes. Name.

5 President

4 Ariadne . .

4 Euclid . .

4 Eliza . . .

4 Gloria Mundi
3 Chalvey Rival

3 Othello . .

Raiser.

Schofield

Cook
Thomson
Hunt
Hooper
Turner

List of the best 1 2 Auriculas,

dleton near Manchester ; Mr. H.
and Mr. B. Vialls, Northampton.

by Mr. Gaines ; Mr. Holland, Mid-
Pope, Birmingham ; Mr. Edwards

k'otes. Name.
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ROSE FLAKES.

Votes. Name. Raiser.

13 Ariel May
1

.' Flora's Garland . Brooks
1 1 Lady Ely ... Ely
11 Lovely Ann , . „

Votes. Name.
6 Lady Gardener
5 Lorenzo . . .

5 Princess Royal

Raiser.

Ely
May
Puxley

SCARLET FLAKES.

12 King of Scarlets . Ely
8 Lydia .... Addenbrook
7 Beauty ofBrighonseBottomley

7 Bishop of Gloster . Brown
7 Hero ofMiddlesex. Wilmer
5 William Fourth . Wilson

Lists of the best 24 Pinks, by Mr. Bragg, Slough ; Mr. Ellis,

Woolwich ; Mr. Edwards ; Mr. Hall, Enfield ; Mr. Holland, Middle-
ton; Mr. Norman, Woolwich; Mr. Turner, Slough; Mr. Ward,
Woolwich ; and Mr. John Keynes, Salisbury.

3tes. Name.
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Votes. Name.
12 Lady Dacre
9 Fanny Irby

.

7 Lady A. Peel
6 Proconsul .

Raiser.

Garratt
Wilson
Burroughea
Gatlitf

Votes. Name. Raiser.

4 Mrs. Trahar . . Dickson
3 Ivanhoe .... Crouch
2 Queen Victoria . Wain

Bragg, Slou

List of the best 36 Dahlias, by Mr. Barnes, Stowmarket; Mr.

h; Mr. Edwards; Mr. Gaines, Battersea ; Mr. Prockter,

Bermondsey ; Mr. Perry, Birmingham ; Mr. Turner, Slough ; Mr.
Keynes, Salisbury ; Mr. Wyness, Buckingham Palace Gardens ; and

Mr. John Sladden* Ash-next-Sandwich.

fates. Name.
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The best 12 Calceolarias, by Mr. Gaines, Battersea.

Masterpiece. Washington.
Van Tromp. Conrad.
Glossy. Ardens.

Attractor. Chieftain.

Punch. Alice Gray.
Amelia. Duke Constantine

The best 12 Calceolarias, Mr. Holmes, Sudbury Nursery.

Prospero. Ariel.

Macbeth. Cordelia.

Shylock. Rosalind.
Jessica. Holmesii.
Hamlet. Tricolor Superb.
Ophelia. Sir H. Smith.

List of the best 24 Pelargoniums, by Mr. Black, Clewer Manor

;

Mr. Cock, Chiswick ; Mr. John Dobson, Isleworth ; Mr. Gaines,

Battersea ; and Mr. Robinson, Pimlico.

)tes. Name.
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Votes. Name. Raiser.

3 Friend .... Lawrence
3 Mary Ann . . . Goldham
3 Violet Alexander Ban-

Votes. Name. Raiser.

3 Addison ....
3 Bijou des Amateurs
3 Byzantium . . . Lawrence

9 Duke of Devon
shire . . .

8 King ....
8 Polyphemus .

C Fabius . . .

4 Hamlet . . .

4 Marshal Soult

.

BIZARRES.
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List of the best 18 Fuchsias, by Mr. Gaines, Battersea ; Mr. Ed-

wards; Mr. Perry, Birmingham; Mr. Turner, Slough; Mr. Harms,

Brixton ; Mr. Wyness, Buckingham Palace; Messrs. Schofield, Leeds
;

Mr. Robinson, Pimlico ; and Mr. Henderson, St. John's Wood.

Votes. Name. Raiser.

8 Purity .... Mayle
7 One-in-the-ring . Turville

6 Formosa elegans . Thomson
6 Beauty supreme . Kendall
5 Beauty of Leeds . Nichols
.5 Scarlatina reflexa . Sherriff

5 Criterion. . . . Pope
4 Dr. Smith . . . G. Smith
4 Exoniensis . . . Pince

Votes. Name.
4 Roi de Rome
4 Eximia . .

3 Napoleon .

3 Ne-plus-ultra

3 Elizabeth .

3 Acantha . .

3 Corallina

3 Delicata . .

2 Les Chinois

.

Raiser.

Miellez

Smith
Miellez

G. Smith
Kendall
Dickson
Pince
Newberry
Salter

List of 12 Polyanthuses, by Mr. John Holland, Middleton.

Name. Raiser.

Alexander .... Lee
Bang Europe . . . Nicholson
Beauty of England . . Maud
Cheshire Favourite . . Oilier

Defiance Fletcher

Exile CiowBhaw

Name. Raiser.

Earl Lincoln .... Hufton
Freedom Moore
George the Fourth . . Buck
Lord Crewe .... Lakin
Lord John Russell . . „
Princess Roval . . . Collier

Best 18 Hollyhocks, by Mr. Chater, Saffron Walden.

Attraction, beautiful veined chocolate

and white.

Atro-purpurea, dark purple.

Aurantia. salmon.
Black Prince, black.

Bicolor, purple and white.

Commander-in-chief, light-edged rose.

Coccinea, bright scarlet.

Delicata, French white.

Formosa, claret.

Fulgens, dark shining crimson.

Magnum bonum, fine maroon.
Model of perfection, fine white, choco-

late ground.
Purpurea elegans, light purple.

Pulchella, light rose.

Queen, beautiful light blush.

Rosea grandiflora, light pink.

Rosea alba, rose and white.

Sulphurea perfecta, fine sulphur.

List of the best 24 Roses for pot-culture, by Mr. Paul, Mr.
Wood, and Mr. Dobson.

Alba.
Votes. Name.

2 Felicite

2 ophe de Marsilly

Gallica.

2 Columella
2 Gloire des Amateurs

Hybrid China.

2 Paul Perras
2 General Allard
2 General Kleber

Hybrid Perpetual.

2 Duchesse de Montmorency
2 Duchess of Sutherland
2 Madame Laff.iy

2 La Reine
2 Vicomtesse de Bel leva!

Bourbon.

Votes. Name.
2 Armosa
2 Souvenir de la Malmaison
2 Madame Angelina
2 Julie de Fontenelle

China.

2 Madame Breon
2 Aimee Plantier

Tea-Scented.

3 Devoniensis
2 Abricote
2 Niphetos
2 Souvenir d'un Ami
2 Josephine Malton
2 Triomphe de Luxembourg
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List of the best 24 Summer Roses, by Mr. Paul, Cheshunt ;
Mr.

Parsons, Ponders End ; Mr. Wood, Maresfield ; Mr. Barnes, Stow-

market ; Mr. Sladden, Ash-next-Sandwich ; Mr. Hunt, Wycombe

;

and Mr. Dobson, Isleworth.

Hybrid Bourbon.
Votes. Name.

7 Coupe d'He'be'

4 Charles Duval
3 Paul Perras

3 Gloire de Couliue

Hybrid China.

3 Brennus
3 Hypocrate
2 Chenedolle

Hybrid Provence.

5 Letitia, or La Volupte
Princess Clementine
Adrienne de Cardoville

Moss.

5 Cristata, or Crested
2 Lanei
2 Princess Royal (Portemer)

Gallica.

>te

6
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Hybrid Perpetual : Duchess de Gal-

liera. Deep flesh.

Hybrid Perpetual : Henri Quatre.

Rich deep rose.

Polybe. Bright rosy purple.

Hybrid Perpetual: Pourpre Royal.
Deep violet purple.

Bourbon : William the Conqueror.
Rosy blush, shaded with purple.

List of 10 new Roses, not generally sent out, supplied by Mr.

Wood.

Hybrid China: I/Attrayante. Deli-

cate pink.

Hybrid Bourbon : Adele Becar. Rosy
lilac.

Damask Perpetual: La Favorite. Deli-

cate flesh.

Rosalba. Deep rose, shaded

with crimson.

Hybrid Perpetual : Comtesse Jaubert.

Rosy pink.

List of 24 of the finest Orchideae, by Mr. Williams, gardener to

C. B. Warner, Esq., Hoddesdon, Herts, with his mode of growing

them.

Hybrid Perpetual : Duchesse de Mont-
pensier. Delicate flesh, slightly

shaded; superb.

L'Ele'gante. Deep rose ; fine.

Mathilde Jordieul. Deep
pink.

Reine des Fleurs. Bright

pink ; superb.

Soleil d'Austerlitz. Brilliant

Aerides crispum; from Bombay. A
free bloomer ; it grows from 2 to 3

feet high ; flowers in June: in a

basket with sphagnum.
Aerides maculosum ; from Bombay ;

scarce. Free bloomer ; it grows from
2 to 3 feet high ; flowers in June

:

in a basket with sphagnum.
Aerides quinquevulnera ; from Ma-

nilla ; scarce. Free bloomer ; it

grows from 2 to 3 feet high ; flowers

in July ; and will last in flower two
weeks : in a basket.

Barkeria Skinneri major; from Guate-
mala ; scarce. Free bloomer, produc-

ing spikes 3 feet long ; it flowers in

October, and keeps blooming for two
months : on a bare block.

Cattleya labiata ; from Brazil. Free
bloomer ; it grows about 10 inches

high ; blooms in October, and will

last in flower four weeks : in a slate

pot with peat and crocks.

Cattleya superba; from Guiana; scarce.

Shy bloomer ; it grows about 10

inches high ; flowers in July, and
lasts in bloom three weeks : in a pot

with peat and crocks.

Cymbidium eburneum ; very scarce.

Free bloomer; grows 12 inches high;

it flowers in March.
Chysisbractescens; from Mexico. Free

bloomer
;

grows 12 inches high
;

flowers in March : on a block.

Dendrobium formosum ; from India.

A free bloomer; grows 12 inches

high ; flowers in August, and will

keep in bloom six weeks: in a basket
with sphagnum.

Dendrobium Devonianum ; scarce. Free
bloomer; it grows 2 feethigh ; flowers

in May : this should be grown in a
basket with sphagnum.

Epidendrum vitellinum ; from Oaxaca

;

scarce. A free bloomer; it grows
10 inches high ; flowers in October,

and Anil keep in flower two months:
on a block.

Lselia majalis; from Bolanos. Shy
bloomer ; it grows 8 inches high ; it

flowers in May, and will last in

bloom five weeks. I grow this on a

block.

Laelia anceps ; from Bolanos. Free
bloomer

;
grows 3 feet high ; it

flowers in January, and keeps in

bloom four weeks : on a block with

a little sphagnum.
Miltonia spectabilis; from Brazil. Free
bloomer ; it grows 8 inches high ;

flowers in July: in a pot with peat.

Odontoglossum grande ; from Guate-

mala. Free bloomer; it grows 12

inches high ; flowers in October,

and lasts in bloom three weeks : in

a basket filled with sphagnum and
crocks.

Odontoglossum citrosmum ; from Oa-

xaca. Free bloomer ; it grows 18

inches high ; flowers in June; in a

basket with sphagnum and crocks

:

it will last in bloom five weeks.

Oncidium Papilio major; from Trini-

dad; scarce. Free bloomer; spikes
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about 18 inches high, and keeps
flowering all the year: in a slate pot
with peat and crocks.

Phahenopsis grandiflora ; from the
Philippines; scarce. Free bloomer;
producing spikes 18 inches long; it

flowers in May, and will keep bloom-
ing nearly all the year: on a block.

Sobralia macrantha splendens ; from
Guatemala ; scarce. Free bloomer;
it grows from 2 to 4 feet high ; this

blooms in September, and will keep
blooming two months. I have this

in a slate pot with peat and crocks.

Sophronitis grandiflora; from Brazil;

scarce. Shy bloomer ; it grows
4 inches high ; flowers in March :

on a block with sphagnum.

Saccolabium guttatum ; from India.

A free bloomer
;
grows from 1 to

2 feet high ; flowers in June, and
will keep in bloom four weeks : in a
basket with sphagnum.

Vanda suavis ; very scarce. Free
bloomer; it grows from 2 to 3 feet

high ; flowers in March: in a basket
with sphagnum.

Vanda teres ; from India. Shy
bloomer ; it grows from 2 to 3 feet

high ; flowers in July : on a block
with a little sphagnum.

Vanda cristata ; from India ; scarce.

Free bloomer ; it grows from 2 to

3 feet high ; flowers in May, and
lasts a long time in flower : this

should be grown in a basket.

DENDROBIUM PULCHELLOI PLRPUREUM.

Drawn from a plant as suspended in a sitting-room at Worton Cottage
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FLORICULTURE.

Such of our readers as may have the British Classics at their

elbow will be spared the trouble of referring to The Tatler,

No. 218; whilst those who, unhappily, do not possess these

depositories of the wit of Addison and his contemporaries, will

thank us for extracting a paper full of the happiest pleasantry,

conveyed in the purest and most elegant language. We, as

florists, are not unwilling that the most polished writers

should indulge in a smile at our expense. We can relish

such exquisite humour as much as any of that large party

who can " look upon it as a piece of happiness that they have
never fallen into any of these fantastical tastes ;" but we cannot
afford to part with any of our enthusiasm in what we know
to be a sensible and pleasing pursuit, and one that yields a
great amount of innocent enjoyment. But our principal object

is, to draw attention to a series of papers, " On the Philosophy
of Florists' Flowers," from the pen of a scholar and a gentle-

man, the first of which appears in this Number. Many will

be furnished in these essays with replies to such objections

as Addison raised in his day, and which are largely partaken
of by others in our own times, who, eating with the greatest

satisfaction fruits improved in size and flavour by the skill

of the fruitist, would try to cast ridicule upon florists for

attempting to develope those beautiful forms and colours in

flowers, which administer to as refined a taste as that of the

palate. We should soon reach these objectors' hearts, if the

road only lay a little more in the direction of the Englishman's
vulnerable part—the stomach.

" From my own Apartment, Aug. 30, 1760.

" I chanced to rise very early one particular morning this summer, and took

a walk into the country to divert myself among the fields and meadows, while

the green was new and the flowers in their bloom. As at this season of the

year every lane is a beautiful walk, and every hedge full of nosegays, I lost

myself with a great deal of pleasure among several thickets and bushes, that

were filled with a great variety of birds, and an agreeable confusion of notes,

which formed the pleasantest scene in the world to one who had passed a whole
winter in noise and smoke. The freshness of the dews that lay upon every

thing about me, with the cool breath of the morning, which inspired the birds

with so many delightful instincts, created in me the same kind of animal plea-

sure, and made my heart overflow with such secret emotions ofjoy and satis-

faction as are not to be described or accounted for. On this occasion, I could

not but reflect upon a beautiful simile in Milton :

' As one who long in populous city pent,

Where houses thick and sewers annoy the air,

Forth issuing on a summer's morn to breathe
Among the pleasant villages and farms
Adjoin'd, from each thing met conceives delight

:

The smell of grain, or tedded grass, or kine,

Or dairy, each rural sight, each rural sound.'

VOL. II. NO. XVII. K
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Those who are conversant in the writings of polite authors receive an addi-

tional entertainment from the country, as it revives in their memories those

charming descriptions with which such authors do frequently abound.
" I was thinking of the foregoing beautiful description in Milton, and apply-

ing it to myself, when I observed to the windward of me a black cloud falling

to the earth in long trails of rain, which made me betake myself for shelter

to a house which I saw at a little distance from the place where I was walking.

As I sat in the porch I heard the voices of two or three persons, who seemed
very earnest in discourse. My curiosity was raised when I heard the names of

Alexander the Great and Artaxerxes ; and, as their talk seemed to run on
ancient heroes, I concluded there could not be any secret in it j for which
reason I thought I might very fairly listen to what they said.

" After several parallels between great men, which appeared to me alto-

gether groundless and chimerical, I was surprised to hear one say, that he valued
the Black Prince more than the Duke of Vendome. How the Duke of Ven-
dome should become a rival of the Black Prince, I could not conceive ; and
was more startled when I heard a second affirm, with great vehemence, that if

the Emperor of Germany was not going off, he should like him better than
either of them. He added, that though the season was so changeable, the
Duke of Marlborough was in blooming beauty. I was wondering to myself
from whence they had received this odd intelligence ; especially when I heard
them mention the names of several other great generals, as the Prince of Hesse
and the King of Sweden, who, they said, were both running away; to which
they added, what I entirely agreed with them in, that the crown of France was
very weak, but that the Marshal Villars still kept his colours. At last, one of
them told the company, if they would go along with him, he would shew them
a Chimney-Sweeper and a Painted Lady in the same bed, which he was sure
would very much please them. The shower, which had driven them, as myself,
into the house, was now over; and as they were passing by me into the garden,
I asked them to let me be one of their company.

" The gentleman of the house told me, if I delighted in flowers, it would be
worth my while ; for that he believed he could shew me such a blow of Tulips
as was not to be matched in the whole country.

" I accepted the offer, and immediately found that they had been speaking
in terms of gardening, and that the kings and generals they had mentioned were
only so many Tulips, to which the gardeners, according to their usual custom,
had given such high titles and appellations of honour.

" I was very much pleased and astonished at the glorious show of these gay
vegetables, that arose in great profusion on all the banks about us. Sometimes
I considered them, with the eye of an ordinary spectator, as so many beautiful
objects varnished over with a natural gloss, and stained with such a variety of
colours as are not to be equalled in any artificial dyes and tinctures. Some-
times I considered every leaf as an elaborate piece of tissue, in which the threads
and fibres were woven together into different configurations, which give a dif-

ferent colouring to the light as it glanced on the several parts of the surface.
Sometimes I considered the whole bed of Tulips, according to the notion of the
greatest mathematician and philosopher that ever lived, as a multitude of optic
instruments designed for the separating light into all those various colours of
which it is composed.

" I was awakened out of these my philosophical speculations by observing
the company often seemed to laugh at me. I accidentally praised a Tulip as
one of the finest I ever saw ; upon which they told me it was a common Fool's
Coat. Upon that I praised a second, which it seems was but another kind of
Fool's Coat. I had the same fate with two or three more; for which reason I
desired the owner of the garden to let me know which were the finest of the
flowers ; for that T was so unskilful in the art, that I thought the most beautiful
were the most valuable, and that those which had the gayest colours were the
most esteemed. The gentleman smiled at my ignorance. He seemed a very
plain honest man, and a person of good sense, had not his head been touched
with that distemper, which Hippocrates calls Tulippomania ; insomuch that he
would talk very rationally on any subject in the world but a Tulip.

" He told me that he valued the bed of flowers which lay before us, and
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was not above twenty yards in length and two in breadth, more than he
would the best hundred acres of land in England ; and added, that it would
have been worth twice the money it is, if a foolish cook-maid of his had not

almost ruined him the last winter, by mistaking an handful of Tulip-roots for an

he ip of onions, ' And, by that means,' says he, ' made me a dish of porridge that

cost me above a thousand pounds sterling.1 He then shewed me what he thought

the finest of his Tulips, which I found received all their value from their rarity

and oddness ; and put me in mind of your great fortunes, which are not always

the greatest beauties.
" I have often looked upon it as a piece of happiness, that I have never

fallen into any of these fantastical tastes, nor esteemed any thing the more for

its being uncommon and hard to be met with. For this reason I look upon the

whole country in spring-time as a spacious garden, and make as many visits to a

spot of Daisies, or a bank of Violets, as a florist does to his borders or parterres.

There is not a bush in blossom within a mile of me which I am not acquainted

with, nor scarce a Daffodil or Cowslip that withers away in my neighbourhood

without missing it. I walked home in this temper of mind through several fields

and meadows with an unspeakable pleasure, not without reflecting on the bounty

of Providence, which has made the most beautiful and most pleasing objects the

most ordinarv and most common." Addison.

PANSIES.

Our spirited correspondent and contributor, Mr. Turner, of the

Royal Nursery, Slough, has supplied the present illustration. We
have compared the drawings with the flowers, and have pleasure in

saying, that Mr. Wakelin has hardly done the latter justice, particu-

larly in the size of the Duke of Norfolk. We are happy to learn

from Mr. Turner that his entirely gratuitous services to The Florist

have not gone unrewarded by public favour, verifying the scriptural

passage, " The liberal deviseth liberal things, and by liberal things

shall he stand." We believe our other contributors in the trade

have found the same ; but we have no authority to say as much.

Have the body of that interest ever asked themselves the question,

Is The Florist, as a channel of information, rendering any service to

floriculture ? We do not put the query asking help. The work is

now past that point— it is thoroughly established ; and if we asked

aid, it would be to help us to obtain clean copies of last year's

Nos. 2 and 4, for which the Publishers will give 18 stamps each, if

sent post free. Unless such are obtained, they cannot supply more

copies of Volume I.

PELARGONIUM ECHINATUM.

Among the many plants that have been of late subjected to floricul-

tural improvement, strange to say this has hitherto escaped notice.

Is it because this variety of Pelargonium is a perfect gem in its pre-

sent form that nothing has been done respecting it ? Beautiful,

however, as it now is, surely we err if we consider it incapable of

improvement. As a stepping-stone to future action, therefore,

permit me to suggest the propriety, of such as may have an oppor-
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tunity of doing so, of taking the matter in hand ; and perhaps it

would be well, in the first place, to institute a course of experiments

having for their object a more perfect knowledge of means whereby
it may be brought to a flowering state with greater certainty than

it hitherto has been. In the mean while, I promise you, circum-

stances permitting, that I shall not be unmindful of the subject, nor

fail in publishing the result of my experience. I remember, several

years ago, having seen a purple variety of Echinatum, but cannot

find any one who has it. Can any of your readers assist me in this

matter ? An East Anglican.

ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

To the Superintendent of The Florist.

No. I.

When you said, in your Number for November, that you had had a

smile excited by seeing the worst Pelargoniums in your collection

the most admired, you only spoke the experience of all who have a

collection of any florists' flowers ; to whom it is a common mortifica-

tion, when exhibiting the objects of their care to casual observers, to

have the most perfect kinds passed by without notice, even when
attention is called to them, while the defective are singled out for

approbation. This well-known fact is often appealed to as a proof

of the intrinsic unsoundness of the florist's standards of preference,

and of the uselessness of his labours ; in fact, that all is mere whim
and caprice.

There is also another difference between the cultivator and the

public, somewhat more specious as a matter of reproach against us,

and often triumphantly adduced, as decisive of the advantage pos-

sessed by the uninitiated over the initiated,—that a simple admirer

of nature will look with pleasure upon a Primrose or a Pansy, from
which the connoisseur would turn with disgust. It is thence argued
that our science is worse than useless.

Nor is this treatment of our pursuit confined to those who, being
ignorant themselves, would fain plead for " ignorance as bliss." The
really scientific and kindred botanist (he must excuse us for claiming

the relationship of a younger brother) misappreciates our labours,

and holds them in greater abhorrence than the most resolute up-
holder of the "natural system" of vandyked Pinks and Carnations.

He calls our double flowers monsters, and our varieties hybrids. Per-

haps it may be new to some of your readers that the meaning of that

latter word is, " offspring of violence done to nature," And as we,
in the simplicity of our ignorance, or the consciousness of our recti-

tude, have adopted his term of reproach as a convenient one to ex-

press a factitious variety obtained by crossing the seed, it will remain
as a standing testimony of the opinion botanists had of the practice.

And it is a fact that, as a class, they still despise the whole system
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of fancy flowers, and even carry their prejudices so far as to dislike
the beauties that have been obtained by art.

Here, then, are three formidable classes of opponents, to one or
other of which I think all the objections I have heard raised to the
art of the florist may be referred. And as my object in these papers
is to shew that they are all and severally untenable, it appears better
to meet them and join issue at once ; after which I will endeavour
to demonstrate and apply those fixed laws of nature, through which
have been developed whatever advances have yet been, or will here-
after be made in the improvement of certain flowering plants.

I. The first objection is, that what are counted excellences in
the eyes of amateurs are mere matters of taste and caprice ; that the
standards by which they are judged are purely arbitrary and con-
ventional ; and that no sufficient reason can be given why any other
standards might not as well be adopted as those in use, because taste
is most variable and inconsistent.

Persons who thus reason should be reminded that the general
amount of consent among those who have engaged in the pursuit
and paid attention to it,—and those not of one time or one place, or
among those only who were influenced by each other's opinions, but
of all times and of various countries, and often bearing no respect
towards one another,—should suggest a doubt whether facts are not
against them. The truth is, it is a curious matter of inquiry, and
one of those which led the writer to think upon the subject, how
much the facts of the case are against them, and tend the other way

;

how constant it is that frequent and attentive examination of many
varieties of the same species of flower almost in every instance leads

the cultivator to value certain peculiarities, whether pointed out to

him or not, which constitute the properties of that species of flower.

Not that each would prefer the same variety ; that would imply
that there is no place for taste at all, for which I shall shew that

there is a wide, but not an unlimited, field. But that in all the

varieties that each most esteems, there will be found certain charac-

teristic points of excellence. This suggests what will be proved to

be a fact, that for such agreement there is a reason founded in nature;

a reason we will afterwards investigate. In the meantime the mere
intimation it gives that these preferences are not arbitrary, is a suffi-

cient answer to the objection as it is usually made.
The same appearance of mere arbitrary standards of excellence is

found in many, perhaps in most, other objects of pursuit. An ordi-

nary person going among the stock of a farmer who breeds high,

would in all probability make the same mistake that you complained
of in one ignorant of Pelargoniums, and excite a smile of pity or con-

tempt through his unacquaintance with the technical value of level

backs, flat loins, wide forelegs, and straight sides, or by shewing so

much want of discernment as actually to praise a good-looking ani-

mal with a black nose ; a fault as inexcusable in a cow, and as surely

indicative of defective breeding, as the same appearance would be at

the bottom of the cup of a Tulip.

Now these marks are not arbitrary ; no one supposes them to
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be so in cattle ; credit is given to the farmer that he ha^ a reason

founded in nature for the points of his beast, though that reason

does not lie on the surface, to be discerned by every passing beholder.

They are admitted to be what they really are,—an index of its quali-

fications to fulfil its destined functions.

The same thing occurs in judging between the relative values of

different specimens of the same kind, in all articles, whether natural

productions or works of art. There are always some technical marks

to judge by, which serve to indicate, in short compass, the intrinsic

qualities of the article. And these marks will seem arbitrary to those

who do not understand them, because their connexion with the qualities

is not seen. The merchant judges of samples by marks that are

meaningless to others, but which lead him to a correct result, because

they have a real natural connexion with the qualities he seeks. And
the florist has an equal reason for the properties of his flower. A
novice will sometimes bring a seedling Polyanthus to an older culti-

vator, expecting the same admiration it has excited in himself. In

size, and shape, and colour, and edging, it is perfect ; and he is sur-

prised and mortified at the coldness of its reception. And when told

why it must be rejected, he considers the floristic canon as arbitrary

and unreasonable which condemns an otherwise excellent flower for

the trifling defect, if defect it is to be called at all, that the stigma

is visible. Yet condemned it would be, and universally, by judges ;

and they are right, as will be shewn in its place. A pin-eyed Poly-

anthus or Auricula has no business in a collection, though not out of

place in a border.

There is no caprice in this. And the real agreement that has

obtained all along from the first among florists in their estimate of

fancy flowers is greater than is at first discoverable ; because they did

not set out from a known system acknowledged by all, or by any,

and therefore their differences of taste were greatest at first, and
diminish continually afterwards. No such system was then thought

of or supposed to exist, but each endeavoured to improve his chosen

flower in his own way. But now, after their labours have in a course

of years slowly collected various and tangible results, we can see that

those results have been reached by successive steps, all in the same
direction. The Tulip—which has perhaps been cultivated longest as

a fancy flower, and which, as the gaudiest of them, is peculiarly likely

to dazzle even the experienced into mistakes of its true properties

—

has undergone several apparent revolutions of opinion about its

standard points. We have now, however, no difficulty in following

the successive advances it has made, and discovering that there was
no capriciousness, nor any other general alteration of taste than what
arose from a general onward progress.

It maybe true that some old varieties exist in most fancy flowers,

which have seldom been surpassed since ; but at the time of their

first appearance they were not, as they are expected to be now, the

types of the whole bed. And when it is thence inferred that many
have been discarded to make room for others no better, or perhaps

worse, than themselves, it is not indeed denied that such mistakes
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may have happened ; but from some researches made on the subject,

I am inclined to believe they have been comparatively rare. And
there is one reason for novelty, not generally known except to ex-

perienced florists (though popularly acknowledged in fruits), that

highly-cultivated varieties soon wear themselves out and degenerate.

Pinks rarely retain their character through more than from ten to

fifteen generations of cuttings ; and therefore new ones must be con-

tinually superseding the old, even though little, if any thing, superior

to those they displace.

And as for a person unaccustomed to any species of flower mak-
ing a wrong selection for his approval, it happens in every thing else

as well as in flowers, and therefore loses its force. Lace, for instance,

is made for the same purpose that the flower was created,—to please

the eye ; and an unpractised eye would be as apt to pass by the rare

and costly, and to select the valueless in lace, as in a Pelargonium.

The fact is ever found to be, that the most showy qualities are not

the most useful ; nor is that which will most permanently please,

that which first catches the unaccustomed eye. But that which is

sterling, which will attract without fatiguing the sight, and gratify

without offending the judgment, will often be passed over at first

without notice. And therefore it is no more a reproach to the study

which investigates these facts, or to the art which is founded upon
them, that the eye of a novice should make a choice, which the same
eye when tutored by experience would reject, than it is an argument
against a more cultivated taste in diet, that a child prefers green fruit

to ripe, and leaves wholesome food for gingerbread.

Iota.

[To be continued.]

POWER OF THE FLORIST IN BRINGING FORTH THE
HIDDEN BEAUTY OF FLOWERS.

By some it may be considered a sort of presumption for florists to

attempt to mend Nature : well, be it so ; we hope that, like a fond

mother, she will only laugh at the innocent amusements of her chil-

dren, and let us have our own way.

The botanist loves Nature for herself alone : a rustic beauty to

him is "loveliest when least adorned." Not so the florist; he

loves Nature too, but not in dishabille ; for him she must be clad in

all her charms. He takes the wild beauty from its native home, sees

hidden charms beneath the rustic guise, makes it his fondling, tends

it from morn to eve, watches every change of colour and of form with

joy or sadness, as it approaches to his waking dream, or recedes from

it. With years of toil, anxiety, and care, with perseverance, he

bends the stubborn beauty to his will.

He aids Flora in producing her soft round form of beauty, Nature's

charm. For her his skill prepares the many-coloured mantle, that

might vie with Iris's own, and make her blush with envy. He gives to
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the gaudy Tulip all its charms, flakes the Carnation, laces the Picotee,

makes the proud Dahlia almost to forget its ancestry—giving to Flora

beauties not her own. He, by morphology's aid, raised the wild

Dog-rose from its humble birth to wear a diadem,—be beauty's

queen ! "What were Roses all without his fostering care ?

But what is Nature ? Is she not to-day just what she was ten

thousand years ago ? and who can tell but all our efforts only help

to do what Nature's self has ofttimes done before without our aid ?

Therefore, vain man, think not those things are done at thy mere

bidding; thou art but the secret agent of a will mightier than thine.

Those soft pursuits are given to lead our thoughts from worldly

cares to seek a brighter and a better home.

A. Kendall, Florist.

Queen Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke Newington.

JAPAN LILIES.

The different varieties of Lilium lancifolium are, in my opinion, some
of the most beautiful objects that are within the reach of cultivators

of moderate means ; and it is a matter of difficulty with me to ac-

count for their comparative neglect by many admirers of Flora's less

beautiful and more expensive productions, save by supposing that

they are but little known in our rural districts. The following re-

marks, therefore, may possibly be the means of inducing those who
have hitherto neglected these beautiful plants to bestow upon them
the attention which they merit.

The Japan Lilies are recommended by many for out-door culture,

and are said to be perfectly hardy. The truth of the latter state-

ment I am not inclined to question ; but the results of my experi-

ments with Rubrum and Album in the open border have not been
much to my mind ; and, from what I have observed elsewhere, I am
inclined to think that, except in a few favoured localities, these

varieties will never be popular border-flowers in England. I have
seen them in the most favourable soil and situation in some of the

midland counties, and then they have been shewing flower towards
the middle or end of September, a season in which the blooms were
no sooner expanded than they were disfigured by the effects of our
damp atmosphere at that period. I would fain hope, however, that

1 am mistaken, and that those who state that these Lilies are suitable

for open-border cultivation are right. The experience of your cor-

respondents in this matter would, I am sure, form a useful page in

a future Number of The Florist, and I invite attention to the subject.

I would, however, take the liberty of stating, that we have already a
sufficient number of periodicals open to articles savouring of contro-
versy, and that the conductors of The Florist are right in deter-

mining that it shall continue the vehicle of well-authenticated facts

and mature experience. I would on that account invite only such
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persons to reply as have tried Album and Ilubrum for at least two
seasons in the open border ; and then the locality in which they

succeeded or failed should be mentioned. I am aware that many
flower Rubrum in perfection out of doors, and so do I ; but then the

plants were in pots, and were artificially forwarded before they were

placed in the open border, and without this assistance I have never

found it to do any good. Our damp atmosphere, moreover, too soon

disfigures it with black spots, and the flowers are but short lived,

which I have also found to be the case with Album.
While I cannot agree with many, however, in recommending these

Lilies as border-flowers, I am of opinion that they deserve the most
extensive cultivation as pot-plants. For the conservatory or green-

house they are decidedly the most splendid of autumn flowers.

Those who intend to procure bulbs of the different varieties should

do so when they are dormant, for they then suffer least from the

accidents common to travelling. If the bulbs are received in the

pots in which they have made their season's growth, shake the soil

from their roots, and repot them in fresh material, giving a gentle

watering to settle the soil, and place them in a cool frame or green-

house, where they may remain without further attention until the

beginning of March, by which time they will be shewing signs of

activity, and may be moderately supplied with water. I generally

find the pots to be well filled with roots towards the latter end of

April ; and, when such is the case, I carefully shift them into a pot

which I consider to be sufficiently large for their season's growth.

This, however, must be regulated according to the age and strength

of the bulbs. For offsets of the first year I use 5 -inch pots; for

those of two years 9-inch pots ; and for full-grown bulbs, which

they will be the third season, 12-inch pots. After they receive their

final shift they are returned to their former quarters, allowed abun-

dance of air, and are carefully supplied with water, for they very

readily suffer from an excess of this element. They will enjoy an

evening sprinkling with the syringe after bright clays, but they will

thrive without it. As the season advances, they will be improved

by a little manure- water. If they are not injured by over-watering,

or the want of air, they will not be likel)' to suffer from any other

cause ; should the green-fly, however, make its appearance, fumigate

at once with tobacco-smoke. As the stems advance, give them the

support of a stake. The plants I wish to flower in August I retain

in the greenhouse ; such as I want for a later period I remove to a

sheltered place out of doors ; and by a little management in this

way I secure a succession of bloom for at least two months. After

the plants have flowered, I gradually withhold water, in order to

thoroughly ripen the bulbs ; and if they can be placed in a vinery

from which the crop has been cut, they will profit by the means

usually employed to ripen the wood of the vines. A dry, moderately

warm atmosphere then proves highly beneficial to them.

When I am satisfied that the bulbs are thoroughly matured,

which is known by the decay of the leaves and flower-stems, I turn

them out of their pots, shake the soil from their roots, and replace
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them in smaller pots. For full-grown bulbs I use 8-inch pots ; but

this I leave to the judgment of the cultivator. When potted, treat

them as recommended above. I had almost forgotten to state that

the bulbs ought to be covered some three or four inches with soil

;

this is of importance, for they throw out strong roots just above the

crown of the bulb, and frequently produce a couple of small bulbs

from the same part of the stem. A strong bulb of Rubrum produced

with me last autumn somewhere about thirty flowers. From having

been allowed to become what gardeners term pot-bound previous to

the final shift, it had only protruded a few roots from the base of

the bulb through the fresh soil? it had depended for its support

principally on the roots above the crown, these having never received

any check, as I always cover the bulb at the final shift. This, then,

would teach us to shift before the roots become matted to the side

of the pot, and to pot deeply ; but I prefer doing this at the second

shift, for I imagine that I can better judge about the proper time to

start them into growth when the crown of the bulb is visible above

the soil.

As regards propagation,—like other bulbous plants, they are

increased by means of offsets, which should be removed when the

plants are repotted in autumn, except such as are small, which will

be better left to grow alongside of their parents for another year

:

they may also be propagated by seed, as is shewn by the beautiful

seedling varieties raised by Mr. Groom. To secure seed, the plants

must be induced to flower early in August ; the blossoms should be

fertilised, and carefully guarded from damp ; when ripe, sow the seed

thinly on the surface of a shallow pot, well drained, and filled with

peaty soil, slightly covering with the same : they should remain in

this condition, without water, until early in February. Their farther

treatment need not be different from that recommended for the

plants.

I ought to state that Punctatum is of an earlier habit than any

of the others. It must, howrever, be encouraged to proceed in its

natural way, for I have found it somewhat impatient of control. A
frame which is kept rather close, or the warm end of a green-

house, will be suitable for it ; and it will be useful in the conser-

vatory or greenhouse at an earlier period than the other varieties.

These beautiful plants succeed in any light, moderately rich soil. I

use two parts turfy loam and one peat, or leaf-soil, with the addition

of sand according to the texture of the loam.

Should any one who has neither greenhouse nor conservatory

entertain a fancy for these Lilies, I would state for their encourage-

ment, that I have seen them grown in the highest perfection with the

aid of a small frame and the after protection of a virandah ; here they

were effectually sheltered from wet, and shaded from the direct rays

of the sun. Under such conditions, the flowers remained for an

unusually long period in perfection ; and it would not be easy

to imagine any thing more strikingly beautiful in such a situation

than a few well-grown plants of Lilium lancifolium roseum, punc-

tatum, album, and rubrum. If very large specimens are desired, try
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five or seven full-grown bulbs of Rubrum, or of any of the other

varieties, in an 18-inch pot, and I venture to promise that you will

have such a picture of floral beauty as you never previously possessed.

Birmingham. W. H.

PROPERTIES OF A GOOD CINERARIA.

By the time the present Number meets the eye of the public, the

floricultural campaign will have begun in right earnest. Amateurs

will therefore be able to judge for themselves what properties a

good Cineraria ought to possess ; and it would be well if the proper-

ties of every florist's flower were accurately portrayed in the pages

of The Florist: all would then know when a good flower presented

itself to their notice, and would make their purchases accordingly.

In laying down the following rules, I have been guided by the known
and acknowledged laws of floriculture ; but I am well aware that

there is no flower yet produced which comes up to the standard set

up by florists, and it is highly probable that there never will be.

Nevertheless, there must be some fixed rules to judge by ; and it has

been thought best to fix the standard of excellence high, so that he

who comes the nearest to it may receive the greatest honour.

In judging the properties of a Cineraria, the size of the flower is

of secondary consideration ; but where every other property is equally

good, a large flower will always take the lead, and I do hope yet to

see every pip as large as a half-crown, and as round as a full moon.

The petals individually should be broad, obtuse, and of good sub-

stance ; the outline being well defined, without a notch or indenture,

and so arranged that no confusion occurs, each petal naturally

taking such a position as to form collectively a well-arranged flower,

and the nearer it approaches a perfect circle the better. The petals

should slightly cup ; a perfectly flat flower will pass, but if the

petals reflex it is a fatal point, and cannot be overlooked. The disc

ought never to exceed one-third the diameter of the flower : a large

disc invariably destroys the beautiful proportions that constitute a

good Cineraria.

The habit of the plant should be close, throwing up a large com-

pact mass of flower, exhibiting to advantage the individual blossoms

which compose the truss. A tall, spindley, gawky-looking plant is

an abomination in the eye of a florist. The foliage should be clean

and well expanded; the leaves of some varieties have a natural

tendency to curl, and this is a defect for which even a good flower

cannot compensate.

In judging a flower, colour must of necessity take the last place,

most persons having a sense of colours peculiarly their own ; but, as

a general rule, the high colours have most admirers. For selfs no

rule can possibly be laid down, as they embrace every shade, from

pure white to a bright crimson
;
yellow and scarlet are perhaps not

altogether hopeless colours for the Cineraria. In the tipped or parti-
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coloured ones, a definition may be ventured upon : in these, a fine

dark disc, with a well-proportioned ring of pure white surrounded

by rich crimson, shading off to the points of the petals with a rich

plum colour, presents the most beautiful object the Cineraria has

yet attained. The ring of white surrounding the disc ought to be

of the purest kind, and well defined ; and when composing one half

of the petal, it throws a liveliness into the flower, which can only be

appreciated by being seen. An outer circle of pink forms a most

delicate flower; but a mazarine blue and a rich purple are much
wanted.

Stoke Ncidngton. A. Kendall.

THE LADIES' PAGE.
" Then came faire May, the fayrest mayd on ground,

Deck*t all with dainties of her season's pryde,

And throwing flowres out of her lap around :

Upon two brethren's shoulders she did ride,

The twinnes of Leda; which on either side

Supported her like to their soveraine queene

;

Lo ! how all creatures laught when her they spide,

And leapt and daunc't as they had ravisht beene,

And Cupid self about her fluttered all in greene." Spenser.

This is the month which poets in all ages and countries have de-

lighted to honour under various names. The season of budding

and flowering vegetation suggests a thousand delightful thoughts,

and is always more pleasing than the autumn to all but hypochon-

driac and melancholy spirits. Painters of times long gone by

represented May as a youth of a lovely and pleasant countenance,

clothed in a mantle of white and green, enamelled with various

flowers. He wore on his head a garland of roses, white and red.

In one hand he held a lyre, and a nightingale perched on the fore-

finger of the other, intimating that in this month that bird first

makes the woods vocal with its evening song. The works of our

own poets are as thickly embroidered with descriptions and eulo-

giums of May, as the month itself is with daisies and buttercups.

There is, indeed, an air of summer about the May of our older

writers, which does not agree with our own experience. They re-

present May-day as a time for young people to rise with the lark

to gather posies, and to spend the day from morn to eve in the

open air. We wish our May had this genial character, as we look

on our stocks of plants ready for bedding out, and dare not yet

trust them to their summer quarters. Perhaps poetic fancy has

given a warmth to the May of our forefathers which it did not

always actually possess, and it is certain the alteration of the style

has made it much earlier with us than with them. But even with

these allowances, we conclude the temperature must have somewhat

altered, for who, in the present day, about to describe the Rose,

would speak of it as " the glory of April and May," as the poet

Watts did, a century and a half ago ?
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However good the character may be which you have of this

month from various renowned sources, and however bland, and
smiling, and warm he may actually become as he basks in the

advancing sun, I entreat you, ladies, not to trust him until he

has the mature age of twenty days ; for at any earlier period he is

apt to be a deceiver. Often has he taken the precious favourites

of the gardener, and promised to cherish them, and speedily to clothe

them with floral beauty ; but instead of this, he has left them to the

charge of a night frost, and come laughing next morning at our

disfigured pets, and at our easy credulous folly. We can trust him
in the day, but not at night ; and therefore, unless prepared to afford

protection to all tender things committed to the ground, during the

hours of darkness, we had better wait until his twentieth birthday

is accomplished.

All plants in pots intended to adorn the parterre at the right

time, should be carefully looked over occasionally, to see that they

do not become pot-bound ; for if they do, they will be probably stunted

and otherwise injured in their future growth. Growing shoots

should be pinched off, to make the plants more compact and bushy,

and every thing done to forward the flowering ; so that, as I men-
tioned in a former paper, the beds may be really adorned by them
when they are turned out. Aphides should be looked for, or rather

got rid of, for unfortunately in this month they do not require seek-

ing. The sudden manner in which Rose-trees, &c. become covered

with caterpillars leads superstitious people to snuff up the east wind,

and talk learnedly of blight : I hope my readers will pursue the

more rational course of studying entomology, so as to know how to

guard against such unwelcome intruders.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.

BUDDING ROSES.

Amateurs who provided stocks, and planted early, will find some
of them pushing shoots all up their sides ; these should be removed,

with the exception of two or three growing in opposite directions

near the top ; these shoots should be allowed to grow without being

stopped,— for if they are checked, it prevents the bark from rising so

freely at their bases where the buds are to be inserted.

The art of budding is so well known, that it is unnecessary for

me to do more than say, that a good sharp knife is indispensable, and
that the sooner the buds are inserted after the wood is removed from

them, the better. The nostrums sometimes recommended, such as

dipping them in lukewarm water, and milk and water, should be

avoided. I have sometimes found stocks which make rapid growth
form shoots long enough, and sufficiently hard, by the middle or end

of May and beginning of June, to bear the knife ; they may then

be budded, if you are desirous of forcing the buds to break the same
summer. This practice is not generally recommended, and it may
not answer where Roses are cultivated by the acre ; but with the ama-
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teur who has only a few plants under his superintendence it may be

followed with advantage. I can state from experience that by this plan

as good a plant can be obtained the first autumn after budding, as

is sometimes sent out from nurseries the second ; and I have many
strong healthy plants, of from six to eight years' growth, which prove

that as healthy trees can be grown by this method, as by that of

keeping the buds dormant during the first season. I have practised

both systems for these last eight or nine years, without losing more
buds in winter from frost, &c. than by the former method.

To ensure success, the principal thing is, to select strong-growing

stocks and well -ripened prominent buds, and insert them in the

usual way near the base of the young shoots as early in the season

as the latter are firm enough to bear the knife, i. e. when the young
wood is sufficiently hard, that the knife, in cutting through the

bark, does not cut too deeply in the wrood, and when the bark

separates freely ; then cut back the shoots to two or three eyes

above the buds, in order to throw the sap to the buds ; one or two
eyes above the latter should be allowed to grow out an inch or

two, and then their tops should be pinched off, when they will shoot

out again, and must be treated in like manner as often as they make
fresh shoots. They may be thinned out, but always leave a shoot or

two of young wood with two or three eyes on it ; remove all eyes

and suckers from the stock below the buds the moment any make
their appearance. When the inserted buds have made shoots four

or five inches long, top them, when they will break again, and often

another shoot will break from the base of the first, which will lay the

foundation for forming a good head. It will, however, be necessary

to take every precaution to prevent the wind from blowing the buds

out again ; this is best effected by tying some short sticks firmly to

the stocks below the bud, and then fastening the young shoots from

the bud to the sticks.

In spring, I have been in the habit of treating my dormant buds

in a similar manner, i. e. buds inserted in July and August, and

which do not break till the following spring. They are kept dor-

mant by allowing the shoots in which they are inserted to con-

tinue growing until autumn without being shortened. When the

sap begins to descend, they are cut off about a foot above the buds,

to prevent them from being broken by the wind ; and in March
I prune them back to the second or third eye above the inserted

buds, allowing one or two of the eyes to grow an inch or two to keep

up the sap. By continually topping, sufficient sap is supplied to the

buds to make them break strongly. I have found that if they are

cut off early in the spring too near the bud, and below an eye (which

I have often seen done), the wood dies back under the buds. They
then break weakly, and seldom make healthy plants. To prevent

this, the shoot above the bud is allowed to grow, but not luxuriantly,

until July, when those that lay dormant the winter before, and broke

early in the spring, may be removed ; but those that were budded in

May and June, and forced to break, should remain till July twelve

months. In July take the first opportunity of a cloudy or stormy
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day or two, and with a sharp knife remove, with a clean slanting cut,

the shoot or branch above the buds back quite close to them, the

lower part of the cut to be under the base of the young shoots. In

the absence of cloudy weather, it should be done early in the morning
or late in the evening ; and tie a little damp moss over the cut, which
greatly assists the process of granulation. In stormy weather, with

the moss tied over the cut, the wound soon heals, when all fear of the

buds being blown out is at an end.

July and August are very good months for budding Roses, when
it is intended to keep the buds dormant. As to the precise time,

that entirely depends upon the state of the stocks and buds. For
buds intended to break the same season, the earlier the better ; and
to make them break successfully and quickly very prominent buds
should be employed ; to obtain which, select strong healthy shoots

of the sorts required a week or ten days before they are wanted, and
take off their tops. The buds below will swell very fast ; and when
they are about to start, take them off and insert them. It is gene-

rally recommended to take the buds from the plant and insert them
directly ; but this is not always practicable, for they are often ob-

tained from a distance. To bear carriage, they should be packed in

wet moss. I have often preserved buds in good condition ten days

or a fortnight, after travelling per coach 50 or 60 miles, by placing

their ends in a dish or tub of water, about an inch deep, in a shady
and very cool room, or an airy, light, underground cellar, and then
sprinkling them two or three times a day ; and, unless they were in-

jured in carriage, I have found they have grown as well at the end of

a fortnight as when first received. After the buds have been in about
three weeks, the bast, worsted, or cotton used for tying, should be
taken off, and put on again rather slacker.

A B, theyoung shoots from
the stock in which the buds
are inserted atC. To force the

buds to break, cut off A B
at D ; the eyes will break at

E and F, and must be topped
at G, which will check the

sap, and throw it to the buds
at C. thereby causing them to

start off, if they have not be-

fore. When they have grown
four or five inches, they must
be topped at H. The eyes
in the branch above will break
again below G, and must be
topped again at I, &c. The
dotted lines indicate where,
and the direction in which,
the branches should be se-

vered in July, being as near
the Rose-shoots at C as pos-

sible.

Tody.
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THE NEW TULIP " MAGNIFICENT."

Considering The Florist the best medium to convey information to

the floricultural public upon some of our favourite flowers, a desire

and anxiety to do justice to the splendid Tulip in question induces

me to contribute this paper. The accompanying sketches* are made
from recollection, and it will be seen have no claim whatever to

commendation ; they are only sent as rough copies of the original,

to give some idea of the colour and other properties of this variety.

The principal difficulty lies in producing colours to vie with the

brilliancy of the flower itself. It is here that my slight knowledge

in art must be manifest. It has been admitted by some of our most

competent judges to be unique, and different from any other Rose

Tulip yet produced : it may be hoped the present season will afford

many an opportunity of seeing the flower, and judging for themselves

of its merits. The impression it invariably leaves on the mind will

often recur to the memory when Tulips become the subject of dis-

cussion, more especially in their time of bloom.

It was during the month of May, 1848, that I first saw the

flower in a collection belonging to Mr. Holmes : the feathered va-

riety attracted my notice most ; but he had others broke with flame

and feather, all of them superb. These were grown near London, and

therefore not quite so fine as those grown farther in the country. I

afterwards saw it at Mr. Headley's, a gentleman possessing the most

accurate judgment, and one of the best collections in this country.

With him it was most beautiful. I will here attempt to give some

description of this gem of the Tulip-bed. The form or outline will

rank with our most established favourites, and may be called almost

faultless. The substance of the petal exceedingly good and broad

;

the base or bottom perfectly clean and pure ; the markings of the

petals partake of feather, flame and feather, sometimes ribbed and

feather, and of the brightest scarlet carmine. The white is of a re-

markably pearly transparency seldom met with. It will take its place

in the Tulip-bed about the third row ; and it must ere long become

a universal favourite with amateurs and others. While upon this

Tulip, I think it necessary to mention the circumstance of there

being another distinct break of this flower, having a tinge of straw-

colour, but soon bleaching to a very pure white. The first-named

variety must be the one most coveted.

It is to Mr. George Haward the Tulip Fancy is indebted for this

fine flower. It was raised by him from seed saved from some Rose-

Tulip, probably Rose Brilliant ; but of this he is not quite certain.

They were carefully attended to ; and the year previous to their

blooming he requested Mr. Milner, a neighbour, to take charge of

* With the above paper S. S. obligingly forwarded two drawings of dif-

ferent breaks of the Tulip, Haward's Magnificent, which was figured in Vol. I.

We hope our Note-book of the present season will afford our Tulip-loving

readers some information upon a variety that is claiming so much attention.

—

Editor.
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them for him. He had the satisfaction to see them bloom here ; and
so beautiful were they in the breeder state, that he used to say one
or two of them would be an acquisition to any bed, where they would
surely become the objects of admiration.

Mr. G. Haward, soon after the above time, took up his residence

in London, and was, in consequence, obliged to relinquish their cul-

tivation, although he remains as great an enthusiast in the flower

as ever. From Mr. Milner's hands they got into the possession

of Mr. Alexander, from whom Mr. Haward purchased some few of

them back again, being unable to obtain any of them otherwise.

S. V. s. s.

PLUMBAGO LARPENTiE.

This plant is now sufficiently low-priced for every one to obtain
;

and the more extensively it is introduced into our gardens the better.

It is a colour that will prove acceptable ; and we shall hope to re-

ceive reports upon its merits in the various situations it may be

placed in, and after a sufficient time has elapsed to test it thoroughly

in our variable climate. Whatever the result may be, we are sure

all will agree in admiring Miss Drake's elegant drawing, made from

a fine specimen in Messrs. Knight and Perry's Exotic Nursery,

Chelsea. We still possess three specimens of this lady's talent for

depicting flowers ; and we shall have no more, for she has, to our

great regret, taken of her profession a long farewell.

ON THE BEAR'S EARS, OR AURICULA.

COPY OF A MANUSCRIPT DATED 1732.

[Continued from p. 103.]

OF THE PURES, OR SELF-COLOURED.

Those Auriculas are called pure, or self-coloured, that have but one

colour besides that of the bottom ; that, for example, are either red,

crimson, of a fine colour, purple or violet ; for those that are all white

or yellow are sorts that are degenerated, as I shall shew hereafter.

These pures are, at this time of day, preferred to the striped

flakes and bizarrs, because they are generally larger and more resem-

ble velvet.

There are many of a brown colour round the bottom, which makes
it look clear and very neat. These are said to be transparent, clouded,

or milky ; and are much valued when this quality is added to those

before enumerated.

This kind never degenerates ; and although a bottom that shoots

into angles, and is not round, is generally a disgrace to a flower,

yet it may be borne with in one that hath all other good properties.

VOL. II. NO. XVII. l
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There are some of these kinds so finely and distinctly circumscribed

with a black or brown circle round the bottom, and so differing from

the other pures, that one would think they made a fourth sort ; but

to have them long in bloom in perfection, care must be taken that

the soil they are planted in be not too wet ; they therefore must be

watered with care and prudence ; for by means of too much moisture

that beautiful black or brown ring is often destroyed and imbibed

in the other colours, and renders that flower insupportable, which

otherwise would raise admiration in the nicest judges. These flowers

are seldom so large or thick leaved as the other pures ; but then their

brilliant appearance on the stage makes full amends for their want

of size.

Man is insatiable, and always wishing : I am not able to decide

whether this be really a fault or no ; but if it be one, the florists

are guilty in a superlative degree. The pures, the flakes, and the

bizarrs do not sufficiently gratify him. The dark- coloured, the

transparent, or milky, might, one would imagine, give him full satis-

faction. No, he still craves more, to wit, that which is shaded ; and

possibly this kind of pure, as desirable as it appears to him to-day,

will not please him to-morrow. I say this kind of pure ; for you

see even the pures divided into three classes, two of which I have

described. I proceed now to give you a just idea of the third.

Those fine dark velvet pures are said to be shaded (ombrces in

French) when the brown or black colour communicates itself from

the middle of the flower-leaf in such a manner towards the edge,

as to make it (the eye) appear perfectly clear. These are the finest

flowers in the world ; such, for example, are Le Feu Ombre, Le Feu
Tingresse, Le Panebroeck, Le Panerock, or Reine Elizabeth.

But it seems as if nature had taken great pains to produce them,

for these are not very large. Well ! am I not myself one of these

insatiable creatures ? I possess many of these kinds of pures ; I

admire them, but would have them larger : once again, the florist

is never to be satisfied.

OF THE FLAKES, OR STRIPED AURICULAS.

These flakes, or striped Auriculas, have all their partisans, but

they do not absolutely hold the first rank. Nevertheless they are

highly valuable when they are glossy and look like velvet, when their

stripes are clear, and neatly divided from the bottom to the edge of

the flower ; the stripes are always either white or yellow ; the whiter

the stripes are, the finer ; if yellow, the more like gold, the more
agreeable. The bottom ought to be perfectly round, and not any
ways angular, lest it should so fall out, that the stripes, mixing with

the bottom, would render the flower very disagreeable, if not insup-

portable.

Though some authors that have treated of flowers have attributed

these stripes to the want of sap, and others to the weakness or sick-

ness of the plant, yet it may be observed, that many of these striped

Auriculas are as large, and even more so, than others of the most
colours.
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There are many of them larger, or wider, than a broad crown-

piece ; so, as to what concerns the Auricula, I cannot agree with

these gentlemen ; my opinion is, that these stripes are plainly a sport

of Nature, in which she does not in any degree weaken or exhaust

herself. Surely the bare reasonings of the most able naturalists

ought never to prevail over every-day experience.

OF THE BIZARRS.

As to the bizarrs, there are two sorts, the old and the new ones.

The old kinds are those which have a bottom of a different colour

from the stripes ; the most common have a white bottom with a yellow

or gilt stripe : this kind is of a common size, and very apt to degene-

rate. The new kinds of bizarrs are either raised in England, or from

seeds brought from thence. They are admirably variegated, and

charm by the great quantity of colours, which you often find as dif-

ferent, even in the same flower, as white from black. These are not

generally so large as the others ; but this fault may be corrected by

sowing. They are commonly covered with a very fine white powder,

which being laid very thick on the bottom renders them most distin-

guishably brilliant.

The very round ones are much valued, but very scarce; it is al-

most surprising if you raise one in 500 with this perfection, they are

so apt to come pointed or starry. But if any are so lucky as to

gain such as are perfect in their shapes and other properties, it is no

wonder that a truly knowing florist attaches himself most of all to

this kind, because it does not degenerate, and besides contains all the

good qualities both of the pures and flakes, its colour being as glossy,

its stripes more regular, its bottom large, round, and full of lustre,

and its flower-leaves stronger and thicker than any of the others.

But as very fine ones of this kind are not common, and very hard to

come at, so that, I suppose, is the reason why they have but few

partisans. On the other side, it is necessary that a man should have

a hundred plants of a kind to attach himself to it. Surely that af-

fords a reason for lessening his esteem for it. Those that are rare

ought to please more than those which are common and no whit

better ; some of these bizarrs have bottoms of a lemon or gold colour,

and without any powder at all. There are but very few that are

charmed with the sight of a single Auricula, let it be ever so fine.

That pleasure is only reserved for true judges, who are capable of

distinguishing it for its merit. A fine flower has this advantage,

that it need not be pointed to, in order to shew it, or raise it in the

esteem of a curious connoisseur.

It is certain that a number of pots of Auriculas well blown and

orderly ranged will give a great delight, not only to good judges,

but to those who have the least taste or fancy for flowers, in short,

the whole pleases them ; but it is only such as are nicely curious

that are able to decide whether the whole composition deserves atten-

tion. These may be easily discovered by the strict examination they

give each flower, as well as by the determination they make of their

value; whereas, on the contrary, ignorant pretenders to this kind
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of knowledge generally fly from one flower to another ; and with so

little knowledge and discernment, that they slightly pass over the

most deserving, and bestow their applause with great injustice on

some of the meanest flowers on the stage. This sort of gentry often

betray themselves in the self-same instant that they would be es-

teemed amongst the most judicious connoisseurs, by desiring to be

shewn your finest flower, when possibly it is immediately before

their eyes.

This has often happened to myself, when my answer has con-

stantly been, that the finest was that which pleased them most;

and without doubt this was the way to please them too, as well as to

avoid disagreeable and useless disputes, which are often the produce

of ignorance and self-conceit. E. P.

Chevet Park, Wakefield.

[To be continued.]

LAWN TREES.

[Continued from p. 84.]

The Lilac {Syringa vulgaris), a class of shrubs not usually elevated

to trees, may be made, by culture, highly ornamental to the lawn.

They should be budded on stocks about four feet in height, raised

from seed (otherwise suckers are produced too bountifully), with

straight neat stems : they will, with attention to shortening the

strong shoots in summer, soon form compact round heads, and give

abundance of flowers. The most eligible varieties for this purpose

are, Charles the Tenth, which has large spikes of flowers of a very

deep red ; this is decidedly one of the most beautiful varieties of this

charming family of spring-flowering shrubs, which so enliven our
gardens in the " merry month" of May,—the • lilac tide' of Horace
Walpole :—and then we have S. valetteana (what a pity there is no
English name!), a French variety, producing long loose spikes of

flowers, red and pale lilac mixed ; this is very elegant and beautiful.

Two robust-growing sorts, called the "Dark- Red Lilac" and
" Dark-Blue Lilac," form fine objects when in full bloom. The
Persian Lilacs also form very pretty small round-headed trees,

budded on neat stems ; and last, but not least, the variety received

from France as a " Scarlet Lilac," but which is the Red Siberian

Lilac {Syringa rothomagensis rubra), forms a most charming lawn
tree. I have a specimen, now about two years old, which has
formed a round yet graceful head ; every season it is covered with
its spikes of deep reddish-lilac flowers, and every year, for two or

three weeks, attracts a large share of admiration.

These standard Lilacs have one great claim on our attention,

—

they grow well in all soils and in all climates, and only require their

stems to be kept clear from suckers from the stock : they may, how-
ever, be budded close to the ground, and the shoots from the bud
be trained so as to form a straight stem ; in such cases the only care
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required, is to clear the root and the stock below the bud from every
sucker that arises. If agreeable, the shoots on the stem may be
encouraged, so that the tree forms itself into a pyramid.

Very pretty and ornamenial trees for small lawns are the va-
rieties of Dwarf Almond, budded on straight Plum-stocks, from four
to five feet in height. The most interesting varieties are, the Dwarf
Georgian Almond (Amygdalus nana georgica) ; this differs but little

from that very old garden friend, the common Dwarf Almond, which
in some soils overruns the ground, so as to be almost a pest ; but its

lively pink flowers in March and April are always grateful. The
Dwarf White Almond (Amygdalus jiana alba) forms a pretty con-
trast to the Georgian Almond, with its snowy flowers : and then we
have a new species, the Amygdalus incana, which blooms a month
later than the preceding ; the under surface of its leaves is silvery,
and its pretty pink flowers are very ornamental.

The Double Dwarf Almonds are now arranged by botanists
under the genus Cerasus, i. e. made into Cherries instead of Almonds

;

they also form very pretty small lawn trees. The Double Japan Al-
mond (Cerasus japonica multiplex) and the Double Chinese Almon,
(Cerasus sinensis) differ but little in their flowers, which are double
of a bright pink, and very beautiful j in their habits they are, how-
ever, more distinct. C. japonica has shoots the ends of which are of
a deep brown, and very erect in their growth, while those of C.
sinensis are of a light grey, and more diffuse. A new species, the
Single Chinese Almond (C. sinensis glandulosa), with single flowers,
is also ornamental.

The Sweet Almond (Amygdalus communis dulcis) and its varieties
are adapted for lawns of greater extent ;— every body must know
the Sweet Almond, which, with the Cherry, Plum, and the Sloe or
Blackthorn, is so gay in March. There is a new variety, the Double
Sweet Almond (A. communis flore pleno), which well deserves culti-

vation
; it gives larger flowers than the Double Peach, and is really

beautiful. The Weeping Almond (A . communis pendula) is a curious
and remarkable tree, but it does not seem to blossom freely.

The Large-Fruited Almond (A. communis macrocarpa) is very
distinct, and not growing so rapidly as the Sweet Almond, is desirable
in small gardens. The Siberian Almond (Amygdalus siberica) is of
the same dwarf habit as the Dwarf Almonds, and forms a very pretty
small tree grafted on the PJum-stock ; its flowers are pure white, and
most abundant. Nearly resembling this in foliage and flowers is

the Dwarf Colony Cherry (Cerasus americana), received recently
from America, as a species found in the Rocky Mountains. It

succeeds well, grafted on the Plum-stock ; is more vigorous and ro-
bust than the Siberian Almond. Its flowers are of the same pure
white, and its leaves of the same glorious hue ; but its fruit is widely
different, as it is a small black Cherry : it has been suggested, that
it will make a valuable stock for " dwarfing" the Cherry, and this

is very probable. The Double Peach (Persica vulgaris flore pleno)
forms a most charming lawn tree cultivated as a standard. This
•well-known tree is too often neglected. If unpruued, it blooms su
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profusely, as to be very short-lived ; but if its shoots are thinned

out, and shortened to about half their length annually, it will give

abundance of its charming flowers, and remain in vigour for many
years. The Double Ispahan Peach (P. ispahanensis flore pleno) is a

pretty variety of the above, with slender graceful shoots and narrow
leaves. It will not form so large a tree, but is a variety well worthy
of cultivation. Veritas.

OPINIONS GIVEN ON FLOWERS FROM EXAMINATION OF
SINGLE PIPS OR TRUSSES.

On the cover of the last Number the editor said wisely and well,

that " a very imperfect opinion of the merits of a plant can be

formed from single or picked flowers." Every one acquainted with

the subject will readily agree to this. His memory will serve to

remind him of many a seedling that has opened with great promise,

and for whose reappearance in bloom he has impatiently waited the

following season—only to be entirely disappointed ; or his recollec-

tion may tell of flowers that, just at one short-lived period of expan-

sion, have been all that he could desire, and yet whose beauties

have all vanished after that point was passed. I remember a striking

instance, the relation of which will fully support what is here said.

One morning, in looking over some two-year old seedling Pelar-

goniums, I was particularly struck with a single flower of exquisite

beauty of colour, in combination with very good form. I imme-
diately cut the truss, and forwarded it in a round-about way, as I

always have done, to The Florist office. In the afternoon I was
unexpectedly gratified in seeing my late friend Mr. Fox in our

garden, w<ho soon produced the flower in question, and handing it

to me, looked for the expression of my admiration. " I think I can
match that flower," said I ; and taking him into the house, and
pointing to a number of dull, flat-coloured blooms, " The one you
have is a fresh flower," I remarked ;

" but these were as good at the

same point of opening." He could only think me joking ; but as I

preserved my seriousness, and continued to repeat the opinion, he ex-

claimed at last, that I must have some affection of the eye that pre-

vented my seeing aright. At last he said? with earnestness, " Do you
really believe what you say ?" " Yes," I added, " and for this reason,

that theflower in your hand was cutfrom this very plant, and I wTished

to give you a striking proof of the worthlessness of opinions pro-

nounced upon flowers unless seen in numbers or upon the plants

themselves." We then fell into conversation upon the plan of for-

warding flowers for opinion, its use or the contrary ; and were
mutually agreed that, as a means of informing raisers of their merits

or demerits compared with varieties already in cultivation, such

opinions were most valuable ; but as a means of directing purchasers

they were worthless. And this view I was enabled to confirm by
several examples of Roses, Pansies, Petunias, &c, single flowers of
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which we could gather at the moment far superior to the general

bloom of the variety. So, again, I shewed him how some flowers,

gathered as they were expanding, and placed in water, and in a

room with a north aspect, were totally different from those on the

plants in the greenhouse or open air. The sum of our conference

was this : That it should be stated, when giving opinions on speci-

mens, what number of flowers were sent, with other particulars ; and

I hope this will be done in future, in The Florist at least.

Superintendent.

SCRIPTURAL USES OF FLORISTS' OBJECTS.

The Enclosed Garden.*—A garden could scarcely be a garden

except it were enclosed : the marginal reading of the text is barred,

which gives us a meaning beyond simple enclosure. We not only

enclose our garden, but have a lock or a bar on its gates. There

are two reasons for this : our own pleasure, and the preservation of

the garden. We make our garden what it is by painstaking and

labour. It differs from the wood, the wilderness, the heath, or the

common field. We would not have a high-road running through

it, on which any one might walk ; and its flowers may not be

gathered like those of the hedgerow or the waste.

I enclose my garden as a place of private pleasure and delight,

and for the enjoyment of invited guests. Were its walls broken

down, or its gate unbarred, I should be deemed " slothful," or " void

of understanding ;' the wild animal, or the rude foot of the stranger,

would tread down its beauty, or the nightly marauder carry away
its choicest treasures.

The garden enclosed and barred, is, then, an apt simile for the

Church of God; they are a "peculiar people," and "not of this

world." " The Lord taketh pleasure in his people," and therefore

encloses them for his own delight ;
" the Lord preserveth his saints,"

and therefore encloses them for their own safety." " None is able

to pluck them out of his hands ;" the bars of his garden are too

strong. Florists ! remember, whilst taking such pains with your

garden, that God himself has a garden. He plants it, waters it, and

gathers its flowers. And Christ said, "Every plant that my hea-

venly Father hath not planted shall be plucked up." His plants are

all " pleasant plants." It is a fruitful and spicy garden, as well as

one filled with sweet flowers. God and his Christ have formed this

garden, and are bestowing infinite pains upon it. What a privileged

lot to be the least plant in this enclosed garden, so as to have some
" sweet savour of Christ!" In order to be there, we must be trans-

planted out of this world's wilderness, and know a Saviour's love

and care.

The florist likes to have his garden attended to, and visited,

and admired, and walked in by one who is a judge of its beauties.

* Cant. iv. 12-16 ; v. 1 ; vi. 2, 11 ; viii. 13: John xvii. 6, 16, &c.
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Now God condescends to use all this language with respect to his

garden, the Church. Whatever grace there is in any persons, what-

ever pleasant thing there is in any of God's people, it is all from him ;

and therefore they are represented as saying, " Let my Beloved come

into his garden ;" and the immediate answer is, " I am come into

my garden." The gate is barred against enemies, but wide open to

the Owner. Again, whether the north wind blow over this garden,

or the south,— that is, whether rough adversity, or soft prosperity,

visit God's people,—something is to be seen in them, and issues from

them to his glcry and praise.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

March 20th.— Dr. Jackson in the chair. The subjects exhibited

on this occasion which more immediately concern the florist were
an interesting collection of Hyacinths from Messrs. Henderson's

Nursery, Pine-Apple Place.

Of Blues it comprised Emicus ; Prince Van Saxe Weimar, double; L'Ami
Coeur ; Vulcan ; Richard Coeur de Lion ; Le Plus Noir ; Graaf Van Nassau ;

Tubal Cain ; Charles Dickens, William the First.

—

Pale blue, with lighter

tubes: Laurens Koster, double ; Grande Vidette (one of the best); A la Mode,
double ; Orondates ; Passe Tout; Prince Frederic, double.— White: La Can-
deur ; Madame Talleyrand ; Virgo ; States General ; Helene ; Victoria Regina

;

Grande Vidette (one of the best). Bed: Van Speyke; L'Eclair ; Appelius
;

Panorama ; La Dame du Lac ; Talma ; Lord Wellington ; Waterloo, double
;

Norma.

—

Black, or nearly so: Prince Albert.

—

Plum-coloured: L'Unique, a
very desirable variety on account of its colour.

Messrs. Veitch shewed Camellia Storyi, a variety somewhat re-

sembling Imbricata. It is described at p. 101 of our first Volume,
and we are glad to find that it still maintains the favourable charac-

ter there given of it.

April 3d.—W.W. Salmon, Esq. in the chair. A beautiful exhibition

of cut flowers of Rhododendrons came from the Dowager Duchess
of Northumberland's garden at Sion. These had compact heads of

flowers as large as those of the red Rhododendron arboreum, and
exhibited the most exquisite delicacy of colour. The three best were
Clivianum, Syonense, and Percyanum. The two first-named kinds

were delicate pink, with the upper petals of each flower richly

covered with deep crimson spots. Percyanum was somewhat smaller,

and free from spots, but veined with deeper pink. It was stated

that they had been obtained by crossing Catawbiense, or the white

Pontic Rhododendron, with the white Rhododendron arboreum. They
have been found to be quite hardy ; they had been growing in the

open border until the flower-buds were about to open, when they

were lifted, and flowered under glass. This practice, or that of cover-

ing the plants where they grow, so as to give shelter to the flowers,

which are apt to be injured by the weather, was recommended in

all cases where fine blooms are required. Messrs. Henderson, of

Pine-Apple Place, again exhibited a beautiful collection of Hyacinths.

The double ones are marked with D, the single ones with S.
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Pink : Prince of Wales, D ; Monsieur de Taesch, S ; Acteur, D ; Comtesse
de la Caste, D; Bouquet Royal, D; Perruque Royal, D; Triumph Blandina, D;
Professor Lindley, D ; Duchess de Parma, D.— White: Minerva, D ; La Ves-
tale, 1) (one of the best whites) ; Ne-plus-ultra, D ; Grande Blanche Impe-
rial, S ; Don Gratuit, D.—Red: Sans Souci, D; Mars, S.—Dark blue ; Alfred

the Great, D; Quentin Dunvard, S; Bouquet Pourpre, D.

—

Pale blue: Grand
Sultan, D ; Globe Terrestre, D ; Oscar, S ; Robinson, S ; Bloxburgh, D

;

Parmenio, D ; King of the Netherlands, D ; Paartboots, D ; Mignonette de
Dryfhout, D ; Comtesse de St. Proust, D.—Cream: Groot Voorst, D.

—

Yellow:
Hermann Sange, D.

Mr. Turner, of the Royal Nursery, Slough, shewed a nice pan of

Pansies. We did not expect to see Pansies so large and in such
variety at this early period ; it confirms the opinion expressed in

The Florist that these flowers can be had in bloom from March till

November.
The colours of some were particularly rich. The Duke of Nor-

folk, figured in this Number, was very conspicuous in this respect,

and was much larger than represented. The second variety in our

illustration was also very good, as were those marked thus *.

It contained *Thomson's Constellation, Hooper's Mary Jane, *Nasmyth's
Mrs. M. Hamilton, Hooper's Brutus, *Bell's Lord John Russell and *Duke of
Norfolk, *Turner's Charmer and Commodore, Bell's Climax, *Turner's Miss
Edwards, Bell's Aurora, *Youell'a Supreme, Turner's Surplice and *Mrs. Beck,
Oswold's Undine, Hooper's Attila, *Thomson's Duchess of Rutland, Hooper's
Wonderful, *Turner's Caroline, Bell's Duchess of Norfolk, Backhouse's Dr.
Wolff, Collison's Perseus, Hooper's Milo, and Turner's Optimus.

Some very good Cinerarias have been exhibited from time to time

at these meetings. Some were varieties sent out last autumn, others

were seedlings promising to prove valuable additions to those already

in general cultivation ; of the former we have noticed :—Henderson's
Climax, rosy-crimson edge, with white centre ; good petals, a little

cupped. Henderson's Cerito, Lavender edge, with white centre ; a

fine flower of good form. Henderson's Eleanor, white, with rosy

edge ; large, well-formed flower.

Seedlings ofpromise.—Kendall's Sanspareil, white, with blue tip,

was not sufficiently in bloom to judge of its merits : hope to see this

flower again, for it is very promising. Henderson's Fairy Queen,
white, with puce edge ; large flower, and a desirable variety. Hen-
derson's Delicata, a very pretty free-blooming variety ; white centre,

with lilac-purple edge. Henderson's Margaretta, fine blue.

April llth.—E. Brande, Esq. in the chair. Mr. Myatt, of Dept-
ford, exhibited a remarkably large and finely flowered Cyclamen.
It could not measure less than 18 inches across, and was quite a
mass of sweet-scented blossoms. These were the production of a

single bulb, and shewed what could be effected, by time and good
management, with a plant within the reach of every body, and than

which few are handsomer.

Mr. Henderson, of the Wellington Road Nursery, sent twelve

Cinerarias, the best of which were Mdlle. llosati, white, with a dark

disc, and edged with bluish lilac, a fine flower, but rather small

;

Mdlle. Perodi, white, edged with pink, dark centre ; Flora M'lvor,

intense crimson purple ; Nymph, white, with a purple centre; Fanny
ElUler, white ; and Btcsy, a deep velvttty purple.—Eleven seedling
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Cinerarias, dwarf and well bloomed, were produced by Mr. Pond, of

Bath. Among these, the most striking were, Bride, pale lilac, with

a light centre ; and Bridesmaid, a large flower, white tipped with

purplish lilac.—Mr. Salter, Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith, sent a

seedling Cineraria named Incomparable.—Beautiful cut specimens

of crimson and delicate pink Rhododendrons, along with a bunch of

the yellow Chinese Azalea, were exhibited by Mr. Cox, gardener to

W. Wells, Esq., of Redleaf.— Mr. Frost, of Dropmore, sent flowers

of two seedling Azaleas named Frostii and Andersonii.

ROYAL SOUTH-LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

April 18.—The first show for the season took place at the Horns
Tavern, Kennington. The day was the most unfavourable that could

be for an exhibition, the wind being sharp and frosty, with occa-

sional snow-storms. Nevertheless, with the exception of stove and
greenhouse plants, which were rather behind last year in point of

numbers, the show was a good one, and pretty well attended.

Passing over stove and greenhouse plants, among which there

was nothing above mediocrity, we come to Cinerarias, and of these

there was a good display. Mr. Henderson, of St. John's Wood,
sent the best collection. It contained

—

Rosette, purple ; Consuelo, blue ; Alboni, white, edged with pink ; Wel-
lington, white, edged with purple, dark centre ; Coronet, white, with a dark disc,

and edged with purple ; Zenobia, bluish purple ; Fair Rosamond, white, faintly

edged with pink ; Annie, a clean-looking flower, white, with a purple centre,

and petals tipped with the same colour ; Cerito, now becoming well known, one
of the best; Emperor, a large rosy crimson; and Diana Vernon, purple. These
were dwarf well-managed plants. Another collection was supplied by Messrs.

Ivery, of Dorking. Groups of eight came from Messrs. Robinson, Pond, and
Mocket. Among these were plants of Beauty of St. John's Wood, Attraction,

Compacta, and various others.

Auriculas.—Best pair, Amateurs 1

Class, first prize to W. S. Ginger, Esq., Maida
Hill, with Taylor's Glory and Page's Champion ; 2d, to J. Chapman, Esq.,

Brixton, with Hogg's Waterloo and Dickson's Duke of Wellington ; 3d, to

J. Edwards, Esq., with Conqueror of Europe and Crucifix. Best four, 1st prize

to J. Chapman, Esq., with Britannia, Smith's Waterloo, Hogg's ditto, and Con-
queror of Europe ; 2d, W. S. Ginger, Esq., with Duke of Wellington, Glory,
Ringleader, and Alexander ; 3d, to J. Edwards, Esq., for Unique, Conqueror of
Europe, Crucifix, and Champion. Best four, Nurserymen's Class, 1st prize to

Mr. Dickson, of* Acre Lane, for Unique, Champion, Glory, and Duke of Wel-
lington ; 2d, to Mr. Bushell, of Kennington; and 3d, to Mr. Gaines, of Bat-
tersea.

Polyanthuses.—Four varieties, the first prize was awarded to Mr. Holland,
of Middleton, near Manchester, for Buck's George IV., Beauty of England,
Princess Royal, and Pearson's Alexander.

Pansies.—Best 24, Nurserymen's Class, first prize to Mr. Turner, of the Royal
Nursery, Slough, for Almanzor, Duke of Norfolk, Climax, Rainbow, Mrs. M.
Hamilton, Juventa, Perseus, Charmer, Addison, Miss Edwards, Attraction, Are-

thusa, Duchess of Rutland, Zabdi, Aurora, Ophir, Model of Perfection, Supreme,
Duchess of Norfolk, Commodore, Constellation, Princess, Example, and Mrs.
Beck ; 2d, to Mr. Thompson, Iver ; 3d, to Mr. Bragg, Slough. Amateurs' Class,

24 blooms, 1st prize to J. Edwards, Esq., for Superb, Mary Jane, Mrs. M. Hamilton,

Juventa, Miss Edwards, Constellation, Supreme, Climax, Rainbow, Model of

Perfection, Commodore, Almanzor, Caroline, Duke of Norfolk, Arethusa, Ex-
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.ample, Curion, Perseus, Wonderful, Aurora, Prince of Orange, Lord J. Russell,

Zabdi, and Princess ; '2d, to Mr. Over, Streatham ; 3d, to H. Harms, Esq.,

Brixton Road.
Seedlings.— Various certificates were awarded. Messrs. Ivery and Son

received one for a Polyanthus, named Conqueror, a clean, distinct, and promising
variety ; Mr. Dickson, Acre Lane, two for Auriculas, Sir C. Napier and Freedom,
clean flowers, but not better than others already in cultivation ; Mr. Kendall, of

Stoke Newington, one for Cineraria Richard Cobden, a well-formed blue ; Mr.
Henderson, one for Cineraria Pauline, purplish lilac ; ditto, to the same, fur

Mdlle. Perodi ; also for Adela Viliers, purple, with a white centre; and to Car-

lotta Grisi, a pretty clean-looking variety, white, edged with pale blue. Certifi-

cates were also awarded to Mr. Hamp, for a blue Cineraria, named Abdalonymus;
to Mr. Ambrose, for a Cineraria, named Alba purpurea, lilac, tinged white, with

a dark centre ; and to the same, for Modesty, white, washed with lilac ; ditto, to

Mr. Ivery, for a white and purple Cineraria, called One-in-the-ring. Two
Rhododendrons, a red and a white, to which certificates were awarded, were
exhibited by Mr. Gaines. Mr. Kendall shewed Queen of the Isles Cineraria

;

and a Pansy, named Hunt's Helen, shewn by Mr. Bragg, a fine showy flower,

white and purple, should not pass unnoticed.

FLORAL REMINISCENCES.

TULIPS IN THE MIDLAND COUNTIES.

In order to aid the good cause of floriculture, I am most anxious to

lend you some assistance ; and as every district in the kingdom has

its favourite flowers, its seedlings, and peculiarities, so the part of

the country in which I reside has in some measure added to the

common stock ; and though many flowers are now out of date and

forgotten, still others retain their hold on our admiration and regard

;

a brief notice of these may not be unacceptable to your readers.

Whilst much around us changes, so also does taste or opinion in

floral matters ; for if we revert to the illustrated floral periodicals,

even for so short a period as ten or twelve years, we shall find that

very considerable improvement has been made since that period. I will

take, for instance, some Tulips which were originated in Derbyshire

and the adjacent counties, as illustrative of this position ; at the same

time pointing out those wdiich I consider worthy of cultivation at

the present time. Sherwood of Derby originated a considerable

number from seed ; but few of them will now come up to the im-

proved standard.

Two of the early broken flowers were named Mrs. Darwin and

Lady Colville, flamed roses, and, though occasionally exhibited, call

for no particular remark. This, however, will not apply to Lady
Wilmot, a very splendid flamed rose, a trifle above the standard, but

first-rate in colour and style of marking ; with some growers, and in

some sorts of compost, this fine sort blooms perfectly clean, whilst

on strong heavy soils it is apt to stain ; when in its best state, how-

ever, it is a " gem of the first water."

Lady Middleton, also raised by Sherwood, is a beautiful thing

;

though of this there are various breaks. The best is able to dispute

the palm of excellence with any feathered rose I have yet seen. The
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inferior strain is known here as Lady Crew, though many contend

they are distinct varieties. The latter is distinguished principally by

the inequality of its marking, the feather being thick in one place

and thin in others, occasionally breaking out altogether, whilst the

former flower feathers deeply and regularly.

Turner's Lord Hill is another of Sherwood's, and though stained,

and too long, still its splendid colour and marking ensures it a place

in many beds. Josephine is a superior break, and is a rich and,

when well-grown, a magnificent bed-flower : this I have seen quite

clean.

Duchess of Newcastle, or Queen Boadicea, a feathered rose, raised

at the same time with the above, when caught fine (which is very

seldom), is a noble flower. It slightly stains, and requires consider-

able bleaching. A great number of seedlings have been raised from
this variety at Manchester, and elsewhere in the midland and northern

counties.

Some years ago, the founder of the Chilwell nurseries, near

Nottingham, raised a considerable number of seedlings. None of

them, however, appear to be now much thought of. Amongst the

best were :

Pt^incess Charlotte, a flamed byblcemen ; long in the cup, with-

out any decided character about it, though occasionally winning. Of
this sort I recollect once, and only once, seeing a perfectly feathered

flower, and in this character it was really beautiful.

Princess of Wales, a delicate, rosy-feathered byblcemen ; very shy
in its growth, but pure, and nicely marked : this, I believe, was
never out of the raiser's possession, as it died soon after it flowered.

Lord Hill, dark-flamed rose.

Fair Ellen, also a singular, pale-looking flower of the same class,

of little value.

Duke of Wellington, a feathered bizarre, with a better cup than

the preceding varieties, but stained.

I shall not now describe any of the varieties termed Chillastons

(though report gives Swarkston, Derbyshire, the credit of their

parentage), as it would lengthen this article too much, but will

resume the subject in an early Number.
I must not, however, omit to mention Amelia (Abbot's), also a

Derbyshire flower ; this is better shaped than the majority of the

Sherwoods, and in the breeder state is very pure and beautiful.

When rectified, it is a most attractive feathered flower ; but, singular

enough, has the stamens much stained immediately below the anthers.

As an advocate of perfect purity in these beautiful flowers, this imper-

fection is a sad drawback with me.

The party who raised Amelia has also a very beautifully feathered

byblcemen, which will make a first-class flower. It combines form,

purity, and marking in an eminent degree, and is termed Gem, a

designation it richly merits. I believe that an immense number of

seedlings are rapidly progressing to a blooming state throughout

this part of the country ; and it will be part of my duty, as well as

pleasure, to give your readers early notice of the novelties which fall

under my notice. H. S. M.
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CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR MAY.

Auriculas.—The flowering time of -these plants is now on the
decline, and in some localities quite over. I have ever found
Auriculas make the strongest plants, and produce the finest

blossoms, when potted immediately after blooming. They grow
most vigorously, and, while pushing up their new hearts, at

the same time put forth the- principal spring roots. As soon
as the beauty of the bloom is past, the old plants should have a
thorough shift into clean pots and fresh soil. Shake out the
greatest part of the old compost from between the roots (more
particularly those that have an unhealthy appearance), and ex-
amine the tap-root. If long and aged, break off a joint or two,
and leave only two years' growth. The plant will thrive much
better than when encumbered with an old inactive stem. Dip
the ends in pounded charcoal before replanting. The young
stock large enough for shifting into full-sized pots will not re-

quire so much reducing ; but they flourish better the greater
the portion of fresh soil they have. In repotting, carefully divide

the fibres, that the soil may run between them ; as you add the
compost, raise them with a small stick where they are crowded.
It is important that the compost be in a proper state of mois-
ture, that it be neither too wet nor too dry ; the best test I can
give as a guide is, to squeeze a portion firmly in the hand ;

if it adhere together, so that, on pressing the lump with the
fingers, it falls to pieces readily, it may be considered fit, and will

not shrink from the sides of the pots. Auriculas put out for

seed should not be disturbed till the seed is ripe. Repotting
must be deferred till the month of August ; at the same time a
refresher at this season will be serviceable

; give the plants a top-
dressing without disturbing the fibres.

Seedlings.—See last Number.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Calceolarias.—Seedlings will now be coming freely into bloom,
rewarding the amateur for his previous care, in the continued
interest they create, even if no novelties are obtained. Keep an
eye upon the foliage of your specimen, for the smallest indication

of the presence of green-fly. Fumigate them you must before
they begin to bloom

; you cannot do it afterwards, but at the
cost of losing your flowers ; and be sure you do not, after this

precautionary measure, introduce fresh plants amongst them with-
out blowing some tobacco-smoke over them through the fumigat-
ing bellows.

Sudbury, Derbyshire. W. H. Holmes.

Carnations and Picotees should be tied up neatly to proper
sticks that will support the bloom. It will be inconvenient to

fumigate them now, when they are in large pots ; clean the plants

of any green-fly that may appear on them, therefore, with a small

brush. As the old foliage decays, cut it ofT; this is as necessary
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for the health of the plant, as it is for its neat appearance. If

we happen to have much rain, raise the pots from the ground on

strips of wood.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Cinerarias.—Plenty of air, shading from bright sunshine, watering,

and keeping down insects, are the only things now required.

Stoke Newington. A. Kendall.

Dahlias.—Carry out the operations recommended last month, and

repot into 4-inch pots such as are intended to bloom early. Plants

received from the nursery should not remain a day without being

repotted. Place them in gentle heat for a short time, and then

harden in a cold frame. Free from slugs ; fumigate if green-fly

appears.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C Turner.

Epacrises.— If the suggestions offered in the Number of last month
be not as yet acted upon, lose no more time ; for as all new
growth on the summit of old leggy wood will have (or ought) to

be cut away with it, much unnecessary exhaustion will be avoided,

and a larger amount of vigorous blooming wood will be secured

for another year ; and, what in my opinion is still more impor-

tant, the foundation will be preserved of a compact, handsome
specimen. Prepare the plants for their summer quarters, by gra-

dually hardening off towards the end of the month, or as soon as

the new growth has arrived at sufficient consistency to bear ex-

posure.- I have found Epacrises to break equally strong, or nearly

so, in a two -light box, kept close except for a few hours in the

middle of a warm day ; shading with a mat from the sun, and

using it as a protection from cold at night.

WhitehilL W. H. Story.

Ericas.—The autumn-blooming varieties, as well as stock plants,

having ere this received their annual shift, and the spring-

blooming ones being in the full radiance of their floral loveliness,

the admiring cultivator may for a while rest on his oars to enjoy

the reward of past labours ; not, however, omitting to administer

to their daily wants a due amount of water, abundant circulation

of air, and shading from the direct rays of the sun ; fail not also

to cast an inquisitive eye over each plant when watering, to

detect any insidious mildew that may possibly present itself;

a timely application of a pinch of sulphur vivum may prevent

the future disfigurement of otherwise a fine specimen ; for be it

known, there is no means of restoring lost foliage, consequently

a lasting memento of neglect is ever before the eye.

WhitehilL W. H. Story.

N.B.—In penning the monthly Calendar for treating the Erica,

I have endeavoured to recollect all that may be necessary to

enable the young cultivator to treat this somewhat fickle genus

successfully. Should I have overlooked or touched too obscurely

upon any point, I shall feel much pleasure in supplying such an

omission.
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Fuchsias are now in vigorous active growth, and require daily
looking to, not only to administer the necessary supply of water,
but to give the final shift, as the roots make their appearance
around the surface of the ball (see last month's Florist, p. 108).
Should the plants appear drawn, from too close confinement, raise
them on inverted flower-pots, or some such contrivance, to within
a few inches of the glass; admit air liberally during the day,
avoiding, however, the contact of a direct current of cold air,

which is apt to turn the foliage rusty. Towards the end of the
month, remove to an ordinary greenhouse, and treat accordingly.
Seedling plants should now be sufficiently forward to need their
final shift

; and in a few days after may follow the old plants to
a cool house. W. H. Story.

Pansies.—The seed-beds will now require considerable attention,
weeding out those of bad shape, and marking any that may pro-
mise well. The next four weeks will comprise the height of the
Pansy bloom, and we hope the season will be such as will repay
the trouble of growing them. Put in as many cuttings as can
be procured during this month. Happy is he who shall find him-
self well furnished with a stock of well-established young plants
for autumn blooming-

!

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.
Pelargoniums.—The plants that have been prepared and treated as

directed for this month's flowering will soon be gay, and the
flowers will be acquiring their true character, as the first bloom
are apt to come small. The netting (if not previously done)
must be put up to exclude the bees ; for if they are allowed access
to the house, they fertilise the flower, and it soon falls. In
Vol. I. p. 119,. of The Florist, will be seen a drawing of the kind
of netting we use. I beg also to say, in answer to numerous
inquiries, that our old and new varieties will be in full bloom from
the second week in this month till the end of June, and will be
open for inspection every day, Sundays excepted.

Worton Cottage, Isleworth. J. Dobson.
Pinks.—The month of May is a growing time with the Pink. If the

season should prove a dry one, take care that they have a plen-
tiful supply of water. In dry, sandy soils, if a good mulching
of cow- manure be given, it will prove of great service in keepin?
the roots cool and moist. Hoe the surface now and then, thai;
the atmosphere may penetrate to the fibres. If fine blooms are
required for exhibition, the flower-stems must be reduced in
number, which will throw strength into the remainder, and
thereby increase the size of the blossoms. The reduction must
be regulated according to the strength and habit of the plant.
Sorts that produce large full flowers should be thinned but spar-
ingly, if at all

; while the weaker kinds, that produce small
flowers and but few petals, may be reduced to one stem only,
or two, if the plants are unusually strong. Pinks intended for
seeding require different treatment. Every bud and every stem
should remain on the plants, to insure a good crop ; for by
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throwing too much strength into the blossoms, numbers of the

stamens, or chives, are forced into petals, or parts of petals, and
thereby the object in view is in a great measure defeated. I

would therefore advise selecting a few of the most approved

sorts for this purpose, and marking them conspicuously before

commencing to thin out the general stock, which will call your
attention to them towards the latter part of the month.

Seedlings.—Prick out seedlings one inch apart, and they will

not require another remove till finally planted out. Open the

surface of the soil occasionally, and keep them clean. Sprinkle

them now and then with the liquid manure recommended for

Auriculas.

Polyanthuses, whether under pot-culture or in the borders, maybe
parted and transplanted as soon as out of bloom, except those

marked for seed, which should not be disturbed till the seed is

harvested. Seedling Polyanthuses that were sown early will now
be fit to plant out. Prepare a shady border for the purpose, and
plant them three or four inches apart for the present ; or finally

at six inches apart each way. Attend to watering them till well

established, and keep them clear of weeds, slugs, snails, &c.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Ranunculuses. — Attend to the surface of the beds, and stop

cracks or holes. When the presence of wireworm is suspected,

set traps of sliced potatoes, or carrots, about an inch deep.

Bran, if kept moist, will be found a great attraction to them
when it begins to decay. Protect from frosts, which may be
apprehended occasionally in the mornings of this month. Harden
seedlings by exposure to air, but not to midday sun ; and about

the middle of the month plunge the seed-boxes, or pots, in the

ground, in the open air, in a sheltered situation. Water must
be regularly supplied until the plants have reached mature growth.

Wallingford. Carey Tyso.

Roses in Pots.—Plants, of Teas, Chinas, and Bourbons, if stopped

back the early part of this month, will flower in July.

J. Dobson.

Tulips.—The Tulip bloom this year will be unusually early ; the

fine growing weather and warm rains of the early part of April

have caused them to grow luxuriantly. The buds are now fast

shewing colour. Get the top and side-cloths on immediately : the

top-cloth, being on pulleys, can be let down instantly when a
shower of rair or hail threatens. When they shew colour, the

direct rays of the sun must be excluded ; but let them have all

the air possible. If the weather be very hot and dry during the

height of the bloom, let the paths around the bed be watered in

the evening ; by this means the freshness and vigour of the blooms
will be considerably prolonged. As soon as the flowers begin to

fade, and the beauty of the bed to decline, take oif the cloths,

and expose the plants to the weather.

Wycombe. J. Hunt.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

In No. 7 of Vol. I. will be found two woodcuts, conveying a

good idea of a portion of the grounds at Chiswick upon an

exhibition-day ; and we propose, in this and the two following

numbers, to give an account of the general features of the

same, divided into three parts ;— the preparation for the

fete; the fete itself; and its conclusion. If there is one

feature of these great exhibitions that is more worthy than

another of provincial imitation, it is the strict adherence to

the rules and regulations laid down for their conduct. It has

often been our lot to witness the bad effects of the contrary

practice at country shows : subjects admitted after the hour
had passed for their reception ; tents not cleared of exhibitors

at the time appointed ; and every thing thrown into disorder

from want of carrying out, at every cost, the printed laws

for their regulation. If the committees would but act firmly

in every case, those exhibitors who, from indolence or neglect,

were properly excluded, would be more careful for the future,

and would make their arrangements accordingly. But to our

immediate work,—a description of the preliminaries to the

Chiswick exhibition.

The Gardens are part of the Duke of Devonshire's Chiswick

estate, and consist of 33 acres ; the portion occupied by the exhi-

bition, and laid down in grass, planted with an extensive variety of

plants and shrubs, is about nine acres. To the Garden there are

three entrances : the principal one from the carriage-road, leading

from Turnham Green to the Duke's mansion ; another from off the

Green itself, leading immediately to the Council-room ; and a third,

the carters' entrance, by which alone all the objects for exhibition

are received. As we enter at the Council-room, we pass the great

conservatory, as represented in the right of the woodcut (vol. i. p. 180),

and then reach a tent, 173 feet long and 33 feet wide ; to the left of

that another is erected, 225 feet long and 30 feet wide ; and imme-

diately at the end of this is another, known as the iron tent, 100 feet

long and 25 wide, running straight for a part of its length, and then

expanding into a half circle, 25 feet radius, for the exhibition of the

large collections of miscellaneous plants. At right angles with this

is the remaining tent, 75 feet long and 25 feet wide. All of them are

divided down the middle by a sufficiently high partition to make a

suitable back for the plants arranged on either side.

Our usual time for being at the Gardens is about six o'clock

a.m., and we enter at the carters' entrance. From the different

roads leading on to the Green, vans of various constructions, with

as various coverings, are seen wending their way to the general

rendezvous. Each exhibitor, as he enters, signs a declaration of what

VOL. II. NO. xviii. m
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he is intending to exhibit, and in what class ; and until he does

this, his productions are not allowed to proceed to the place of un-

loading. Before this rule was established, it was not unfrequent for

an exhibitor to make himself acquainted with the strength of an

opponent, and then enter the lists accordingly. We will, however,

leave the van-road, and taking a footpath through a part of the Gar-

dens containing the glass erections, we reach the tents. Here are

to be seen plants standing about in all directions ;
gardeners busy-

arranging them in places pointed out by one of the Society's officers

appointed to this duty ; labourers with hand-barrows, carrying the

contents of the vans to the different exhibitors
;
persons are to be

seen moving about in all directions, with choice specimens under

their arms ; and a multitude of gardeners, not exhibitors, walking

about and examining the different plants,—a privilege granted them
upon the understanding that they move amongst them carefully, and
keep out of the exhibitors' way. It is a most interesting sight to

watch how all the confusion of beauty gradually assumes the most
admirable forms of arrangement ; no noise, no bustle, nothing to

indicate that the smallest difficulty exists. Each exhibitor, as he

gets his collection arranged, goes to a place appropriated to this

purpose, where several clerks, in answer to his application, supply

him with cards on which the necessary letters are written, with
which he returns to the tent, where a person who performs this duty
tacks them down upon the stage in front of his collection. It is to

be remembered that all the plants are secured for travelling safely,

and consequently that, as they are arranged, all extra supports have
to be removed; cotton-wool, &c, that has been placed to prevent

injury to the flowers in their transit, is also taken away, and every

thing that detracts from their beauty. The litter made in doing
this is swept up and removed by persons appointed to the service ; and
the exhibitor, after arranging all his plants, taking a look to see that

all is as it should be, goes in search of " the Doctor." Professor

Lindley, the Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, is early on
the ground, and moving about in all directions, sees that every thing
is going on properly ; he is also at hand to refer to in cases of dif-

ficulty respecting the arrangement of plants. As the day advances,
he generally takes a place where he is readily found. The exhibitor

goes to him and asks for tickets : these are of two kinds,—the one
for breakfast, the other for admission when the grounds are thrown
open for the visitors at one o'clock. Regular and well-known ex-
hibitors are supplied with both forthwith ; to others the questions
are put, " What have you brought?" If important enough to merit
tickets, the additional question is asked, " Are they arranged ?" if they
are, the tickets are given ; if not, they are refused until that is done.
If the matters brought for exhibition are unimportant, tickets are
not granted. By the time all the plants are arranged, it is full half-

past nine, and men are seen sweeping out all the tents, gathering
the litter together and removing it ; and before the principal exhibitors
have had a look at the general features of the whole, it is ten o'clock,

and a body of policemen, commencing at the further extremity, cour-
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teously say as much, requesting every body to leave the grounds

;

and scarcely have they done this, ere the judges are seen entering

in another direction to perform their important duties. But we will

go out with the party with which we entered ; and in doing so, out-

side the garden -wall, but within the Society's gates, we come to a

building, which was closed at our entrance, but is now filled or filling

with gardeners, who, presenting a ticket, sign their names in a book,

and then take their place at a long table, where they are at once
supplied with tea or coffee and cold provisions, all of the very best

quality, and in great abundance. The floor above is provided with
water, soap, towels, and all the other requirements for exchanging

a working face, hands, and clothes for a holiday - suit ; and we
believe we speak the sense of the whole body of the exhibitors at

Chiswick when we say, that this part of the Society's arrangements

is valued in no common degree, as having very greatly conduced to

their comfort and enjoyment on these interesting occasions. We
have also much pleasure in stating, that we understand the Council

are entirely satisfied with the results of this arrangement. Let us

not forget to record that many of those enjoying this refreshment

have been travelling all night, after a previous hard day's work, pack-

ing and preparing ; indeed, some have come as far as from Exeter,

and before twelve hours have passed will be returning there again.

" Not seldom clad in radiant vest

Deceitfully goes forth the Morn,"

might truly be sung of the 5th of May, the Society's show-day; for

a finer commencement could not have been wished, or a more unde-

sirable afternoon. A little after the opening of the gates for the

admission of visitors, some premonitory symptoms of a coming storm

appeared in a few large drops of rain and dark rising clouds, which
were soon followed by thunder, lightning, hail, and rain, sufficient to

satisfy the most covetous in such matters. It is needless to state

how company coming turned back ; how those that were at the en-

trances remained in their carriages ; how all in the grounds sought

the shelter of Edgington's new tent ; and how dull was the sale of

Gunter's ices and other good things. But to our task of describing

the various and beautiful objects of the exhibition ; and in doing

this, let us run through the tents in the order in which we have

described them above.

As we entered the first, a group of new plants immediately faced

us, the most conspicuous among which was Boronia spathulata, a

second-class species, with delicate pink flowers, not unlike those

of a Saxifrage. This came from Messrs. Veitch, who had also their

Viola lutea, mentioned in the present Number. Proceeding round

the corner to the right, we pass some small collections of stove and

greenhouse plants, and come to the exhibition of Azaleas, than

which we have seldom seen a better. It filled about three-fourths

of a side of this tent ; and when viewed from one end, the large

columns of white, purple, scarlet, and crimson, occupying the eye

in rapid succession, produced not only a grand, but at the same
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time a pleasing effect. Than some of the plants in Mr. Green's
collection, we are sure Azalea cultivation could not be carried

further. Passing round the east end of this tent, we come to the

Roses of Mr. Slowe and Mr. Rowland ; and these were backed up
by some noble single specimens, more especially a huge Weigela
rosea covered with flowers, which looked so much like apple-

blossoms, that we could only regret they were not to be suc-

ceeded by fruit. Then there was another Chinese plant in the

shape of Indigofera decora, from Sion. This proves to be a really

pretty thing ; its long drooping racemes of pink flowers contrasting

well with its airy and elegant foliage. We also observed here a
noble specimen of Epacris miniata, loaded with rosy- pink white-

tipped tubes, and proving beyond doubt that, although this brilliant

species has been reported to be a shy flowerer, it is not really so, or,

if it be, at least that such disposition may be overcome by skilful

management. Separating the Amateurs' from the Nurserymen's Roses
were some stove and greenhouse plants, and a collection of Cape
Heaths from Messrs. Veitch, in which we remarked several of our
friend Mr. Story's seedlings. These were named Sanguinea, Re-
torta, Vittata, Devonia, and Perelegans,—all very beautiful sorts,

something in the way of Aristata. We now come to the Nursery-
men's Roses ; and here we were more than surprised, after so back-
ward a spring, to see such a fine display of a flower, which, a few
years ago, was pronounced to be uncultivable in pots. Mr. Paul's

plants, which were trained in the form of pyramids, were splendidly

grown and bloomed ; and Mr. Lane's were little inferior. The next
in point of merit were Mr. Francis's, of Hertford.

We now enter tent No. 2 ; and here the first exhibition we met
was the Fruit, which was intermixed with Ferns in pots, in order to
create variety. Then came some seedling Calceolarias, some Pansies,
stove and greenhouse plants, and finally the Orchids, of which there
was a large and splendid display ; and no part of the exhibition ex-
cited more interest than this. The best group of these, we are glad
to record, was contributed by Mr. Williams, gardener to C. B. War-
ner, Esq., of Hcddesdon, who, it will be remembered, was kind
enough to furnish the Orchids for Mr. Edwards's lists. His plants
were admirably grown and flowered. We remarked little new among
the various collections, save Vanda suavis, a most beautiful species,

and an Arpophyllum, with an upright spike of flowers arranged with
the greatest regularity, and exhibiting an appearance something like

that presented by the feather of a soldier's cap. The north side of
this tent was filled with Cape Heaths, stove and greenhouse plants,

Calceolarias, and a few hardy Rhododendrons, among which there
was nothing remarkable.

With the leave of our readers, we will now face eastward, and
return to the iron tent at the end of the one we have just described.
Facing us on entering this, were one or two Orchids, some Cape
Heaths, and then we came to the large collection of stove and green-
house plants furnished by Mr. Cole, gardener to H. Collyer, Esq.,
of Dartford. This was the second group in point of merit, and
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occupied the semicircular stage on the south of the tent. Pro-

ceeding round the end, and passing Mr. Rucker's heaths, which, for

the credit of Mr. Leach, we ought to mention were specimens of

perfect cultivation, we came to the best collection of stove and green-

house plants. These were produced by Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing Park
;

a name which, in connexion with flower-shows, must be familiar to

all our readers. At the base of this magnificent collection, on the one
side, was a specimen of Pimelea spectabilis from the same lady, than

which, both for size and bloom, the like was perhaps never before

seen in Europe; and on the other side was Mr. Parker's exhibition

of Pelargoniums ; and notwithstanding the unfavourable spring we
have just passed over, we may state with safety that he never shewed
plants in finer condition.

We will now have a look at the Pelargonium tent, as it was wont
to be called, which stands at right angles to the one we have just

viewed. This tent has hitherto been filled with Pelargoniums, forming

a mass of beauty ; but we can say little more for it this time than

that it cut a very sorry figure, except in one spot ; and as we wish

to avoid the very unpleasant task of finding fault, we will merely
add, that it is incumbent upon those that shew in the class "new
and first-rate varieties" to bring forward specimens of the advance

annually made ; and if they cannot do this, they had better not ex-

hibit at all, as it is really damaging the character of the flower to

exhibit such specimens as were seen on this occasion. We must
except from this censure Mr. Dobson's collection, which consisted of

really fine varieties, covered with large and abundant flowers, and in

wonderful condition for the season. Mr. Cock had a nice collection

of six ; but altogether the tent, with its ill-assorted appearance of

Daisies, Cinerarias, Rhododendrons, and other plants, make us glad

to defer to another month a more particular notice of its contents,

promising our readers to give them a good account of all the best

varieties at a future time, as no doubt we shall see them under more
advantageous circumstances.

Casting a retrospective look over the whole of this fine show, we
find that we have omitted one or two things which we fear our

readers would not have pardoned us for overlooking. One is Cal-

ceolaria grandis from Messrs. Veitch, a new shrubby species from

Peru, with clear yellow flowers, and leaves like those of a Fuchsia or

Escallonia ! What will Calceolaria fanciers say to this ? and what

may we not expect in the way of hybrids between it and the finer

flowered kinds ? Another object of interest was Mr. Fortune's Yel-

low China Rose, which is, however, not yellow at all, but a salmon

;

and altogether we fear that the flower will not realise the expecta-

tions formed of it. Finally, Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, sent a very

beautiful white Rhododendron ; and another curiously spotted one

came from Mr. Gaines.

N.B. An extended notice of Fancy Pelargoniums, beautifully exhibited this

month, and forming the subject of our Illustration, is postponed for want of

room.
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ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

To the Superintendent of The Florist.

No. II.

In my last I disposed of the first of the three forms of objection, in

which the charge of uselessness is ordinarily brought against the

system of fancy flowers.

II. The second objection admits the existence among us of a

systematic standard of excellence, not the mere creature of caprice ;

but repudiates it as bad, on the ground that to admit any such exter-

nal and common standard at all, it not being founded in nature, is

unnaturally to cramp the freedom of taste existing separately and
independently in every one. And further, because, by creating a

conventional fastidiousness, it restricts instead of augmenting the

pleasure derivable from flowers, and fixes our admiration rather on
effects produced by art than on the genuine beauties of nature.

This form of objection, or some portion of it, is most frequently

used by those who are naturally capable of the highest degree of

discrimination, both of beauties and of defects in such matters,

—

the ladies ; and therefore I am not without hope that when I have

shewn them that their fears are groundless, I shall enlist heartily

in our cause some of the ablest supporters of this really interesting

science. And that the objection, though specious and less transpa-

rently unsound than the former, is wholly imaginary, might not un-

reasonably be inferred from the universal habit of florists perversely

to agree in preferring their bondage to liberty ; while yet they ever

become more interested in their pursuit the more they occupy them-
selves in it, and at the same time continue to retain their relish for

a hedge Violet or a Primrose.

Those who plead for ignorance, even though it be ignorance of

the properties of a Pink, are presumptively in the wrong. Nor will

the presumptive evidence in this instance mislead us ; for the objec-

tion assumes as true what I hope to shew is unfounded : (1) that

there is no external standard of floral excellence in nature, but only

in the capricious taste of each beholder ; (2) that therefore the

established system is of the florist's making, not of his finding ready
made for him ; and (3) that to be bound by it, is to diminish the

natural pleasure beneficently given us by the Creator in the works
of his creation.

1. With regard to the first assumption, the principal object of

these papers is, to trace out from nature, as I hope to do in a subse-

quent one, that standard which is alleged to have no existence ; for

there certainly is an external standard of perfection, and that in

every species of flower, even though we should never reach it in

practice, to see it ; because care and cultivation uniformly develop

certain qualities, differing in each species, which are only dimly, and
perhaps not at all, seen in their wild or natural state. And in those

kinds which are technically called florists' flowers, or such as are

capable of great diversity in their varieties, by a judicious use of the
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method of hybridising, fresh varieties are still produced, more and
more developing those qualities in the same direction, and pointing

to a yet invisible standard of what, if ever reached, would be the

perfection of that particular species.

2. Therefore it follows, that if florists do not unwisely depart

from the standard indicated in nature, their requirements are not

their own, and they are not answerable for any alleged consequences

of their art. It is not they who put restrictions on the admirers

of natural beauties, if any such restrictions exist (which, however,
they do not), but not even for the appearance of them are they

answerable. The work of the florist is simply to follow whither

nature leads him, selecting always that track in which there is the

greatest promise of success ; and on his judgment in never departing

from this, and in using the best means for securing the accomplish-

ment of his desires, depends the correctness of his practical science.

And though mistakes have, of course, been made, and will be

made again, in the endeavours after advancement in each particular

object of our culture, yet these still become fewer as progress is

made in developing the natural powers and characteristic excellences

of the plant, whereby the philosophy of its improvement is seen,

and we do not work in the dark ; because there is a system of such

development in nature, and a definite point of perfection, the con-

stant approach to which constitutes improvement in each species.

And as this is effected by crossing the seed of those varieties which
have shewn respectively the greatest advances in some particular

quality, it is plain there is a substantial truth in the phrase common
among florists, " a high-bred flower."

3. As to the third and last assumption, namely the hardship of

being deprived of the power of admiring a wild Pansy, and so of

losing half the pleasure designed by the Creator,—the matter is not

quite fairly stated. I do not think florists generally despise wild

flowers in their proper place ; with myself I know the very reverse

is the fact. I take much more pleasure in them now than I did

before I paid attention to their cultivated varieties. And further,

I think it will be found, that a wild Pansy will be tolerated, and
even cherished, by a florist, where a bad cultivated one, though much
in advance of it in respect of properties, would be consigned with

disgust to the pit as a weed.

Yet it is frankly to be admitted, that an untutored eye may de-

light in a cultivated specimen, which to the more deeply versed, and

therefore fastidious, taste of a connoisseur, would convey unqualified

distaste. But that is no more an argument that a person must sacri-

fice his pleasure in flowers, by learning to cultivate them, than it is

an argument against learning the art of painting, lest the student

should lose his admiration of the signs in the streets ; or the art of

music, lest he should cease to be pleased with the organ of an itine-

rant. The same argument indeed is equally available, and has been

often used, against all civilisation generally, and every particular part

of it. The fact is, that we are so constituted, that our onward pro-

gress in every thing must be clogged with such accompaniments ; and
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he who would have it otherwise, forgets that he is in a world of pro-

bation, and discipline, and hardness. We are urged forward only by

the goads and spurs of our wants. But who ever regretted the intro-

duction of coffee from Arabia, tea from China, or muslin from India,

because the use of these things is inseparably connected with dis-

gust at acorn diet, and at the homespun manufactures of our ances-

tors ? The refinement of our pleasures, in changing their objects,

does not necessarily abridge them. Nor, though it were sure to

introduce a corresponding loss at the other end of the scale, would

it lessen by an hairsbreadth the sum of human enjoyment, while

assuredly it is capable of a beneficial effect in humanising the man.

And therefore I think ladies especially should pause before they find

fault with a pursuit, which may, in its degree, become subservient to

one of the great ends they themselves are destined to fulfil on our

behalf. Iota.

[To be continued.]

TIGER FLOWERS (TIGRIDIAS).

BY DR. MACLEAN.

(Concluded from p. 91.)

The Tiger Flower will grow and blossom tolerably well in almost

any soil that is not very tenacious, or retentive of moisture ; but

that which appears to suit it best, and in which I have grown it with

the greatest success, wras composed of about equal parts of old vege-

table mould and cow- dung, with a third, or at least a fourth part,

white sand. This compost should be at least two or three years

old before it is used ; and each bulb, at the time of planting, should

be surrounded with a small quantity of sand, or, what in my opinion

is much better, and which I have generally used, a mixture of equal

parts of white sand and very old vegetable mould. Very old sandy

peat has sometimes been employed for the same purpose, and pro-

bably nothing would answer better, provided it were frequently

turned over, and sweetened by exposure to the atmosphere for some
time previous to its being used. In the above-mentioned soil, the

depth of which ought not to be less than eighteen inches, the Tiger

Flower grows with excessive luxuriance, many of its flower-stems

measuring nearly three feet in length, and each stem producing in

succession from six to ten flowers. These, it is true, last but for a

few hours ; but the rapid succession in which they are produced
when many bulbs are grown, the excessive richness of their colours,

and the endless variety of tints in a bed of seedlings, more than

compensate for the short duration of each individual flower.

From the time the Tiger Flower first appears above ground,

until it is taken up in autumn, it appears to suffer little or nothing

from the attacks of insects, birds, or, indeed, any kind of enemy

;

but I never yet met with any one who had attempted its cultiva-

tion, that did not acknowledge he lost many bulbs during the time
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hese remained above ground ; and many friends, to whom I have
given the Tigridia, have seen it blossom but for one season.

The most difficult part in the cultivation of this plant is the
ripening of the bulbs in autumn, and this, I fear, in our climate, can
rarely be accomplished (certainly not after wet and cold summers),
since the foliage invariably retains its green hue until it is either

destroyed by frost, or cut off by the merciless gardener.

The following plan, which 1 have adopted in bringing these bulbs
more gradually into a state of rest, has, for the most part, answered
the purpose remarkably well. In the month of October, as soon
as I apprehend frost is about to set in, the plants are carefully lifted

from the soil, and packed closely in large flower-pots, the interstices

between them being filled up with some of the soil from which they
were removed

;
great care being taken to injure as little as possible

the fibres which are attached to the bulbs. They are then watered,

though sparingly, and the pots are placed in an airy part of a green-

house. Here they remain during the whole winter, and if their foli-

age has escaped being materially injured by frost, a portion of it

often remains green till after Christmas, and that of seedling varie-

ties frequently during the whole winter ; for some of these are much
later in flowering than their parents. This mode of bringing the

plants gradually into a state of rest answers much better, and is

much more consistent with their natural habits, than the ruinous
system of cutting off the leaves while yet green, and drying the roots

more suddenly, the common practice with the generality of gardeners.

Though the above plan of managing the Tiger Flower answers
well, nevertheless the strongest and most luxuriant plants of this

flower in my garden are those the bulbs of which remain in the

ground the whole winter ; and I am inclined to believe that the Tiger
Flower might always be advantageously allowed to remain in the

ground during the whole year. There need be no fear of the bulbs

being injured by frost, provided they had a sufficient covering of old

tan or partially decayed leaves ; and they certainly appear to have
fewer enemies in the ground than out of it.

In front and at the east and west ends of my greenhouse the Tiger
Flower remains in the ground during the whole winter without any
kind of covering. The bulbs are generally taken up in the month of

April for the purpose of dividing them and separating the offsets (for

they increase with astonishing rapidity in this situation), and I

rarely find more than half-a-dozen or so decayed, out of some hun-
dreds. In this situation the soil is so far under the influence of the

greenhouse flue, which is heated in frosty weather to protect Gera-
niums and other plants, that, though its surface is frozen in very

severe weather, the cold has never penetrated so deep as to injure

the bulbs, which are about three inches below the surface, and within

five or six of the foundation wall. Last winter some bulbs were left

in the ground, in the most exposed part of my garden, with but a

thin covering of partially decayed leaves, and these without an excep-

tion were uninjured ; but the season was a mild one. Next season

I shall subject a larger number to similar treatment.
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THE LADIES' PAGE.

" No gradual bloom is wanting;

—

Nor broad carnations, nor gay spotted pinks
;

Nor, shower'd from every bush, the damask-rose :

Infinite numbers, delicacies, smells,

With hues on hues expression cannot paint

—

The breath of Nature, and her endless bloom.'"

Thomson.

Notwithstanding the frosts and snows of April, the Cuckoo and
the Nightingale have not deferred their annual visit ; the former was
heard here on the 20th of April, and the latter on the evening of the

30th. We venture to prophesy that the 1st of June will find gar-

deners in good humour, because of the abundance of well-set fruit-

blossoms, and the general exuberance of natural objects. It is rather

unpoetical to have so much cold weather in April, but its results are

beneficial. Vegetation is checked at the right time, and the later

frosts become comparatively harmless.

The flower-beds must be filled at once with the tender plants

reserved for them, if not done before. Bulbs which yet linger, and
seem to be in the way of these summer operations, may be carefully

taken up, and put somewhere else until the foliage is withered. The
beds which are to receive the new-comers should be well dug over,

some leaf-mould being added. Choose a calm day, and turn the

plants out of their pots, without deranging the roots, only removing

the crocks, and gently squeezing the ball of earth, to alter the direc-

tion of the fibres. Press each plant firmly into its place, and give a

good watering. When the new growth is made, be careful to give

it a right direction at once, either by pegging down trailers, staking

climbers, or stopping the shoots of shrubby productions, to regulate

the formation of the head. Daily attention to these minute yet in-

dispensable matters wr
ill bring the garden imperceptibly into a taste-

ful and satisfactory state, without any large portion of time being

at once demanded.
Annuals require more care to grow them well than is generally

given to them. " While some affect the sun, and some the shade,"

their habits are neglected ; they are crowded together, so that no
room is allowed for the development of the individual plant ; and, to

complete the caricature, the whole mass is tied to a stick, very much
like a bunch of asparagus or an inverted birch- broom. All this is

WTong, and must be altered if a fine display of annuals is desired.

Their habits must be studied, plenty of room given, and artificial

support so applied, that it shall lend a grace to nature, and not take

it away. Plants of low, dwarfish growth must always be put near

the edges of beds and borders, and the taller in the background. A
pleasing gradation is thus produced, wdiile awkwardness is the re-

sult of the contrary practice.

Rose-trees are infested in June wTith the leaf-rolling caterpillar,

which dexterously involves itself in a shroud composed of the leaves
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nearest the flower-bud, which it drags as it were into its cave, and
murders at its leisure. Unfortunately it is more fond of work than

rest, and will commit sad damage unless it is checked. We find

the best remedy is to go round with a basket, and pick off the curled

leaves wherever we see them, caterpillar and all. We gave children

last year a penny for every 500 grubs taken in this way, and they

were well satisfied; for a garden of moderate size will sometimes

contain myriads of these pests. This we believe to be, on the whole,

the most effectual step to pursue ; for tobacco-water and other nos-

trums are of doubtful efficacy. As we hinted last month, the study

of entomology is highly important to gardeners, since it is only by

an acquaintance with the habits of insects that their increase can be

effectually prevented.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.

SEEDLING PELARGONIUM EXHIBITION

AT UPTON PARK.

Considerable interest is excited in the above exhibition, to which

liberal contributions have been made, although it is only considered

as an attempt to arrive at the best mode of having something of the

same kind annually, and also as the best means of getting at a

sound judgment upon the merits of a flower, than which none more
beautiful or useful exists in cultivation. Whether we consider its

form, varied colours, beautiful texture, graceful habit in connexion

with agreeable foliage, or its adaptation to general ornament, from

the conservatory of the wealthy to the window of the cottager, it

stands without a rival in general utility. That the improvements

effected in it were the result of the generous rivalry excited by the

exhibition of seedlings, no one can doubt who remembers the interest

created in their annual appearance at the meeting of the Horticul-

tural Society at Chiswick, and in a less degree at those of the Royal

Botanical Society at Regent's Park. We say, in a less degree, be-

cause at the latter no place was set apart for the display of seedlings

alone, for which purpose at Chiswick a small tent was once appro-

priated.

It is with great pleasure we see a number of amateur florists

seeking admission into the Horticultural Society. This is as it should

be ; and we believe that a pretty full expression of desire on the part

of those who particularly look for novelties, and are fellows of that

society, would result in the replacing of the seedling tent. But to

revert to the Upton Park show, which is to take place on the 15th

instant. It is a place of easy access. The Datchett station, on the

South-Western and Windsor line, is but a little way from it ; and

the same may be said of the station at Slough, on the Great-Western

line. The arrangements are in good hands ; and if the mode of

judging be novel, as an experiment it will be interesting,—for the

difference in opinion on the properties of the Pelargonium is very
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great. We hope for a large contribution of seedlings, and a large

attendance of raisers. If difficulties should arise about settling the

prizes, we have a warrant in the names and characters of the pro-

moters of the exhibition that they will be satisfactorily overcome.

We may mention, in passing from the subject, that the seedling

competition forms only a part of a general horticultural exhibition,

to be held at the place and time appointed.

N.B. Full particulars of the seedling exhibition will be found

in our advertising pages.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE POLYANTHUS.

It has always been a source of much astonishment to me, that so few
really fine Polyanthuses have been raised, considering the very great

quantity of seed annually sown.

The thought has struck me, in looking over my own beds of

seedlings, that it arises in a great measure from the selection of

improper varieties from which to raise seed, and at the same time

always " breeding in and in," or, in other words, allowing the flowers

to fertilise themselves. Any one at all conversant with these

flowers knows that, unless the stigma, or female organ, is well

covered by the thrums, or anthers, florists consider it a serious

drawback. If, then, the stigma is out of sight, hidden by the

male organs, I contend it is difficult " to cross the flower," for in

nine cases out of ten it is previously done with its own farina.

Now the " pin-eyed flower" offers no such difficulty. Though it

may be perfection itself in point of shape, the lacing all that the

most fastidious could wish, the body-colour well proportioned, and
the yellow or ground-colour of the most brilliant character, yet, with

all these points in its favour, if the stigma unfortunately protrudes,

it is by the critical florist mercilessly destroyed.

I have now seedlings of this description ; some, with the ground-

colour of the most vivid scarlet, others as dark as the blackest vel-

vet, in fact I look upon them as forerunners of improvement, and it

is to these I would direct the amateur on which to experiment : here

there is no difficulty ; the stigma stands prominently forward, and
by crossing with farina from other flowers of the best quality, I am
certain much improvement would speedily be the result. How many
of what are considered our best Polyanthuses are eminently faulty !

For instance, in the list of the best sorts named by Mr. John Holland,

in the April Number, Alexander is coarse and uncertain ; Bang Europe
bleaches on the lace long before the flower fades ; Fletcher's De-
fiance is also similarly defective ; Lord Crew (Lakin's), the yellow or

ground-colour is much too large in proportion to the body-colour

;

Lord John Russell, which I believe to be synonymous with Hufton's

Earl Grey, is termed " foxy," that is, a tinge between the body and
ground colours, wanting decision of character ; Collier's Princess

Royal is apt to sport in the number of segments in the corolla, some
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pips having five, others six— the latter number giving it a frilled and
rough appearance ; George the Fourth (Buck's), often very coarse.

From this may be seen how much we need improvement ; and I

make no doubt each of the sorts I have enumerated has been raised
twenty years. Now I would cross my good pin-eyed seedlings with
one of the best of these, say Buck's George the Fourth ; I would by
no means use farina from Bang Europe or Defiance. George the
Fourth has size, form, and good constitution to recommend it, and
with larger and neater flowers would doubtless soon produce some
brilliant and valuable varieties.

I feel the importance of improvement so much in this favourite
class of spring flowers, that I trust you will find a place for these few
suggestions in an early number. H. S. M.

ON THE CULTURE OF THE PETUNIA FROM SEED.

It is but within these last few years that this admirable class of

flowers has been brought into general notice, and during that time
great improvement has taken place in the symmetry and substance
of the blossoms, which has added much to their beauty, and rendered
them still more attractive. The present mode of cultivating them as

specimens, together with the peculiar fragrance they possess, unlike

any other plant in cultivation, has deservedly won for them a place

in the conservatory and the greenhouse, as well as the flower- border,

where, under scientific treatment, they form a conspicuous and in-

teresting feature, when studded with their noble blossoms of varied

colours. The following successful mode of their culture from seed will,

I trust, be acceptable to those of your numerous readers who admire
the Petunia. About the beginning of March I prepare as much
compost as I expect will be wanted for the season, by a mixture of

one part decomposed leaf-mould, two parts rich peat, and a portion

of silver-sand. At the same time I cleanse the pots or pans intended

for use, that all may be sweetened and fit by the time the seed is to

be sown, which is about the latter part of the month.
I commence operations by first sifting a little of the soil for

sowing the seed upon, and carefully picking out all grubs and worms
before using the same. I then put one inch of crocks at the bottom
of the pan for drainage, and cover them with a little moss or coarse

peat, to prevent the fine earth from running between, and fill up
with the above compost, gently pressing it down with the hand till

a smooth surface is obtained, when I sprinkle on the seed, distri-

buting it as regularly as possible, and place the pan in a pit or frame
where the heat ranges from 60° to 65°, with a sweet and humid
atmosphere. In ten days, or a fortnight, the young plants will

make their appearance, when care must be taken to preserve them
from slugs, woodlice, &c, or the whole pan of plants may be de-

voured in one night. Give plenty of air ; and, in order to keep them
strong and stocky, raise the pans close up to the g
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As soon as the plants begin to get crowded, I prepare more pans,

filled after the manner described above
;
prick out all the largest, and

return them to the same pit or frame, taking care to shade, and give

air as often as necessary, till the plants have drawn fresh fibre. In

a short time they will be fit to plant separately into 3-inch pots ;

they may then be removed to a cold frame, and a full supply of air

must be given. As soon as they come into flower, select the best:

those that are most circular, smooth on the edge, with the outline

free from indentation, a stout corolla, and in colour the greatest

novelty combined with quality. W. Young.

Manor House, New Ci^oss.

ROYAL SOUTH-LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This Society held its second showr of the season on the 17th ult. in

the Surrey Zoological Gardens. As a stove and greenhouse plant

show it was an excellent one, and there was a large display of Pelar-

goniums and Roses ; the former chiefly contributed by Mr. Beck, Mr.
Parker, and Robinson of Pimlico. Cinerarias, Calceolarias, Azaleas,

and Cape Heaths, were also exhibited in tolerable quantity ; but as

a Tulip-show it w.?s a failure. The season being so backward, the

flowers were not sufficiently forward for shewing.

In the stand of Mr. Lawrence of Hampton, who gained the first

prize in the Nurserymen's class, wre remarked fair blooms of Duke
of Devonshire, Fabius, Strong's King, Madame Vestris, and Prince

Albert. The first prize in the Amateurs' class was awarded to

A. Lane, Esq., of West Wycombe, in whose stand were Triumph
Royal, Violet Blondeau, Fabius, and David. Mr. Edwards of Hol-

loway, who was second, had PlatofF, Cerise Blanc, Polyphemus, and
David.

The best exhibition of Pansies was produced by Mr. Turner, of

Slough. Among his blooms we observed, Mrs. Hamilton, Zabdi,

Climax, Juventa, Exquisita, Duke of Norfolk figured in our last

Number, Supreme, and Mrs. Bragg. Mr. Bragg was second. Mr.
Edwards was first in the Amateurs' class. He had good blooms

of Zabdi, Mrs. Hamilton, and Gem. Mr. Lane was second. Mr.
Turner received a certificate for Mrs. Beck, the light variety figured

in our last Number ; Mr. Schofield for Negro, and Mr. Lane for

Emma,—all seedling Pansies.

Some seedling Pelargoniums were exhibited by Mr. Beck, who
obtained certificates for Emily, a fine flower in the way of Centurion,

but larger ; and for Dowager, also a showy variety : these were
seedlings of 1848. He had likewise one of 1849, named Pontiff, a

promising flower of bright glowing colour. Mr. Gaines received a

certificate for two seedling fancy Pelargoniums, named Hero of Surrey,

and Gem ; the former a desirable flower.
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NEW PLANTS.

Erioatemon intermedium.—A greenhouse shrub, which every collection, however
small, should possess. It forms a compact bush, whose obovate deep-green
leaves set oft' the white starry blossoms to the best advantage. The flower-

buds, too, are tipped with pink, which adds something to its beauty. Mr.
Barclay, of Leyton, exhibited, in the spring of 1848, in the rooms of the
Horticultural Society in Regent Street, a splendid pyramidal plant of it

loaded with blossoms; and a specimen of the same species (if species it be)
of Eriostemon was again shewn in the Society's rooms the other day by
Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-Apple Place.

Viola lutea (VeitchV).—A pretty, hardy, yellow-flowered Violet from Patagonia,
well worth the attention of lovers of this delightful class of flowers. It is,

however, we believe, scentless.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.

This Society held its first meeting this season on the 16th ult. in

its garden, Inner Circle, Regent's Park. The day was ushered in

by rain ; but as it advanced, it cleared up, and the afternoon was
fine. Never, perhaps, did any society present to an admiring public

a better exhibition than this did on the present occasion. Four large

tents were full of plants, such as English gardens alone could pro-

duce. The effect collectively was admirable, and each plant was in

itself a perfect specimen of skill. To describe all critically would
be an endless task, even were it possible amid a crowd of visitors,

each anxious to get a look ; but if our readers will be kind enough
to accompany us, we will take a cursory glance at the whole.

Entering the garden on the side next the Colosseum, we find

ourselves at once in a long tent, one side of which is occupied with
Pelargoniums, and the other with Orchids, the extreme end termi-

nating in Azaleas. The Pelargoniums, as a whole, were magnificent

;

the principal collections being contributed by Mr. Parker, Air. Beck,

Mr. Staines, Mr. Cock, and Mr. Gaines : and as to the Orchids, they

were produced in their usual abundance and splendour. The principal

competition lay between Mr. Rucker and Mr. Warner ; the former,

on this occasion, gaining the first prize. Perhaps the most striking

object of this portion of the exhibition was, a beautifully managed
plant of Camarotis purpurea, forming a pyramid of purple flowers

five feet high. New Orchids were few ; but we did observe a pretty

Odontoglossum, with a tall upright spike of handsome green and
brown blossoms, the lips of which were purple and tipped with

white.

The tent next this and parallel with it was filled with stove and

greenhouse plants, effectively arranged in four groups, a circular

stage of Azaleas and Cacti being in the middle. This tasteful mode
of arrangement is pleasing on account of its variety, and served to

increase the interest which the plants themselves created. As at
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Chiswick, the principal competition in this department of the show
lay between Mrs. Lawrence, and Mr. Cole gardener to H. Collyer,

Esq. of Dartford. We have no room to particularise ; but we must
not pass unnoticed a fine specimen of Gardenia Fortuni from Mr.
Green. It had ten blossoms on it as large as a Camellia, of snowy
whiteness, and deliciously sweet.

The other two tents were placed some little distance apart. One
contained a splendid exhibition of Cape Heaths and Roses. The
latter, indeed, both from Amateurs and Nurserymen, were finer than

ever we have before seen them. Madame de St. Joseph was espe-

cially remarkable. It was covered with light salmon Roses, so large

that one could almost hide one's face in them.

The first object that met us as we entered the fourth and last

tent was a very finely flowered Gardenia Stanleyana, from the

Dowager Duchess of Northumberland. The long brown and white
funnel-shaped flowers of this species are curious ; but we cannot say

that they are beautiful. Associated with it was Mitraria coccinea,

a new plant, and a very pretty one, from Messrs. Veitch. Its flowers

are tube-shaped, large, and of a brilliant scarlet. We saw here also,

from the same nurserymen, a seedling heath of Mr. Story's raising,

called Victoria Regina, a beautiful variety, which we are sure will

find a place in every collection. There were also some Pitcher

plants ; and a straw-coloured Rhododendron from Mr. Gaines. The
rest of the tent was composed of Cape Heaths, Ferns, Pelargoniums,

Calceolarias, and Cinerarias. The best specimens of the latter came
from Mr. Kendall ; thus confirming the excellence of his directions

given in our monthly calendar of operations, by the success of their

practical application.

It would have afforded us much pleasure to have entered more
into particulars respecting this fine show ; but we find it utterly

impossible. As we are not favoured with a pass-ticket for our re-

porter, which would enable him carefully to go through the whole
collection in the interval occupied by the judges, when the tents are

clear, we cannot pretend to give more than its general features.

There were many seedlings of florists' flowers, but we could not
get near them for the company ; neither could we examine them
without infringing the rule to look and pass on, and a mere passing

glance is not enough for us to make a report upon. With an
anxious desire to do justice to the raisers, and also to convey infor-

mation to the public, if the parties whose seedlings received prizes

will but forward flowers to our address, marking on the outside the

names of the varieties, we will carefully report upon the same, and
record them in our Note-book, from which, at the end of the season,

we intend to print lists of all the superior novelties we have met
with. We add with pleasure, that several able parties in the pro-

vinces are helping us in this service.
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FUCHSIA SPECTABILIS.

We observe that Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter, are sending
out their new Fuchsia Spectabilis, a drawing- of which will be
found in No. VI. of this work, and which is quite correct, with the
exception of not being sufficiently high-coloured. Now, we are

very much interested in this plant, because we hope that our seed-
ling raisers will produce some superior varieties from it, such as

shall make a collection of Fuchsias a very attractive portion of our
horticultural exhibitions. But whatever they do, they must aim at

getting abundant bloomers.

TECOMA JASMINOIDES.
Many complaints have been made respecting the difficulty of making
this beautiful plant bloom ; but for these last four years I have never
failed in having a profusion of flowers. I keep it in the form of a
bush : as soon as 1 find that it has thrown out a decided running shoot,

I cut it back to two, or at most three eyes. I have two flowering

plants, neither of which is more than eighteen inches in height by
about the same in diameter ; they are both full of flower-buds, and I

shall have from 70 to 100 blossoms on each : they are in 8-inch pots,

which are never exchanged for larger ones. As much of the soil as

can be removed without injury to the roots is taken away from them
every year, and replaced with fresh material. I do not find it difficult

to please with respect to soil ; any material not of a binding nature
suits it well. J. H. R.

HAMMERSMITH PANSY SOCIETY.

This Society held its exhibition in the Thatched House, Hammer-
smith, on the 9th ult. There was a goodly display of this favourite

flower, and a spirited competition. Mr. Edwards of Holloway ob-

tained the first prize for 24 blooms ; and Mr. Lane was second. In

the Nurserymen's class, the best stand of 36 blooms was contributed

by Mr. Turner, and the second by Mr. Bragg, both of Slough. A
certificate was awarded to Mr. Hunt's Helen, and also Mr. Waite's
seedling prize. Certificates were also awarded to Polyphemus
(Thomson), and Tartar (Lane) ; both good flowers.

REVIEWS.

Rambles and Observations in New South Wales. By J. P. Townscnd.
Chapman and Hall. 1849.

These entertaining details of rambles through a land we visited in

our youth have freshly recalled scenes fast fading from our recollec-
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tion ; and though but little will be found throughout the volume

bearing upon our work as a Garden Miscellany, our readers will not

be displeased at our making their mouths water by the following

extract, which describes a garden in the Illawarra district :
—

" The property of an enterprising man who was long the master of a trading

vessel. Sailors always make good settlers. This garden is situate in a warm
hollow, and the approach to it is by means of a rustic bridge thrown over a clear

and rapid stream, into which droop the branches of a fine weeping willow. Pass-

ing the bridge, we enter an arbour covered with fuchsias, the double white moss-

rose, and the bignonia. The garden-hedge is of lemon, laid and trimmed like

a holly-hedge. On each side the middle walk, and fronting the visitor as he
enters, is a mass of plantain-stems (here called the banana) full thirty feet in

circumference, and, in the season, laden with fruit. The stems are about twelve

feet in height, and from them depend the beautiful purple sheaths of the

younger fruit. There are many plots of them about the garden ; and a bunch
of the fruit sells in Sydney for half-a-crown. On the sides of some of the walks

are orange, lemon, and shaddock trees, the citron and the flowering almond ;

and, on the sides of others, standard peaches, and apricots, and weeping
nectarines, with occasionally mulberries, and the finest varieties of pears. The
squares are filled with plum, apple, cherry, and medlar trees. There are two
very fine walnut-trees, being amongst the first that have borne in the colony.

Other squares between the walks, to the extent of three acres, are filled with

vines in full bearing. Some of the orange, lemon, and citron trees are from
eighteen to twenty feet in height, and have always two crops hanging on them,
and often three. At eight or ten years of age each of these trees produces, in

the course of the year, from one hundred to three hundred dozen. The pome-
granates are in high perfection, and the hops are said to vie with the finest from
Farnham. The ground is covered with melons in every variety ; whilst the as-

paragus-beds would bear a comparison with those of Battersea, Fulham, or

Putney. I must not forget to mention the loquat, raspberries, cape-goose-

berries and filberts. In one corner of the garden, in a damp spot, grow the osiers

of which they make baskets for packing the fruit. Every fruit is superior of its

kind ; and it appears that in this district can be grown, in the open air, all the

fruits of England, with all those of a tropical climate, the pine-apple excepted
but this succeeds, in the open air, at Moreton Bay. I must also except currants

and gooseberries, which do not generally succeed in the colony, except on high
table-land. In the stream is English watercress ; and the hawthorn is grown in

the garden as a memento of old England and her green lanes. The walnut
here bears in the tenth year, and the mulberry in the third."

Manual of Flower- Gardening for Ladies. By J. B. Whiting.
London, D. Bogue.

This is too good a shilling's worth to be noticed upon our cover

only. It comes from the pen of one of our best English gardeners ;

and we cordially recommend it not only to our fair readers, but to

lovers of gardens of every degree. Truly, we have great advantages

in the present day, when so much good information can be obtained

for so small a sum. Want of space alone prevents our giving an
extract or two.

ON BEDDING. OUT PELARGONIUMS.

It has been a source of regret that the finest varieties of Pelargoniums

have hitherto not been found available for the decoration of our

flower-gardens. Who can contemplate the splendid display of this

beautiful tribe of plants at our metropolitan exhibitions, and not
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feel the rising wish, that the same masterpieces of floral beauty

could be made to assimilate with the Verbena, the Petunia, and
other half-hardy plants, which throw so great a share of gaiety

into our parterres during the summer months ? But no
;
plant them

out, and they become (as a lady once emphatically observed to me)
" beauties run wild." Well, what must be done ? are we to despair

of ever possessing those gems of the green-house in our gardens ?

No ; Flora fordids it. And what says perseverance ? Try again.

Bring all your energies to bear upon an object, and you must suc-

ceed. Well, I have tried and tried again, and have at last been

successful ; and, as I am no monopolist, I will give the floral world

the benefit of my experience.

This time last year I took about 100 plants of the best varieties,

such as Aurora, Mustee, Hebe's-lip, Mount Etna, Orion, Duke of

Cornwall, Duchess of Leinster, Fire King, &c, all nicely coming
into bloom, and planted them in three beds in the following manner:

Having got my plants well hardened off, that is to say, having fully

exposed them to the influence of sun and wind for a few days, I

took a garden trowel, and dug a hole in the bed where I wished

them to be placed of exactly the size of the pot, but nearly double

the depth of it : the plant, pot and all, was then inserted in the hole

in such a manner that the rim of the pot was level with the surface

of the bed, thus leaving a vacuity of several inches in depth at the

bottom of the pot. In this way I proceeded with the whole of my
plants ; and no Pelargoniums could possibly produce a better display

of flowers than they did throughout the whole of the season. The
roots, being confined within the pot, are as much under command as

though the plants were in a green-house ; and if any of them should

shew the least disposition to ramble, they can be taken up and ex-

amined at any time ; besides, under the conditions I have just men-

tioned, a fresh arrangement of the plants might be made with nearly

as much ease as if they were on a stage in the green-house, and with-

out the least injury to them. 'Tis true Pelargoniums planted in this

way require a little more attention as regards watering than plants do

turned out of pots ; but then the cultivator is amply repaid for all

extra trouble by abundance of blossom. Hoping that others may be

as successful as I have been with the above method, my recommenda-

tion to all is, to try my plan. A. Kendall, Florist.

Queen Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke Newington.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR JUNE:

Auriculas.—Any necessary work left undone last month should be

immediately attended to, and the plants be neatly arranged

in a northern aspect. The more Auriculas are exposed to the

full benefit of light, the more healthy they will be. Shading

from mid-day sun is also necessary, and should be attended to,

from about eight o'clock in the morning till four or five o'clock

p.m., according to the intensity of the sun's heat. Continue a
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liberal supply of water as long as the plants are growing freely,

giving preference at all times to moderate showers, that do not

dash the earth about and disfigure the foliage. Pick off decayed

leaves, and slightly stir the surface of the soil : it is important

to keep the surface open. Destroy destructive insects, the small

green caterpillar, &c. The seed will perfect itself this month
;

gather the pods as they ripen, and keep them in a dry and airy

situation, in a paper or linen-bag, adding a small piece of camphor,

to preserve the seeds from the attacks of insects. By the last

week in this month the plants will not require so much water

;

but a moderate supply must be given. About this time the

common aphis becomes both numerous and injurious, particularly

among the unhealthy part of the stock ; brush or blow them off

at every opportunity.

Seedlings.— Occasionally stir the surface of the soil between
the young plants, and keep them moderately watered.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Calceolarias.—We will give you all this month to enjoy the beauty
of your flowers ; only remember to cross those varieties you wish

to save seed from. W. H. Holmes.

Carnations and Picotees.—Keep them securely tied, as they pro-

gress ; it will now be time to top-dress the pots or beds with a

mixture consisting of equal parts of very rotten manure and loamy
soil. Green-fly should be carefully brushed from the points of

the shoots as often as it appears ; the old foliage, as it decays,

should be cut off; and stop all shoots throwing blooms beside the

leading shoots. The number of buds to be left on the blooming-

stalk depends on the variety, wThether a full flower or a thin one,

and the purposes for which the blooms are wanted ;—if for exhi-

bition, they must be of good size, and the plants should be dis-

budded accordingly. The circular cards advertised by Mr. Meek
in last Number are the best we have seen for blooming them on.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Cinerarias. — Plants going out of flower should not receive too

much water ; you should rather endeavour to bring them gra-

dually to a comparative state of rest. Watch those that are

seeding, and carefully preserve the seed in a dry place. Plants

still in full flower will want as much care and water as ever.

Q. Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke Newington. A. Kendall.

Dahlias.— The plants by this time will be strong, and well har-

dened ; the ground will also be in a good state to receive them,
if the recommendations given in The Florist have been attended

to ; therefore plant out on the first fine quiet day, and secure the

plants to strong stakes at once : placing some fine rich soil about
their roots will help them in starting. It is important to prevent
slugs or snails from injuring them at first. Some attention should

be paid to arrangement ; it is objectionable to see tall plants near

the outside, and dwarf ones in the centre : a good distribution of

colours also greatly improves the general effect.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.
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Epa crises.—Before this paper will be in the publisher's hands, all

fear of a return of frosty nights will have passed away ; and those
plants that have broken strong, and made young growth of toler-

able consistence, may be removed to their summer quarters, which
should be on the shady side of a hedge or shrubbery, where they
may obtain a free circulation of air, yet in some measure protected

from the force of a summer storm, and altogether from the

heat of a mid- day sun. To avoid the admission of worms, which
are great pests, souring the soil and choking up the drainage,

scatter, to the thickness of two or three inches, coal-ashes on the

border you intend to use, first treading the ground firmly, and
nicely levelling the surface with a rake. Another good plan is,

to place the plants on rails an inch or an inch and a half square,

and the same distance apart ; the latter contrivance will keep the

pots cleaner, and more freely admit the air. Give the plants

plenty of room ; nothing is much more injurious to their general

health and ultimate beauty than being huddled up together, each
striving to overtop his neighbour. I am presuming that each
and all have been properly tied out for the free admission of air,

as recommended in a former Number. Certain shoots will break
stronger and grow ranker than others ; these should be stopped
in an early stage, say when three inches long ; this check will

frequently induce the plant to break low down in the old wood :

hence the necessity that no shoot should be pinched off later

than June, as after that there will not be sufficient growing time
to enable the shortened shoot to make new wood of sufficient length
to form a fine whorl of flowers in the spring. By timely attention

to these suggestions, a specimen may be obtained of great symme-
try and beauty. I have many plants that cover a 12-inch pot, and
not more than fifteen inches high. Water regularly, and remove
weeds as soon as they appear. \V. H. Story.

Ericas.—The flowers of the early-blooming varieties are now be-

ginning to fade : as soon as a plant becomes unsightly, remove
the decaying blossoms writh a pair of small -pointed scissors, first

taking away all the supports ; this done, repot, regulating the shift

to the health and habit of the plant ; for instance, Aristata and
its allies, Odora rosea, Trossula, Obtusa, Epistomia, Elegans,

Beaumontia, and a hundred others that might be enumerated,
root feebly, and ought not to have so ample a shift as the

Vestitas, Ventricosas, and Echiifloras ; Hybrida, Grandiflora, Me-
lastoma, Sebana, Lucida, Transparens bicolor, Florida, Picta in-

termedia, Gelida, &c. &c. &c, which, being of more vigorous

growth, their roots require more room to revel in. The choice

of soil, mode of preparation, and application, were fully ex-

plained in the fifth Number of this periodical. When shifted,

place the plant for a few days in a shady, airy situation (I

allow mine to remain in the potting- shed for a week); then

remove it to its summer quarters, which should be an exposed

situation, protected from alternate rains and scorching sunshines

by a thin canvass awning. My shelter consists of six rough
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columns, which are let into oaken sockets sunk in the ground

;

three on the north are eight feet out of the ground, and six feet

apart ; the three on the south are only three feet high ; thus pre-

senting the outline of a lean-to house. Three light rafters run
from back to front, on which a thin canvass rolling -blind is

mounted, acting by a pulley at one end, in the same way as for a

greenhouse ; for the end, a slight frame, with canvass strained

thereon, is made to shift as the position of the sun renders ne-

cessary. By this simple and inexpensive contrivance I effect the

desired object, and succeeded last autumn in preserving those

plants so situated altogether free from mildew. Plants that have

yet to bloom must of necessity receive such shelter as a house
alone can give ; but on all favourable opportunities throw each

cover and light open to their full extent. Examine each pot

daily, and water liberally those that emit the well-known ring.

W. H. Story.

Fuchsias.—The principal attention that Fuchsias require this month
consists in watering, giving support to those seedlings that re-

quire it, tying out and arranging future growth of specimens,

and fumigating the house with tobacco the moment aphides are

detected. W. H. Story.

Pansies.—These have been unusually fine this spring. Absence of

bright sunlight has kept the colours from running ; the late rains

will also be very beneficial in prolonging their beauty, and in

maintaining the size of the flowers. To this end, thinning the

young shoots should be continued ; water with weak liquid manure,

and shade very sparingly : shading helps the present bloom, but

spoils the plants ; it should only be resorted to in very hot weather,

a few days before the blooms are wanted for exhibition.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Pelargoniums.— Look over specimens, and where there are any
young shoots that can be spared, they can be taken off, and two
or three put into a 3-inch pot, placing them round the edge. If

plunged into a gentle bottom heat, they will be ready to pot off

in three weeks, and by shifting them on as they fill their pots,

they will make good specimens for the next season. After the

plant is potted off out of the cutting pot, and you can ensure

three or four eyes, pinch the top out, and train the shoots out

as they grow. Seedlings of promise should have notes taken of

them, and cut down if not wanted for exhibition : let the plant

be dry before cutting down. J. Dobson.

Pinks. — These plants are fast approaching their time of blooming.

If the weather should set in hot and dry at the beginning of the

month, a great supply of water will be requisite, and must be

given, to assist the swelling of the pods, and to insure a free

development of the blossom ; for if starved for want of moisture

at this period, the plants become infested with the green-fly,

grow lank and weak, and the blooms perish in the buds. Pre-

pare all requisites for blooming ; the glasses for forwarding, the

shades and tables, &c, and have all clean and fit for immediate
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use. Go over the plants daily, select the most promising buds,

and carefully tie them in good time ; and while performing this

part of the y^iness, look to those that have been tied a day or

two previou&fiLand if too tight, release them, and retie. Manure •

water may ffi^Rven two or three times a week ; and during the

expanding Mffle blossoms, water the footways round the beds

once or twice during the heat of the day ; and endeavour to keep

a humid atmosphere floating around the opening buds. The
piping-bed should now be prepared, and no time lost in taking

cuttings.

Seedlings.— Prepare a bed for the purpose, get the surface-

soil rather fine, and take advantage of the first dripping weather

that offers about the third week or end of the month. If the

seedlings are strong enough, plant them out, that they may get

well rooted before the summer heat becomes too intense.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Polyanthuses.— Gather the seed as directed for Auriculas. For
further particulars, see last Number.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Pot-Roses.—The different varieties, as they go out of bloom, should

have their flower-stalks removed, and a top-dressing of decayed

stable-dung given them, and then be placed in a shady situation.

If the weather is bright and sultry, this will prepare them for

the autumn flowering, taking care to keep down the green- fly.

Succession plants should be placed in a glass - covered house,

with abundance of air on all sides, and with arrangements for

shading. It does not answer to place Roses in pots under can-

vass, as with Tulips, &c, as they soon fade in flower and foliage.

J. Dobson.

Ranunculuses.— These have not suffered from the severe weather

proportionately with Tulips and some other florists' flowers, and

are at present looking full of promise. Should we have a de-

ficiency of rain, it will be necessary to preserve from drought by
shading with flake-hurdles, or other contrivances which admit

air freely. Water, in many situations, will be also found neces-

sary ; and this should be administered with care : better do it

effectually and seldom than a little nightly. Protection from

rain and sun must be afforded when in bloom, particularly to the

dark sorts. Do not allow any choice sorts to overbloom them-

selves ; seedlings are apt to do this, and exhaust their energy

in one season. Disbudding will, in great measure, prevent it.

Seedlings in boxes should now be in the open air, plunged to

the edge, and a little shade afforded. The Ranunculus stands

on vantage ground in one respect above many of its compeers

in the open garden,—its blossoms require no artificial aids, as

dressing, clipping, or extraction of petals, &c. : defend it from

accident and all enemies, and the only preparation for the exhi-

bition-stand is to sever it from the plant. As the Ranunculus

blooms in the longest days and under powerful suns, every

means should be taken to prolong the bloom by keeping down
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the temperature. A good soaking of the paths with water will

be useful to this end.

Wallingford. Carey Tyso.

Tulips.— Remove the top and side-cloths directly the blooms fall.

When the foliage turns brown, and the stems will bend without

breaking, the bulbs will be fit to take up. Let great care be

exercised in not exposing them for one minute to the rays of a

hot sun, which would surely damage or destroy them. Morning
or evening is the best time for taking up. Let the bulbs be

exposed to the air; but it must be in a cool, dry, shady place.

Wycombe. J. Hunt.

Windows, doors, and walls that may be overhung, as represented in our

pretty woodcut, with Roses, Jasmine, and other plants, should be now attended

to ; for, by going over these climbers, and tying-in the shoots here and there.,

their wantonness will be restrained without impairing their negligent beauty, and
the eye will detect what the hand should destroy, the caterpillars, which will

otherwise soon commit serious ravages upon every rosebud within their reach.

We close this Number with our repeated thanks for an additional supply of

subjects for our wood-engraver from the same fertile source which has hitherto

so liberally helped to adorn our pages.
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THE CINERARIA.

The Cineraria belongs to the natural order of Composites,

one of the most extensive families of the vegetable kingdom
;

hence it has been found difficult to settle satisfactorily the

various genera included in the order. In accordance with the

views of modern botanists, therefore, various plants once con-

sidered to be Cinerarias have been removed to other genera,

leaving the genus under consideration comparatively small as

regards species. The name Cineraria itself, signifying ashes,

seems ill applied to a genus which at this time contains so

many beautiful flowers ; and we are doubtful whether bo-

tanists would not hesitate before they applied it to the race

of plants which has sprung up under the title in our own
day. It, however, alludes to the powdery appearance of the

leaves, not to the flowers.

Taking a retrospective view of the genus, we are struck

with the paucity of its members until within the last few
years ; and this is more remarkable when we recollect that

few plants ripen seeds more freely than the Cineraria. Eng-
lish florists, who are stated to have been the first to turn their

attention to the hybridisation of this flower, must have been
long in commencing operations in good earnest ; for though
the materials they had at command, it must be acknowledged,
were few, yet they wrere not only enough for the work, but
have at length proved themselves amply sufficient.

If we look into gardening books of the seventeenth cen-

tury, we find the Medeira Cineraria aurita (a variety in the

way of Populifolia), which flowered at Kew in 1790, highly

praised. The same authorities speak of Cineraria cruenta, from
the Canaries, as being " a showy plant, having few equals ;"

and the woolly-leaved African Cineraria lanata, which blos-

somed first in this country about 1 793, is stated to " far eclipse

all the others cultivated in our gardens." Yet these are all

purple sorts of the most starry and open description imagin-
able. What would the admirers of such flowers have said

to the beautiful productions of the present day, for which
we are chiefly indebted to the industry of Messrs. Hender-
son, Ivery, Kendall, and Gaines ? and how would their small

(with the exception of Lanata) starry flowers stand the test

of Mr. Kendall's properties laid down at p. 131 of our May
Number ? But it is not in form alone that the Cineraria has

been improved. On account of the different sorts hybridising

freely with each other, the most exquisite colours that it is

possible to conceive have been infused into it. Indeed, so

VOL. II. no. xix. o
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much is this the case, that we have been prevented from
figuring some flowers which we should have preferred, on
account of the inability of our artist to give in his drawing
their fresh and sweetly beautiful rosy-lilac tints.

The hybrids Waterhousiana, Hendersoni, and the well-

known kind called King, are among our early attempts at

improvement ; and these kinds have had their day and their

admirers ; but that day is past. Pretty as these were, they

have been completely superseded by our present sorts in every

respect, except perhaps in habit. We confess that we do
not like the too dwarf habit which some of the seedlings of

late years have been made to assume, and which has been
praised by some of our contemporaries. Pigmies are held to

be as unsightly as giants ;—we prefer the happy medium.
Short " stocky" plants, " bonneted" with blossoms, looking

as stiff as if they were set on stone pedestals, are not to our
taste, and we should imagine will be eschewed by all culti-

vators who prefer graceful to stiff forms. On the other hand,
we dislike as much as any body tall straggling plants, which
are the result of bad management. The development of the

beautiful should be aimed at as much in plant-cultivation as

in the other operations of gardening; and this cannot be
effected unless we have proper material, and enough of it,

to work with. We are of opinion, therefore, that the appli-

cation of that skill which results in the production of too
" stocky" plants is wrongly directed ; but this may be our
mistake. We conclude this account of the Cineraria, which
is one of the most useful of all plants, with a short list of

some of the best varieties now in cultivation, and which are

as follows

:

Various Colours.

Newington Beauty.
Cerito.

Annie.
Alboni.

Eleanor.

Climax.

Blues of different shades.

Julia.

Favourite.

Grandissima.

Defiance.

Cleopatra.

Lady Prudhoe.

Maid of Artois.

Sapphire.

Bessy.

Crimson.

Resplendens.

Satellite.

Cramoisie Superieure.

Gem.
Attraction.

Royal Crimson.

White, with Bark Disc.

Fairy Queen.
Amaena.
Alice Grey.

The above are all catalogued flowers, and easily procured.

Of the seedlings which have appeared this year, we will give

some account hereafter.
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ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

To the Superintendent of The Florist.

No. III.

I hope you are a botanist. I know some eminent florists who are

so, and more than one really good botanist who duly appreciates

floriculture. But as the agriculturist is proverbially a despiser of his

garden, because of the larger results he is accustomed to deal with

in his farm, so is it oftentimes with the botanist, and therefore I

must have a word with him.

III. His objection is not likely to become general, because it

involves some labour to be bestowed on the subject before its force

will be perceived. But yet I have heard it oftener than might be

expected ; probably because the outlines of every science are now so

generally known. It is to the effect, that floriculture (I mean that

of fancy flowers) is, as a study, a descent from nature, and a degra-

dation to it ; and as an art, is essentially unscientific, and fit only for

children. Our whole system, he says, is conversant about varieties,—
things of small account in any case ; while such as we covet ought

not to exist at all, departures as they are, he says, from nature, and

interferences with the habits of the plants.

That these charges should be made in good faith by those who
only see floriculture from their supercilious distance is not surprising,

since there is an appearance of truth in them ; but that they will

not stand examination will be admitted by those who maintain that

there is a foundation for the preceding remarks. However, they

require, and they deserve, a more particular notice appropriated to

themselves.

It is not contended that the labours of the florist ought to be

placed in the same rank with those of the botanist. We do not

pretend that our pursuit is not of an inferior order to his ; indeed, it

arises out of, and is dependent on it. But we cannot allow that

it is either unnatural or unscientific ; nor even that its own peculiar

science, in the smaller area to which it is confined, is not to the full

as perfect and as pure as that of botany. The comprehensive survey

of nature is his ; the improvement of a few of the units out of his

catalogue is ours ; and to inquire into the best method of doing this

may be found to demand scientific knowledge as high as that required

for the more extended field of observation in discriminating between

orders and genera, and the resemblances and differences of plants.

Few who had not previously paid attention to the subject can

have read Mr. Story's interesting articles in your preceding Numbers

on the hybridisation of the Erica, without perceiving that, for the

successful pursuit of that practice, more of knowledge, and thought,

and judgment, as well as of skill and patience, is required than he

expected ; that less is due to chance, and more to system ; that a

collection of facts, and a comparison of results, are needed; and

arising out of this, a suitable variation of method according to cir-
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cu instances ; in other words, that it demands a scientific adaptation

of means to produce a desired end. And it will presently be my
business to shew that this desired end itself is equally founded on
physical facts, and reducible to rule ; and that the alterations sought

by florists in the petals and habits of certain flowering plants are no
more open to the objections of the scientific botanist, than they are

to those which have already been considered.

Neither is it justly alleged that either the end or the means used

to attain it are unnatural. We are told, for instance, that the many
thousand varieties of our Roses are, botanically, the same individual

under so many thousands of fantastic dresses, and none of them
natural, or conducive to the welfare of the species, or the more per-

fect development of its parts. On the contrary, that the greater

number of them can never perfect their seeds, owing to the produc-

tion of double flowers by the conversion of stamens into petals.

This might have some weight, but that it entirely rests on a fallacy,

which it is of some importance to notice. The Rose was not made

for itself, nor is its place in creation only to produce seeds or to

propagate its kind. It is a misunderstanding of the goodness of

the Creator to overlook the fact, that, like ourselves and every other

part of God's works, it was made for others as well as itself; and
that one part of its design was, to please the eye of the beholder,

as of fruits to please the palate of the eater. Why, else, the other-

wise useless enlargement of the petals of many, their elegant forms,

their varied and brilliant colours ? No one can say that any of these

things minister, except in a small and questionable degree, to the

welfare of the plant or of its seeds, any more than the grateful scent

of the Mignonette or of the Violet does to theirs, or the lusciousness

of the drupe, of the apricot, or of the peach, does to theirs. These
additions to the necessary parts of fructification were for the sole

advantage of others ; those that please the eye or the smelling, seem
to have been made for the sole pleasure of man ; and it appears to

have been the purpose of God in them to minister to his gratification

alone. And if some species of flowers are found by experience to be

capable of developing by cultivation greater powers of pleasing the

eye than are possessed by the uncultivated natural specimen, there is

nothing unnatural in pushing that development as far as it will go,

and thus bringing forth into light, the extent to which it was meant
to fulfil that particular purpose of its creation.

That the arts used for this purpose are not unnatural, may be

seen in the analogous, instance of cultivated fruits. The apple, for

instance, is one of those trees " whose seed is in itself." Around
that seed is a fleshy envelope, pleasant to the eye, fragrant to the

smell, and good for food ; none of which qualities add to the per-

fection or security of the seed, but are intended for the use and
gratification of men and animals. But this is not so with all the

produce of those seeds of the tree, or any thing like it. Sow the

seeds, and under the most favourable circumstances not above one

in five hundred of the plants that spring from them can be expected

to be worth cultivating for its own fruit. Are all the rest then
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useless ? By no means. They are for an important purpose in the

economy of man's sustenance from the fruits of the field. They

undergo (by grafting) an operation much more startlingly unnatural, at

first view, than is the hybridisation of the Erica ; and the Crabstock is

made to sustain the bearing wood of choicer kinds instead of its own

—

Miraturque novas frondes et non sua poma •*—
while the plants that spring from the successful seeds become the

parents of new varieties as numerous as those of the Ranunculus

or the Pelargonium. This apparently unnatural process is both na-

tural and necessary. And as the time when it was first practised

is hidden in the mists of the remotest antiquity, and as it was

anciently in use among nations unconnected with each other, and

as each ascribed the discovery to its founder or to some god, it is

probable that it was taught of God to our first father, when the

original curse upon the ground and all its productions, for man's sin,

made labour the condition of his bread !

This is rendered the more probable by the distinct claim made
in Isaiah (xxviii. 23-29), for the teaching of the art of husbandry to

man by the Creator,—an art which supplies us with a still stronger

instance in point than the foregoing.

The most useful, or rather necessary, of all vegetable productions

to man, the Cerealia (plants which produce the " breadstuff's" of the

American vocabulary), appear to be almost all of them of the class

most abhorrent to the botanist,

—

hybrids. At least the native original

of many of them is, I believe, unknown, and of others would not be

recognised except by a botanist. Cultivation during the course of

four thousand years, and a care bestowed upon improving the seed,

like that which the florist practises upon the Fuchsia or the Calceo-

laria, have made them what they now are. There can, therefore, be

nothing unnatural in the art which has brought into being, or at

least to its present state of perfection, the staff of human life.

And if the end aimed at in improving the petals of a Dianthus be

of less importance to the welfare of man than in improving the seed

of a Carex, yet the mode by which it is effected being the same in

both cases, what is right in the one case cannot be wrong in the other.

If it is not unnatural in the fruit, neither is it in the flower. That

art is in perfect analogy with all the other consequences of our con-

dition as children of Adam,—a condition which requires at our hands

a laborious compulsion of nature to yield up to our importunities the

riches it is entrusted with for our use.

Iota,

AMATEUR TULIP SOCIETY.

The annual exhibition of this society took place on the 26th of

May, at the Horns Tavern, Kennington. It was attended by most

of the leading cultivators of this favourite flower, which was pro-

* " And wonders at the strange foliage, and fruit not its own."
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duced in excellent condition and in considerable quantity, thirteen

stands of nine blossoms each having been staged. Prizes were
awarded to, 1st, Mr. Edwards of Holloway ; 2d, Mr. King of Can-
terbury ; 3d, Mr. Crook, Honorary Secretary of the Society ; and
4th, Mr. Venables.

First prize seedling, May Queen (Crook), a promising rose ;

this gentleman also exhibited three byblcemens of first-rate quality.

The best bloom produced was, by universal assent, attributed to the

Aglaia of Mr. Edwards, than which it was impossible to have pro-

duced a finer. The Vivid of Mr. Crook was also a superb specimen.

FANCY PELARGONIUMS.

This class of flowers has latterly been raised into considerable im-

portance ; and from the improvements effected by superior cultivation

and raising new varieties from seed, they have become a very attrac-

tive feature of our large exhibitions. Dwarf and delicate in habit,

and most profuse bloomers, they form, when well grown, perfect

nosegays in themselves, and are consequently much admired, par-

ticularly by the ladies.

In another part of this Number will be found a notice of them
as exhibited at Chiswick ; and with a view to assist our readers in

making a selection for cultivation, we subjoin a list of some of the

best varieties, adding from our Note-book such novelties as have

come under our observation during the present season. It is a great

mistake to imagine, as some have done, that they will displace the

stronger varieties. Like all matters of taste, some will cultivate one

sort, some will prefer the other; many, that have the means, will

cultivate both. It is singular that in either class there exist shades

of colour which the other does not possess ; and it will be interest-

ing to attempt the infusion of the brilliancy of some of the older

varieties into the Fancies, and the delicacy of the lilac shades into

the former.

In appending the following list, we have to return our thanks to

those extensive growers of this class of Pelargoniums, Messrs. Am-
brose and Gaines, both of Battersea, Nurserymen, for a quantity of

cut blooms sent in handsome trusses for our inspection. Would
that their example was more generally followed, and that their

brethren in business used our work more extensively as a medium
of communication with the flower-loving and purchasing public ! It

is worth their while to bear in mind, that our circulation this year

(1849) will be little, if at all, under Fifteen-hundred copies a month !

Our aim is Four-thousand.

Reine Francaise.

Jenny Lind.

Empress.
Formosa.
Ne-plus-ultra.

Rubra.
Picturata.

Defiance.

Hero of Surrey.

Statiaskii or Ytolinskii.

Quercifolia superbt
Captivation.

Delight.

Magnifica.



FA^CY PELARGONIUMS

L. Defiance.

Ke plus i
' I 3 Jenny LincL -
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Either of the above growers can supply a more extended cata-

logue; and there are some yearling seedlings of great merit, which
must be two years old before we notice them.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

In our last paper we left the grounds as the judges were entering
;

but we must return and accompany them, just to give our readers

an idea of the manner in which their important duties are con-

ducted.

The whole exhibition is divided into as many parts as is neces-

sary to prevent the task of arriving at a judgment from being hastily

hurried through. To each division two judges are appointed; these

receive on their entrance coloured cards, on which are printed the

letters under which the plants they have to judge are entered, and
the numbers of the collection present under that letter. Now all

they have to do is to look through the tents, and wherever they

see cards of the same colour as those in their hands nailed in front

of plants, there are the subjects for their attention. If unable to

agree, the judges of one department call in the aid of another divi-

sion ; but this is rarely required. As they award the prizes, they

enter the same on their cards ; and when they have judged all under

their care, they return to the Council-room, where the Vice-Secretary

receives their decisions, and enters them in a book, from which they

are copied by the clerks on to large well- displayed papers attached

to boards, which are forthwith hung in conspicuous situations

outside the tents, and near the portion of the exhibition to which

they refer.

But how fast time flies ! the judges are scarcely finished, and

it is nearly one o'clock. We must run outside ; the weather is

most delightful,—clear bright sunshine, tempered by a gentle breeze

of wind. At both entrances, and in the road, a strong body
of police are placed, to keep order in the arrival, setting down, and

departure of carriages ; and also for another purpose, if required,

for there will soon be not a few of that unhappy parasitical class

which live on their fellows, and who frequent all large gatherings

;

not that this sort obtain admission,—ample precaution is taken to

prevent that. Beneath the canvass spread over a portion of the

roadway leading to the Council-room entrance, sit, impatiently await-

ing the opening of the gates, those enthusiastic admirers of flowers

who come always before time, that they may make sure of seeing

them well. Within are the Fellows, Members of the Council, enjoy-

ing one of their few privileges,—shewing a select number of friends

the exhibition before the public are admitted. But the clock strikes

one— musical sounds reach our ears— the gates fly open, and in we
go, treading most daintily, lest we step on that beautiful dress moving

before us. We cast a look behind, and what a gathering already !
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whilst the noise of wheels tells very plainly that we are this day

likely to have an old-fashioned Chiswick fete attendance.

Entering then at the gate leading to the Council-room, we take the

pathway towards the Conservatory, and pass through fine Rhododen-

drons on either hand, loaded with their beautiful blossoms, and in great

variety of colour. Here we should linger, but that we know, on so

beautiful a day, the tents will be filled to a degree rendering it utterly

impossible for us to get a sight of their contents, unless we make the

best use of our time, and reach them at once. On emerging from

this pathway, we find, since the last meeting, that the Geranium-tent

has been removed, and placed parallel with the Conservatory, which
alteration we must request our readers to bear in mind, as they

accompany us through the other tents, in the same order as on the

last occasion. On our entrance, the seedling Pelargoniums immedi-

ately catch our eye, contributed by Messrs. Hoyle, Gaines, Whomes,
and Beck : we are pleased with the brightness and variety of their

colours, and glad to see that great improvement continues to be made
in this popular flower, which is very apparent by the contrast be-

tween the older and new varieties, as exhibited in the collections

which follow in succession the whole length of the tent, and half-way

round on the other side, where the Fancy varieties begin, and con-

tinue until they reach the point where we entered. With great

pleasure we may add, before we leave this part of the exhibition, that

the whole formed a mass of beauty highly creditable to the different

contributors, and forming a beautiful contrast to that of the May
exhibition. Nor must we forget to mention, what we unintentionally

omitted to state in our last Number, that the Fancy Pelargoniums

exhibited by Mr. Gaines at the last fete at Chiswick, and by Mr.
Staines of Regent's Park, were, to use a technical term, as admirably

done as on the present occasion. Mr. Ambrose stood first this time

;

but where all were so beautiful, let all have their due meed of praise :

indeed, we learned that the judges were desirous of giving both the

second and third exhibitions in this class second prizes, but were not

allowed to do so, from the strictness of the regulations.

Passing over to tent No. 1 (see our visit in May), we come to

the exhibition of new plants ; and among these, perhaps the most
striking was Escallonia macrantha, a rosy pink-flowered shrub from

Patagonia, and stated to be hardy, from Messrs. Veitch. Then the

same growers had a scarlet -flowered Lisianthus, named Pulcher,

which we should like to see again ; for the plant exhibited had
suffered so much from travelling, that no opinion of its merits could

well be formed. The same gentlemen also shewed their Mitraria

coccinea, a pretty greenhouse shrub, with scarlet tubular blos-

soms, something like those of a Corraea, but inflated in the middle

and much larger. Mrs. Lawrence had the beautiful pink-flowered

Abelia floribunda, which our readers cannot do wrong in adding to

their greenhouse collections. A few other novelties were produced

;

but the above were the most remarkable. Continuing along the

south side of this tent, we pass several groups of stove and green-

house plants, and arrive at an exhibition of tall Cacti, which, being
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finely flowered, made a brilliant display. Among them we did not

remark much novelty ; but there was a variety of the old Epiphyllum
(Cactus) speciosum, named Elegans, which is certainly much larger

and finer than Speciosum. Turning the corner of the tent, we found

one or two small collections of Cape Pelargoniums ; among which,

the prettiest, to our taste— but " tastes ditfer"— were Echinatum,

spotted purple ; Ardens ; Flexuosum ; Quinquevulnera ; and Bipin-

natifidum. At the end of this exhibition were the Roses in pots,

shewn by Mr. Bradbury's gardener, who was first, and Mr. Rowland
of Lewisham, second : these were backed up by single specimen-

plants. Then passing a collection or two of stove and greenhouse

plants, we arrive at the show of Roses in pots by Nurserymen, which
was a grand one, although the plants told unmistakeably that they

had suffered from the bright weather in the early part of the week.

Mr. Lane's specimens, which were first, were large and fine ; Mr.
Francis was second ; and Messrs. Paul, third, with pyramidally-

trained plants. This system of training seems destined to become
fashionable : we see that other growers are beginning to follow the

plan, which, we are of opinion, is a good one for pot Roses. Indeed

this pyramidal system of training might be carried on to a greater

extent than it is at present, even on lawns ; for, beautiful as standard

Roses are, we may have too many of them ; and we imagine that a

few pyramidal bushes, clothed with foliage and flowers to the very

ground, might often be introduced here and there among them, and
with good effect. It would at least create variety, which is " ever

pleasing." But to our task.

Entering tent No. 2, we find a crowd of ladies and gentlemen

trying to get " impossible views" of the fruit, which is, after all, but

scarce ; for the Society does not profess to have a fruit-exhibition till

July. Pursuing our course, and passing some Amarj-llids, among
which there was nothing particular, some Cape Heaths, and stove

and greenhouse plants, we come to the Orchids, which were, this

time, beyond all praise. They were more numerous than in May,
and were altogether much finer specimens. This interesting class of

plants, whose forms are as varied as their colours are beautiful, a few

years ago were thought uncultivable b}~ common people with mode-
rate appliances ; but the result has proved to be different. They are

quite as easily managed as other stove-plants ; and where one has a

little house, moderately well-warmed, a few blocks, pots, rough peat,

and Sphagnum moss, their cultivation may be commenced and car-

ried on with success. In proof of this, we may state, that from the

Orchid-house at Worton Cottage, which receives no particular care,

there was produced by far the best plant of Oncidium ampliatum

majus at the exhibition. It had five glorious spikes of clear yellow

blossoms on it, each flower being nearly an inch across. Then Mr.
Rucker's Orchid-house, in which so many fine specimens are grown,

is a span-roofed house, neither lofty nor wide ; yet out of this came,

on the 9th ult., perhaps the best collection of its kind ever produced.

He had a Saccolabium guttatum, one of the handsomest of all Or-

chids, which was the admiration of every body, and well described by
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a gentleman present as " a fountain of flowers." Messrs. Veitch also

had a nice group ; as had also Mr. Warner and Mr. Blandy of Head-

ing. Passing Mr. Schroder's and other collections, we come to the

exhibition of Orchids from Messrs. Loddige^', the gem of which was

a lilac-flowered Cattleya, with a trumpet-shaped, velvety, deep crim-

son lip. It was apparently the scarce C. marginata.

We are now in the large tent, and opposite the beautiful collec-

tion of thirty stove and greenhouse plants from Mr. Cole, gardener

to H. Collyer, Esq., of Dartford, which was second; and, passing a

magnificent purple-flowered, yellow-eyed Aphelexis, or Cape Ever-

lasting, and a Pimelea Hendersoni, from the same grower, also Mr.
Rucker's and Mrs. Lawrence's Heaths, we reach the noble collec-

tion of thirty stove and greenhouse plants from Ealing Park, which

gained the certificate of honour, the highest award the Society

offers.

Continuing our course westward, past the long and beautiful

bank of Cape Heaths, which occupied the north side of tent No. 2,

some stove and greenhouse plants, Achimenes, and Statices, we dis-

cover nice groups of Calceolarias, from Messrs. Gaines and Hender-

son ; then some Pitcher plants, from Mrs. Lawrence ; and, finally,

beautiful collections of Ranunculuses, from our contributors Mr. Tyso,

and from Mr. Costar of Benson, Oxon. The former had two stands

of 50 blooms each ; among which, as might be expected from so

eminent a cultivator, were many fine specimens, although some were

hardly sufficiently blown. Mr. Costar shewed 48 blooms. To Mr.
Tyso was awarded a silver Banksian medal ; and to Mr. Costar a

certificate, although no prizes are offered expressly for such exhi-

bitions.

Thus ends our sketchy and somewhat imperfect account of one of

the best June shows which has ever taken place in the Society's Gar-

dens,—a statement which we are pleased to make ; because it shews

that horticulture is on the ascendant, instead of going back, as some
would have us believe ; and that the same spirit which induced our

ancestors of the fifteenth century to trim their Rose-bushes and culti-

vate their Lilies, Sunflowers, Violets, and Poppies, continues to dw^ell

in us of the nineteenth century, not only with equal but with greatly

increased vigour. That it may long continue so, is our hearty

wish.

And now, having gone through all the tents, and admired the

beauty there gathered together, we are glad to withdraw from the

crowd with which they are filled ; and taking the arm of a friend, who
always treats us on these occasions, we make our way to a resj>ectable-

looking person sitting at his ease, with a box of cards and change

before him, and a board with " Refreshment" in large black letters on

a white ground above his head. Here, in exchange for current coin,

we receive two tickets marked ice, and two others marked biscuit ;

and passing through an opening in a distant line of shrubs, at once

find ourselves in a spacious cool recess furnished with a few seats,

whilst behind a table eighty feet long, covered with white cloths and

furnished with plates, stand a dozen respectably dressed persons, to
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one of whom, on presenting our cards and intimating the descrip-

tion of ice we require, he communicates the same through an open-

ing in a green-baized wall running the whole length of this place of

refreshment. Presently a pair of hands appear, in each a saucer

and glass topped up with the refreshing article, which our waiter

receives and hands us, accompanied with a plate of cakes from

which to select. The back of that green baize has to us always

been a place of mystery—a kind of California of good things, upon
which we have ofttimes speculated. The appearance and disap-

pearance of hands laden with icy treasures is, however, all that is

known to us ; and with a comfortable feeling that our cards have

procured the cooling refreshment they promised, we take a look

round at the company as pleasantly engaged as we have been, and

make our exit just in time to join the throng who are following a

military band playing a march on its way to the large orchestra,

towards which two more bands are also moving. This orchestra is

composed simply of seats and music-tables, without any covering,

and is situated in a spot well adapted to the purpose, with plenty of

open space, before it a deep dell, and the banks clothed with Ameri-

can plants. Military music or military bands are little to our taste ;

we cannot divest our minds of their association with war, which we
entirely hate and abhor, as one of the greatest curses that can afflict

humanity ; and whilst they are performing, we amuse ourselves by

watching a quantity of large bees, which, utterly indifferent to the

tempest of sounds close to them, are busily engaged in abstracting

the honey from the flowers of the Rhododendrons.

Our friend satisfied with music, we walk off and take a look about

the gardens, and at the company, now rapidly increasing, and which

gives them a most enlivening effect. Seated beneath the shade of

trees and shrubs are young and old, their faces beaming with satis-

faction. The fineness of the weather has even tempted out the

scarcely convalescent and the lame, of whom we see several. Every

body looks in good humour, which, in one old gentleman's case, we
observe overflowing in offers of his snuff-box to the individuals of

the whole band of the Life-Guards. Neither are representatives of

other lands wanting in their gay costumes, adding to the innumerable

variety of colours which our fair countrywomen disport on this occa-

sion. What a gathering! what a mixture!— here a Bishop, there

a Friend (Quaker) ; here a nobleman or a lady of title, there those

that would gladly be supposed such. In one place an exquisitely

fine young gentleman, and near him a horny-handed clever gardener,

whose name as a winner is to be seen on more boards than one.

Wearied at last, we are glad to take leave of our friend, and to seek

the pleasing retreat afforded by the circular tent opposite the Orchi-

daceous plants.

Here our imagination soon carries us into distant lands, where,

struggling through swampy and unhealthy valleys, weary, hungry,

thirsty, tormented with mosquitoes, and half prostrated with fever,

we fancy those enterprising men, some of whose discoveries are

before us ; and how earnestly do we long for their presence, that
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they might enjoy the reward of their labours, in witnessing the

admiration bestowed upon the spoils of their peaceful, though la-

borious campaigns ! But that cannot be ; and so

" Soft be the sleep of their pleasant hours,

And calm be the seas they roam
;

May the way they travel be strew'd with flowers,

Till it brings them in -safety home"

—

say we, as we bring this paper to a close, for it is just six o'clock

;

and hark ! there is the signal in the bands simultaneously performing

the National Anthem, to which we breathe a fervent Amen.

HAIL-STORM AND PIECES OF ICE.

Desirous of making our wTork a register of any thing out of the

common affecting our gardens, plants, &c, we requested the Edi-

tor of the Gardeners' Chronicle to oblige us with the loan of the

accompanying woodcut, representing some pieces of ice which fell

in a thunder-storm in the neighbourhood of London, between two
and three p.m., June 5th, 1849, and which did considerable damage
in many places. These particular pieces, as described, fell in the

Horticultural Society's gardens at Chiswick; but we saw abundance
in our own garden quite as large, and in many instances much more
angular.

2 3

" a to b = lj\ inch : 1 and 2 flat ; surfaces uneven, with frag-

ments of a thin frozen pellicle, which had formed a partially hollow
casing : 3, lens-shaped

; compact, uniformly transparent ice, sur-

rounding a nucleus of frozen snow. Resembled in appearance the
glass eyes made for some birds."



OLD MILLS.

Even the Sedentary Man must have his rambles ; and within an easy-

distance of my abode is a small and remarkably pretty village, with

a mill, of which your woodcut this month gives a faithful representa-

tion. This has been for years a most flowery spot, where even the

experienced gardener may derive some hints from the natural taste

and simple contrivances of our friend the Miller. By the side of a

broad and deep mill-pond, always filled to the brim with the clearest

water, is a gravel-walk, with a verge of turf between it and the

stream. On this grassy border are placed at intervals the heads of

some picturesque old pollard trees, whose hollows, filled with mould,

contain throughout the season a constant succession of gay flowering

plants. In early spring the yellow Alyssum and purple Aubrietia, with

good bunches of common Heath (E. earned), on sunny days attract

the bees (for our Miller is a great apiarian ; and let me tell those who
are in that line, that no situation can vie with the Miller's garden).

As the season advances, Wallflowers, beautiful Cistuses, the sweet

Daphne Cneorum, and the white and purple Candytuft succeed ; and
after these, the showy varieties of Verbena, Anagallis, Lobelia, and
other half-hardy annuals, amongst which the common Moneywort
trails its golden flowers, with here and there a handsome Fuchsia, and
tufts of the different stone- crops in every little nook, keep up a blaze

of splendour, till November's gloomy curtain drops upon the scene.

I am a great admirer of these old pollard heads, either alone on

lawns, or mixed up in rock-work ; and think nothing in the way of

rustic baskets or stands for holding flowers can come up to them.

On the inland side of the Miller's walk, a good selection of Dwarf
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Roses, magnificent White Lilies, and the common cottage garden-

flowers, make a showy border. But the Miller prides himself most

on his beds of White Rockets ; and I believe several London florists

are supplied from this secluded spot with these sweet old-fashioned

flowers. Looking up the stream, there are various small islands and

peninsulas overgrown with reeds, marsh-flowers, and old willows;

and in the distance the soft, rounded range of chalk hills, partially

clothed with luxuriant wood, complete the landscape. Here, through

the goodnature of the owner, is the favourite resort of the mammas
and nursemaids of respectable families in the neighbourhood ; and

nothing can surpass the pleasure of the young urchins when the

moor-hen or wild duck, with her tiny brood, sails out from the edge

of the rushes, or the swan, accustomed to be fed,

" with arched neck
Between her white wings mantling, proudly rows

H er state with oary feet
"

At this present time the female bird is attended by a family of nine

cygnets ; and as she comes out with them on the smooth surface of

the water, she reminds one of a certain graceful Duchess with her

train of lovely daughters moving over the lawn at the Regent's Park

or Chiswick fetes.

The recollections of my infancy lead me always to associate mills

with flower-gardens, and many sweet spots could I name: English

florists must have heard of George Garratt of Codicote, Herts, in

whose garden, gently sloping towards the south to his mill-head, and

sheltered from the north by a fine larch plantation, Auriculas, Pan-

sies, Pinks, Picotees, and Carnations may be seen in unrivalled excel-

lence, testifying to his skill in growing these well-known flowers. But

in rural and picturesque beauty, all must yield to the old mill which

adorns this Number of The Florist, with its mossy roofs and lichen-

covered walls, its masses of rude rock-work, and its well-stocked bee-

house, built quite in character with the scene. The inside of the

house is as curious as its exterior : old carved oak furniture, dainty

pieces of antique china in corner cupboards, a few nice cases of stuffed

birds, venerable old high-backed chairs, and a deep chimney-corner,

are real specimens of the olden time. But to enter fully into the har-

mony of the piece, you must see the Miller himself,—a most rotund

little man, his pepper-and-salt coat nicely softened in tone by the

floury particles of his mill, his clear ruddy complexion, the merry

twinkle of his eye, his shrill chirruping voice, and his easy unem-

barrassed manner in the presence of rich or poor : he is a favourite

with all the fine ladies near, for he is a bit of a gossip, and, at the

proper season, calls with nice little glasses of pure virgin honey,

taken from the tops of his hives, which serve to sweeten his visits

;

and I must not omit to add, he is very kind to his poorer neighbours.

But, alas, I fear our little rural mills are doomed to fall before the

huge square slated buildings with their tall blackened chimneys, and

with them the old race of millers will also soon become extinct— our

friend is a confirmed, and I fear irreclaimable, old bachelor.

June \Zth. A Sedentary Man.
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THE LADIES' PAGE.
" Slow move the sultry hours. Oh, for the shield

Of darkening boughs, or hollow rocks grotesque !"

Graiiame.

This month may be considered the turning-point of the floral year.

Spring is quite past away, and nature wears a mature and set aspect,

contrasted strongly with the tender greens and budding stems of the

previous months. The birds cease to charm with their songs, and
a general sense of fatigue is experienced from the heat of the sun,

leading to the wish expressed in the lines quoted above. In this

month I have found the amateur-gardener, who cannot delegate his

labours to others, is apt to become discouraged. There is much to

be done, and very little disposition to do it. The exuviae of the

spring flowers have to be removed
; plants bedded out demand almost

hourly attention in watering, pegging down, and other indispensable

operations ; the work of layering, piping, and general propagation,

cannot safely be delayed ;—yet for all this the gardener is unfitted by
the dog-days, and is sometimes ready to give up his work in despair.

The strongman, who has delved all his days, is conscious of his weak-
ness ; and therefore ladies who wait upon their favourite flowers

themselves cannot expect to be free from it.

If I were not conscious of presumption in teaching patience to

the sex who practically exhibit it in seasons of weal or woe far more
habitually than we, who profess to be stronger, I should attempt by
several arguments to counteract this midsummer lassitude, and urge
to perseverance. Let it be sufficient to remind ourselves and others,

that the surest cure of indolence is exertion ; that refreshing rains

will soon temper the fury of the summer heat ; and that the profuse

beauty of the garden will, for months to come, make compensation
for every present inconvenience. Complain as we may, nature will

refuse to yield up her treasures without our care and toil ; and if we
withhold the " sweat of our brow," the sure result will be " thorns

and thistles." Labour, however, may be unnecessarily incurred, as

is often done, for instance, in watering gardens in hot weather. Be-
ware of the watering-pot ! In many cases its use is more prejudi-

cial than useful. Plants which do not flag need no help in this

way; and those which must be artificially assisted should have a
plentiful supply, and not a sprinkling. The philosophical principles

on which watering a garden should be conducted cannot be stated

here ; but they should be understood by every gardener. Lindley's

Theory of Horticulture is the best exposition of this and kindred
subjects which has yet been published.

The scientific increase of plants in heated soils and glass-frames

must not be neglected, as many productions will only push forth

roots in this wray. But every lady knows how often she has been
successful in striking slips and cuttings in the open air; and this

simple and inexpensive plan ought not to grow into disuse. I have

known pinks and wall- flowers successfully propagated in this way,
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when a more ostentatious display of hand-glasses and frames has

failed. A German named Fechner has recently published a book to

prove that plants are endowed with consciousness, and are susceptible

of impressions of pleasure. If he were writing this article, he might

say that ladies are successful in their simple modes of striking slips

and cuttings, because the subjects of their operations feel gratified

with their attentions, and disposed to reward them.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.

REVIEW.

The Letters of Rusticus on the Natural History of Godalming.

Van Voorst, London.

We have risen from a hasty perusal of this interesting work with

the full intention of taking it up again, and of more carefully read-

ing its contents in our intervals of leisure, for which it appears to us

admirably adapted, being both amusing and instructive. We hope

also to introduce it more fully to our readers by a few extracts bear-

ing upon gardening subjects, when we can find room for them.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

The midsummer show of this society was held on the 20th ult.

The day preceding was very unpropitious, and led us to apprehend

an unfavourable morrow ; out the night was fine and tranquil, and

the day itself, during the time the visitors were present, was all that

could be desired. It is not a very easy matter to introduce in a novel

garb the subjects exhibited. The prizes offered are, with a few ex-

ceptions, for the same quantities of the same species ; let us there-

fore, in a word, say, that the whole formed a very fine exhibition.

The Orchids, numerous and brilliant, filled one side of a long

tent ; whilst a beautiful bank of Pelargoniums occupied a similar

space on the opposite side—the whole presenting such a mass of

beauty, as to render it a difficult and slow process to examine the

plants, on account of the crowd of admirers which surrounded them.

We observed little that was novel ; but we must not pass over a

beautiful purple-flowered Cattleya from C. B. Warner, E*q., whose
specific name we did not learn. The next tent, filled with stove

and greenhouse plants, also found abundant admirers, as did that

in which the Queen of flowers appeared in all her glory and in

considerable abundance. Perhaps the most attractive portion of the

Roses was the boxes of cut blooms, and amongst them some new
varieties shone conspicuously. Exquisitely glowing and beautiful

was Geant des Batailles, the most handsome new crimson Hybrid Per-

petual Rose we have. Soleil d'Austerlitz was another of a similar co-

lour. Moss Rose Laneii, figured in our fifth Number, was also shewn
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in fine condition by Mr. Lane, as was also the blush-pink variety,

Comte de Rambuteau, which forms a companion embellishment

in the same Number. We must not pass over our excellent corre-

spondent Mr. Rivers' contribution of cut Roses (not exhibited for

competition), amongst which, conspicuous for size, was our old friend

Baron Prevost, some of whose blooms measured 5j inches across.

Cape Heaths were shewn in usual abundance ; those from Mr. Epps
of Maidstone deservedly received the first prize.

Of new plants there was little or nothing to remark, as the most
prominent are noticed in our report of the Horticultural Society's

show, in another page. A pale blue-flowered Pentstemon exhibited

by Mr. Henderson, we hope will prove a valuable addition to va-

rieties in general cultivation. Ferns, which are growing in favour

as objects of exhibition, from the agreeable relief they form to the

general mass of flowers, were abundant and fine. A very good

specimen of Asplenium alternifolium was exhibited by Mr. Williams,

in his group of British varieties. There were some very well-grown
specimens of Fuchsias ; and if not very novel, they formed an inte-

resting background to the Pinks, Pansies, Ranunculuses, and seed-

ling Pelargoniums, all of which were sufficiently numerous to attract

so considerable a crowd in front of them, as to make it a work of

patience to get near them, so slowly did the observers circulate in

this part of the tent ; indeed it is worthy of remark, that these

flowers seem generally most attractive. It is always pleasant to find

the objects which have formed our illustrations taking prominent

places amongst their compeers. Young's XX Pink, shewn by Mr.

Turner, and sent out by him, was there to prove how worthy it

is of a place in every stand, and in every stand but one it was to be

found.

In Ranunculuses, our friends Tyso and Costar again distin-

guished themselves ; indeed, we cannot help being gratified at see-

ing the place taken on these occasions by the contributors to The

Florist. We may, at a future time, when our space is less occupied,

draw attention to the number of first prizes taken by them, for the

sake of shewing our readers how successful is the practice they

recommend to others in our Calendar. Seedling Calceolarias are so

abundant, and the markings upon them so similar, that it was diffi-

cult to find any thing extraordinary in this way. Of seedling Pelar-

goniums there was a considerable display of yearlings by the usual

raisers ; and we are mistaken if 1850 does not see some two-year-old

plants which will astonish those who believed that no further im-

provement could be effected in this flower. We really have no

room on this, our making-up day, to notice the Rhododendron part

of the exhibition, of which we have notes for a paper at a future

time.

The Queen and Prince Albert paid an early visit to this exhi-

bition,—a circumstance we are glad to mention; and it cannot fail

to gratify her flower-loving subjects to learn as much.

VOL. II. NO. XIX.
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THE SEEDLING PELARGONIUM EXHIBITION

Took place, as advertised, in Upton Park on the 15th of June, and
drew together a considerable number of plants, nine competitors, and
several amateur cultivators from distant parts of the country.

The arrangements for this exhibition w$re well carried out upon
the ground, and the day was of a character to shew the flowers in

cloudy, clear, sunny, and wet weather, so variable was it on this

occasion. The varieties selected for the four prizes wTere elected by
ballot in the following manner. When the plants were arranged

side by side, and in a row, the exhibitors (the alone judges) entered

the tent, each receiving a voting card. After careful examination of

the several plants, and a declaration from the exhibitors that they

were ready to vote, each placed on his card the number of the variety

he selected for the first prize, and the greatest number of votes of

course carried the prize with it. The other three were awarded in a

similar manner. The first prize of Five Pounds was awarded to

Foster's Gypsy Bride, of which a specimen plant was exhibited

covered with buds and expanded blossoms. This flower is of first-

rate quality
;
general form circular, and very good ;

perfectly smooth
petals, no crumple ; edge first-rate, free from indentures ; upper petals

a dark crimson, with brilliant distinct edging, and terminating white

and waxy in the neck. The lower petals are a deep rose, shading

ofT into a wThitish eye. The size of the flower is too small, and the

lower petals are veined and rather flat in colour. Habit of the plant

very good.

Three Pounds Ten Shillings, the second prize, was awarded to

Foquette's Magnificent, a beautiful bright rosy vermilion flower, with

a dark cloudy blotch on the upper petals, which are all free from

crumple. It is very constant, a free bloomer, of good habit and

foliage. Its faults are, imperfect shape, too long, too funnelled, and

the blotch on upper petals not even, whilst the ground-colour is very

good in this respect. Altogether it is a flower of great refinement

both in colour and quality.

Symons's Field Marshal, the property of Messrs. Veitch and Son,

received the third prize of Two Pounds Ten Shillings. This is a

high-coloured variety, of strong robust habit, and great freedom of

bloom, but deficient in refinement. It will make a great show on
the stage, whether at home or at an exhibition. The colour of the

upper petals is a rich dark scarlet, with an undecided deep blotch

veining off towards the margin, and terminating with a small feather

in the neck. The lower petals have a bluish tinge upon them, which
deepens as it approaches the eye. Want of smoothness in the upper

petals and delicacy are its great faults ; but few, if any, will surpass

it in brilliant effect, especially when distant from the eye.

Aurora's Beam (Beck's) came in for the remaining prize of One
Pound Ten Shillings. It is a large stout flower, but calling for no
particular notice, as the raiser will not send it out, considering it

inferior to others in his possession intended for that purpose.
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Mr. Hoyle exhibited his Prince of Orange, which received the

silver medal at the Royal Botanical Society's exhibition, Regent's

Park, last month, for its high colour ; also his Christabel and Satis-

faction, which were awarded similar prizes at the same place and

time. The first is an orange-scarlet flower of good size, good

breadth of petals ; but wanting in intensity of blotch, which prevents

the flower from producing that striking effect which would otherwise

be the case from its very high colour. It is thin, but possesses great

refinement and evenness of colour,—a characteristic of this gentle-

man's productions.

Christabel is a fair, delicate, wax-like flower, fine broad bottom

petals, of a flesh colour delicately tinged with orange. The upper

petals have a dark rich blotch, shading off very evenly into an orange

ground edged with rosy lilac. The feather in the eye gives a little

poverty to the general appearance of this pretty flower.

Satisfaction, a very good-shaped middle-coloured flower, but not

distinct enough in other respects to require further notice.

Many other varieties were exhibited ; some had better have been

absent, whilst a number of others possessed very considerable amount
of merit ; but we shall not enter into them here. It is the place

flowers take in the exhibition-stands which must be considered the

great test of their value in the eyes of those readers of The Florist who
cultivate the Pelargonium, and such will not be displeased at our

bidding them make a note of Hoyle's Crusader, which appeared on

this occasion, and which will be found in every first-rate collection

in 1850, unless we are mistaken.

We ought not to pass away without a line or two in praise of

the efforts of others to give a general interest to this exhibition by

the contribution of other flowers and plants to adorn the tents.

Amongst them we found our friends Edwards and Tyso with Pansies,

Pinks, and Ranunculuses,—the latter capital. Turner too was there,

and Mr. Bragg, who, by the by, at his inn at Slough, provided our

inward man with most comfortable and abundant refreshment, which

we regretted to find so small a circle partake of. There was not

upon this occasion so much interchange of opinion upon the points

forming a perfect Pelargonium as we had hoped ; but there was a

most agreeable and friendly spirit, in which money was again freely

subscribed towards a similar object ; time and place to be settled as

way may open. A statement of the subscriptions and disbursements

will appear on our cover.

THE OPEN TULIP-SHOW, YORK.

On May the 29th this long -anticipated event took place; and cer-

tainly, considering the season, a greater number and better flowers

were brought together than we expected. It was apparent, however,

that very many new and fine sorts had been so seriously injured as

to be without the pale of censorship.
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The arrangements made by the Committee were of the most
excellent kind, and greatly facilitated the onerous labour of the

judges. The flowers that we considered best, irrespective of the

pans and stands of six, were, Polyphemus, shewn in first-rate cha-

racter by Mr. Spencer of Derby ; Lord Lilford, a very beautiful

feathered bizarre ; and Nourri Effendi, though so like a good Poly-

phemus that the northern growers were unable to detect any differ-

ence. Caliph and Pilot were two new flamed bizarres, light in colour,

but first- rate in form and purity. We also liked a small flower

called Morning Star, good in form and distinct in character.

In byblcemens, Bromiley's Edgar was really very beautiful,—the

ground-colour of the most snowy purity, edged with a distinct margin
of dark purple, laid on as with the hand of a painter ; it had, how-
ever, stained stamens, or it would certainly have stood first in its class.

It was beaten by one of the Chellaston seedlings, the name of which,

at the time of exhibition, was unknown. The other flowers in the

byblcemen classes call for no particular comment here.

For roses there were abundance of feathered Triomphe Royales,

or Heroine, one of which took the first place. Bion, a new and
delicately marked flower, will be a favourite, though it may be exhi-

bited as a byblcemen as it ages. The other flowers were inferior ;

and we regretted to see such a one as Dolittle or Triomphe de Lisle

placed. It appears there is yet much to be done in the way of

improvement in this class.

In the first pan, gained by Mr. J. Thornilly of Heaton Norris,

Lancashire, we noticed a splendid feathered byblcemen, said to be

a Chellaston, but not recognised by the raiser of those seedlings.

Donzelli was shewn in tolerably good character. The same
might be said of David, Queen Charlotte, and Charles the Tenth.

A fine flamed byblcemen was exhibited, named Purple Perfec-

tion. It was new and good, though rather heavily marked.

In breeder Tulips there were many new faces ; but as the judges

condemned all with stained stamens, as well as stained cups, it

reduced the quantity very much. However, some seedlings raised

by Mr. Lightbody of Falkirk, N.B., excited much admiration : they

were Marmion, Mozambique, and No. 21, Marcus Manlius, a fine

bizarre, deserved attention ; but Pilot took the prize as the best

breeder at the exhibition.

At the dinner, sixty-four florists assembled ; and in the evening

a very strong muster took place, when the subject of the Show
for 1850 was discussed. After some preliminary observations, it

was proposed by Mr. J. F. Wood of Nottingham, and seconded

by G. W. Hardy, Esq., of Warrington, that it should be held at

Manchester the ensuing year. This proposal met with universal

satisfaction, and was unanimously agreed to.
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ROYAL SOUTH-LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The third meeting for the season took place in the Surrey Zoological

Gardens on the 12th ult. ; and a pleasant gathering it appeared to

be, if we may judge from the many happy faces assembled in the

afternoon to hear the music, see the flower-show, the menagerie,

the gardens, and the fireworks in the evening, consequent on the

storming of the fortress of the clever representation of Badajoz.

This society eminently deserves encouragement, if it were only for

the cheap treat it affords on the occasions of its exhibitions to the

pent-up citizens of our great metropolis, who cannot spare the ad-

mission-money to go to Chiswick or Regent's Park.

On this occasion they had, on the whole, a good show, though

fewer plants were present than at former meetings. The different

subjects of exhibition were arranged in three tents. A side of one

tent was filled with stove and greenhouse plants from Messrs. Cole,

Bruce, Young, Hamp, Hook, and Pawley ; the other side, with Cape
Heaths from Messrs. Fairbairn, Bruce, and Cole, and with Orchids

from Mr. Beck and Mr. Bruce^ One side of the next tent was occu-

pied with as beautiful a bank of fancy and other Pelargoniums as

any body could desire to see, from Messrs. Beck, Gaines, Robinson,

Foster, Ambrose, and Staines. This exhibition of Pelargoniums

constituted the principal feature of the show. The other side of this

tent was filled with cut flowers, Roses in pots from Mr. Francis, and
Calceolarias from Mr. Gaines. Finally, in the third tent, we found

the exhibition of Pinks, &c. which, on account of the backwardness

of the season, were this time a failure, only three stands having been

produced. Messrs. Norman and Ellis had the best specimens ; but

even these were not shewn in good character. There were six stands

of Ranunculuses, all good, but the best from Messrs. Keynes and
Bettridge. Alpines and variegated plants were shewn by Mr. Turner,

and Mr. Wood of Norwood.
Seeolings—Pelargoniums. First-class certificates were awarded

to Mr. Beck for Major Domo and for Rosa ; to Mr. Gaines for Flying

Dutchman and Ne-plus-ultra (fancy) ; to Mr. Ambrose for Donna
Inez ; and to Mr. Hine for Striata coccinea (fancy). To Mr Turner
for a Pansy named Viceroy, and for a Fuchsia named Falstaff, a large

flower, with violet corolla and bright crimson calyx ; and to Mr.
Gaines for a Calceolaria named Ne-plus-ultra. Mr. Turner also

shewed the seedling Pansy Mrs. Beck, the left-hand flower figured

in our May Number, and a Pink named Forget- me-not.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR JULY.

Auriculas.—Carefully attend to shading ; and keep the plants as

cool as possible. The soil must be continued at a moderate
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moisture till the end of the month, when the supply may be gra-

dually increased, as the plants begin to shew signs of growth.

Avoid as much as possible drenching rains ; they are very in-

jurious to Auriculas at this season, more particularly if sultry

weather follow. Slightly move the surface of the soil now and

then; it will be of great service. Pick off decayed foliage as soon

as fit. Clear the weeds away while young ; they should not be

suffered to root deeply into the compost, for they exhaust the

soil, and disturb the fibres of the plants when drawn. The green

fly must be kept under ; brush them off as soon as you find they

make their appearance, and if found in the folds of the hearts of

the plants, sprinkle a little fine silver-sand among the pests ; it

will set them in motion, when they may be more easily blown

out. Some time during this month prepare a little compost

for potting : you may find a few plants that will require shifting

into larger- sized pots ; and if the stock was not repotted in the

month of May, provide enough for the whole, that it may be

ready for the beginning of August.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Calceolarias.—Do not let them overbloom themselves to the de-

struction of the plants ; but as soon as the flowers begin to fade,

cut down preparatory to re-potting.

Sudbury, Derbyshire. W. H. Holmes.

Carnations and Picotees.—These flowers will now absorb the

attention of the florist. The stock here promises a fine bloom,

the buds of which are fast swelling. The bloom generally will be

late this season. We should say from the 20th to the 30th of

this month would be the best time for an exhibition of these

flowers to take place. Weak liquid manure may be used occa-

sionally, if a dry time. Protect the forward buds (as soon as

they shew colour) with small glasses.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C Turner.

Cinerarias.—Sow seed now for new varieties ; if properly attended

. to, they will make fine plants by autumn, and will flower all

winter. Sow in pots or pans well drained, and in mould of light

texture ; cover the seed very slightly ; keep it constantly moist

and in the shade until it is well above ground. As soon as

the plants have formed the rough leaf, let them be pricked off

into store-pots for a little while. Where the old plants begin to

throw up suckers, a few of them may also be potted for an early

stock. A. Kendall.

Queen Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke Newington.

Dahlias.—Not much time will be required for Dahlias in this month.

The principal things to attend to are, to keep them well watered,

which should be done at night, with soft water, over the foliage,

and to look well after insects : earwigs eat the young foliage as
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well as the blooms of Dahlias, and should be trapped and got
under as soon as the plants are out. Rake the surface between
the plants as often as it becomes at all hard or run together by
rain. Tie the Dahlias as they grow.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Epacrises.—Nothing to add to the directions given in last Number,
which apply equally to the present month. W. H. Story.

Ericas.—The same. W. H. Story.

Fuchsias.—Ditto. \V. H. Story.

Pansies.—Gather seed, and continue to increase new or fine varie-

ties, which should be transplanted, as soon as struck, into a bed
prepared with light sandy soil. Shade during the hottest part of

the day, until they have taken hold of the ground.

Royal Nursery Slough. C. Turner.

Pelargoniums.—Those who are desirous of having stocking plants

must cut their specimens down boldly. A good example will

be found in our woodcut, see No. 14, page 37 ; indeed there

cannot be a better,—it was drawn from a two-year-old speci-

men which had appeared in our winning collections. Let the

plants become dry before using the knife, the wounds will heal

the sooner ; and when they are so healed, moisten, and keep them
close, to induce the eyes to break vigorously. When the shoots

are about an inch long, withhold water till dry, and then clear

away every portion of the soil about the roots, which should be

cut off with a sharp knife to within two or three inches, leaving

the fibrous parts. Repot them into some open soil with plenty

of drainage, and replace them in a close situation, or plunge

them in gentle bottom heat until they have thrown out their

fresh roots, when air may be freely given them. When cutting

down, select cuttings from those parts which have bloomed to

your satisfaction. We find it well to cut away any portion of

a plant that brings sportive or deformed flowers.

Worton Cottage. J. Dobson.

Pinks.—Put out the young rooted pipings as soon as hardened off;

" they succeed much better when planted while the fibres are

young. Prepare beds to receive them ;
— the soil should be well

pulverised, that their tender roots may the more easily penetrate.

If a little half-rotted manure be added, and worked in with the

surface-soil, it will greatly facilitate the growth. In dry weather,

well water the soil before beginning to plant. Continue to take

cuttings till a sufficient number is obtained to fill the beds, and

a few extra pairs to provide for accidents.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Polyanthuses may be parted at the end of the month, if not done

in May last. Be sure to plant them deep enough ; so that the
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new fibres may at once enter the soil, instead of being exposed

to the ravages of slugs, &c. In dry weather these troublesome

insects take shelter beneath the foliage of the Polyanthus ; and

if not looked after, will not only devour the young roots, but also

eat holes into the stems of the plants. Earthing up, and fre-

quent stirrings of the surface in hot weather, will destroy num-
bers, and prevent much mischief.

Peckkam. J. T. Neville.

Ranunculuses.—Regard must be had to the ripened pericarps ;

—

cut them when brown and on a dry day, to secure from mildew.

Take up the roots as they ripen,—not all at once. Beds con-

taining valuable sorts should be kept dry, to prevent a second

growth, which would injure, and in some cases destroy the

vitality of the tubers, though they may be sound in appearance

when stored. Dry the tubers in an airy, shady place, and store

them in a room to which neither mildew nor mice have access.

Seedlings should be taken up, and the soil sifted, to detect small

roots. They may be kept safely in dry sand till the return of

the planting season.

Wallingford. Carey Tyso.

Seedling Petunias.— By this time all the seedlings should be in

separate pots, and the greater number in flower or shewing bud.

Pay attention to the small and weakly plants ; encourage their

growth, that they may blossom this season. Look over them
daily, select the promising, and, if necessary, shift them into

larger-sized pots. When the blooms are expanded, shade them
from the sun in the middle of the day. Moderate supplies of

water should be regularly given.

New Cross. W. Young.

Tulips.—The bulbs will now be thoroughly ripe, and should be

taken up forthwith : see directions last month. Let all the off-

sets remain attached to the parent bulb until they are well dried.

The drawers should not be put in the cabinet immediately the

bulbs are taken up ; let them be placed in a cool, shady situation

out of doors for some days ; the bulbs will thus become gradually

dry and firm, and will not be so liable to shrivel as when they

are shut up in the cabinet too soon. Commence removing, mak-
ing alterations, improvements, and additions now, while the cir-

cumstances are fresh on the memory, as well as noted down in

the Tulip-book.

Wycombe. J. Hunt.
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THE EPACRIS.

Heaths and Epacrises are generally named in the same
breath, so closely do we associate the two genera; but we
need hardly state that they belong to different natural orders,

which are very dissimilar. In his Vegetable Kingdom, Dr.
Lindley, speaking of Epacrids, says, " This Order differs from
Heathworts chiefly in the structure of the anther ; but that

organ being one of the principal features of Heathworts, any
material deviation from it acquires an unusual degree of con-

sequence. In the latter Order, the anther consists of two
cells, usually furnished with peculiar appendages ; in Epacrids,

it is one-celled, with no appendages whatever. In some other

respects Epacrids are different from Heathworts. All natives

of the Indian Archipelago, or Australasia, or Polynesia, where
they abound as Heaths do at the Cape of Good Hope. It is

remarkable that only one or two Heathworts are found in the

countries occupied by Epacrids."

Epacrises, as every body knows, are among the most
valuable of spring-flowering greenhouse shrubs, and we could

ill dispense with them at that season. But as with Heaths,

too much sameness at one time existed among them ; and this

led enterprising cultivators to hybridise the sorts they pos-

sessed ; and the results have been highly successful. Our
friend Mr. Story has effected much in this way by crossing

E. impressa with E. grandiflora. In 1842, he bloomed be-

tween 200 and oOO seedlings, the produce of this cross, and
vice versa; but little was obtained better than the parents.

He, however, did not despair, and on the next trial his ex-

pectations were better realised. He crossed these seedlings

upon Grandiflora, and vice versa, and many beautiful and dis-

tinct varieties were the result. This cross produced flowers

both brilliant in colour and various in character. If such

seedlings, therefore, were obtained from parents not very

remarkable for brilliancy of colouring, what might we not ex-

pect through the agency of E. miniata, the brightest of all

Epacrises ? Indeed, it would be difficult to name a more
beautiful greenhouse plant than this variety itself makes. Its

glowing, almost scarlet, white-tipped tubes, which, under good

management, are produced in abundance, have a charming

effect.

By means of Epacrises, Primulas (to which P. altiaca

when " let out" will form a good addition), Cinerarias, Camel-

lias, Hyacinths, and other forced bulbs, Azaleas, Rhododen-

drons, Violets, Cyclamens, and some of the early Heaths, as

VOL. II. NO. XX. Q
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Gracilis, Hiemalis, Willmoreana, Grandinosa, &c, a small

house may be kept in a blaze of flower all the early spring,

and at very little expense or trouble.

We subjoin a list of the best and most distinct varieties,

which are as follows :
—

Miniata.—A species raised from imported seed by Messrs.

Loddiges, producing plants of various degrees of merit, but all pretty

much alike. The best is of a rich salmon pink, shading off towards

the tip (which opens well) to white; tube long; angular growth,

but good habit if judiciously stopped, blooms most freely in May or

June, but is partially in flower all the year.

Laevigata.—This is also an imported species ; stout short tube ;

creamy white flowers ; deep green attenuated foliage, imbricated and
erect ; beautiful habit ; blooms in May and June.

Hyacinthiflora.—A deep blush or pale rose-coloured flower;

short spacious tube ; fine reflexing tip ; attenuated foliage ; stiff erect

habit ; and a free bloomer.

Candidissima.—In all respects like Hyacinthiflora, except being

a very good white. (This and the preceding variety are decidedly

the best of their class.)

Craigii.—A small French white short-tubed flower ; distinct

and very pretty.

Limata.—Moderately long tube ; light rose, shading off to a

pure white, and having a finely reflexing tip ; free bloomer.

Ardentissima.—Tube medium length, of a deep rosy purple ;

very showy, and a free bloomer.

Rubella.—Rosy red; brilliant colour; very fine.

The Bride.—This flower is of the purest white ; short tube

;

fine reflexing tip ; smaller than Candidissima ; close neat foliage ; it

produces long and compact racemes of bloom ; first-rate flower.

Grandiflora.—Long rosy purple tube, shading off toward the

tip (which does not generally reflex well) to white; angular growth,
similar to Miniata ; blooming principally in May and June, partially

all the year ; an imported species.

Variegata.—A variety of Limata, though distinct; the tube of

this flower being purplish, shading off to a very pure white ; not
good in habit.

Magnifica.—A short bulky deep-blush tube, as large as that

of Hyacinthiflora, but contracting towards the tip (which is rather

small for the size of the tube), presenting a somewhat cramped
appearance ; blooms freely in long compact racemes.

Elegans.— This is an imported species, with stiff, close, imbri-

cated foliage ; stout short tube ; excellent compact habit, and a

more pure white than Laevigata ; it blooms in May.
Coccinia.— This, as its name implies, is a scarlet; the best of

that colour at present in cultivation. We have never grown the

plant, but are given to understand that it is somewhat difficult to

manage. The flower is rather small ; but the foliage being dense,

displays a compact raceme of flower.
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Alba odouata.— A sweet-scented, compact-blooming white

flower; short tube, erect habit, attenuated foliage, distinct, and pretty.

Impeessa rubra.— Dark rosy short-tubed flower ; erect robust

habit; profuse bloomer. This, as well as the former, are imported species.

Impressa alba.— In all respects but colour like Impressa rubra.

Splendida.— An orange -scarlet tube, of medium length, with

an open well-reflexing tip, of somewhat paler colour
;
good habit,

and profuse bloomer ; distinct.

Taunconiknsis.— Not very unlike Ardentissima; a pretty va-

riety, but not sufficiently distinct ; a free bloomer.

MY ROSE-JOURNAL.

June 8th.—The Ayrshire Roses, which, with the Crimson Boursault,

are the earliest of our climbing Roses, are just coming into bloom.

They are late ; for last year they were gay with flowers even by the

end of May. How beautiful they are ! and how abundantly they

bloom ! If you have a wilderness near to the pleasure-ground, plant

it with Ayrshire Roses ; if a hard, clayey, sterile bank, plant it with

Ayrshire Roses ; if a rocky dell, plant some Ayrshire Roses in it. They
are so luxuriant in their growth, that they even overcome weeds. The
battle is often very stubborn, and lasts for a year or two ; but the Roses

will conquer, and then how they flaunt it over the grave of their ene-

mies ! I have been struck to-day with the beauty of a group, in the

nursery, of the Rose known as the Dundee Rambler, perhaps some
five or ten plants. They have not been pruned or touched with the

knife, and have formed an entangled dome-shaped mass of extreme

beauty. A group of this kind may be easily formed on the lawn.

Mark out a circle some rive or six feet in diameter, and plant in it

seven or nine Ayrshire Roses. Be particular in planting one exactly

in the centre. As they grow, incline their branches towards the

central plant, and pinch off now and then the top of a very robust

shoot. A good method is, to place a stout stake to the central plant,

and one of moderate size to each of the others, all inclined and

fastened to that in the centre. In two or three years these stakes

may be removed, and the shoots annually made may be thrust in

during the summer with a gloved hand. The hooked pruning scis-

sors will often be required when the plants are of mature growth, to

shorten the shoots, so that the mass, although dome-shaped, may not

be too compact and formal. The effect of a group of this kind is

admirable. The sorts most eligible are, the Dundee Rambler, Jes-

sica, Ruga, Splendens, and Bennet's seedling.

June 10/h The first hybrid Perpetual Roses of this season

made their appearance yesterday ; and to-day, Geant des Batailles

and Baronne Prevost. Last year the latter was in bloom May 18th.

What a magnificent Rose is this 1 its colour is much deeper than I

have ever yet seen it ; and it is, I think, larger than ever. It is also

one of the earliest as well as one of the best of the autumnal Roses
;
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as sweet and even larger than the Cabbage Rose, and blooming till

November ! What would our grandfathers say, could they see

it ! It is quite delightful to find that our glorious Geant is so

earlv in coming into bloom. What a peculiar fruity fragrance it

has ! and then, what colour ! It should have been named Etna, or

Vesuvius, or Firebrand, or some such fiery name ; for who ever saw

any thing amons: flowers so glowing, so live-coal-like ? It will, I

think, be found to grow better budded on some strong- growing

varieties of the hybrid China Roses than on the Dog-Rose. Here it

succeeds admirably on the Rosa Manetti, a hybrid China Rose sent

to me many years ago from the banks of the Lago de Como by a

friend, who stated that in Italy it was far superior to the Dog-Rose

as a stock, and would probably suit our dry soils. His anticipation

is fully borne out.

June l'2th.—The hybrid Perpetual Rose Cymedor in fine bloom.

This Rose is, however, not so beautiful in the summer as in autumn.

Its colour, like that of the common ten-week Stock, has a charming

cloudy tint, like a silvery cloud on a summer's sky, which is very

evanescent. When its flowers are half expanded, and this tint is

upon them, they are really delightful. Soleil d'Austerlitz, almost as

brilliant, but of a different shade of crimson to the Geant, is now
in full beauty. Commandant Fournier, another of these brilliant

light-crimson new autumnal R.oses, is equally worthy of note.

June 19th.—What a beautiful and perfect double Rose is Reine

des Fleurs ! In this we have no novelty in colour, which is rose,

rather light than otherwise, but very beautiful ; and in the same

category as to perfection in shape, with a slight variation in their

rosy tints, are Duchesse de Galliera and Duchesse de Montpensier

—

all most beautiful Roses, of vigorous, yet rather dwarf and compact

growth, forming charming bushes. How nice it is to have Rose-

bushes bearing fragrant flowers from June till November

!

June 22d.—Comtesse de Rarabuteau is to-day in great beauty.

A figure of tins Rose was given in The Florist, No. V. It is now
exactly like it ; but last season it did not at all come up to its cha-

racter as there siven. It has a great fault in being a delicate grower

;

so that other varieties of equal beauty, but of more robust habits,

may be planted with advantage.

June '24th.—The new Rose, Madame Trudeaux, has for the first

time opened her beautiful flowers of brilliant light crimson, beauti-

fully shaped, and very double.

June 25th.—L" Inflexible, one of the most full and beautifully

shaped of Roses, but tardy in unfolding its beauties, owing to its

extreme doubleness, is to-day finely in bloom,— in colour, if my
memory serves me well in comparing it, like the peach-blossom. A
warm dry climate will probably suit this Rose ; for the north it will

not, I think, be suitable.

June 2hth.—I must now leave these justly esteemed Roses, the

hybrid Perpetuals, and give some other favourites a passing notice.

The standard climbing Roses of the Sempervirens family are just in

full beauty ; two trees of Myrianthes, about six years old, are co-

vered with myriads of their beautiful pale rose-coloured flowers ; their
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branches are weighed to the ground ; these are budded on stems
barely five feet high. The most eligible height is from five and a

half to six feet ; if taller, the wind seems always to have a spite

against them, and lays them prostrate, to the great risk of fracture,

once or twice a-year. A stout stake of cast iron, heart-of-oak, or

larch, forms the best support ; and laid cord, dipped in melted tallow,

will fasten them to the stake better than any other material, as it

does not injure the bark like wire, and will last two years. It must
be wound round both stem and stake several times. A fine tree of

Sempervirens Rampant, six feet in height, is just now in great beauty.

What a snowy mass it forms ! And Princesse Marie, of the same
group, on a six-feet stem (this is certainly the height), with its deep

pink ; and Princesse Louise, with its flowers of a lighter pink, or

rather flesh- colour : how pretty, how graceful they all are !

June 30th.—Two trees of the Ayrshire Rose, Bennet's seedling., or

Rosa Thoresbyana, are now covered with a multitude of flowers, "pure

as unsunned snow," far outnumbering their leaves ; they are budded
on five-feet stems, and their branches rest on the ground : at night

they are remarkably conspicuous, and, to use the expression of a

schoolboy who viewed them at the midnight hour, " they look like

ghosts." Although ranked among the Ayrshire Roses, this variety

differs much in its time of blooming, as it is generally more than a

fortnight later ; it is a double variety of the Rosa avensis, or " creep-

ing Dog-Rose" of our woods, and was found in Yorkshire.

July oth.—The Moss Roses are to-day in full beauty. Hov.

amonsr the new varieties of this charming group are really worthy at-

tention! the new dark Moss Roses, Purpurea rubra, Cramoisie, Foncee,

Vaugelin, andL'Obscurite, are all semi-double, poor meagre varieties.

Celina is still the best dark Moss Rose known, and the Luxembourg
Moss the next best: for Com:e~~f le Xoe, about equal to Celina, is

so delicate that it will scarcely exist even under the best culture,

Lanei is in fine bloom, and is certainly the best of the new
Roses ; its colour is invariably here of a deep rose,— not so crimson

in its tint as the figure given in The Florist, No. V. How unap-

proachable is the quality of the old Moss Rose as compared to the

new varieties : that is always globular, perfect, and beautiful ; they

are all inclined to reflex or throw back their petals, and thus suffer

much by comparison with it. We want a Moss Rose like the old

- in form and fragrance, with the colour of Celina, and a free

bloomer in autumn. The Perpetual Crimson and Perpetual Red
Moss Roses are very pretty; but the latter is a most delicate grower,

and seems to require some other stock than those hitherto used.

July Sth.—The new hybrid Perpetual Rose, Etendard de Marengo,
or, as it will be better to Anglicise it, the Standard of Marengo,
raised by the person who raised the Geant des Batailles, and de-

scribed by him as superior to it, is shewing its beauties ; it is really

a charming Rose, of a more elegant cuped shape than its rival, and

of a beautiful brilliant crimson ; but certainly not so brilliant or so

glowing as the Geant, neither is it quite so double ; still it is an

elegant and charming variety.

[To be continued.]



WATER-PLANTS.

I like your flower-garden much; its long, broad, Italian terrace,

with geometrical flower-beds on gravel, and bounded by dwarf para-

pet -Myalls, ornamented at intervals with vases filled with Scarlet

Geraniums, Fuchsias, &c. has a noble effect. But then you are

favoured by Nature ; although I admit that you have greatly im-

proved her appearance by art. Your garden is altogether a striking-

instance of what a refined taste can effect. Out of a narrow valley,

through which a small stream meandered, an intellectual flower-

garden has been fashioned. I say intellectual, because mind is

apparent in its every feature. The once rude slopes have now
become the close- shaven lawn. By means of an embankment at

its lower extremity, the small stream has put on the form of a

lake, whose outlet over craggy fragments forms an agreeable water-

fall. And then how delightfully varied the shores of the lake ! Its

little island in the middle, planted with Evergreens, Laburnums, and

choice shrubs ; the well-managed piece of artificial rock-work on this

bank, with its recesses and rustic stone shelves, and the fine masses

of Rhododendrons on the opposite side,—here boldly approaching the

water's edge, there coyly receding from it,—give to the whole the

colouring and finish of a beautiful picture. But take away the

water, and how different the scene ! Water, whether in a flower-

garden of considerable size, like yours, or in a small one, like mine,

has a captivating effect ; for I too have a little lake, by which I love
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to walk in the calm stillness of a summer's evening. But I have no
water-plants. What kinds should I procure,—Water-Lilies ? Yes.
No hardy aquatics are so beautiful. Their white and yellow flowers

and deep green leaves floating on the surface are charming additions

to a piece of water. Speaking of Water-Lilies reminds me of that

queen of aquatics, Victoria regia. I saw it at Kew the other day,

with leaves 18 inches across. Have you heard of this vegetable

wonder ? It was discovered by Sir R. Schomburgk in a currentless

basin of the Berbice River in British Guiana. It is stated to have
a gigantic leaf from 5 to 6 feet in diameter, salver-shaped, with a

broad rim, of a light green above and a vivid crimson below, resting

upon the water. Quite in character with the wonderful leaf is the

luxuriant flower, consisting of many hundred petals, passing in alter-

nate tints from pure white to rose and pink. The smooth water

where it was found is said to have been covered with its blossoms.

The stalk of the flower is an inch thick near the calyx, and is

covered with prickles, as are also the leaf-stems. The blossoms are

said to be very large and sweet-scented. It need hardly be stated

that it is named Victoria regia in honour of the Queen.
But beautiful as it is, we have none of the sweet associations

of home connected with it which we have with our own indigenous

kinds. Long may they flourish the ornament of our woodland ponds,

and of our rustic children's nosegay of wild flowers !

SCHOOL-GARDENS.

In the immediate neighbourhood of Nottingham are an immense
number of small gardens, occupied and cultivated by all grades of

society ; and, with a most laudable and praiseworthy feeling, the

friends connected with the High-pavement Chapel Boys' Sunday
School have purchased two of these enclosures, in each of which is a

commodious summer-house. One of these gardens is cultivated by
the elder boys, the other by the juniors. Each garden is subdivided

into smaller allotments, which are assigned to their respective tenants,

boys from ten to fourteen years old, who cultivate and crop them ac-

cording to their own fancy, a small portion of each being devoted to

flowers. The diligence and ability displayed by these youthful gar-

deners is really astonishing. We have inspected their crops during

several past summers, and with truth can say we were highly de-

lighted with them. The onions, lettuce, celery, carrots, potatoes,

&c. were excellent, and would vie with the productions of older and
more experienced cultivators. Prize gooseberries are also grown ;

and this year the crops of London, Companion, Gunner, Eagle, &c,
were amongst the best we have ever seen, either at Nottingham or

elsewhere ; in fact, these boys always endeavour to obtain, either

of seeds or plants, the best varieties possible. In connexion with

these gardens, and to excite emulation, a vegetable and flower show

is instituted. This is held in the school-rooms, at Nottingham, and
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prizes are given for the best productions in vegetables, as well as for

stands of pansies, verbenas, collections of annual and perennial

flowers and nosegays, or bouquets, as they are called by some, but we
fancy our readers will like the old English name best. These exhi-

bitions of youthful skill and industry are well attended.

—

Midland

Florist. Oct. 1848.

[Inserted at the request of a Correspondent.

—

Editor.]

ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

To the Superintendent of The Florist.

No. IV.

In my former letters I have been occupied in the comparatively easy

task of criticising the objections made by others. I now come to

the more hazardous one of building up a system myself, and giving

the objectors an opportunity of treating me as I have treated them ;

and, in truth, I invite, or rather request, them to do so. That
there is a scientific system at the bottom of the ordinary estimates

of flowers, I have long been convinced ; and if I do not succeed in

developing it, the fault will be in these papers, which, therefore, I

should wish to be found fault with, because there is now an ample
sufficiency of facts accumulated for the science of floriculture to be

thence ascertained, and to take its place with other established sys-

tems. It is time for some one to do it, if I should fail.

I proceed, therefore, to point out more particularly my view of the

scientific principles on which the general agreement among florists,

in what should be considered points of excellence in their flowers,

is based. After which, I purpose to apply those principles to some
of the flowers, as a specimen of what is required in all for an acknow-
ledged standard, to be referred to both by growers and judges

;
pre-

mising, however, that I have not the arrogance to propose this essay

as such a standard : nor could it be ; for the principles themselves

must first be sifted by criticism, both friendly and unfriendly, until

some principles are established and recognised, and not till then can
such a manual be compiled. But this may serve as a first attempt
towards it,—to attract others into the same path, in order to weed
out what is unsound, to prune what is amiss, and to supply what is

wanting. It will also serve to shew that there are defined and cer-

tain boundaries, within which are confined respectively the province
of science, within which there will always be agreement, and the
province of taste, which admits of infinite diversity.

And I am pleased at seeing the increase of instances of persons
conversant with the details of such matters, and who probably have
not turned their attention to the modes by which their judgments
have been influenced, feeling their way intelligibly and successfully

to the very points which reasoning will demonstrate to be the true

points of ideal excellence. Mr. Kendall has, in a recent Number
of The Florist

,
given us the properties of a good Cineraria ; and, as
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far as he has gone, if he had studied Aristotle and the metaphysicians,

he could not have done it better. His guide probably was the

experience of a practised and interested eye. It will be the pro-

vince of these essays to shew by reason that he is right in every

particular.

The end proposed by the Creator in the arrangement and colours

of the petals of a flower is that which is pleasant to the eye ; and
the two means by which this is produced are form and colour.

Form is available in two respects— absolute, or direct, which is

sought for its own sake ; in that some forms are in their nature

more pleasing than others, as a curve is more graceful than a straight

line, and some curves than others : and relative, or indirect, which
is subsidiary to some other purpose ; in that some forms are better

suited than others to set off colours to advantage, as a smooth petal

exhibits its markings more perfectly than a wrinkled one can.

Colour is simply for its own sake ; but it produces its effect in

two ways— by contrast, as in painting, light appears to be thrown
upon any point by placing a shadow beside it ; and by combination,

as purple unites harmoniously with either of its constituent elements,

red or blue, while green will hardly unite with any other. Com-
bination moreover may take place in three ways : where each is pre-

served, as when one colour shades off imperceptibly into another

;

where distinctness begins to be lost by partial fusion, as in the

clouded colours ; and where the separate elements blend into an
uniform new tint, as in the endless diversity of compound colours.

These are the few and elementary principles on which, with

the latitude to be allowed for tastes, which will be defined here-

after, depends the effect of any flower in pleasing the eye. And it

will be found that these principles are strictly scientific, and re-

ducible to rules capable of application to each species of flower, so

as to determine, in a great and ascertainable measure, the value of

any variety of each species.

And, in fact, it is because there is so much of scientific rule,

founded in nature, in the pursuits of florists, that there has been that

large amount of agreement among them, which we find to have

obtained in a matter which is vulgarly believed to be a mere matter

of individual taste and caprice.

Form or shape is the figure contained by a limiting outline. And
it is the outline which for the most part suggests to the mind the

idea represented by the figure, as has been demonstrated by Retsch
in his celebrated illustrations of the German and English poets.

An outline may be either general, of the whole flower under
consideration, as the cup of a Tulip ; or subordinate, as being con-

tained with others within the general outline, as that of the blotch

in the petal of a Pelargonium. This distinction it is necessary to

enlarge upon, because, in judging of excellences or defects, what in

the former would be a fault, in the latter would be a beauty. The
two kinds of outline having different offices to fulfil, require different

properties for their perfection.

For subordinate outlines being always appended to, and controlled
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by, the leading idea of the whole flower, admit, with manifest advan-

tage, departures from perfect forms, which would be intolerable in the

general one. Thus the eye of a Pansy, if clear and not confused, is

striking in proportion as it is made up of bold dashes and abrupt

contrasts, presenting an uneven outline, which, if found in the flower

which contains the eye, would condemn it to the dunghill.

These and other similar instances, presenting at first a difficulty

to reconcile them with rule and reduce them to order, are, in fact, no
exceptions. They are examples of what our experience in every thing

is full of, that as in the material world every particle of matter is

under the influence of an infinity of attractions on every side, the

amount of each of which is nevertheless subject to an invariable law,

and therefore the inclination of the particle towards any is reducible

to the strictest scientific investigation ; so, in the intellectual world,

what are commonly supposed to be exceptions, are, in reality, only

instances of the things coming within the superior influence of some
other rule. Every rule is paramount in its own little circle ; but
that circle is in every case very small, because there are other rules

on the subject which have an equal claim to be obeyed in their place,

the interfering influences of which must have their due weight allowed

to them.

It is a great mistake, and dishonourable to God as well as to

ourselves, indolently to rest satisfied with calling so many things
" exceptions," as we are in the habit of doing. An exception is,

for the most part, only an expression of our ignorance. Real

exceptions are much rarer than they are supposed to be. Our
minds were made for order ; and however our habits may seem
to contradict the assertion, it is still a fact bearing evidence of

our high original and destination that disorder is unnatural to us.

And this may be seen, not only in the natural preference always

in the long-run shewn for scientifically perfect forms, but also in

the mode in which we unconsciously form our judgments of them.

Thus, in examining a flower, we may not be aware of the fact,

but it is not the less true, that we proceed according to strict

rule and method. First, we obtain a leading idea, excited by the

whole, as made up of and containing its parts. Next, we begin to

separate those parts into their respective groups ; and as our exami-

nation is extended or repeated, subdividing those again into their

more elementary units. And as we become more familiar, and better

acquainted with the object of examination, this process is reviewed

and altered, and the divisions and subdivisions recast into other group-

ings arising out of, or suggesting, new and other ideas. So that we
may often perceive, as we contemplate a flower, new ideas and asso-

ciations arising in our minds, and actually, as it were, changing its

appearance in our eyes, and altering our judgment of it. Hence an

extended familiarity with any flower is necessary before its charac-

teristic points will be discovered, and its most natural divisions and

peculiarities definitively settled. But when this process has been

sufficiently gone through, the judgm nt will in most cases be found

to be in accordance with nature, and will be generally acquiesced in.
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And a much earlier and more perfect agreement may be expected
when the natural principles, in accordance with which our preferences

are formed, are known and understood.

There is, then, always one leading idea suggested by any flower,

controlled by the general outline of its form, and the disposition of

its principal parts. This is the characteristic of the flower, to which
all its other properties must be subservient. It is not always easy

to express in words what this idea is, though when there is some
other thing with which we are familiar to serve as an illustration,

there is no difficulty. Thus the idea of a Tulip is a painted cup,

and that of a Dahlia or a Ranunculus is a variegated rosette.

And as the general outline takes the lead in the impression pro-

duced by the flower, a defective form in it cannot be compensated,

because there is nothing of equal value, by a counter- excellence, in

which it might be balanced. If, therefore, that outline be not full

and graceful, the flower must needs be faulty. Such is the native

Pansy, and therefore its improvement depended on first bringing its

general form into what it may now be said to have obtained, a near

resemblance to a circle. The Cineraria is still defective in this, from

its outline consisting of points. And therefore its improvement, on
the supposition of its continuing a single flower, first demands the

rounding off of its petals. Whether it would be improved if ren-

dered double is a question, on the solution of which something will

be said when treating of the principle of variety. And thus much in

the outset concerning outlines, general and subordinate.

[To be continued.] IOTA.

FANCY PELARGONIUMS.

Your amusing correspondent from Cornwall, " Amateur," has ex-

pressed in a friendly spirit his dislike of the race of fancy Pelargo-

niums, and his disapprobation of the part you have taken in ex-

hibiting them to public view in the illustrations of The Florist.

In his estimate of those varieties, and of the class to which they

belong, I do not doubt that I entirely participate ; but not at all in

his censure of the conductors of The Florist on account of their

appearance in the pages of that work ; for this curious strain of

flowers has for the last few years every where broken out among the

raisers of seedling Pelargoniums, and I believe you have hit upon
its true reason. But they have been, taken up by the public ; and

a periodical, which must represent as well as form public opinion,

would be reprehensible if it did not exhibit fairly and impartially all

the facts within its range, and the state of public feeling upon them.

I have no doubt, therefore, that you did no more than your duty

in figuring those " odious frights ;" for many people entertain an

opinion of their merits very different from " Amateur's" or my own.
By our volatile neighbours on the other side of the Channel, I heard

from a gentleman who was there the season before last, hardly any
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but of this class were noticed at all. And even in England I know
a person of excellent taste, enthusiastic floral propensities, and

himself a raiser of seedlings, who moreover has had several of this

class among his own seedlings, and treated them as " Amateur"

treated his, and with similar expressions of disgust ; and who never-

theless has recently become a purchaser of some of the class. And
certainly there is something very striking and original about their

tricuspid petals, and quaint, lively markings.

But whether I can get Mr. Beck out of the scrape of raising

them, I am not so certain. A journalist must notice these things,

and a sender of seedlings into the market must defer somewhat to

the taste of the day ; but I confess I rather wondered that a gentle-

man of such correct judgment as is the raiser of Clown, Harlequin,

and Singularity, should risk the high prestige of his name by con-

necting it with any specimen of a doubtful class of flowers,—for such

at least this must be considered.

My own opinion of the class is, that " Amateur" may console

himself with the expectation of seeing it extinct at no distant period,

for the following reason : Were it a return to the original form of

the native petal (as Siddonia is), there might be a reason for its

adoption, and a hope that it might lead us to a new strain in a

different direction of qualities. And in this manner I think it not

impossible that, with Siddonia or Dodecatheon for a female parent,

crossed with pollen from Centurion or some other flower of good
quality that is blotched on the under petals, something new might

be produced.

But in the shark-toothed forms this is not the case : there is a

departure from the original form, such as always takes place under

culture, but in the wrong direction,—towards irregular and defective

outline, meretricious colouring, and deteriorated qualities ; and there-

fore nothing much beyond themselves is to be expected. Further pro-

gress would probably only make them worse ; and in their present

state, if they were, like our annuals, to carry a succession of their

abundant bloom with its strongly contrasted forms and tints in our

borders, they would be very desirable. But as this is out of the

question, I have too good an opinion of the English taste in the

long-run to expect their being long sought after by purchasers.

And when these fall off, their doom is sealed, and " Amateur" will

be relieved of the nightmare. G. J.

RHODODENDRONS.

Our readers are no doubt all well acquainted with the ordinary form

of the Rhododendron as it grows in their gardens ; but perhaps some

whom we address may never have seen our metropolitan exhibitions of

these plants. We will therefore endeavour to give, as shortly as we
can, some idea of the nature of such displays, and how they are got

up.
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Mr. Waterer of Knaphill has for several years past had a Rho-
dodendron exhibition in the King's Road, Chelsea ; and a most ex-

cellent treat it has always afforded to lovers of hardy plants. Huge
specimens of Rhododendrons, broad-leaved Kalmia, and hardy Aza-

leas, are taken up with good balls of earth, brought from Mr.

Waterer' s extensive American Nursery at Knaphill, and planted at

Chelsea in clumps, among which wind gravel-walks, margined with

grass, so as to form a temporary garden, which is covered with can-

vass. The evenness which these clumps would otherwise form is

here and there broken by the introduction of a few immensely large

specimen Rhododendrons, which long-established nurseries like those

at Knaphill and Bagshot alone could furnish. Some of these plants

are 8 and 10 feet high, and almost as much through, and when covered

with blossom they are truly magnificent. "When viewed from a raised

stage at the end of the tent, the effect is at once grand and beautiful.

The success which followed Mr. Waterer' s endeavours in the

King's Road prompted himself, Mr. Waterer of Bagshot, Messrs.

Standish and Noble, Mr. Baker, and Messrs. Lee, to attempt a

similar exhibition, on a rather larger scale, in the Royal Botanic

Society's Garden in Regent's Park. This was opened with music,

and all the usual auxiliaries of an ordinary botanic fete, and we be-

lieve was perfectly successful. The mode of arrangement was the

same as at Chelsea ; but the tent was larger, and the effect, which

would have been grand almost beyond description even on level

ground, was much heightened by the undulating character of the

place. It might truly have been called a " floral paradise," as we
heard a lady inadvertently denominate it. Never have we seen such

a mass of gay flowers assembled in one place before. Nor was there

any lack of contrast ; for the plentiful introduction of hardy Azaleas

and broad-leaved Kalmias among the Rhododendrons served to pro-

duce that. The prettiest Rhododendron we saw to our taste was R.

blandyanum, a brilliant crimson ; but we fear it flowers too early to

do well without some protection to its flowers. It was very early,

which is the fault of all the finer kinds. The object which hvbri-

disers have now in view is, to place the beautiful flowers of the finer

kinds on late-blooming varieties ; and when we take into considera-

tion the beauty and usefulness of the Rhododendron, this is a sub-

ject especially worthy of attention.

The publication of the beautiful drawings and descriptions of

Dr. Hooker's new Rhododendrons of Sikkim- Himalaya has created

quite a sensation among lovers of this race of plants ; and truly, if

the plants themselves be like the drawings, we do not wonder at it,

for some of them are certainly most beautiful things. We have R.

Dalhousia?, with bell-shaped white flowers 3^ to 4| inches long, and

as broad at the mouth, represented as growing and flowering on the

trunks of trees without any other support than what the tree affords ;

then R. barbatum, a rosy-pink species, with a lighter throat, is stated

to be a tree from 40 to GO feet high ; R. lancifolium, a smaller kind

in the way of the last ; R. Wallichii is a larger and lighter coloured

sort, with a tinge of lilac in it ; R. Campbelliae has beautiful globular
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compact heads of rosy-pink flowers shaded with lilac. This species

is said to attain not unficquently a height of 40 feet ! R. Roylii

and 11. cinnabarinum are smaller sorts, with brownish-red flowers of

apparently less beauty ; but then we come to a variety called R.

argenteum, a tree 30 feet high, with leaves 6 inches to I foot long,

and from 3 to 5 inches wide, and white flowers 2 to 3 inches long,

and nearly as much in diameter ; and finally, R. Falconeri, also a tree

30 feet high, with compact heads of white blossoms, and leaves like

those of a Magnolia, and ferruginous underneath. Such materials

as the above are surely calculated to revolutionise the present race of

Rhododendrons, pretty as they already are.

RUSTIC SEATS.

The Editor of that popular work the Art-Union Journal has kindly

obliged us with the accompanying woodcut of a rustic chair. If
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some of our readers could amuse themselves by drawing any thino-

good in the way of garden-seats, or rustic garden-porches, gates, &c.,
we would gladly have them drawn on wood, which would enable us
to repay the courtesy in question. The Art-Union Journal abounds
with woodcuts of various objects ; but the distinguishing feature of
its present illustrations is the series of engravings on steel from the
pictures left to the nation, and called the Vernon Gallery.

THE LADIES' PAGE.

" Farewell, sweet Summer, and thy fading flowers!

Farewell, sweet Summer, and thy woodland songs!'"

Graham e.

Although these lines are more appropriate to the close than to the

beginning of August, it is still true that this month is associated

more with ideas of autumn than of spring. This does not arise so

much from any deficiency in the beauty of the flower-garden, (for

when is it more richly adorned than now ?) as from the experience

we have had of the early frosts of England, which keep us in trem-
bling suspense as soon as we enter on the month of September. A
presentiment of the coming doom of our favourites is also created

and fostered by the necessity of propagating in August those flowers

of which we require a stock for next year. It is this important
practical matter which has induced us to strike the note of alarm,

lest, in the midst of the gorgeous loveliness of the passing hour, the

exigencies of the coming season should be forgotten. While the

temperature is high, cuttings and layers of every thing you wish to

be perpetuated or increased should be put in, that good strong

plants may be ready to stand the mischances of winter. The
memory of the gardener should be jogged on this subject, lest, in

the multiplicity of present engagements, the future should be put

out of sight.

Now let us return to the flowers, which, after all, will be ours

for some time longer, and at all events demand attention for the

development of their beauty. Pegging down, staking, and pruning,

must be diligently persevered in, that the beds may have the charm
of neatness and elegance to set oft

7
their native attractions. This is

the month when Dahlias are in their glory, especially if no long

droughts keep them back. Next to an uncongenial season, nothing
disfigures the Dahlia so much as the earwig, and it must therefore

be hunted after in every practicable way. We have found moss in

small pots at the top of the stakes as effectual a mode of trapping

them as any practised. Take the enemies out early in the morning,

and place the pot beneath the foliage of the Dahlia, not forgetting

to put it on the stake again in the evening. This is merely a

direction of taste; for the pots may be left on the stakes always,

and so may lobsters' claws, and tobacco-pipe bowls, if their owners
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like to see them there. For our own part, we think all such appen-

dages extremely ugly, and not to be tolerated if time can be found

to remove them when they are of no service.

Roses should be cleared of all seed-vessels, and the autumnal

kinds especially should receive a general supervision at the begin-

ning of the month. Every flower, as soon as it begins to fade,

should be cut off at a good plump eye, which will then, in most

cases, produce fresh buds before the season closes. By attending

to this direction, and giving a good supply of liquid manure every

fortnight, a profuse show of flowers will be secured until frosts

cut them off. The greenhouse should be emptied and thoroughly

cleaned previous to its receiving its inmates for the winter. Let

this be done effectually, so that all insects and their eggs may be

destroyed, and as much light as possible secured.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

[July 11th.]

For some time previous the weather had been very warm ; and as we
entered the grounds upon this the last occasion of the season, we
expected to have found them much more parched than was the case,

although evidently thirsting for a few refreshing showers. We must,

before walking through the tents, supply an omission or two, that

our country readers, and those who may not have attended these

exhibitions, may learn the whole arrangements made for the con-

venience and comfort of visitors. On the right of the principal

entrance is a ladies' cloak-room ; and on the left, a thatched erection,

beneath which is a supply of cool pure water, with tumblers, &c. for

the refreshment of all that choose to partake. From this entrance

also, 150 feet of the pathway leading direct to the council-room

entrance is covered with an awning, supplied with abundance of

seats ; and a similar arrangement at the other end provides for the

accommodation of those who like to watch the company entering

and departing,—and this is a numerous class. But we must to our

work, and away to the Geranium tent. As might be expected, this

was not in its prime ; but it looked very respectable ; and we were

glad to see a new and promising exhibitor in the gardener of J.

Ashby, Esq. of Staines, and also an exhibition of the plants of

E. Foster, Esq. by Mr. Bragg, nurseryman of Slough, who made

his first appearance at these gardens on this occasion. Collections

were short, but the tent was filled up with Petunias and other

productions ; amongst which a seedling from a Cape Pelargonium,

crossed with a fancy variety, exhibited by Mr. Ambrose of Battersea,

and which was awarded a medal, claimed some attention.

Passing over to the next tent (see our last visit), we come to

new plants ; the only one of which we can heartily recommend is
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our now not unknown friend Mitraria coccinea, which is said to be
hardy in Devonshire ; but we fear it will not prove so about London.
Its large tubular scarlet flowers are very handsome. Next in merit
is Abronia umbellata, a trailing plant, bearing globular tufts of lilac

blossoms. This may possibly prove a useful thing. A line of

groups of six stove and greenhouse plants brings us to the exhibi-

tion of Fuchsias, which were, to say the best of them, " sorry affairs."

But among them we saw, and with delight, a standard plant of F.
corymbiflora and its white -tubed variety grafted together ; and
although this plan of grafting two opposite colours on the same
stock may be denominated Cockney taste, yet it had a very
good effect. The light-coloured variety is very pretty and new.
We believe that it is only in the possession of Air. Salter of Ham-
mersmith, by whom it was shewn. Mr. Turner of Slough had a
large and promising dark variety of Fuchsia named FalstaiF, and a
pretty blush Verbena with a rosy centre. The opposite side of this

tent was filled with cut Roses, from Messrs. Lane, Paul, Francis,

Foster, Hermann, Parsons, Terry, Wood, Tivey, and Slowe ; and
these were backed up by specimen plants and the different kinds
of Achimenes,—and we had nearly forgotten to mention a large

purple Petunia from Mr. Conway. The Roses being abundant were
very interesting while fresh ; but they suffered much from heat as

the day advanced. Among them we did not remark any thing very

new or striking.

At the end of the next tent we found the fruit, and this time
there was something to look at, for it was exhibited in quantity;

and among rarities, we noticed ripe pods of Vanilla, and very highly

perfumed ; also Nutmegs, Cloves, and Allspice,—all from the glass-

houses of the Dowager Duchess of Northumberland at Syon. Then,
passing by some stove and greenhouse plants, we come to the Or-
chids, which were again brought forward in all their freshness and
gaiety, and deserved and received as much admiration as ever. In

large groups, Mr. Rucker stood first, and Mr. Warner second. In

tens, Mr. Schroder gained the first prize, and Mr. Dobson the

second. In Mr. D.'s group we remarked the same Oncidium am-
pliatum majus that was exhibited so fine in May, still in good
bloom, though of course past its best, shewing what an invaluable

variety it is for the cultivator of limited means. Mr. Jack, gardener

to R. G. Loraine, Esq., had the best group of six ; Mr. Warner
shewed the rare and beautiful Cattleya bulbosa ; Messrs. Veitch the

handsome Cycnoches barbatum ; and a beautiful variety of Cypri-

pedium barbatum. A group of " odds and ends" past, we reach

Mr. Collyer's collection of thirty stove and greenhouse plants, which
were this time in beautiful condition, and nicely arranged both as

regards size and colour. This was a great improvement on his last

exhibition, and it was the opinion of many in the morning that he

would be first ; but the result proved in favour of Mrs. Lawrence,

whose collection occupied the opposite side of the tent. This con-

sisted of large, and certainly very fine plants ; and among them we
must not omit to mention the old-fashioned Cape Relhania squarrosa,

VOL. II. no. xx. R
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a first-rate plant for a small collection, because of the brightness and
liveliness of its yellow flowers, which it produces abundantly.

We now come to Cape Heaths ; and here there is always room
to walk and examine the plants comfortably. No crowding of

visitors here;— a strange circumstance, considering the beauty of

the Heath ; but so it is.

Carnations, by Messrs. Ward, Norman, and Bragg; Picotees,

by Messrs. Norman, Ward, and Bragg; and Pinks, by Mr. Norman,
were exhibited, and in good condition : but as we intend to give lists

of the best varieties from our Note-book, we will waive all enumera-
tion of them here ; for we desire to make our report upon these and
other flowers valuable as references to purchasers and amateurs.

We may add, that in these classes, Amateurs and Nurserymen
exhibited against one another ; a thing that, in our opinion, should

never be done, except where new plants are in question. In con-

sequence of this rule, in the present instance, the Amateurs with-

drew. We hope this will be remedied in the next season, or great

and just dissatisfaction will be the result. We should state, that

Messrs. Veitch sent a compact and handsome variety of Crypto-

meria japonica; and we noticed, among plants shewn from the

Society's Garden, a beautiful blue Pentstemon, hardy, and very

desirable

On this, as for many preceding seasons, the grounds of the

Duke of Devonshire were thrown open to the company, and were
soon resorted to for the charming variety they afforded to the So-

ciety's gardens, comparatively so familiar. We shall enter into no
description of them here ; that will be a fitting subject for another

paper. Our present business is merely to say, that the time was
spent by a company of between 7000 and 8000 in the usual manner,
until the signal of departure was heard ; and a slight description of

this, the concluding part of a Chiswick fete, is what we now intend.

Just before six o'clock, the exhibitors, who have hitherto been scat-

tered in all directions, are seen gathering about their plants ; and no
sooner has the last sound left the instruments of the band, than

coats are flung off, green aprons tied on, barriers removed, and the

business of tying and securing the plants for their return home is

commenced with a surprising earnestness. In an inconceivably short

space of time they are removed to the vans ; and as the exhibitors

finish their tasks, friendly farewells are exchanged between those

whose opportunities of meeting each other are often limited to these

occasions. Around the departing plants hang many fair faces, for

whom their attendant gallants often sue, though in vain, for some
flowers to present to them. Indeed, the cutting of a few blooms for

a friend is sure to bring quite a crowTd around ; and therefore the
regulation is cruelly made, that cut flowers must not be given away
in the tents. Rapidly, one after the other, all the collections are

removed ; and the tents, bare and deserted, present the most uninvit-

ing aspect. On the parade,—a wide and broad grass-covered portion

of the ground, running parallel with the gravel-path connecting the
two entrances,—linger the last of the company—generally the young
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—engaged in a manner so agreeable as to render the flight of time
unnoticed. But they too at last depart ; and the gardens, lately so
animated and gay, resume their ordinary quiet appearance, as the
shades of evening warn us to wend our way homeward.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.

The last exhibition for the season took place on the 4th ult. in their

garden in Regent's Park.

The day was fine, the company numerous and fashionable, and
the show a good one for July. Pelargoniums, which occupied one side

of the first tent, were again produced in the most beautiful condition

possible. Every plant in itself formed a perfect specimen of floral

beauty. " Fancies," among which Anais, Queen, Hero of Surrey,

and Defiance, shone conspicuously, were contributed in capital order

by Messrs. Gaines and Staines; and Messrs. Ambrose, Robinson,

Mosley, and Henderson also had good groups of this now fashionable

Pelargonium. The best collection of Pelargoniums proper came
from Mr. Dobson, gardener to Mr. Beck, and Mr. Black, gardener

to E. Foster, Esq. Capital specimens were also shewn by Messrs.

Cock, Gaines, Staines, and Robinson. Mr. Parker of Roehampton
had the best sixes.

The other side of this tent was, as usual, filled, or nearly so (for

plants were scarcer this time than formerly), with Orchids, whose
curious forms, bright and varied colours, always render them objects

of universal interest. The principal features of this portion of the

exhibition were the large and fine specimens of Aerides odoratum,

almost every collection containing one fine plant of this charming

genus. With what interest should we have viewed this kind of

Orchid, four feet high, and as much through, a few years ago ! yet

such plants are now far from being uncommon. In large coU
lections, Mr. Rucker was first, and Mr. Warner second. Mr.
Schroder had the best group of fifteens, and Mr. Dobson, gardener

to Mr. Beck, the best sixes.

The next tent was adorned in the usual manner with Heaths, and

with collections of stove and greenhouse plants, into the details of

which it is unnecessary for us to enter further than to say, that among
the various groups there were some magnificent bushes of the showy
genus Kalosanthes (Crassula), whose effect at this time of the year

is about as showy as that of the Azaleas in spring ; and we would

advise our readers who possess a greenhouse (they are very easily

managed), to obtain a plant or two, which would serve to keep up

gaiety in autumn. The genus Aphelexis (Everlastings) too, of which

A. purpurea macrantha is the best, is a most useful one for the small

grower, for the different species keep in bloom nearly the whole

season.

One side, or nearly so, of the third tent was filled with Ferns,

whose beautiful green fronds, unlike the green of most plants, had a
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cheerful appearance, in addition to the fine contrast they made with

other things. Then came a row of Fuchsias, which formed a nice

background for the various stands of Carnations, Pinks, and Picotees,

which had their place assigned them here. In Carnations, Mr. Turner
of Slough was first. He had capital blooms of Martin's President,

Puxley's Prince Albert, Conquering Hero, Taylor's Lord Byron, Ash-
worth's King, and other fine sorts. The best Pinks came from Mr.
Norman and Mr. Edwards. The latter gentleman had also the best

Picotees. Mr. Costar sent a promising seedling Pink named Juliet,

and Mr. Turner a very good bizarre Carnation. Among seedling

Pelargoniums Mr. Hoyle had a promising flower named " Scarlet

Gem," which we should like to see again. Mr. Gaines produced
rather a nice fancy kind named " Madame Rosati." Passing a small

collection of Petunias, Cape Pelargoniums, and Calceolarias, we come
to new plants, among which we did not see one to please us, or

worthy of attention for general purposes. Good new plants have
been very scarce this year.

The fourth and last tent was filled with fruit, tempting to look

at, but with which we dare not meddle, and with cut Roses. Of
the latter there was a large and beautiful display from Messrs. Lane,
Paul, Francis, Terry, and Rowland ; and with these we take leave of

this Society for a season, wishing it much success in all its under-

takings.

STAMFORD-HILL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

July 18th.— This Society held their third and last show of the

season in the grounds of J. Wilson, Esq. It was well attended ;

and in addition to a very respectable exhibition of fruit, cut flowers,

and plants, there was an open show of Carnations and Picotees, which
brought together the principal growers ; and, judging from the size

and brilliancy of the flowers, they must have been at their best, at

least about London.
Carnations, 24 blooms:— 1st, to Mr. C. Turner of Slough;

2d, Mr. Norman, Woolwich ; 3d, Mr. Ward, Woolwich ; 4th, Mr.
Bragg, Slough. For 12 blooms :— 1st, Mr. J. Edwards, Holloway

;

2d, Mr. Newhall, Woolwich ; 3d, Mr. Barrenger, Bedford ; 4th,

Mr. Ellis, Woolwich.
Picotees, 24 blooms: — 1st, Mr. C. Turner, Slough; 2d, Mr.

Norman, Woolwich ; 3d, Mr. Ward, Woolwich ; 4th, Mr. Bragg,

Slough. For 12 blooms:— 1st, Mr. Newhall; 2d, Mr. Edwards,

Holloway ; 3d, Mr. Ellis, Woolwich ; 4th, Mr. Barrenger, Bedford.

A prize was awarded to Mr. Barrenger for seedling Picotees

;

also to Mr. Turner for Duchess of Sutherland, light red edge, full

size, of fine quality.

The nurserymen very liberally refrained from shewing 12 blooms,

leaving these two classes to the amateurs.
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CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR AUGUST.

Auriculas.—If repotted this month, it should be but a partial shift,

by reducing the ball of earth a little ; for the less the fibres are

broken or disturbed at this late season, the stronger the plants

will flower in the following spring. Young plants may be im-
proved by shifting them into larger- sized pots without breaking

the ball : where this is necessary, it should be attended to. The
whole stock should be gone over this month. Loosen the sur-

face of the soil, and add a little fresh compost : this will greatly

invigorate them. Give a more liberal supply of water ; they
have now commenced the autumn growth, and require more
moisture.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Calceolarias.—Cut down all plants as the flowers fade, and re-pot

into a larger size
;
place them in a shady situation

;
protect from

heavy rains, but expose to the cool night-air and dew ; take off

shoots as you can get them, and prick them out round the edge
of the pots, which should be plunged in gentle bottom heat,

shaded from the sun. Smoke, if attacked with aphides ; and
watch carefully that decayed leaves do not cause the cuttings to

fog off.

Sudbury, Derbyshire. W. H. Holmes.

Carnations and Picotees.— All the shoots too high up the plant

for pegging down having been piped about the middle of June,

proceed to layer the general stock ; use light sandy soil, and

peg them securely after making a clean incision at about the

third joint ; then place them a little in the shade for a few days.

Those about to be layered should be made rather moist, as the

water they will receive for some time after will be through a

fine-rosed watering-pot. To ensure seed from any fine variety,

place small bell-glasses to protect the flowers from wet, admitting

all the air possible. Transplant pipings when struck, to make
good growth before potting up in autumn. The heat during

July has brought them into bloom so suddenly, that in many
places they have not been large. This has not been the case

here : a finer bloom we never had. C. Turner.

Cinerarias.—Sow seed for a general crop (for directions for

sowing, see last month's Number) ; take off suckers from old

stools for the same purpose. Seedlings sown and pricked offlast

month should now be put singly into small pots, and shaded

from bright sunshine. Keep the lights off on all favourable op-

portunities, and constantly at night, unless there is danger of a

storm. A. Kendall.

Queen Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke Newington.
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Dahlias.— Having disposed of the Carnations and Picotees, the

chief interest now will be centred in the Dahlia beds. Fre-

quently thin-out superfluous shoots, so that much may not be cut

off at a time. The proportion must be according to the known
habit and size of the flower. The Hero and such flowers should

have all their wood and buds reserved for some time ; Black

Prince, Imbricata, Mr. Seldon, &c, require a medium course of

treatment ; if very large flowers are desired, they may be cut

hard, as it will not produce them coarse. Queen of Roses, and
flowers of this class, must be thinned very hard to come suffi-

ciently large to be put with others disbudded in the same pro-

portion. Keep the branches securely tied. Turn up the soil

about the plants, and place rotten manure round them. Soak
them well twice a week at root— a little over the foliage every

night. From what we have seen, the plants are good this season.

C. Turner.

Epacrises.—These want but little attention at present, further than

that recommended for the Erica ; as I presume each plant has

received its due share of stopping, tying out, &c. &c. suggested

in Nos. 16 and 17. Should an unruly shoot have persisted in

overtopping the rest, cut it down to their height ; it were better

so, than to allow it to disfigure the whole plant.

Ericas.—As mildew is more apt to be generated in the autumnal
months than at any other period of the year, more than ordinary

vigilance is now necessary to detect at an early stage the pre-

sence of the enemy ; which, as soon as discovered, should be
attacked without mercy. As yet we have had most propitious

weather for maturing the summer growth ; which when per-

fectly ripened, with ordinary care little danger need be appre-

hended. As each plant goes out of flower, thoroughly clean it

from all dead foliage, and give the annual shift, as recommended
in former Numbers. Some varieties will have perfected their

summer's growth sooner than others ; when that process is com-
pleted, and the plant in a state of comparative rest, I have
found it desirable to curtail the supply of water. Cleanliness

being indispensable to the health of plants and of gratification to

the eye, frequently sweep away the litter that is apt to lodge

upon and around the pots ; rake over the surface of the coal-

ashes, on which I presume your plants stand, and replace the

latter according to height, &c, leaving ample room between each.

Loss of moisture by evaporation at this season is immense, con-

sequently every plant should be examined at least once a day,

and the soil felt, to ascertain whether water be wanted ; for be it

understood, that if the ball is suffered to become perfectly dry,

even for an hour, the plant is irretrievably lost.

Fuchsias.—This brilliant and most charming genus is now rapidly

developing its floral beauties; to heighten the effect, and add
to the graceful tout ensemble, arrange and support all straggling
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growths in as neat and inconspicuous a manner as possible, so
that the flowering shoots shall be regularly disposed over the whole
plant, or as nearly so as circumstances will permit. To fully

display the grace and elegance of this flower, prolong the bloom,
and prevent its getting bruised, care should be taken in tying
out, to cause each particular flower to hang suspended inde-

pendently of its neighbour : a little practice will soon effect this.

I am of opinion that those species and varieties that flower

from the axils of the leaves are much to be preferred to those

that bloom in racemes. Mr. Veitch's new species Spectabilis

is of the former class ; wTith this difference, that each flower is

supported by, and rests along, the mid-rib of the leaf from whence
it springs, thus exposing in great perfection the interior of the

sepals, corolla, and a pistil of novel but beautiful construction.

By the acquisition of this species, a new field for the hybridist is

thrown open, being of excellent habit ; in size, quality, and colour

of flower unapproachable ; foliage large, fleshy, and bright ; and
of rapid and vigorous growth : these are properties that every

hybridist covets, and it will, I doubt not, originate a new and
beautiful race of seedlings. The only difficulty will be to over-

come its extreme vigour ; for whether it be made the male or

female parent, I fear the progeny will, for one or two generations,

prove Spectabilis, and nothing else. I experienced an exempli-

fication last year of such a probable result, by crossing a seed-

ling of my own with Serratifolia (also a most robust grower),

which turned out not at all different from the male parent,

—

in fact, every seedling was a Serratifolia. I have seen a seed-

ling raised from Exoniensis crossed with Serratifolia partaking

in a slight degree of the mother plant, and proving that a possi-

bility exists of obtaining the joint properties ; but it will no doubt
take three or four years fully to develop all those beauties we
hope ultimately to see realised. These difficulties, however,
every hybridiser must make up his mind to encounter and sur-

mount (which he most assuredly will by perseverance), till at

last the happy union takes place that is to repay and reward

his efforts with the success he so much deserves. I have been
unintentionally led into this digression, which I trust the reader

of The Florist will excuse. I need not say one word this month
regarding treatment, &c, as nothing more than the usual every

day's routine of watering is necessary during the season of growth.

Whitehill. W. H. Story.

Pansies.—These have had a trying time of late. Should we get

rain, however, some fine blooms will be produced on the plants

struck in April and May. Gather the flowers until they are in

character. Spring-sown seedlings will also begin to bloom

;

discard with care at first, as the best flower in the bed will

bloom but indifferently now : this is not the case with autumn-

sown seedlings. Prepare a bed for autumn planting. This is
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the best time to get seed in quantity ; it will not be of the quality

of that saved previously. C. Turner.

Pelargoniums.—The plants which were cut down last month will

have broken sufficiently at the eyes to be shaken out and dis-

rooted, as directed in last Number. Do not forget to place them
in gentle bottom heat, or in a close frame, till they have again

rooted out to the sides of the pots, when they may have abund-

ance of air night and day, sheltering them from heavy rains, and

keeping them clear of green-fly. Cuttings that were taken early

and struck should be shifted on, and stopped when you can

ensure three or four breaking eyes, as this is the time to lay the

foundation for stocky handsome plants for next season. Seed

as it ripens should now be sown in pans or pots, in open soil,

and just covered. Water, when required, should be given through

a fine rose ; cover with a sheet of writing-paper in very bright

sunny weather. J. Dobson.

Pinks. — Continue to put out the rooted pipings as directed in last

Number, and prepare the beds for the next season's bloomers ;

add plenty of manure, and frequently turn the soil over, that the

former may become well incorporated with the latter, and the

whole thoroughly sweetened and fit for use. Pipings may still

be taken.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Polyanthuses.— See last Number.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Tulips.—Every bulb should now be examined, the loose dry skin

removed, and the offsets large enough to bloom next year be

separated ; but the small ones had better remain attached to the

parent bulb. We again advise all those who contemplate making
alterations in the arrangement, and additions to the quantity and
quality of their Tulip-bed, whether by purchase or exchange, to

do it at once. Let each bulb be placed in the boxes as it is

intended to bloom next season, and then transcribe the name
into the Tulip-book for 1850. One advantage arising from this

method is, that in case of illness (to which we are all liable), the

bulbs would be in order for planting at the right time ; and in

case of death, when thus re-arranged and copied into the new
book, would be quite intelligible to surviving friends, and much
difficulty, doubt, and confusion be avoided. When this is done,

the practical operations of the Tulip-grower may be considered

suspended until the time arrives for making preparations for

planting ; the only attention meanwhile required being an occa-

sional looking, over the boxes and drawers to see that all is right.

Wycombe. J. Hunt.
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OUR GREAT EXHIBITIONS.

The exhibitions of the Horticultural Society of London and
of the Royal Botanic Society having closed for the season,

we are inclined to offer a few remarks for the consideration

of fellows and exhibitors ; and shall feel satisfied if we draw
their attention to one or two points which, in our opinion,

require it.

And first, why should there not be a greater exhibition

of flowers in general cultivation ? If the bringing together

of any particular variety in competition for prizes be promo-
tive of superior cultivation and improvement,— and all will

acknowledge it has this effect,— then we say it is worthy of

the Council of the Horticultural Society to consider how far

flowers the most generally cultivated can be made the objects

of exhibition. There is nothing satisfactory to us in being

told, that ifyou have flowers shewn which can be brought from
any poor man's garden, you will have a class of exhibitors that

cannot be tolerated. It should be our aim to effect improve-

ment in exhibitors as well as in their productions, and nothing

will tend so much to raise the conduct and feelings ofour humble
floricultural friends, as being brought into contact with exhi-

bitors whose conduct is above reproach. Our memory reminds

us of much which wras objectionable that once passed at Chis-

wick, which would not be borne now for a moment; and

which is better forgotten, since powerful rules and more
powerful examples have effected a cure. We wish also to

place the subject in another point of view. It may be held

as a rule, that whatever we take an interest in must be at-

tractive ; consequently, if there was a display of objects the

most generally cultivated, it would add to the number of in-

terested visitors to our exhibitions. And these objects should

be all placed together. Many, whose time is short, and who
attend not for the company or the music, or to idle away a

leisure hour agreeably, but for the sake of information, want,

like the Athenians of old, to hear of new things, and to see

them too. It is a great error to have them scattered about

without any proper arrangement. A man need have the

energy of a fox-hunter to discover them as they have been

placed latterly at the shows of both Societies.

A rule also should be adopted of Nurserymen and Ama-
teurs always exhibiting in separate classes, except in new
plants or seedlings. We are frail creatures, and have our

weaknesses, and amongst them is a dislike to being beaten by
VOL. II. no. xxi. s
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the Nurserymen we purchase plants of. It also prevents con-

siderable competition, for many of both classes will not come
forward under other circumstances. One more word, and we
have done. All exhibitors should receive equal attention,

and suitable places be appointed for their productions. It

is not to be expected that exhibitors (and fellows too) will

be satisfied to wait hanging about until all other things are

arranged, before they can stage their flowers. This was the

case with the Carnations and Picotees on the last occasion

at Chiswick. In thus freely expressing our views, we think

it due to state, that both Professor Lindley and Mr. Marnoch,

upon whom devolve the weight of the arrangements, have no
slight task to perform, nor one free from many difficulties,

which we very much question the ability of any others to

overcome so well. We know that they are both most anxious

to promote the excellence of the great exhibitions under their

care, and we gladly bear testimony to their untiring energy

and zeal.

DETAILED REPORTS OF EXHIBITIONS,

METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL.

Considerable dissatisfaction is felt at our not inserting, in detail,

reports of exhibitions which we attend personally, or of those held

at a distance, and of which particulars are forwarded to us by

esteemed correspondents. On the other hand, as much dissatisfac-

tion was expressed last year, when, as was asserted, our pages were

filled with matter of this kind, to a considerable extent uninteresting

to a majority of our readers. Now we think there is reason on the

side of both objections ; and with a view of meeting them, we propose,

in 1850, to insert full details when furnished us of the most important

exhibitions in the different districts of the country ; and as there is

nothing like having plenty of time to consider and decide which

these should be, we earnestly request our subscribers to communi-
cate their sentiments upon the subject.

We have but one object ;—the making The Florist and Garden

Miscellany as universally acceptable as possible. Personal objec-

tions to insert these reports we can have none, for nothing is of more
easy insertion, or more inexpensive. Our own opinion is, that those

inserted should be really important ones ; and our wish is, to give

notice at the commencement of 1 850, of those exhibitions which are

to be inserted during the year, so as to prevent trouble to correspon-

dents, and to keep our hands clear of any thing like partiality in the

selection. The object should be, not to gratify a very laudable feeling

of satisfaction at seeing our names in print as winners, but that higher

motive of conveying instruction by giving the names of the varieties

forming the winning collections. If we do not keep this prominently
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in view, whilst we shall please the family of Greens or Greys by in-

serting their success in our pages, we shall have the larger family of

the Smiths and Browns inquiring, " What care we about their win-
ning those honours ? let us have the names of all the best varieties

of all kinds seen, and that will be enough for us." Let our friends

communicate their sentiments on this subject as freely as they please,

and we will 2;ive the result in a future Number.

ERINUS LYCHNIDEA.

Few plants are better calculated to delight a certain class of ama-
teur growers than this simple and somewhat rare Figwort. It is

true that many admirers of gaudy flowers might only give it a

contemptuous glance in passing, never for a moment imagining that

a plant so unassuming in appearance could possess any property or

peculiarity by which to recommend itself to individuals of cultivated

taste. The best way of settling this point with such persons is to

take a walk with them to the greenhouse when the shades of even-

ing begin to gather over us, and when such plants as emit their

fragrance and display their beauty in the daytime are incapable of

imparting pleasure : if Erinus Lychnidea is in flower, it will speak

for itself; and instead of having to explain your motives for allow-

ing such a simple-looking and apparently uninteresting plant to

occupy a place in your collection, you will probably be asked for a

small plant or cutting. It may be considered the type of that class

of plants which have been kindly supplied to us for our grati-

fication and delight at the period when the mantle of night has

rendered the great mass of cultivated exotics uninteresting. This

Erinus seems to have an inherent dread of the sun ; for the ap-

proach of his morning rays causes it to wrap up its fragrance and

beauty in closely-folded petals ; and while Sol remains above the

horizon, it continues to hide its face and hold back its perfume.

It remains in this condition until some time after the sun has de-

scended below the horizon ; then it gradually unfolds its petals, and

emits its sweetness, until the atmosphere of the house becomes re-

dolent with its peculiar and, to me, delicious fragrance. During

the chilly and sunless period which we frequently experience in

November, it hardly cares to fold its petals, and will remain open

for days together ; but under such conditions its fragrance is not

near so powerful as during the summer evenings.

I by no means affirm that this is a showy plant ; its colour is

little better than a dingy white, and, save the peculiar cup like form

of its petals, there is nothing in the shape of its flower to attract

particular notice. If it is to be appreciated as its merits deserve, it

must be visited between sunset and sunrise, and I recommend it

simply on account of the peculiarity noticed above. I manage to

obtain well-grown plants of it in the following manner.
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I winter my young stock in 4^-inch pots in the greenhouse, close

to the glass, sparingly supplying it with water, but abundantly with
air. This I find to be necessary, for it dislikes damp during the

dull months. About the beginning of March, I select a few of the

best plants, and place them close to the glass in a pit, which is kept

a little closer and warmer than the ordinary greenhouse. If they

are healthy and well-rooted, they are shifted into 7-inch pots,

otherwise this is deferred until they shew symptoms of activity.

If the temperature averages 60° by day and 45° by night, they will

soon start into vigorous growth ; but this degree of warmth must
not be maintained by excluding fresh air, or by much artificial help

;

for if it is, your plants will become weakly and drawn, and disease

will take place. Have patience until nature assists you, and allow a

sufficiency of fresh air, to prevent damp and etiolation. I generally

find my plants ready for a second and final shift towards the latter

end of April or early in May. I use 10-inch pots for this shift, and
replace the plants in the situation they occupied before shifting. I

carefully supply them with water according to their wants, and after

bright days I slightly sprinkle them overhead. They will now re-

quire to be pinched and pegged down, so as to cause them to form

dwarf, bushy, well-shaped plants ; and when satisfied as to size, they

ought to be afforded the support of stakes, otherwise the weight of

the flowers will destroy their form. As soon as the plants shew
signs of vigorous health, I give them weak guano-water,—the same
as I give to most greenhouse plants. As regards the strength of the

solution, the amateur must manage that point for himself. A little

careful observation, and the death of a few favourites, will afford a

better lesson than any instructions which I can give.

When the plants commence flowering, they should be removed
to an airy place, near the glass, either in the conservatory or green-

house ; here they will continue to produce an abundant supply of

blossoms from June to December. The only care which they will

require will be the removal of decayed flowers, &c. and red spider

;

they are not liable to be injured by the latter, but it will sometimes

attack them, particularly if they are allowed to get rather dry at the

roots, and not abundantly supplied with air. When I find a plant

infested with this pest, I remove it to a convenient place where I

can freely use the syringe, and shorten it back. After I am satisfied

that every insect is removed, I place it in the pit formerly mentioned,

where it soon produces a fresh supply of flowers. The soil which
I find to answer best is a mixture of about equal portions of peat

and loam, rendered sufficiently porous by adding silver sand.

It is readily propagated by cuttings, made of moderately well-

ripened wood, placed in a cool situation under a bell glass, and
shaded; but they must not be placed in heat, or they will damp off.

They should be rooted and potted off in time to get established in

their pots before winter ; the end of June or beginning of July will

be found a proper time for inserting the cuttings. The old plants

may, if desired, be kept over winter, but I prefer young plants,—the

latter occupy less space. I have said nothing about its fitness for
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window decoration, because I am not partial to it in that situation,

and it is a pity to expose it to the clouds of dust which it would
experience there ; and when shut up in a room with it, its fragrance

is too powerful to be agreeable. S. A.

ABELIA FLORIBUNDA.

The genus Abelia belongs to the Natural Order of Caprifoils, and
contains some pretty species ; but none handsomer than the subject

represented by our plate. It was found by Galeotti in the Cordil-

lera of Oaxaca and Vera Cruz, on the Peak of Orizaba, at an eleva-

tion of between nine and ten thousand feet. It was originally called

Vesalea ; a name under which it has been exhibited at our metropo-

litan exhibitions, where it attracted much attention ; but it is no
doubt a true Abelia. It has some resemblance to a Fuchsia ; and is

said to have borne that name in the Belgian gardens, through which,

we believe, it reached England. All the species of Abelia are hardy,

or nearly so ; and many of them, nay, most of them, are found in

abundance in the eastern districts of Asia.

For the following account of this interesting plant we are in-

debted to the kindness of Messrs. Pince and Co. of Exeter, whose
Nursery furnished the specimen from which our plate was prepared.

" When, as a Mexican production, we first became acquainted

with this gracefully-growing plant, not being then aware of the alpine

region from which it came, we treated it rather tenderly in the

greenhouse ; but subsequent information induced us to plant it out in

the open air, upon rock-work, where it has thriven amazingly, form-

ing an elegant pendant bush three feet high, and more than four feet

in diameter. It has been covered this spring with more than 2,000

rich purple-crimson flowers. The plant has stood in the above

situation two winters without the least protection, and is altogether

unblemished by the weather. We should, however, state, that

neither of these winters have been severe ones, therefore we have to

suspend our judgment before we can pronounce it to be thoroughly

hardy. Should our expectations of its hardiness, however, be realised

—and we are sanguine that they will—a more appropriate ornament
for rock-gardening could hardly be met with, its rich evergreen

foliage being not its least recommendation for that purpose.
" Spirited and truthful as the present representation of it is, no

adequate idea of the great beauty of the plant can be formed from

it : it ought to be seen carelessly and gracefully spreading its nume-
rous branches, loaded with flowers, in every direction, to be tho-

roughly appreciated.
" Nothing can be easier than the culture of this plant : a mixture

of equal proportions of sandy peat and loam, with good drainage,

suits it well."
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ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

To the Superintendent of The Florist.

No. V.

Form, considered absolutely ,
possesses a double origin of beauty ; its

two branches being, as in so many instances, in apparent contrast

with each other—and these two branches are Unity and Variety.

And these should be always combined, and the rather because

the combinations they admit of are unlimited ; nor is it necessary

that either branch should be considered more essential than the

other, but in proportion as in any flower or variety the value of one

is increased, the other may recede and give way without being

entirely obliterated; as in flowers of the disc or of the cupped form,

unity is the leading property ; in the composite forms, as the Fuchsia

or the Jxia, variety takes the lead.

By Unity is meant the singleness of idea presented to the mind,

whereby the impression becomes definite and clear, not being dis-

tracted by contending claims, nor divided among many : as a cup

formed of petals in contradistinction to six equal and separate petals,

without the combining and controlling idea of a cup.

When applied to an outline, it means the appearance wThen that

outline is one and unbroken, as in the circular form of a Petunia.

Its contrary is produced

—

In idea, when a flower consists of a plurality of like and equal parts

not uniting to form one idea, and especially if those parts are

circular, as in the Veronica.

In outline, 1. By the occurrence of an interval ; either by a breach of

continuity in the substance, as in the flower of the Arum,
causing an effect like the loss of a guard-leaf in a Carnation :

or by a separation between the parts which compose it, as in

the petals of the Night- scented Stock. To this may be re-

ferred the broken edging in a Picotee, and broken lacing in a

Pink.

2. Or by an abrupt change : either of kind ; from a straight

line to a curve, or from a curve to a straight line, as in the

Pea-blossom : or of direction, as when two straight lines ter-

minate in a point, as in the pointed petals of the Narcissus.

By variety, when combined with unity (for simply considered, it

needs no explanation), is meant the comprising many ideas under

one—that the unity is not a dry unit.

When applied to an outline, it means the appearance when the

line is flowing and continuous, yet constantly changing ; such as is a

curve, as in the circular blossom of the Convolvulus : or a succession

of segments of curves, themselves arranged in a curve in the same

plane, as in the flat circle composed of lobes in the Phlox or the

Verbena : or in the more complicated outline composed of curves

and lines in different planes, as in the Fuchsia.

When applied to the contents of an outline, it again explains
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itself, and is fulfilled when all is not same or self, but varied with
diverse forms and colours.

Now with regard to the influence which these two sources of

beauty exercise upon our judgments. First, with respect to Unity.

If an external outline be broken, one or more of these three effects

will be produced : either it will convey an idea of imperfection, that

something is defective, and needs to be filled up ; as in the native

Pansy, or much more in an inferior cultivated variety, in which the

improvement is begun, but only to the extent of making the defect

more glaring by shewing how it may be removed.

Or, if the parts are equal and similar, as in the Iris, the flower

will not be a whole, to produce one leading idea in which the others

it may suggest are contained, but will be broken into parts, and its

effectiveness diminished to that of a flower of the size of one of its

parts.

Or the general appearance will be marred by the impression of

roughness and harshness, causing to the eye a sensation analogous to

that communicated to the hand by its passing over a rough uneven
surface. This is exemplified in many flowers, even in the Lily, and
still more in the ragged edge of some Pinks and Carnations ; because

in them the defect is in such close juxtaposition with the means of

its cure—a curve in the outline of the petal ; and this curve already

exists at the base of the serrated point. It always gives an idea of

harshness.

It is not, however, always that these defects can be expected,

or wished, to be removed by cultivation. In the Gladiolus, Iris, Ixia,

and others, they are of the essence of the form, and the flower would
quite alter its character were they removed. The alteration, if ef-

fected, would very possibly be no improvement ; and at least it would

be a complete transformation of the original. When this is the case,

the flower must be content to take a lower rank, with such as are

incapable of the highest assemblage of excellences, but not the less

esteemed for the qualities it does possess. Nor is it desirable that

all should be of one class.

Moreover, in some of this class the primary outline which gives

the leading impression of the flower lies within the irregular parts,

as in the Tigridia ; the slightly concave disc of which is sufficiently

distinct, and the protruding flaps of the alternate longer petals over-

hang its edge, and sometimes fall down from it like the lappets of

a lady's head-dress of the reign of Queen Anne. Owing to this, the

flimsy substance of the outer portion of the longer petals is no fault.

Nor is unity altogether lost in any of these flowers, except in

such as contain a primary division of the corolla into two or more

like and equal parts, as the Iris does, and many smaller flowers, as

the Veronica instanced above, in which the parts are circular, and

therefore complete in themselves.

This quality, therefore, is most essential to the flower as a whole

;

and should accordingly be always more or less found under the

general outline.

Next let us consider the effect of variety. This is even more
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essential to a pleasing form than unity is. It is, as it were, the sub-

stance, while unity is the form in which that substance should be

presented ; for without it, the ideas suggested can be at best but

scanty ; and it is by a succession of ideas that pleasurable emotions

are excited ; while at the same time variety, though ever so charming,

if not included in one leading impression, will be desultory and un-

connected ; there will be a break in the current of thought, and the

result will be harsh and disagreeable.

It may consist in forms, or numbers, or colours, or in any com-
binations of these. We have here principally to deal with the first,

with some remarks on the second.

In the general or primary outline, variety arising from form can

only be considered an element of beauty when it is easy and flowing.

To explain which, it is necessary first to make clear the difference

in the effects of straight lines and curves ; for outlines can only be

formed by straight lines and curves, and the characteristic effects of

these are diametrically opposite to each other.

A straight line is one the direction of which is always the same ;

whence its effect is to accumulate force upon a point. And the

impression produced by it will be asperity, brilliance, and power.

A straight line by itself gives no idea but that of simple progres-

sion, as in the stem or bole of a plant ; and in the subjects of the

present inquiry can never be of a length sufficient to require further

notice.

But there are two positions, in combination, in which it has con-

siderable power over the appearance of flowers, illustrating what has

been said of its impression, namely, when grouped in clusters radi-

ating from a centre in the form which painters call a glory ; and con-

trariwise, when two or more of them terminate in a point or angle

outwards. Both these forms are often very effective in a subordinate

outline, though either, if prominent, would be a marked defect in

the principal one.

Lines radiating from a centre are found in many markings of

flowers, as in the eye of a Pansy, the colour of an Auricula (in

which they resemble the streamings in the arch of an aurora borea-

lis), and the pencillings of the back petals of a Pelargonium. Nor
is it of much consequence whether those lines, if they are mere lines,

are strictly straight, or, as is more common, wavy and involved : they

are more forcible if straight, and more feeble if curved ; but are for

the most part subject to the same remarks. In all cases the ideas

suggested by this form must be completely subordinated to that

of some other in which it is included, or it will give an idea of coarse-

ness, as in a veiny Pelargonium ; or of harshness, as in a very narrow-
striped Carnation.

Straight lines running outwards to a centre, that is, meeting in

an angular point, are not infrequent in the principal outline of many
natural flowers, as in the pointed petal of the Auricula or Dahlia.

In such cases it is invariably a fault ; although in flowers destitute of

high properties, as the Cineraria, the defect is lessened in the same
ratio with the importance of the single bloom.
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Sometimes a floral disc is made up of florets, as in the natural

single Chrysanthemum and Cineraria ; in which case, the outline being

formed of the ends of the florets or petals, if any character is ex-

pected to be attained in the individual blossoms, the angular points

must be got rid of as soon as possible. In the present state of the

latter flower, the general outline being rather that of the entire

bloom of the whole plant, the minute appearance of each particular

blossom becomes secondary, and the starry outline is less of a defect.

But even in the general outline, absolute perfection in getting

rid of this appearance is in many flowers certainly not to be wished.

The resulting appearance would be tame, from the want of a foil to

call attention to the beauty of the more perfect part of the form.

This would be especially the case in the Auricula. Small processes

in the way of points to the petals are clearly serviceable to the gene-

ral appearance, though lobes produce the same effect in a less objec-

tionable way. In a subordinate position, a distinct star, or a starry

appearance, would have all its lively effect, without involving the

charge of roughness.

A curve is a line the direction of which is deflected at every

point according to a fixed law ; whence its effect is to disperse in-

stead of concentrating force. And the impression produced by it

will be that of gracefulness, gentleness.

Curve -lines are of two kinds, of single and of compound curva-

ture ; the former being those of which the flexure is always in one

direction, as the circle, ellipse, and others. The latter are those

which are not always concave towards the same parts, but the cur-

vature is alternately in opposite directions, or such as that a straight

line might meet them in more points than two. The quilled form is

an instance of it. Curves of high mathematical complexity of both

kinds are found in flowers. The hyperbola is represented by the

blossom of the Arum. In the detached petal of a good Tulip, and

in some other flowers, the two portions of the outline divided by the

axis or line of symmetry are asymptotes to each other and to the

axis.

The general outline of trumpet and of bell flowers is commonly
of double curvature. So is that of some disc flowers. And when,

as in the best varieties of the Polyanthus, the segments are small

and equal, and symmetrically arranged upon the circumference of a

circle, they form one of the most pleasing and effective of all.

The circle is the curve which, in proportion to its length, en-

closes the greatest space, and therefore, for a containing outline, it

is theoretically the most perfect, and must ever stand the highest

in reference to its capabilities. Its diameter, moreover, being in

all directions equal to itself, it has nothing to attract the eye to

one part rather than to another, but all is equable. These properties

belong to no other curve, and therefore it possesses advantages for

a general outline which no other possesses.

It does not, however, from thence follow that a circle in one

plane, or presenting a flat surface, is the most perfect. On the con-

trary, we should say, a priori, that the spherical form which presents
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a circle in every direction would be superior. Whether in any given

instance it is so, will depend on several considerations, as the charac-

teristic of the flower, the form and disposition of its colours, and in

part also on its size. What is invariable is, that the circle, abstract-

edly speaking, must take the first place among curves for a primary

outline, as will be admitted at once on comparing a circular with an

oblong Pansy.

In secondary outlines the oval is often better than the circle, be-

cause completeness is in them not unfrequently out of place, as being

an element of separation, not of union ; and the want of fulness and

completeness in a figure disposes the eye to connect it with surround-

ing objects to make up what is wanting.

To sum up, therefore, the difference in the impressions produced

by straight lines and curves : a straight line concentrates its force in

one direction, and produces the idea of pungency and sharpness. In

following a curve, the direction of the eye is in a constant state

of change, and therefore no accumulation takes place ; and as the

change can never be abrupt, the perception arising from it is one of

smoothness, softness, and elegance. Hence curves alone are suited

to the general outline, because the general notion of beauty must be

one of softness ; wThile a moderate amount of straight lines, and of

angles produced by them, are effective in contained figures ; and to

reverse this is an analogous mistake to that made by Petruchio in

offering his mistress mustard instead of beef.

To return, therefore, to the effect of variety.

[To be continued.] Iota.

SCRIPTURE ILLUSTRATIONS.

The Almond-Tree.—The root of the word thus translated in the

Scriptures signifies in the Hebrew, to wake.
" This tree," says Parkhurst, " before all others, first waketh

and riseth from its winter repose." Pliny noticed it as flowering in

the month of January, and bringing fruit to maturity in March. In

Barbary it flowers in January, and gives its fruit at the beginning

of April. At Aleppo and Smyrna it blossoms, at latest, early in

February. We know how it gladdens our own eyes as the herald

of coming flowers.

It is certain, from the abundant reference to the Almond-tree in

the Bible, that God would have us learn some holy lessons as we
contemplate it. Let us examine them attentively one by one.

Almonds are mentioned among the " best fruits" of the land of

Canaan ; Gen. xliii. 11. From their early coming, we may also call

them the first-fruits of that good land. The next allusion to the

Almond is in Exodus xxv. 33, 34, and the corresponding passage,

Exodus xxxvii. 19, 20. Here we find this first and best fruit, with

its accompanying flower, chosen by God as the model whereby to
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form the bowls of the golden candlestick, with their respective ap-

pendages.

It must here be remembered that the almond abounds with es-

sential oil, and this property, added to its early rising out of winter's

death, renders it a fit and beautiful emblem of Him who is " the

Resurrection and the Life," who is " risen from the dead, the first-

fruits of them that slept," that "in all things He might have the

pre-eminence ;" and one of whose many glorious names is " the

Light;"—" giving light to them that sit in darkness and in the

shadow of death." The next mention we have of the almond con-

firms and enlarges these thoughts of its typical import.

As Israel journeyed through the wilderness, Aaron was chosen

as high-priest, and shewed forth, in type, the work of Christ Himself,
" the great high priest." To intrude, then, upon his office was in

that dispensation what it would be now to seek to rob Christ of

His priestly glory. The sin was judged immediately. See Numbers
xvi. After this, when God would powerfully confirm His own pre-

vious order, He distinguished Aaron by causing his rod, among the

twelve written on with the names of the twelve tribes, to bud, and

bloom blossoms, and yield almonds.

This rod was laid up in the ark of the covenant for a token

against the rebels. It was a plain evidence of God's power to

quicken the dead—a dry rod being thus made alive. It is this

very fact that is to be the object of the faith whereby righteousness

comes. See Romans iv. 17-25.

If the Almond-tree, wakening before all others from its winter

sleep, be a lively emblem of " the first-born from the dead" (Col. i.

18) ; so the rod cut off from the Almond-tree, blooming and bearing-

fruit by the quickening power of God, is a lively emblem of Him
who said, " 1 am He that liveth, and was dead ; and behold, I am
alive for evermore." And it is also written, " He hath given to the

Son to have life in Himself."

I confess I do not understand the next allusion to the Almond-
tree (Eccl. xii. 5), not being satisfied with a common interpretation,

that it is one of the figures describing old age.

The remaining passage is Jer. i. 11. The prophet is thus ad-

dressed by the Lord : "Jeremiah, what seest thou?" He answers,

"I see a rod of an Almond-tree." Whereupon the Lord says to him,
" Thou hast well seen; for I will hasten My word to perform it."

The word hasten has the same root in the Hebrew as the Almond-
tree : this explains the meaning. The Almond-tree was to teach

the prophet this great truth, that the word of the Lord spoken to

him, and which he was to speak to others, would be performed surely

and quickly. Compare with this almost the last wrords of the

Bible ; Rev. xxii. 20. Were our spiritual senses fully awake, like

our natural senses, we should enjoy our garden with the one as

well as the other. God, we see, condescends to teach even by a

flowering tree. May we be willing learners !
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A TRIP TO KEW GARDENS
VIA RICHMOND AND THE BANKS OF THE THAMES.

No. I.

Well, here we are at the Waterloo Station of the South-Western
Railway; tickets paid for, second class, Is. 2c/. each, and good enough
for modest men like you and I. 12: 25 is the starting-time; and,

hark ! there is the bell—the whistle—the " go-ahead ;" and now we
are stealing along right merrily, gliding through the stations with
a speed and a rattle such as no snake with the latter at his tail ever

attained in either respect ; and almost before we have counted the

change which the clerk gave us, see, here we are at the other end,

over Richmond Green, and by the river side, and seated beneath a
spreading horse-chestnut, the broad foliage of which, fanned by a

gentle breeze, not only affords us a delicious shade from a summer's
sun, but tempers the heat with its fan-like motion agitating the air.

What scenery !—heavenly, beautiful, exhilarating, refreshing ! Go
on, go on ; rob the dictionary as you will of its superlatives, you will

not over-do it. But nature has her demands as well as her gifts, so

open those distensible compressible baskets, and out with their vitals :

a piece of that pigeon-pie, if you please ;—just holds a pair—" lovely

in life, united in death," as the tomb-stones have it : a steak too,

and some hard eggs ; long life to the cook! Cut away; you the plate,

I the dish : no tricks upon travellers—a fair share of the gravy, if you
please ; and just draw the cork of that bottle of Sauterne you have
hung with such judgment by a string into the stream running before

us. How deliciously cool ! health to the vintner ! And thus gently

refreshing our walking powers, as we transfer the contents of our

baskets to a better position for porterage than the ends of our arms,

let us look about us awhile, and then wend our way to the Gardens
of Kew. Ah, me ! well may poets sing of this part of " Merrie

England." Merry, indeed ; for here comes the City-barge, and many
a lesser one, with the now nearly full tide ; all crowded with pleasure-

seekers like you and I, only in their full-blown garb, and depending

more upon knife, fork, and spoon for enjoyment, than on the beauties

of nature around them. Hear the music— see the dancers on the

deck! Come, let us up, empty our bottle
—

'tis a light beverage

—

shake out and pocket our compressible baskets, and be off. Opposite

us is the beautiful property, St. Margaret's, just passed from the Mar-
quis of Ailsa to Mr. Petre ; next it is Gordon House—sweet spots

both of them for a summer's residence, with beauty dipt but not

spoilt by the railway-bridge thrown over the stream by Mr. Locke,

and hiding the old picturesque one that spans the river just above it.

Nothing, however, for you and I to lament over; for without the rail

we had wasted this blessed morning in a " 'bus." That white man-
sion is the Dowager Lady Cooper's—a charming place, and could not

be in better hands,—a blessing to the neighbourhood, I have often

heard. Those cuttings, as they appear through the trees on the
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island, are only so many arrangements in planting, by which three

beautiful and extensive views are obtained from the house and
grounds,—up and down the river and across into Kew Park, from
which, you observe, we are separated by this narrow piece of water,

—

ditch I cannot call it, for see how the trees are reflected on its clear

surface. But step out, or we shall linger too long. That is Isle-

worth and its church ; the tower of which, adorned with ivy, is a beau-
tiful object, whilst the body of the building is barbarously out of

keeping with it : no doubt the year it was " beautified" the church-

wardens were bricklayers or brick-makers, not stonemasons. To
our right, in the park, is the Observatory; and, far beyond, the Queen's
laundry ; nothing like good air and water for washerwomen ! But
away, and there on the left is Syon House, the seat of the Duke
of Northumberland, at present tenanted by the Duchess Dowager.
Notice that row of arches or cloisters supporting the building ; some
few weeks back all the charity children in the neighbourhood were
there entertained by that munificent lady,—ay, and the poor work-
house children too. What a day for them to remember all their

lives ! for it was no mere parade of kindness, no ostentation, but
that kindly address to the better feelings of our nature, shared alike

by peer and pauper, and which may bear fruit in days to come. May
she happily live to see it

!

Beyond is Brentford, dirty Brentford, busy Brentford : who that

coached through Brentford in bygone days can either forget or for-

give it,—rumble, tumble, tit, bump ! one's very bones ache at remem-
brance of it ; so stretch on, and let us get those beautiful alders on
yon island between its wind, redolent of stenches of all kinds, and
our nobility. What a good object Kew Bridge makes in the dis-

tance ! And look, here is a floating greengrocer in his boat,

—

" Apples ! pears ! all ripe, ripe !" and see, there is a hail for him to

go alongside from a boat-load of boys. But we turn up this lane, and
here is Kew Green, and yonder are the entrance-gates, handsome, as

they should be ; and see, mark that chap in his cart, with his short

pipe stuck in the corner of his mouth ; look at the fellow ! with

what an air he " tools along" his spavined beast, whose every motion
seems an active agony ! no short cut for him—out of the way, every

body ; round he drives, and pulls up with the air of a lord in his

buggy, and unloads his freight of some six or eight men and women
for a sight of the gardens. Capital fellow, that ! a true English-

man. " Knows his rights," ay, and enjoys them too ; calls it " My
gardens !" And so they are ; and long may he and the like find in

them a pleasant resort ; for we may be sure that so long as they go
to such places for enjoyment, they will feel an interest in their pre-

servation, and the effect cannot fail to be a refining one.—But wait

awhile : I must over the Green, to buy, beg, borrow, or steal some
paper ; for I have forgotten my memorandum-book : strange over-

Bight for

An Erratic Man.
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FLOWER-BASKET.

It is much the fashion in this our day to adorn the garden with

vases, stands, baskets, &c. of flowering plants ; and the main thing is

to have them well filled throughout the season ; in fact, they should

form a perfect bouquet, on which the eye may ever repose with plea-

sure. To attain this early in spring, you may make use of white and
yellow Alyssums, Primulas, and Cinerarias, in pots, until the half-

hardy annuals are ready, and it is safe to expose them ; then let the

outside be well planted with Nierembergia, trailing Lobelias, and
blue Anagallis ; and, if your stand is large enough, a Maurandya here

and there will have a very good effect. Behind these, Verbenas of

various colours, Tom-Thumb Geraniums, a Petunia or two, and a

good common yellow Calceolaria, with a Heliotrope to shed a grateful

perfume, will fill your box with a tolerable and pleasing variety ; but
much will depend upon the taste displayed in the grouping of your

flowers. An eye for colour, like an ear for music, is the gift of

nature—it cannot be acquired. I have seen men of no education,

who, from possessing this faculty, Mould distance all competitors in

the arrangement of a border or a box of cut flowers.

The stand, box, or basket may be ornamented as profusely as you
like ; and much taste and ingenuity have I seen, particularly in the

various modes of coaxing even climbing plants to exhibit their evolu-
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tions ; but for the purposes of general effect a very simple contriv-

ance will be found to answer. I have known a great share of admi-

ration given to a very simple one indeed : an old water-butt was
sawn in two about a foot from the bottom, and the sides covered

with the bark of the ash-tree ; it was placed merely pro tempore upon
the stump of a large Portugal Laurel which stood upon my lawn and

wanted removing, age having quite robbed it of its beauty. " The
cheerful spring came kindly on," the stump sent out its bright green

leaves ; and I was really reminded of the old story of the origin of the

Corinthian capital: the Grecian girl had carelessly put down her

basket and covered it with a tile ; a plant of Acanthus growing near

had shot up around it ; and Callimachus, struck with the beauty of the

combination, caught from it one of the most elegant of architectural

decorations. There was my old tub with a wreath of laurel most

gracefully twining round it ; and so it has continued from year to

year. By just thinning the twigs, we keep the laurel within bounds
;

and as I sit in my garden-chair admiring the bouquet of gay flowers

springing up from its evergreen vase, I say with our great Lake poet

:

" Less vivid wreath entwined
Nemean victor's brow, less bright was worn
Meed of some Roman chief in triumph borne

With captives chain'd, and shedding from his car

The sunset splendours of a finish 'd war
Upon the proud enslavers of mankind."

Old pollard-trees, of themselves, make beautiful receptacles for

flowers; and an octagonal box of about 5 feet diameter and 14

inches deep, the outside covered with small pieces of split larch in

various patterns, makes a stand of very good proportions. It should

be made of inch deal, and the bottom should be perforated, to afford

good drainage.

If the above desultory hints should draw out some more active

correspondents, who will furnish The Florist with descriptions and

designs for increasing the beauty of our gardens, it will amply

reward your old contributor,

The Sedentary Man.

A RUSTIC CHAIR FOR THE SEDENTARY MAN, I! V W. 1..
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MY ROSE-JOURNAL.

BY THOMAS RIVERS.

[Continued from p. 205.]

July 12th.— Surely the summer Roses never before bloomed so

splendidly ! In our old age we shall talk of these Roses as we now
do of stage-coaches, as things that have been, and our children will

say, " Is it possible that you used to esteem Roses that bloomed
only in June and July ?" Still, in the far north they will be objects

of interest, for autumnal Roses do not bloom well there, unless in

warm localities ; and the summer Roses, by late pruning, may be

made to give their flowers in August, and even later.

Among the hybrid Bourbons, all our favourites have done their

duty ; and such Roses as Charles Duval, Sylvain, Tippoo Saib, and
Coupe d'Hebe, have been most beautiful. Paul Ricant, a fine crimson

Rose, is the only novelty in this group ; and if it would but be liberal

enough to give us a few flowers in autumn, how much more should

we admire it ! The hybrid China Roses have, in like manner,

bloomed in great perfection ; General Jacqueminot, General La-

moriciere, Colbert, Gloire de Couline, and all the older favourites,

have been most brilliant.

July 14th.—This warm weather has brought many varieties of

Rosa alba to an unusual degree of perfection ; how perfect and

delicate are La Seduisante and Madame Audot ! how pearly the

white of Princesse de Lamballe and Madame Legras ! how brilliant

Vicomte Schrymaker ! and that delicate glowing Rose, Due du Lux-
embourg ; how very beautiful are its large globular flowers ! Some
old sorts that one had nearly forgotten have beckoned us in passing

to give an admiring look, such as Montigny, Malvina, Royale rouge :

these Roses have rarely been so perfect as they are to-day.

July 15th.—The summer Roses must have a few more words ;

for who can pass the hybrid Provence Roses without being arrested

by such a Rose as Comtesse Plater (this was its first designation, but

the person who raised it has made it Comte Plater) ; how singular

and beautiful is its creamy, fawn-coloured tint ! how large, how
double, and finely shaped !

Diane de Poitiers, and La Sylphide, and Rose Devigne, how
delicate are their shades of blush, and how perfect and regular are

their finely cupped flowers ! Emerance and Pauline Garcia, with

their delicate straw colour, and Adrienne de Cardouville (too pretty

a name for such a horrible story as Le Juif Errant) and Madame
L'Abbey, with their rich deep rose-colour, make an assemblage of

beauty rarely to be equalled.

July 18th.—What Roses are those in that distant bed, glowing

in the morning sun ? How large, how brilliant, how magnificent they

are ! and yet I find them all old friends, all French Roses, and among
them, Kean, Boula de Nanteuil, Grandissima, Latour d'Auvergne,
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Ohl, Shakspeare, Gloire de Colmar, d'Aguesseau, Napoleon, Schon-
brun, Triomphe de Coster, and Triomphe de Jaussens, with their

crimson and red and scarlet tints ; how thick and velvety are their

petals, and how perfect and double are their flowers ! Some of the

rose-coloured varieties in this group, such as Columella, Guerin's

Gift, La Circassienne, Letitia, Pharericus, and Sanchette, have been
equally beautiful. We can scarcely afford to give up these Roses
only because they are summer flowers ; let me, therefore, suggest
a mode of culture, so that their barren appearance in autumn may
be partially hidden ; for it must be confessed a bed of them after July
is not an agreeable object in the Rose-garden ; will it not, there-

fore, be advisable to plant them with hybrid Perpetuals in the pro-

portion of about one-third or one-fourth ? Thus, a bed of twenty-
one dwarfs may have seven Gallicas, or hybrid Provence, or Alba,

or Damask, to fourteen hybrid Perpetuals ; or if one-fourth, a bed of

twenty may have five of these summer Roses ; they will, in June and
July, give a beautiful variety of colour, and in autumn their barren

appearance will not be perceptible amid their gay and bountiful

sisterhood, the hybrid Perpetuals : we owe these old friends a debt

of gratitude, let us not discard them too hastily.

July 25th.—To return to autumnal Roses : the Standard of

Marengo, apparently acclimatised by this summer weather,— re-

minding it, I presume, of its birth-place, Lyons—improves on ac-

quaintance ; it is nearly as brilliant as the Geant, and how beauti-

fully cupped

!

July 30th.—The hybrid Perpetual Cornice de Marseilles is on
bloom,—very pretty, very good, of a delicate blush, and nicely cupped.

Better, and more distinct, is Madame Guillot ; really a fine new Rose,

of a deep pink, large, cupped, very double, and nicely shaped.

August 2d. — How very splendid is Comte de Montalivet! as

large, or sometimes larger, than William Jesse ; of a colour perfectly

unique, and scarcely to be described, so rich are its red and purple

tints ! Although this Rose gives such large flowers, it is not a robust

grower, and is liable to mildew : it may be budded on some strong-

growing hybrid China Rose with advantage.

Aug. 5th.—Howr striking and distinct is Henry IV. (Henri Quatre)

!

With all the vigour of a hybrid Bourbon, such as Charles Duval,

it unites the desirable quality of blooming in autumn, making shoots

three to four feet in length, crowned with clusters of flowers of a

lively deep pink : these are not large, but nicely cupped and very

double ; its foliage is remarkably beautiful.

Aug. \Qth.—Jeanne d'Arc is certainly the nearest approaching

to white of all the hybrid Perpetuals, and is a very pretty, cupped, and
elegantly shaped Rose, of the most delicate flesh-colour. Dr. Arnal,

also a new variety of this family, is very brilliant, very double, and

pretty ; but not very distinct in colour, which is brighter, but still

resembles that of our old favourite, Madame LafTay,—certainly one of

the very best autumnal Roses known.
Aug. \2th.—General Negrier, one of the lions of the season, is

now in full beauty. No Rose can be imagined more perfect in shape

VOL. II. NO. XXI. T
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and more beautiful in the symmetry of its numerous petals, which

are all nicely incurved, so as to form a most perfect, cupped, and very

double Rose ; in its delicate rose-colour we have no novelty.

Aug. IZth.—Chateaubriand, although a thinly petalled Rose, is

of such a brilliant glossy pink, that one turns at once to admire it.

Those autumnal Roses that are not very double are valuable for cool

or moist climates, as they always open freely in the autumn ; this is

really a charming variety. Madame Pepin is also in full dress to-day

;

a very pretty and good Rose, of a nice bright rose-colour, inclining to

pink. It is really impossible to describe those light shades of colour-

ing which make a Rose distinct, and yet which cannot be conveyed

by words, or even the pencil of the artist.

Aug. \4th.—Comte de Paris, one of our very oldest varieties of

hybrid Perpetual Roses, has been, and is to-day, in great beauty.

This fine old Rose deserves a passing word or two : it is, in most soils,

a bad grower, either on its own roots or worked on the Dog-Rose.

This induced me last year to have some budded on the Rose Manetti

;

the result is most gratifying, the plants have produced magnificent

flowers; any other strong-growing hybrid China Rose for a stock

would probably have the same effect.

Aug. loth.—This dry and warm summer has made Jacques Lafitte

come out in full beauty ; no autumnal Rose grows with more vigour,

and gives a greater abundance of flowers in autumn. A warm soil

and dry climate are, I think, essential to the development of its best

qualities; for its deep brilliant rose-colour soon becomes tinged with

lilac in wet seasons.

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

[To be continued.]

LIST OF CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES

FOR EARLY FLOWERING AND EXHIBITION.

I beg to enclose a list of early-flowering Carnations and Picotees,

which are also good ones ; yet those who wish to succeed with these

flowers at the Botanic, Horticultural, and other early Exhibitions,

must look to any buds that have started prematurely, and which are

usually pinched off to strengthen the side-bloom. Late kinds often

start in this manner early in spring, about the time they are usually

repotted. The larger the collection grown, the more chance of

success there will be at such shows, which I may term out of season.

It is most remarkable that, so near as Leicester and Derby are,

the height of their blooming season will be about the 12th of August,
whilst ours is about the 20th of July. Carnation-growing is yet in

its infancy. They should be well and regularly attended to. The
other part of their culture is most simple. Loam and manure only
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are the two ingredients that ours are grown in ; and simple loam,
of a light nature, is what they are wintered in : hence our freeness
from spot. Nine times out of ten they are over-done.

C. Turner, Slough.

CARNATIONS.

SCARLET BIZARRES.

Brutus (Colcutt)

Conquering Hero (Willmer)
Hamlet (Hepworth)
Juba (Colcutt)

Omnium Primus (Kay)
Prince Albert (Puxlev)
Sir H. Hardinge (Ely)

CRIMSON BIZARRES.

Caliban (May)
Count Pauline (Holmes)
Edgar (May)
Great Britain (Ely)
Rainbow (Cartwright)

Thomas Hewlett (Holliday)

PINK AND PURPLE BIZARRES.

King of Hanover (Hughes)
Lady of the Lake (Pond alias Hale)
Prince Albert (Puxley)

Sarah Payne (Ward)

PURPLE FLAKES.

Beauty of Woodhouse (Mansley)
Earl Spencer (Barrenger)
Lord Byron (Taylor)
Premier (Millwood)
President (Martin)
Queen of Purples (Holliday)
Squire Trow (Jackson)
William Penn (Turner)

SCARLET FLAKES.

Cardinal Wolsev (Mav)
Fire-Ball (Ward)
Hero of Middlesex (Willmer)
King of Scarlets (Elv)
Prince of Wales (Ely)
Queen Victoria (Simpson)

ROSE FLAKES.

Ariel (May)
Romeo (May)
Antonio (May)
Lorenzo (May)
Prince Arthur (Maj)
Rosetta (May)

PICOTEES.

RED-EDGED.

Antagonist (Read)
Isabella (Kirtland)

King James (Headley)
Duchess of Sutherland (Burroughes)

Miss Burdett Coutts (Burroughes)

Mrs. Bevan (Burroughes)
Ne-plus-ultra (Matthews)
Sebastian (May)

PURPLE-EDGED.

Anne Page (May)
Beauty (Norman)
Beauty (Shaw)
Constance (May)
Duke of Newcastle (Burroughes)

Lady Chesterfield (Brinkler)
Lady Harriet Moore (Turner)
General Jackson (Burroughes)
Olivia (May)
Portia (May)
Prince Albert (Crask)
Richard Cobden (Costar)

ROSE AND SCARLET-EDGED.

Lady Dacre (Garratt)
Marchioness of Exeter (Holliday)
Miss F. Irby (Wilson)
Mrs. Barnard (Barnard)
Mr. AnnesJey (Kirtland)
Queen of Roses (Ilollidav)
Rosalind (Trahar)

The publication of this list was suggested by those well-known
exhibitors and cultivators, Messrs. Newhall, Norman, and Ward, of
Woolwich.
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THE LADIES' PAGE.
" It was Autumn now, though only felt to he so by a certain something in the

air, which speaks, to those who understand it, of the fading Summer, even

before the flowers themselves have told it to the gently breathing gales."

—

Hearts and Homes.

As the heavily-laden wains convey the ripened grain from the fields,

and the gleaners desert the spots which yield them no further benefit,

the season assumes an autumnal air, not quite pleasing to those who
have been enamoured with the early loveliness and the gay plenty of

spring and summer. But long after the broad lands of the farmer

have done their work, and have ceased to be interesting to ordinary

observers, the garden continues to be beautiful and attractive. In

interest, indeed, September rivals April, although its charms are of a

different kind. The exotics, now so plentifully found " bedded out"

in our gardens, are in this month full of bloom ; the Dahlias seldom

look well until the scorching heat of August has been tempered by
the later rains ; and there is a general richness distinguishing the

domain of Flora, most delightful to her disciples. The pleasure is

certainly alloyed by the thought that death and desolation are close

at hand, masked by this luxurious loveliness :

" Lover, trust not to her eyes
;

When they sparkle most, she dies !"

Yet there is hope mingled with this sadness ; for we know that spring

will return, more beautiful by the contrast of the winter, which is

so soon to come.

Unless my readers love the declining year to bear with it the

daily emblems and proofs of its decay, they will keep up a constant

opposition to the falling leaves and withering flower-stems, carefully

removing every thing which would otherwise strew the paths and
flower-beds. Besides the neatness and order diffused by this pro-

cess, we are encouraged to persevere in it by the value of these

exuvice when collected into a heap and allowed to rot during the

winter. A stock of leaf-mould, mixed with the small gravel swept
up with it, will be highly valued in the spring, and therefore the

labour necessary to collect it now must be cheerfully incurred ; and
if the robin follows your broom, as it does ours, hopping from side

to side of the walk, and picking up as you proceed the insects you
turn over, you will feel there is an interest in falling autumn leaves

after all.

During this month tender things must be taken up and repotted,

if you wish to preserve them. Verbenas, when pegged down pro-

perly, will be found nicely rooted at the joints ; and plants may be
taken up and put into a cold frame for use in the spring. Before
October the soil should be thrown up a little round the stems of

Dahlias, or early frosts will do irreparable injury to the crowns, and
prevent any increase another year. This is the time to look over

your stock of bulbs, and to add to it, if necessary. The importations
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of Dutch flower-roots take place in September, and the first served
will be best off. To have Hyacinths early, either in pots or glasses,

they must be attended to at once. Pot in a light sandy soil, mixed
with well-decayed vegetable fibre, and bury the pots in some well-

drained border ; they will be rooted in six weeks, and may then be
removed to a frame, or the window of a sitting-room. For glasses,

the treatment is, to put the bulbs over the water, as near as possible
without their touching it; the glasses should then be placed in a
closet away from the light until roots are formed, when the more
open the situation is the better. Clean soft water, often changed,
is all they need. Be liberal with spring bulbs in your gardens, and
you will find that the interest attaching to them from January to

May is as great as at any season of the year.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.

ROYAL NURSERY, SLOUGH.

This Nursery, long so famous for its floricultural productions when
conducted by Messrs. Brown, after languishing in the hands of

Cutter and Co., passed into the possession of our friend Mr. Turner
in January 1849; and almost as if by magic it has assumed an
appearance well becoming its situation and the character of the pre-

sent proprietor. Within a few minutes' walk of the Great Western
Railway station at Slough, and a couple of miles from Windsor, it

is of easy access ; and we are sure that no one will find himself dis-

appointed that may devote to it a few hours. The grounds occupy
about eight acres, open in all directions ; the soil of excellent quality,

and admirably arranged for the purpose to which it is applied. The
amateur should certainly visit this spot, and, if an observant one, he
cannot fail to obtain serviceable information, from witnessing the

simple arrangements by which Mr. Turner obtains those beautiful

productions which give him so distinguished a place as an exhibitor

all over the country. It immediately adjoins the London Road, from

which the dwelling-house and a large glass conservatory form con-

spicuous and attractive objects, from their elegant simplicity of con-

struction. Mr. Turner has hitherto been known as a dealer in florists'

flowers only, such as Pinks, Carnations, Picotees, Dahlias, Pansies,

&c. ; but while he still continues a most extensive cultivator of these

varieties,—better if possible than when at Chalvey,—he has now a

general nursery business, and a stock of first-rate character suitable

to it. The grounds are beautifully clean and well kept, and the

numerous glass erections well filled and in superior order ; and we
heartily wish that one who has so essentially and disinterestedly

aided The Florist from its commencement, may receive the greatest

encouragement in his present undertaking. We feel bouud to direct

the attention of our readers to such of our friends as are in the
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trade when we can do so with justice to all parties, as in the present

case.

GREAT SHOW OF CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

Mr. Turner, desirous of promoting an agreeable intercourse

amongst his brother exhibitors, advertised an exhibition of the above

beautiful flowers, to be held in his grounds on July the 24th, on
which day we proceeded to Slough. It is not often that we have

such thorough enjoyment as we shared this day, in common with

every one present, and it was with great reluctance we were obliged

to leave at an early hour. The large glass erection above alluded to

was filled with pots of Carnations and Picotees, admirably arranged

for their examination ; and a wonderful display they made. There

were present the first cultivators and exhibitors of the day ; and all

agreed that such a sight had never been witnessed before. But what
pleased us even more than the flowers, was the excellent spirit which

was present, convincing us that it requires but a more frequent and

friendly association in this way entirely to banish those miserable

jealousies which have unhappily been too much fostered by some who
have misused for evil an instrument which should have been consi-

dered as entrusted to them for a far nobler purpose. But let that

pass,— ours be the task, in a humble way, to promote, as far as pos-

sible, the spread of more generous sentiments. Every thing that has

this tendency shall have our hearty assistance ; and we hope next

season to promote a meeting of the same kind in our own grounds.

The Carnations and Picotees exhibited for competition were large

and fresh. The following are the awards.

Carnations. Amateurs. Twelve dissimilar blooms.

1st, Morgan May, Esq., Sonning, for May's Shylock, do. Antonio, do. Fal-
staff, do. Lorenzo, do. Romeo, do. Justice Shallow, do. Percy, do. Bardolph,
do. Ariel, Beauty of Woodhouse, Puxley's Prince Albert, P. P. B., do. S. B.

—

2d, Mr. Newhall, Woolwich : Hero of Middlesex, Ariel, True Briton, Sealey's

Princess Royal, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Lord Rancliffe, Bright Phoebus, Mr. Ban-
ton, Lovely Ann, Georgiana, Squire Meynell, Princess.—3d, Mr. J. Edwards,
Holloway : Duke of York, William Peiin, Prince Albert, Lady of the Lake,
Sarah Payne, Prince Arthur, Dr. Solander, Georgiana, Harriet, True Briton,

Flora's Garland, Lord Morpeth.
Open Class.— 1st, Mr. Norman, Woolwich : Hardwick's Firebrand, Flora's

Garland, Squire Meynell, Hale's Prince Albert, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Royal
Chancellor, Vivid, May's Edgar, Lord Rancliffe, Sarah Payne, Simpson's Queen,
Splendid.—2d, Mr. Ward, Woolwich : Flora's Garland, Squire Meynell, Bright
Phoebus, Georgiana, Rainbow, Ariel, Lord Milton, Hale's Albert, Beauty of
Brighouse, Puxley's Albert, Brutus, John Wright.—3d, Mr. Willmer, Sunbury

:

Flora's Garland, Brutus, Rainbow, Duke of York, Huntsman, Duke of Bedford,
Squire Trow, Count Pauline, Beauty of Woodhouse, Marquis of Chandos, Sarah
Payne, Admiral Curzon.

Picotees. Amateurs. Twelve dissimilar blooms.

1st, Morgan May, Esq., for May's Portia, do. Ann Page, do. Beatrice,

do. Constance, do. Miranda, do. Juliet, do. Audrey, Mrs. Barnard, Mrs. Bevan,
Isabella, Enchantress, Princess Royal.—2d, Mr. J. Edwards: Sebastian, Princess
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Royal, I/Elegant, Jessica, Lord Hardinge, Mrs. Bevan, Queen Victoria (Green),
Lady A. Peel, Regina, Isabella, GeneralJackson, Miss Edwards.—3d, Mr. New-
hall, Woolwich : Mrs. Bevan, Princess Royal, Sharp's Wellington, Jessica,

Duchess of Cambridge, Regina, Delicata, Wildman's Isabella, Venus, Marris's

Prince of Wales, Captivation, Sebastian.

Open Class.— 1st, Mr. Norman: Mrs. B. Norman, Unique, Delicata, Lady
Dacre, Juliet, Mrs. Barnard, Seedling, Amy, YouelPs Gem, King James, Prin-

cess Royal, L'Elegant.—2d, Mr. Ward: Princess Royal, Mrs. Bevan, Amy,
Lady Dacre, Yauell's Gem, Venus, Juliet, Seedling, Isabella, Jenny Lind,
Regina, King James.—3d. Mr. Willmer : L'Elegant, Green's Queen, Mrs. Bevan,
Lady A. Peel, Field Marshal, Venus, Jenny Lind, Princess Royal, Juliet, King
James, General Jackson, Mrs. Barnard.

Seedling Carnations.—Several good things were shewn ; the

only varieties selected for certificates were sent by Mr. May, and will

at a future time illustrate our work. The best of these, which took
the first prize, Owen Glendower, is a full-sized crimson bizarre, good
white, and well-marked with colours much of the same shade as Lord
Milton, but quite as many more petals as that variety contains;

Falconbridge, a full pink bizarre, broad fine-shaped petal, and about
the best of this class ; and Romeo, rose-flake, large, pure white,

pale-coloured rose, or pink, and will prove one of the best for exhibi-

tion.

In Picotees there was considerably more competition,—eight

first-class certificates were given. The extra prize for the best was
awarded to Burroughes' Duchess of Sutherland, light red edge,

remarkably smooth, large bold petal, which is gently cupped. The
other successful flowers were, Burroughes' Lorina, light purple edge,

remarkable for its light but regular marking, and which appears very

constant, with good petals, well arranged, becoming gradually smaller

to the centre from the guards. For Matthew's Juno, large and full,

lavender, purple-edge, noticed by us as a yearling last season, and
has maintained its character. For Creed's Miss Edwards, heavy
scarlet edge, brighter and smoother than Green's Queen ; the colour

on the edge is also more solid. For Dodwell's Mary, light red, full

and useful, being very smooth, but a yearling only ; we hope to see it

again. For Norman's Lord Nelson and Prince Alfred, both of the

heavy purple class ; each has good white. The former is very dis-

tinct, but reflexes : we prefer the latter. For Lady Harriet Moore,
purple edge, noble petal, and fine white. This will be a very useful

flower for exhibiting. Two blooms of each were required by the

regulations, to test their constancy. This we deem a move in the

right direction ; cut flowers so tested must increase the confidence

of purchasers.

Mr. Bragg contributed nice collections of Carnations and Pico-

tees (not for competition), in which were some superb specimens.

Mr. Turner refrained from exhibiting cut blooms ; but his suc-

cess on the following day at the Royal South London Floricul-

tural Society fully confirmed the generally expressed opinion as to

the excellence of his exhibition on this occasion. The flowers were
very large, and the grass, in fact the plants altogether, every thing

that could be desired.
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THE STAR NURSERY, SLOUGH.

Whilst in the neighbourhood, we took the opportunity of pay-

ing a hurried visit to this establishment. Mr. Bragg occupies so

conspicuous a place as a successful exhibitor of Pansies, Pinks,

Picotees, Carnations, Dahlias, &c, that it only requires a mention of

his name to assure our readers that the whole of the stock under
cultivation was worthy of his fame ; and we are glad at this time of

inquiry to inform our readers that he is the nurseryman who has the

sending out of all Mr. Foster's seedling Pelargoniums, and who
alone will supply Gypsy Bride, Constance, and the other varieties

let out by that gentleman this year. This Nursery forms an addi-

tional temptation to the amateur for a visit to Slough. It is almost

adjoining the railway station.

THE WEATHER.

There is an old saying, with reference to the well-known uncertain-

ties of our English climate, which I used to think a calumny, and
even bordering on the ridiculous, but which I have now found to

my cost is not always to be depended on, at least in the north of

England. It is this, that July is the only month in the year in

wrhich we are secure from frost. Many years ago, " Francis Moore,
physician," got great credit for a singular hit in the almanac that

goes under that name, something like Mr. Murphy's in 1838,
whereby he and the weather between them deprived June of its

summer character ; the almanac predicting (by a misprint, as it is

said), snow in that month, and the phenomenon actually occurring.

But in July, I believe, we have hitherto neither expected nor ex-

perienced any thing more wintry than hail. So it was, however,
that last week, which saw that month expire and August begin,

contained three frosts here in the north-east of Lincolnshire ; the

first of the three, on the last day of July, being so hard that a neigh-

bour told me there was ice as thick as a half-crown piece. I did

not myself see it, nor was I aware there had been frost, until its

effects were visible, and it was too late to prevent them, although
on the preceding evenings I suspected there would, or rather might
be, frost, from the exceeding clearness of the sky, with cold north
and east wind. I used to employ a registering thermometer out of

doors, but my premises are so exposed to the night-visits of pilfering

neighbours, that I always lost them, and therefore discontinued the

practice.

It would be interesting if any of your correspondents in various

parts of England, who have noticed the state of the weather lately,

would communicate the extremes of temperature reached by day
and by night during the week I speak of. The weather is very un-
settled now, for the last few days it having been altogether as hot
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and sultry ; and on the day on which I am writing (August 10) four

sheep have been killed, and a small haystack consumed, by three

several flashes of lightning within a short distance of my house.

My bed of Pelargonium cuttings suffered a good deal, as I im-

plicitly followed the directions of Mr. Dobson (oh, fie ! Mr. Dobson),

in protecting them from the sun by day, and exposing them to the

frosts of a July night. Well might the late Mr. Rogers say, " The
summer has set in with the greatest severity." Probably their lia-

bility to injury depended in some measure on their state of growth,

and not altogether on the tenderness of constitution of the different

sorts ; but the order in which they most suffered was as follows :

Cavalier, Marc Antony, Crusader, Gustavus, Erectum, Competitor,

Rosetta, Rosy Circle. All others escaped.

G. J.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At a meeting held in Regent Street on the 7th ult., Mr. Fairbairn

of Clapham exhibited a beautiful collection of Cape Heaths, for

which he received a Banksian medal. Mr. Moore of Chelsea sent

Plumbago Larpentse, which we are sorry to state has hitherto not

realised the expectations formed of it. Dr. Lindley remarked that,

as it was found on the old walls of Shanghae, where the winters are

even more severe than ours are in England, it might possibly be

found to do best out of doors, in a warm well-drained herbaceous

border, or on rock-work. This, however, requires to be proved by
experience. Messrs. Veitch shewed two plants from a greenhouse,

and flowers and leaves gathered from the open ground, of a new
Oxalis, from Peru, called Elegans. It is unsuited for a greenhouse,

as a glance at the specimens exhibited proved ; but to the open garden

it certainly forms a great acquisition, for it is very pretty. "The
leaflets are firm, fleshy, of a dark rich green, and stained with pur-

ple on the under-side. From the centre of these rises a stalk about

nine inches high, bearing a truss of five or six rose-coloured flowers,"

having a green eye surrounded by a well-defined belt of dark purple

:

it received a certificate. Some Verbenas were shewn by Messrs.

Henderson and Harrison, and Mr. Turner of Slough sent most
beautiful boxes of Carnations and Picotees, even at this late season,

and a pan of Heartsease. A certificate was awarded the Carnations

and Picotees, and a similar award was made to Messrs. Wrench for

two Fuchsias from their little greenhouse on the leads of their ware-

house at London-bridge. The garden of the society furnished a

nice collection of Achimenes, among which was the beautiful deep

crimson A. pyropsca, a species not so well known as it should be,

for it is quite a gem of its kind ; the new Abronia umbellata, a

pretty greenhouse plant, with delicate pink heads of flowers some-
thing like those of a Verbena : we should think that it would
do well for bedding. Along with it were Bigonia acuminata, the
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best of the genus for a greenhouse, where it blooms freely and

colours well; and Zauschneria Californica, a plant which we can

hardly recommend too highly, for when well grown and covered with

its deep crimson flowers, it really forms a most charming bush ; but

this is not all,— the property perhaps that recommends it most

favourably to the amateur is, that it can be flowered profusely in

quite a small state. It is a plant which no greenhouse should be

without. Finally, there was a plant of Mimulus tricolor, with which

we are not so well pleased as when we first saw it. Its flowers are

certainly very pretty ; but then it has an ugly grey aspect, and it is

said to be so delicate in constitution, that it is hard to cultivate.

It may, however, produce a good cross with some other species.

REVIEWS.

We announce with much pleasure the arrival of a welcome parcel from

America, containing a copy of the fourth edition of Mr. Downing'

s

elegant volume on " Landscape Gardening," just published, and ten

numbers of The Horticulturist, a monthly periodical conducted by
the same distinguished author. We shall reserve our notice of

the "Landscape Gardening" for a future opportunity, and for the

present will confine our remarks to The Horticulturist. This, like all

Mr. Downing' s works, displays much spirit and good taste. Horti-

culture (as its title implies), rather than floriculture, forms its chief

feature ; but there are nevertheless some good essays in it on the

latter, as well as on architecture and rural economy in general. We
are glad to gather from its pages—which contain many pretty wood-
cut illustrations of villas and villa-gardens—that the taste for garden-

ing is on the increase in America, more especially in the northern

and middle states of the Union. This is as it should be, and what
Mr. Downing, both by his writings and practice, has been long labour-

ing to effect.

He states that those who are not so conversant as himself with

the statistics of horticulture and rural architecture have no just idea

of the rapid multiplication of pretty cottages and villas in many parts

of North America. As with us, the vast web of railroads which in-

terlace the continent of America has greatly tended to bring about

this result. Hundreds, nay we may say thousands of individuals,

formerly obliged to live in crowded cities, now find themselves able to

enjoy a cottage in the country, the ultimatum of an American's de-

sire ; for country life is with him a leading object, be he merchant or

statesman. "Webster," says Mr. Downing, " has his ' Marshfield,'

where his scientific agriculture is no less admirable than his profound

eloquence in the senate. Taylor's well-ordered plantation is not less

significant of the man than the battle of Buena Vista. Washington
Irving' s (ah, who has not heard of and admired him !) cottage on the

Hudson is even more poetical than any chapter in his Sketch-book ;
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and Cole, the greatest of our landscape painters, had his rural home
under the very shadow of the Catskills."

The examples which the men we have just named have set in the

neatness and style in which their residences are kept are not lost by
any means. No, we are glad to learn that they have shed a bene-

ficial influence over society in general, and that a gratifying advance
in taste has taken place, which will continue to progress, and which
is exhibited no less in the cottage of the humblest mechanic than in

the villa of the wealthiest merchant.

It would have gratified us had we been able to take " a leaf out of

Mr. Downing's book," in order to convey to our readers some idea of

the way in which he manages his subjects, but want of room prevents

us. We promise, however, to give in a future Number a specimen
or two, which we trust will please others as well as they have pleased

ourselves. We have also much pleasure in mentioning that, in

addition to the other contributions to our work, we are likely to

be favoured with a regular correspondence both with America and
with South Australia.

The Midland Florist.

This little useful and well-conducted work reaches our hands regu-

larly, and is well entitled to the continued patronage it receives from
an increasing number of subscribers. Sure we are, that whilst its

conductor continues to infuse into its pages the same zeal for hor-

ticulture, combined with the feelings of a gentleman, it will always
meet with the welcome it deserves and receives ; and we cordially

wish it every success.

COROXILLA GLAUCA.

This, although nearly, if not altogether, hardy, well deserves atten-

tion as a winter flowering pot-plant. It is not very showy, its colour

being a somewhat faint yellow, but it flowers abundantly from any
time in the autumn at which it may be wanted, until its services are

superseded by the ingress of more gaudy subjects in spring. Its

pale green foliage, too, contrasts well with the dark broad leaves of

the Camellia. Its great recommendation is, however, the long period

in which it remains in full floral beauty, and that during a season

when flowers are scarce. I know, indeed, of no plant which equals

it in this particular ; and I think that this alone affords a sufficient

reason for our not altogether turning it out of doors. It is very

easily managed, requiring merely shelter to flower it abundantly
during the dull months.

Suppose we begin with small plants in March. Shift them into

pots two sizes larger than those they occupy. For soil, take or.e

part turfy peat, one part turfy loam, and one decomposed cow- dung,
to which add a portion of sharp sand ; mix these intimately together,

and use the compost in a rough state. Place the plants in the green-
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house, or in a close pit, and protect them from currents of cold air.

You will soon find them disposed to grow vigorously
;
give them then

more air, and, in order to induce them to become bushy, stop such

shoots as are inclined to outstrip their neighbours. By the latter

end, of May you will probably find that roots are plentiful on the

outside of the ball ; and remember that it is a bad practice to allow

the roots of any thing to become matted before shifting ; therefore,

as soon as you discover that the plants have filled the soil with roots,

shift them.

If tolerably well treated, they will fill 12-inch pots during the

season, or they will flower very well in 9 -inch pots ; therefore re-

gulate the shift by the size of plant you want ; but recollect that

the length of time during which they will continue in bloom greatly

depends upon their having plenty of pot-room. In shifting, drain

well, and use rough soil; and return the plants to their former

situation for ten days, in order to prevent the soil from becoming

drenched by heavy rains, and to encourage the plants to push fresh

roots. Afterwards, remove them to a warm place out of doors, but

sheltered from the morning sun ; here they may remain until the

time for housing the greenhouse plants takes place, merely requiring

to be attended to with water, and to have any rambling shoot which

may appear pinched back.

They will now be in a fit state for flowering, and may be re-

moved to the greenhouse, or sitting-room window ; where they will

continue to display their little clusters of sweet- smelling pea- blos-

soms all the winter. They require plenty of water at the roots, but

dislike a damp atmosphere. When you are tired of them, slightly

prune them in, and place them in a cool situation, supplying them

rather sparingly with water for a time. When they begin to shew a

disposition to grow, water more liberally, and they will be the better

for a shift into a larger-sized pot ; but if that is inconvenient, feed them

with manure water. When all danger of frost is over, remove them

to their last year's station out of doors. You will find that young

plants bloom more abundantly and remain longer in flower than old

ones ; hence it will be advisable to strike a few cuttings every third

season. They root freely if placed under a glass, and kept in a

rather cool place. Amateur.

ROYAL SOUTH-LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fourth exhibition of the season was held in the Surrey Zoologi-

cal Gardens on the 25th of July. The day was somewhat unfavour-

able, and consequently there was a comparatively thin attendance.

The exhibition itself was a very good one. The first tent we entered

was filled with stove and greenhouse plants from Messrs. Bruce, Cole,

Hamp, Pamplin, and Pawley, and we are glad to record that they

were all in capital condition for the season of the year. On one

side of this tent were arranged the Carnations and Picotees, the show
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of which was large and fine. The new mode of shewing them on
boxes of a uniform size, and on cards, had a decidedly good effect.

Coming so soon as this exhibition did after the Slough show, we
deem it unnecessary to do more on this occasion than to give the

names of the winners ; for to name the flowers would be travelling

over the same ground twice, and we have neither time nor room for

that. The prizes were awarded as follows :
—

Carnations, 24 blooms. Nurserymen: 1st, Mr. Turner; 2d,

Mr. Bragg ; 3d, Mr. Ward; and 4th, Mr. Willmer. Amateurs : 1st,

Mr. Edwards ; 2d, Mr. Newhall ; and 3d, Mr. Perkins.

Picotees, 24 blooms. Nurserymen: 1st, Mr. Turner; 2d, Mr.
Norman; 3d, Mr. Bragg; and 4th, Mr. Ward. Amateurs: 1st,

Mr. Lockner; 2d, Mr. Perkins; 3d, Mr. Newhall; 4th, Mr. Ed-
wards ; and 5th, Mr. Pond.—Mr. Edwards' prize for the best six

yellow-ground Picotees was awarded to Mr. Norman.
Seedling Carnations, 1st class certificate to M. May, Esq.,

for Glendower, crimson bizarre ; also to the same, for Falconbridge,

pink bizarre.

Seedling Picotees, Mr. Turner obtained 1st class certificates,

for Burroughes' Duchess of Sutherland ; ditto, for Burroughes'
Lorina ; ditto, for Turner's Lady Harriet Moore. Mr. Norman
received a certificate for Prince Alfred, heavy purple. Mr. Newhall
exhibited a heavy purple-edged flower, and Mr. Edwards a very
shewy heavy scarlet edge,—both good, and deserving certificates,

but did not obtain them. The Woolwich Cup, open to Amateurs
only, for twelve Picotees, was awarded to Mr. May, for twelve beau-
tifully grown flowers, mostly of that gentleman's own raising.

One side of the next tent was occupied by Cape Heaths, from
Messrs. Fairbairn, May, Williams, Cole, Leach, Smith, Pamplin,
and Pawley ; and there were also some admirable specimen Heaths
from the same growers. The next side of this tent was chiefly filled

with Fuchsias, some of which were superb specimens. They were
trained to single stems, the lateral shoots being allowed to diverge

gracefully from them ; they formed beautiful pyramids of blossom,

from six to nine feet high ! This mode of training is, we think, de-

cidedly the best for Fuchsias in pots. Mr. Shuckford of Stockwell

sent the plants to which we have just alluded.

Mr. Smith of Hornsey shewed a promising seedling Fuchsia,

named Kossuth, with crimson finely expanding calyx and violet

corolla ; and Mr. Kendall of Stoke Newington had three seedlings,

one named Emperor, a large bold dark-flowered sort, and two named
Elizabeth and Mont Blanc, with light calices and violet corollas :

of these Elizabeth is the best.

Spikes of Hollyhocks were produced by Mr. Chater, and most
excellent spikes they were. So closely were they ornamented with

flowers, that some even expressed an opinion that they owed
more to art than to nature. But that was not the case ; and we
were pleased to see that, by means of skill and perseverance, a great

improvement has at last been effected in this fine flower. We re-

marked a beautiful collection of Verbenas, in pots, from Mr. Ivery of

Peckham. They were all nice sorts ; but the point to winch we are
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desirous of drawing attention to at present was, the way in which
they were trained, which -was on horizontal circular wire trellises

fixed round the tops of the pots. Cultivated in this way they
looked uncommonly well. Cut flowers and Roses were largely ex-
hibited, and there were some nice Petunias and Antirrhinums. Mr.
Wood of Norwood had some Alpines and variegated plants.

CHATER'S NURSERY-GROUNDS, SAFFRON WALDEN.

[From a Correspondent.]

Most of the readers of The Florist are aware that some of the finest

Hollyhocks that have been sent out have issued from this establish-

ment. In No. XVI. a list of eighteen of the best varieties may be

found. Some of these are remarkably beautiful, not only from their

height and long spike of flowers, but also from their symmetry and
compactness. One of the best of the present varieties is a seedling

of 1849, raised by W. Chater, named "Comet," from its bright red and
striking appearance. A prize medal was given to W. C, who exhi-

bited it at the last Floricultural Exhibition at the Surrey Zoological

Gardens. Many of the ladies and gentlemen present were much
struck with its beauty ; some even thought the leaves and flowers

must have been stitched on, the foliage being hardly perceptible be-

tween the thickly-set blossoms. Amongst others, as a few of the

finest varieties, may be mentioned, Queen, a beautiful light blush

;

Rosea Grandiflora, light pink ; Model of Perfection, fine white cho-

colate ground ; Magnum Bonum, fine maroon ; with many others.

There are now 6000 spikes of this splendid collection in bloom ; and
any one who is interested in the improvement of this beautiful flower

would find themselves amply repaid by a visit to W. C.'s Nursery-

Grounds.

8th Month 15, 1849.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR SEPTEMBER.

Auriculas will now assume a more healthy appearance. Continue

to remove the foliage as it decays, and keep the plants clean, and
clear of disfiguring and destructive insects, the common aphis

particularly. Moderate waterings must be given regularly, if

the weather continues dry ; and if wet, light showers will be pre-

ferable. See that the surface of the soil is open; slight stirrings

are always attended with benefit, and should be repeated as often

as the surface appears closed. If any of the plants intended for

next year's exhibitions throw up for bloom, allow the stems to

rise above the foliage, and then carefully rub off the buds from

the crown of the stem without injuring the latter, if it can be

avoided.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.
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Calceolarias.—Look well to all your stock, old and young, to

keep it clean. Aphides and their filth are utter destruction to all

tender foliage, and the curl of the leaf which follows their attack

makes a harbour from which it is difficult to dislodge them by
fumigation. Shade in the heat of the day, and give all possible

air at night, sheltering from soaking rains. Sow seed, if not
done, and if you wish for strong plants in the spring.

Sudbury, Derbyshire. W. H. Holmes.

Carnations and Picotees.—Little requires to be done before the

end of the month, further than keeping them clean, and seeing

that the pots are placed so as to insure good drainage. Prepare
soil for potting them off for wintering, which should be as heavy
as that for blooming them in : less manure, but a little more
coarse sand. The state of the plants must decide when they
should be potted off. The last week in September, or first two
in October, will be an excellent time.

Slough. C. Turner.

Cinerarias.—Seed may still be sown where late flowering plants

are required. Continue to take off suckers from the old stools,

where a sufficiency is not already obtained, or where a succession

of flowering plants is required. Continue shifting into larger pots

when necessary : remember the caution already given against

allowing them to be pot-bound. Be sure also to keep them free

from insects and mildew,—they are likely to be troublesome now.
Plenty of air and judicious watering are most conducive to health

at all seasons. A. Kendall.
Queen Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke Newington.

Dahlias.—This flowrer is now generally in fine bloom. We are of

opinion that the exhibitions for Dahlias are fixed too late
; par-

ticularly as so many take place about the same time in Sep-

tember, to the injury of all parties. Dahlia-shewing should

commence in earnest by the 20th of August. We have only to

repeat our cautions of last year (p. 253), respecting shading,

securing the buds, &c. We have to report a very great ad-

vance in fancy Dahlias again this season. They are now close

upon the other class in shape, and as attractive as ever in mark-

ing. These must not be grown in so strong or rich a soil as the

ordinary varieties. C. Turner.
Slough.

Epacrises.—The treatment for these this month is not different

from that for Heaths. W. H. Story.

Ericas.—See last No. W. H. Story.

Fuchsias.—Nothing to suggest with respect to Fuchsias this month.

W. H. Story.

Pelargoniums.—General attention is required now to keep the

plants clean from green-fly, and it must be done by fumigation.

If any plants are standing about out of doors, they should be either

put into the greenhouse or frame, but I prefer the house ;
if the

plants are left out of doors they become sodden with wet, which
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will most likely bring on the spot, and cause the plants to look

unhealthy through the winter. The plants having but little

3*oung wood to support, they require little water to keep them
in good health. It will be well this month to get the different

soils into an open shed, ready for repotting at the final shift for

the year. This soil should not be wet when used— only moist,

not dry. Stop back young plants that have been struck this

season, so as to leave about three or four eyes to break from ;

this will cause them to make bushy plants. Seedlings should

be shifted from the seed-pans into small pots as soon as they get

four leaves ; water with a fine rose, and shade for a few days.

John Dobson.

Pinks.—Look over the beds, and see that the young plants are not

being overgrown with weeds. Hoe between the rows, and give

water if necessary. Pinks have flowered late this season, and with

most persons the young plants are late also ; but it is now time

the beds were ready ; and, as a reminder will not be ill timed,

we recommend examining the stock to see what sorts (whether

old or new varieties) are wanting, and at once arrange for them,

for early application generally secures strong plants. For parti-

culars in planting, see No. VIII. pp. 231, 2.

Peckkam. J. T. Neville.

Polyanthuses.—Pick off all the dead leaves, and hoe the surface

between the plants ; taking care to well earth-up the stems at

the same time, and as much as possible secure them from the at-

tacks of slugs. The weather has been particularly favourable for

the destruction of this pest; and if the surface- soil in the beds

has been stirred occasionally during the hot dry weather, but

few can have escaped writh life. Seedlings shewing flower this

month should be examined, and a mark placed on the promising

and good flowers. Polyanthuses in pots should be treated after

the manner of the Auriculas.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Pansies.—Plant out for spring-blooming, a good distance apart, if

plants are in good health ; and pot up into small sizes such plants

as are intended for blooming in pots next spring. Plant out

seedlings ; and continue to propagate by putting in cuttings and
dividing the root.

Slougk. C. Turner.

Ranunculuses.—Preparations should now be made for next spring.

Manures can be mixed, composts turned, beds excavated, much
better now than in February : the soil will work now in better

condition, and have time to settle. The first sowing of seed

may be made in boxes of any portable size, and six inches deep.

Place them under glass, as a protection from heavy rains, but not

in a close frame. As the seed should not be more than a six-

teenth of an inch deep, regard must be had to supplying an even

amount of moisture : excess of either drought or rain is ruinous.

Wallingford. Carey Tyso.
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THE CARNATION.

M The fairest flowers o 1 the season
Are our Carnations and streak 'd Gillyflowers."

Shakspeare.

Parkinson, in his Paradisus, published in 1629, says Miller,

in his Gardener s Dictionary, " has given a very full ac-

count, with figures, of the Carnations then in cultivation.

He divides them into Carnations, or the greatest sorts in
leaf and flower, and Gillyflowers, or such as are smaller in
both respects." Of Carnations Parkinson gives an account
of nineteen, and of Gillyflowers thirty varieties ; but these, of
course, have long since been supplanted by better sorts. The
old name Gillyflower was supposed by Parkinson to be cor-
rupted from July-flower; and Miller states that Ray has
adopted the notion ; but he adds, it is erroneous, for it is

evidently derived from the French Giroflee or Girqflier, and
accordingly Chaucer writes it Girofler. We learn from the
last-named author, the father of English poets, that the Clove
Gillyflower was cultivated in this country as early as the
reign of Edward the Third, and that it was used to give a
spicy flavour to ale and wine, and from hence it was called
" Sops in wine.'

1

It seems to have been a flower of high
estimation in Queen Elizabeth's time, for we find it often

celebrated by the poets of her day.

The Carnation, which is said to have been introduced
first into England from Italy, derives its name in the English
language from its colour— carnation or flesh-colour. It has
also been called Coronation, from its having been used in

chaplets and garlands for the head. Linnaeus has named it

Dianthus flos nobilis, fine or superior flower ; Dianthus
Caryophyllus, we believe, now denotes the Clove only. We
gather from Miller, that Picotees were most in favour with
the early florists, but that Flakes gradually, and in a great

measure, took their place. In our own day Picotees perhaps
receive the greatest share of admiration. Many varieties of

Carnations were cultivated in the time of Charles the First,

whose queen is reported to have been excessively fond of

flowers.

Of the origin of the art of dressing Carnations for exhi-

bition, Hogg gives the following interesting account :
" One

Christopher Nunn of Enfield, Middlesex, a noted florist in his

day, was eminent for his skill and dexterity in dressing Pinks
and Carnations for prize exhibitions ; some will even tell you,

that Kit was the father of the art. Upon such occasions he

VOL. II. NO. XXII. u
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had as many applications to dress flowers as he had to dress

wigs ; for he was a barber and friseur by trade, and could

both shave and lay a Carnation with the greatest nicety.

The novices of that day, who, being unacquainted with his

secret art, trusted to Dame Nature to open, expand, and
perfect their flowers, were no match for Nunn ; for he began
where she left off, and perfected what she had left imperfect.

His arrangement and disposition of the petals were admir-

able."

The little book from which this extract is taken was pub-
lished some thirty years ago, and Nunn lived many years prior

to that; the dressing and laying-out the flowers of a Carnation,

therefore, must be an art of some antiquity.

Our plate, it will be seen, represents two of Mr. May's
flowers, seedlings of 1848. This gentleman, as florists well

know, has been a most successful raiser of seedlings. The
saving of seed is his principal object ; shewing, with him, is a

secondary affair. Flora's Garland has produced a great number
of good Carnations ; Romeo was raised from that variety, and
bids fair to become as great a favourite as its parent. Some
of Mr. May's Picotees are of the finest quality and substance.

The yellows raised by him have the good quality of being

strong, robust growers, not weakly and yellow, as most of the

old kinds. He has raised some fine things this season.

The flowers in our representation will prove a welcome
addition to every collection : they are beautiful varieties.

CULTIVATION OF THE CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

BY C. TURNER.

The mode of cultivating these beautiful flowers has been so often

given to the public, that it may appear something like presumption
in me to offer any thing with a promise of being either new or in-

teresting. But, in compliance with the request of numerous private

growers who have witnessed our bloom during the last few seasons,

I purpose laying before the readers of The Florist, as concisely as I

can, my system of managing these deservedly favourite flowers. I

will not say that my plan is the best, but it shall be what it professes

to be, viz. a plain account of the treatment given them throughout
the year, commencing with the present time.

Oct. 1 . Many will now have their plants potted and established

;

ours never experience that operation before the first of this month.
I recommend this as the best time for such work ; for when not done
now, there is often the additional labour of giving a trifling shift in

November, causing the plants to make fresh growth, and to become
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more tender at the time they should be resting and well hardened

;

they are also liable to become so pot-bound that they are almost sure

to suffer at some time or other. If they are even potted at this

season, the soil should be any thing but light; for although the

plants will make greater progress at first, they are more liable to spot,

and dry too rapidly. Good drainage is quite an essential in the

culture of these flowers.

Many growers winter their choicest plants one in a pot, instead

of the usual pair of plants. They do very well either way ; but I

usually grow varieties liable to spot, and which require to be placed

at a greater distance from each other in the frames, one in a pot.

Unless for a very strong well-rooted plant, the pot should not be

so large as that used for a pair, for some varieties dislike to be over-

potted. I find that the following succeed best in rather smaller-

sized pots than usual, say middle sixties ; unless, as I have just ob-

served, the plant is very vigorous. One sized pot, however, does

not always answer ; and therefore both middle and large sixties should

be on the bench when potting, in order that either size may be used

as may be required. The smaller- sized pot answers best for Martin's

Splendid, S.B. ; Lord Rancliffe, S.B. ; Admiral Curzon, S.B. ; Great

Britain, C.B. ; Thomas Hewlett, C.B. ; Sarah Payne, P.B. ; Mill-

wood's Premier, P.F. ; King of Scarlets, S.F. ; Lorenzo, R.F. ; Lady
Ely, R.F. Picotees—Marris' Prince Albert, P.E. ; Green's Queen,

S.E. ; Mrs. Barnard, R.E. ; Lady Dacre, R.E.; Jessica, P.E.; Prin-

cess Alice, P.E. ; Augusta, P.E. ; Delicata, P.E. ; Ivanhoe, R.E.

;

and several others of similar habit.

In the operation of taking the plants from the stools for potting,

give them a clean cut close under the joint which was cut in layer-

ing. Pull out any side-shoots from the layer that are at all long,

and pot tolerably firm ; when this is done, place the plants in cold

pits or frames, near the glass, and keep them close for a week with-

out water, when they should have a good soaking and a little air

given them. If water is administered before this period, air must
be admitted also ; a little shade will be necessary if the weather be

bright and sunny.

Royal Nursery, Slough.

[To be continued.]

MY ROSE-JOURNAL.

BY THOMAS RIVERS.

[Continued from p. 242.]

August 16th.— L'Elegante, with the hybrid Bourbon habit of

Henry IV., but not so vigorous in its growth, is a new Rose raised

by Monsieur Laffay, deserving its name ; in colour resembling the

Duchess of Sutherland, and certainly not more beautiful than that

very fine old Rose, Pourpre Royale. Also a new Rose of M. Laffay's
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is in fine bloom ; this is of a remarkably rich purplish crimson ; but,

like Soleil d'Austerlitz, it is a delicate grower, and the edges of its

petals scorch in hot sunshine.

Aug. nth.—The only pure white perpetual Rose, Blanche, raised

by Monsieur Vibert, is to-day in greater perfection than I have ever

yet seen it ; its flowers are, however, small, rather inclined to be an-

gular, and deficient in perfume : we must have another and a better

Rose of this colour.

Aug. 30th.—The long continuance of dry, warm weather has
brought out the Bourbon Roses in great perfection. I think I scarcely

ever saw such an abundance of flowers and buds full of promise as at

the present time. It is rather remarkable that, for the last two or

three years, but little improvement has taken place in this group
;

no new varieties superior in form or colour have made their appear-

ance. George Cuvier, Henri Lecoq, Justine, La Gracieuse, La Flori-

fere, and Edouard Desfosses, with their varied shades of rose-pink

and carmine, and their beautifully cupped and perfect flowers, are

still unrivalled. Dupetit Thouars and Le Grenadier are so brilliant

as almost to be scarlet— that colour so rare in Roses. It is to be

regretted that these flowers have not the form of George Cuvier. No
new high-coloured Bourbon Rose must be patronised unless it has

flowers cupped and as regular in shape as that very beautiful Rose.

Sept. 2d.—Madame Angelina, that most unique Rose in its creamy
fawny tints, was never more beautiful : how dwarf and compact is its

habit! and how different to that finest of white Bourbon Roses,

Acidalie, whose flowers, owing to these sunny days, are tinted most
beautifully with pink and rose, which puts forth robust shoots, from
five to six feet in height, each crowned with a cluster of its charm-
ing flowers ! This will make a good pillar Rose ; but will require

slight protection in winter. The very best sort of protection for pillar

Roses that are not quite hardy is formed by tying branches of ever-

greens round the column in December, to remain till March ; and care

must be taken not to remove them all at once, but let some remain
in till the beginning of April if the season is cold and backward.

Sept. 5th.—No one can pass Menoux without being attracted

by its brilliant carmine ; and Marquis de Moyria is nearly as vivid

:

certainly two beautiful Roses, but neither of them quite perfect in

shape. Those deep crimson-purple Roses, Charles Souchet, Gloire

de Paris, Julie de Fontenelle, Paul Joseph, Proserpine, and Souchet,

are just now in unusual beauty ; in moist weather, their purple tints

become dull, and overpower, as it were, the rich crimson of their

thick petals. The first named is a very dwarf and delicate plant

;

the others, with the exception of Julie de Fontenelle, are of dwarf,

rigid, robust habits.

Leveson Gower, which was to have been Souvenir de la Mal-
maison, with bright rose-coloured flowers, has not yet given its

promised beauties. Its flowers are large, but they at present open
badly, and are irregular in shape : it may probably yet prove a good
Rose, when more acclimatised.

[To be continued.]
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ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

To the Superintendent of The Florist.

No. VI.

On Variety I would observe, that by this term I do not mean ex-

actly that quality which gives value to a new seedling plant, by reason
of its being different from others already in cultivation ; but a quality

to be looked for in any single given specimen irrespective of others

;

that is, not comparative but absolute ; not as differing from its fel-

lows, but as containing differences in itself. And this quality, as I

observed before, may arise from either of the three sources of form,

number, or colour, or from any two, or all united. The Passion-

flower, and still more the Water-lily, strike the eye as much from
their varied forms as colours ; and the Hyacinth derives its principal

and constant value, irrespective of colour, from the same source.

The petals of the Ranunculus are alike in form and markings, but
their numbers contribute as much to an appearance of variety as

to fulness of outline. And a bizarre Carnation, or which has two
colours besides the ground, is considered to belong to a higher

class than the simpler flaked kinds. From whatever source, how-
ever, arising, it is essential that the florist's flower which would
claim a high position should not be deficient in this. In a bed or a

border the brilliant colour of some self-flowers make them the most
useful and attractive of all, as the scarlet Geranium, the Gentianella,

the Lobelia cardinalis or cserulea, the Nemophila, and others ; but

that is because variety is produced by their being seen as a whole,

and contrasted with surrounding objects. Separate a single blossom

from the plant, and examine it attentively, and you will find it flag

in its interest sooner than one in which relief is given to the eye by
variety. Its properties are perceived at a glance, and the eye has

done its office ; and our copy-books will be found to enunciate a

philosophical truth, when they impress upon the child what the child

knows better than any philosopher, that it is variety that is charming.

I. It is produced by form. No class of plants approach the

Orchids in illustrations of this. Very few of their blossoms have

simple forms ; and when there is a leading feature, as in the Papilio,

in some of which a butterfly is represented as faithfully as a bee in a

Larkspur, the whole blossom nevertheless is complex. Indeed, it is

probably as much from the endless variety in every department of

that quality that is found in these flowers, as for any individual

superiority they possess, though this too must be accorded to them,

that they owe their unrivalled popularity. But as these are beyond

the reach of ordinary growers, I prefer drawing my illustrations from

more familiar objects.

A very good instance is the Fuchsia. At present, and until F.

spectabilis has revolutionised the tribe, its pendulous character, its

want of petalous expansion, and its glossy texture of skin unbroken

for the greater part of its length, seem to remove it in appearance
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from the class of flowers, and liken it to a fruit. It is, however, and
will probably always continue, very popular, and it has several points

of high excellence, of which I have here only to remark upon those

which depend on the variety of its outline.

Flowers of this class differ from those of a more uniform surface

in a manner somewhat analogous to the difference between sculpture

and paintings, and are hardly more fit to exhibit delicate markings of

colour than a statue would be. Contrasts, brilliance, or an attractive

colour as a whole, are the points in this respect, in which their ex-

cellence is to be sought. But the very unevenness of form which
prevents the finer uses of colouring, is itself the parent of many ad-

vantages. The general outline is ever varying, and never the same
from any two points of view. The ordinary position of the blossom

of the Fuchsia on the plant is full of variety. The long and grace-

fully arched footstalk, the seedpod, the tube, itself rarely cylindrical,

the calyx, the corolla, the anthers and pistil, form a constantly

varying and pleasing outline. But in this position the petals are for

the most part, and sometimes entirely, hidden ; and if you examine

them, the tube is out of sight. It is owing chiefly to this that the

notched starry appearance of the open sepals in most varieties, so

disagreeable in other flowers, is no dissight in this ; indeed, it has a

positive advantage in opening to sight the contrasted colours of the

corolla within.

Nor does it signify whether the variety of form be in the sub-

stance or in the markings of flowers. The Carnation owes much,
though not all, of its superiority to the Picotee or the Pink (excuse

me, ladies), to the fact that, without violence to its general unity, it

has no two petals, and no two stripes on the same petal, alike in the

form of their colours. A Calceolaria that has its spots or its stripes

all of the same size and shape is tame compared with one that is

more varied in its markings.

The Pelargonium and the Pansy have many points common to

both, and each flower has its respective admirers ; but general esti-

mation assigns the palm to the former ; and it may be interesting,

and not uninstructive, to trace to the quality now under considera-

tion some of the superiority of the one over the other. The number
of petals, their form, the order of their disposition, and their relative

importance, are the same in both flowers. The general outline is, in

the main, alike, and the required properties, as far as they can be

compared, not very different; yet the ideas excited by them are

exceedingly dissimilar, the reasons of wThich I will now investigate.

1. The Pelargonium has a throat, the Pansy terminates at the

eye ; and therefore the former has a whole class of properties of

which the latter is deprived ; and these, though not numerous, have

a very influential bearing upon the general appearance of the flower,

and are becoming of more importance to its estimation every year.

Here is an advantage in respect of variety.

2. Again, an immediate result from its closed throat is, that

the Pansy cannot be too flat ; whereas a flat-centered Pelargonium,

like Meleager, proves that the brightest colour loses something of
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its brightness, and becomes flat-coloured from the deadness of its

surface. The form of the Pelargonium has the advantage again in
variety, which gives greater effect to its colours.

3. A corresponding difference is observable also at the limb or
outer extremity. Owing partly to its flat centre and partly to its

flimsy substance, the edge of the Pansy must be flat likewise. In fact,

it never curves inwards but when withering, or outwards but from
inability to support its own weight. The stouter texture of the
Pelargonium admits of its being slightly either inflected or reflected,

and thus another source of graceful variety is obtained, the one
making an approach in form to the reversed ogee, or Hogarth's
line of beauty, the other to that of the rim of a Tuscan vase. And
Meleager is, as might be expected, an instance in this too of the
loss sustained by a flower which gives up one of its properties, for

it is as level as a Pansy. And therefore, notwithstanding its very
high colour and beautiful tint, it is not brilliant. Nor, high as was
its price last October, do I suppose we shall hear much more of
it. There is much value in the varying surface of the Pelargonium,
another proof of which will be referred to presently under another
head ; and therefore, from its greater richness in variety of outline,

as well as for some other advantages, it is completely removed
from fear of rivalry on the part of its humbler but not less pretty
sister, the Pansy.

Variety may also be produced by number, when the units com-
posing it are alike, as in spotted, striped, or double flowers. Thus
a spotted Calceolaria or a striped Marigold is not destitute of variety,

by reason of the many changes of individual object the eye has to

take in. The same may be said of a double Rose or Dahlia. Not
that this is the only object attained by multiplying the petals, because
the general outline commonly undergoes thereby a complete altera-

tion, and properties that were prominent before become subordinate or

altogether obliterated, and others take their place. From this it

happens that some flowers, as the Tulip, are handsomer when single,

others when double, as the Rose. Nor is it always easy to predict

which of the two is the more desirable form, until actual comparison
has decided between them. A few general remarks, however, are

applicable.

1. To bear the double condition with advantage the petals must
be symmetrical, or such as that, a line being drawn lengthwise through
the centre, the parts on each side of this line shall be alike. For if

otherwise, the entire petal will have a peculiar and distinctive shape,

in which some, and perhaps the chief, properties of the flower are

contained ; and these will be hidden and lost in the double form.

The lower petals of the Pelargonium are symmetrical ; but the upper
petals are not, and in these the leading characters are found. And
therefore a double Pelargonium would be no advantage. The double

condition would reduce all at an equal distance from the centre to an
equal value, or else would make a one-sided flower. It so happens
that direct experiment has in a manner shewn this to be correct, for

this year I had a blossom of Aurora with four upper and six under
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petals, an exactly double allowance ; and certainly it was no improve-
ment.

2. Size by itself gives no means of judging ; for the Dahlia is as
large as the Tulip, and the former gains, while the latter loses, by
being doubled. So again, on the other side, the Hepatica loses,
while the Daisy and American Groundsel, which are no larger, gain
by it.

3. But size and colour conjointly do enable us in some measure
to form a judgment. For if delicacy of touch in the strokes of
colouring be one of the leading characteristics of the flower, accord-
ing to which varieties are discerned and prized, the individual blossom
is of more importance than the mass of bloom, and size (proportionate
to the growth and habit of the plant) is indispensable ; in which case
multiplying the petals hides the beauties and deteriorates the cha-
racter. A double Auricula or a double Tulip could never be endued
with so many points of excellence as belong to them in their single

state. This is not the case with a Rose or a Dahlia. They are
large, but their colour is valued as a whole, not in its parts ; and the
variety caused by numerous petals and a filled-up outline is advan-
tageous to them, as their size admits of such an increase without
detriment to their brightness.

But if, on the contrary, it is the colour itself, and not the pencil-
ling of colour, that is the characteristic, and the size of the individual
blossom be small, then the brilliancy is greatly impaired by the flower
being doubled. The single and the double pink Hepatica are of
the same hue ; but the single one is far the more striking flower,
because its whole bright surface is seen. In the double, the petals
being so small and seen edgewise, much of the brightness is lost,

and it looks comparatively uninteresting. In the Dahlia, Rose, and
others, the surface is so much larger that this effect is not produced.

The colours of the Cineraria are so bright, in some instances so
dazzlingly so, that even while its pretensions were far humbler than
they are now, I have doubted whether, in losing the intensity of its

hue, which would be unavoidable were it to become double, it would
not proportionably lose its interest. It is now, however, developing
qualities which put the other impediment also in the way, and render
a double Cineraria a thing not to be wished for.

Of variety produced by colours I shall speak under the head of
colour.

[To be continued.] IOTA.

SOILS AND THEIR PREPARATION.

Let no time be lost in preparing and housing under cover the com-
posts likely to be required during the winter months, and in getting
heaps of raw material together ready for turning in the frosty wea^
ther of the coming winter. Gardeners, professional and amateur, of
all people, require abundance of thought for the future. Remember
the adage :

" Forewarned is forearmed."
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TIGER FLOWERS.

I read Dr. Maclean's papers on the Tigridia with great pleasure

;

and I hope it will encourage that gentleman and others to com-
municate information through The Florist, when they learn that I pro-
cured some bulbs, and, following his instructions, I have had a very-

beautiful display in a small bed I planted them in. Transient as the
individual flowers are, the constant succession compensates for this

drawback— if drawback it may be called, which I dispute ; for my
little collection seems always in bloom. As flowers for bouquets, of
course the objection holds good, as they are useless for that purpose.
I venture to offer these few observations in answer to the challenge
for your readers to make your pages the medium of communication
with each other on interesting facts. Mine is indeed a trifle. May
it encourage others more able and with better funds of information
than I possess ! Avon.

August 14th, 1849.

PELARGONIUMS.

It was presumed when this wrork was started, that our favourite

flower would have occupied many pages, and our own productions have
found a field of particular favour. Many significant remarks were
made when, on opening the first Number, a plate of Pelargoniums
raised at Worton Cottage met the eye ; and the failure of the work
was predicted as a thing to be reckoned on with certainty from that

moment. But a different complaint now reaches us from several

quarters, and we are asked why so little is said on the subject? The
truth is, we have done so much, that there is little to say. In the

class new and first-rate varieties (we hope we speak it modestly), we
have always proved victorious ; and we are now busily preparing for

another season ; for fresh triumphs, if we can attain them—perhaps

for defeats : if the former, we hope to wear our honours meekly ; if

the latter, to bear our humiliation becomingly. At the Seedling

Exhibition we took a very poor place indeed ; we expect to be more
successful in time to come : we think we shall be so, if some flowers

raised this season do not disappoint us ; but all is uncertainty. Hope,
that leading star of the florist, however, leads us on ; and we invite

any one to see our collection now that we are upon the threshold of

the season 1850. Many have been very unsuccessful this year in

obtaining seed ; owing, no doubt, to the hot dry weather : for our-

selves, we shall perhaps have some 1500 seedlings established by the

end of this month. Our bottoms are all well broken, and the young
plants doing well ; the seedling bottoms for a second year's growth

and proving, and also the cuttings from them, are very good ; Dob-
son never had them finer : and the plants which our subscribers will

have received before this is in their hands, or rather under their eyes,
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will, we hope, prove equally satisfactory with their predecessors.

And now, what more can we say, beyond giving a list of a good selec-

tion, not of our seedlings (accurate descriptions of them will be found

in our Catalogue, which any one may have for the asking, enclosing

a penny stamp), but of older varieties, which may be purchased of any

nurseryman that has a good collection ? Well, this is soon done ;

please to refer to No. XVI., page 115.

Worton Cottage, Sept. 6th, 1849. E. Beck.

N.B. I have no other motive in mentioning the state of our stock,

than to induce those who say they cannot grow our varieties, to come

and see for themselves our mode of culture from the commencement.

VALLOTA PURPUREA.

This is really a handsome greenhouse bulb, of easy cultivation, and

flowering regularly every autumn. I can strongly recommend it to

such of your readers as do not already grow it. My plants are

just now coming into bloom ; their rich scarlet flowers are truly

beautiful, and very attractive in the greenhouse at this season of the

year, when arranged amongst Camellias, Epacrises, and the general

assortment of greenhouse-plants, which are now brought under glass

for the winter. In planting, let the bulb be set almost on the sur-

face of the mould; for they are often injured by being too deeply

planted. The soil should comprise equal portions of turfy loam and

peat, with a fair quantity of sand ; the pots should be well drained,

and deeper than those in common use, for the roots of all bulbs

penetrate to a considerable depth.

As this bulb retains its foliage the whole year, it does not require

a season of rest like most of the Amaryllids ; it further does not re-

quire annually repotting, but may be left in the same pot for years ;

in fact, I think it grows stronger, and flowers with more freedom,

when so treated. They are increased by offsets, which are pro-

duced very freely.

Hull, Sept. 1849. H. S. Norman.

FLOWERS BY THE SEA-SIDE.

There is no point on which parties residing by the sea-side are

more entirely agreed than that it is useless to attempt the cultivation

of flowers in spots adjoining the shore. In some situations exposed

to the north and east this concord of sentiment may well exist ; but

as a proof of what may be effected by attention and skill, we may
mention that, being at Dover a few days back, we remarked at

No. 38 Marine Parade the most beautifully effective beds and verandah

that we have ever met with in any situation : the beds were filled with

scarlet Geraniums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Antirrhinums, Lobelias,
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Petunias ; in fact, all the varieties met with in the best cultivated

gardens. The pillars and arches of the verandah were covered with
Tropaeolum canariense, which, blending with the tall flowering plants

of scarlet Geraniums, produced a beautifully brilliant effect. Now
they were not merely grown and flowered, but they could not be
surpassed for vigorous health or abundance of bloom. It was the

more striking to us to witness the display made in this instance, and
many others in its immediate neighbourhood, because we well remem-
ber it from the days of our boyhood, and can recollect what was
called a garden, not far from the spot alluded to, which scarcely

produced a flower beyond bunches of the white Pink. It must be
remembered that this part of Dover lies open to the south ; but still

it so closely adjoins the sea, that winds from that quarter must be

loaded with saline particles ; indeed, in high tides and strong breezes

the spray itself must be carried over the plants. We write these

lines in a place quite as favourable for the cultivation of a few flowers

as the one we have remarked upon ; but with the exception of a

starved Fuchsia, and one or two other varieties, the whole length of

sea-front, about a mile, could not produce a decent nosegay ; and no
doubt if we were to ask the reason of the residents or visitors, the

universal answer would be, " It is too near the sea." To this we
should reply, " Look at No. 38 Marine Parade, Dover."

Ramsgate, Sept. 17, 1849.

RAMBLING THOUGHTS BY A RAMBLING WRITER.

To a person employed in city occupations during the whole day,

nothing is more grateful than a return to his garden ; and happily the

facilities afforded by railway travelling and third-class trains enable

me to reside at a sufficient distance from the great Babylon to avoid

the poison of its smoke ; for poison indeed it is to many of our old

favourite florists' flowers, as well as the Rose, and other beautiful

objects of our gardens. Being an old-fashioned fellow, an old-

fashioned house is no objection in my eyes, particularly as the rent

is moderate, and the garden good of its kind ; besides, I have abund-

ance of conveniences, which most old places afford,—such as a coach-

house, which serves for my store, where I keep my pots, mats, sticks,

and all similar articles ; and if my greenhouse, or rather vinery, is

also of ancient character, it supplies me with some grapes for my table

in the autumn, and serves to protect my bedding-out plants in the

winter months. I am little given to paying or returning visits,

though I am on such good terms with all my neighbours, that they

accept my invitations to visit my garden without ceremony, and

indulge me with a patient ear whilst I point out the peculiar charms

of my various flowers. I often detect a pretty girl or two quietly

quizzing me, and, as they think, unobserved by myself, whilst, on the

contrary, I am not only aware of it, but rather enlarge the oppor-
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tunity for their smiles by my remarks. One thing I found at first

rather troublesome, and that was the supplying the several demands
upon my liberality, of a slip of this, and a piece of that, " if I had it

to spare, or when I was throwing the surplus away !" But I hit

upon a plan which has answered very well, by making it a rule

always to answer, " I shall be glad to exchange with you for any

thing new." This has not prevented my presenting of my stock to

such as I chose ; whilst those who, with abundance of means, wanted
the best of every thing by way of Cheapside, have been completely

foiled, or driven into purchasing for themselves. And it is with no
small satisfaction I observe that the gardens of my neighbours and
friends have assumed a gayer aspect than they had before I came
into the neighbourhood ; and many a poor man's window has had
the glass more frequently cleaned, that the few plants I had given

the owner might be seen to the greatest advantage.

My Florist too I lent about for a while, until I had created an
appetite for it; after which, I candidly told my friends that they

must take it in for themselves ; for I think with Dr. Horner, that

when a number of amateurs and professional florists give us their

services, we ought not to do less than purchase the vehicle contain-

ing their teachings. And now for a conclusion to this rambling

communication ; let me invite raisers to send for your inspection, and
selection for illustrations, the following objects, which have not yet

had a place in your embellishments—Fuchsias, Cinerarias, Gloxi-

nias, Liliums, Achimenes, and, in fact, every thing that we can admire,

if we cannot grow them. Preserve the tone of the publication;

encourage your excellent contributors to continue their services,

which are highly valued ; discourage all mendacious advertising ; and
rest assured you will have the support and thanks of a large body
of flower-loving people ; although from inability like my own, or

timidity at seeing their offerings in print, they may be backward
in supplying what would prove acceptable. One word, and I have

done. I always make a point of purchasing what I require in their

way of the Nurserymen who contribute to your pages, and I do this

as a small return for their acceptable communications ; and I wish

others would follow my example.

Cit. in Rure.

[Our Correspondent will appreciate our motives for suppressing part of his

paper. We greatly value the assistance of the respectable Nurserymen he
mentions in such flattering terms; but we are disposed to think we shall have
a great addition to the number in time, and not one of them would desire a line

inserted that should look like an advertisement.

—

Editor.]

" PYRAMIDAL PELARGONIUMS, SIX OR MORE FEET
IN HEIGHT!"

Originality seems to be the order of the day; men are novelty-mad,

and gardeners are bitten. In the leading article of the Gardeners
1
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Journal of the 16th ult. I see a recommendation elaborately enforced,
that Pelargoniums, as well as Roses, should be grown " five, six, or
more feet in height." The writer even says that he would insist

upon the production at exhibitions " of given portions both of Roses
and Pelargoniums trained into a round pyramidal form." The argu-
ments by which this view is supported in the article in question are
equally curious in point of good taste and good logic ; but I pass
these by to deal with the proposal itself, which, coming from the
editor of a public gardening journal, demands some attention.

That Roses may be grown in this or any other form is tolerably

clear ; many Roses may certainly be grown to the height suggested,
and I do not imagine that the writer hopes to immortalise himself
as an original discoverer by this part of his proposal ; but when he
speaks of a Pelargonium " of a round pyramidal form, and six feet or

more in height," I am tempted, in all teachable humility, to ask how
many yards across he would have it ? I think I remember hearing a
person assert, in argument, that a Geranium might be grown large

enough to fill Exeter Hall ! I regarded this at the time merely as a
magnificent assertion, to be dealt lightly with, because of the vastness,

and, to that extent, the poetry of the idea ; but here we have a sober,

deliberate leading article submitted for our consideration, and there-

fore to be considered accordingly.

Seriously then, how many generations, let me ask, of long-jointed,

weak, weedy, succulent seedlings must be grown, before you can
convert this elegant shrub into a creeper or semi-creeper ? When
you have succeeded in altering its whole character, by giving it a
habit which would prevent it from standing upright without support,

just conceive what an outrage on floriculture you would have perpe-

trated ! Let any unprejudiced person grow a plant that will support

itself—Beck's Rosy Circle for instance—by the side of one that will

not, and let him decide which is, or, if the matter is purely conven-
tional, which ought to be the habit of the plant.

Thus much for the good taste of the proposal in question. Do
not, however, let it be forgotten that ten thousand Pelargoniums are

grown for one that is exhibited ; and that, except under first-rate

cultivation, they will flower larger and finer in all respects in small

pots than in large ones ; so that the result of introducing a race of

plants, fitted only for training, would be to throw them, to a consi-

derable extent, out of general cultivation.

That Pelargoniums may be grown too dwarfly, and especially if

exhibited in large pots, will be admitted by every one who has seen

them so exhibited, and with all the trusses standing at the same height

;

but a Pelargonium trained into " a round pyramidal form," like a Con-
volvulus, and " six feet or more high," is what I hope never to see!

A. B. C.
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THE LADIES' PAGE.
" The sapless branch

Must fly before the knife ; the wither'd leaf

Must be detach'd, and, where it strews the floor,

Swept with a woman's neatness ; breeding else

Contagion, and disseminating death."

Cow PER.

The flight of birds to warmer climates, the rustling of falling leaves

becoming more loud and constant every day, and the lengthening

shadows and contracted hours of daylight, remind the gardener that

there is no time to be lost. In this department of labour, as well

as in all others, physical, mental, and moral, we must " work while

it is day ; for the night cometh, when no man can work." Besides

the usual routine of operations which the advancing season brings

with it, October seldom passes away without a frost, w7hose effects

demand great exertions to remove or counteract them. I was about

to use the epithet mournful, or lamentable, in connexion with those

effects ; but a moment's reasoning displayed the folly of such a senti-

mentalism. It is by the interchange of seasons that we are kept

from tiring in our waiting upon Nature ; and although it gives a mo-
ment's pain to see in one night the beauty of our Dahlias, Verbenas,

and Geraniums perish, we soon entertain better thoughts, and clear-

ing away the wrecks which the iron king leaves behind him, we fill

the beds and borders with Hyacinths, Tulips, and Crocuses, the

sources of new hopes and pleasures. Most gardeners have felt that

a mild autumn may continue too long to be welcome. We wish the

summer garniture fairly gone, that we may prepare for spring ; and
should a bed of flowers persist in tarrying on to the very boundaries

of winter, we are obliged unceremoniously to pull them up and de-

stroy them, to make way for their expectant and budding successors.

It is in this way human friendships may outlive their interest and
attraction ; and it is better, therefore, that they should be dissevered

in time to prevent so humiliating a result.

When the beds are quite free and ready for the spring bulbs,

they must be dug over, and have a good portion of leaf-mould and
coarse sand mixed with their soil. About four inches deep is suffi-

cient for the bulbs ; and when they are put in their places, a little

sand sprinkled over them half an inch thick will be of service. For
circular beds, we have found the following arrangement produce a

good effect. Round the outside, about three inches from the edge,

a circle of Crocuses ; next, early Tulips ; and over the whole remain-

ing portion, Hyacinths and Narcissus. A bed of this kind will be

attractive from January till May. The Crocuses will appear at the

earliest-mentioned period, if the weather is mild ; and when they are

off bloom, their long leaves make an elegant border to the bed until

the latter bulbs have done blooming. If my readers will carry out

this plan on either a large or small scale, I am sure they will thank

me for the idea.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.
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MESSRS. PAULS' NURSERY.

Cheshunt is a quiet agricultural village thirteen miles from London
on the high road to Hertford and Ware.

Half an hour's ride from London by the Eastern Counties Railway-

brings us to the Waltham or Cheshunt stations : the Nurseries of

Messrs. Paul and Son, to inspect which was the object of our visit,

are distant two miles from the former, and one mile from the latter.

The first object that strikes one on entering this " Garden of

Roses," for so it may be called, is a wall of considerable length, with

a north aspect, covered with Ayrshire, Sempervirens, and Boursault

Roses. Notwithstanding the unfavourable aspect and position in

which these Roses are placed—for the soil over their roots is paved
with oyster-shells, and covered with cinder-ashes to a considerable

depth—they grow most luxuriantly, and produce myriads of flowers.

Indeed, the wall was one sheet of bloom when we saw it.

Thinking it might prove useful to those who may have similar

situations to plant, we have copied the names of the leading varieties,

which were, Ayrshire : Ruga ; Multiflora : Laura Davoust, very

fine ; Sempervirens : Leopoldine d'Orleans, Felicite perpetuelle

;

Noisette : Cadot, Cerise, Grandiflora ; Boursault : Gracilis, Elegans,

Amadis, and Mermis. Under this wall is a choice collection of Al-

pine and herbaceous plants, arranged alphabetically, and kept con-

stantly in pots. Turning from this department, we enter a broad

gravel-walk, leading from the gate through the centre of the Nur-
sery. On the right-hand side are several plant-houses, one devoted

to Camellias exclusively, one to Geraniums, one to miscellaneous

plants, and three to Roses. In front of the plant-houses are three

ranges of pits, and an additional range, many feet long, heated on the

tank system.

On either side of the main walk is a narrow border filled with

herbaceous plants and Roses ; of the latter, one only of a sort is

kept here, being intended as specimens. Some of these Rose-trees

are of prodigious size, the heads measuring from fourteen to twenty-

five feet in circumference, and the quantity of bloom they produce is

past all calculation. Of these fine trees, Hybrid Chinese : Fulgens,

Coccinea superba, Blairii, and Belle Thurette ; Alba : New Blush
Hip ; Ayrshire : Ruga ; and French : Due d' Orleans, were most con-

spicuous. The girth of the stem of the last mentioned was 12£
inches at three feet from the ground. But stay ! we are moving
amongst sundry beds of dwarf autumnal Roses growing on their

own roots, and these must not escape our attention. We see two
or three beds, six feet wride, devoted to each family, and a row of each

of the leading varieties, containing three plants of a sort, is planted

there ; and fine specimens they are. The top bed is formed of Noi-

settes ; the best of which seem to be, Solfaterre, Le Pactole, Bouton
Nankin, Clara Wendel, Eclair de Jupiter, Comtesse de Tolosante, and

Pamila alba.

The next two beds are occupied with Bourbons, and how splen-
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didly ! Theresita, George Cuvier, Proserpine, Paul Joseph, Souchet,

Souvenir de la Malmaison, La Gracieuse, and Comte de Rambuteau,
are in bloom. Then follow two beds of hybrid Perpetuals ; among
which our choice falls upon Aubernon, Baronne Prevost, Edward
Jesse, Duchess of Sutherland, Dr. Marx, Madame Laffay, Augus-
tine Mouchelet, Laurence de Montmorency, Lady A. Peel, Com-
tesse Duchatel, Coquette de Montmorency, Comte d'Eu, and Lalle-

doyere. The tea-scented come next in order ; and Comte de Paris,

Eliza Sauvage, La Renommee, Josephine Malton, Nisida, Devonien-

sis, Eugenie Dergaches, Madame Roussell, Delice de Plantier, Ma-
dame de St. Joseph, Narcisse, and Moiret, are of first-rate merit.

The series is finished by two beds of Chinese, which are the gayest

of the whole ; and, where hardy enough, the very best for group-

ing. The following are invaluable : Ducbess of Kent, Belle Isadore,

Carmin d'Yeebles, Eugene Beauharnais, Madame Chavent, Madame
de Rohan, Fabvier, Mrs. Bosanquet, Madame Breon, and Cels mul-

tiflora.

Moving onward, we ascend a gentle slope, and find ourselves on
a slightly raised terrace, with a row of pillar Roses on either hand.

Some have attained the height of fourteen feet, and yet are clothed with

foliage and flowers from their summit to the ground. These pillar

Roses are exceedingly handsome, and worthy of general cultivation.

A few steps more lead us to the Rosarium, where one plant of a

kind of the gems of the collection are planted, and which, of course,

form an interesting spot to the Rose amateur, as the plants are so

arranged that he may see not only the individual, but the compara-

tive merits of each of his favourites. About 600 kinds are selected

from nearly 2,000 sorts which the collection comprises, and planted in

three long beds ; the tallest plants being in the centre, the walks

winding gracefully among them, the outer ones being of grass. It

were useless to mention the old and well-known kinds which we
saw here ; we were rather seeking after novelty, though not, novelty

unless identified with intrinsic merit. Of such character, in our

opinion, are the following:

—

Hybrid Perpetuals: General Negrier,

Geant des Batailles, Duchesse de Galliera, Joan of Arc, Vieomtesse

de Belleval, Madame Trudeaux, Duchesse de Praslin, Etendard de

Marengo, Comte de Montalivet, Dr. Arnal, Madame Pepin, and
Soleil d'Austerlitz. Bourbons: Menoux, Vicomte de Cussy, Mar-
quis de Moyria, Le Florifere, Angelina Bucelle, Julie de Fontenelle,

and Madame Angelina. Noisette : Caroline Marniesse. Tea-

scented : Madame de St. Joseph, Vieomtesse de Cazes, and Souvenir

d'un Ami. Passing forward, we next entered the fields of Roses

where plants for sale are cultivated by thousands. The scene was
indeed gay ; here and there a group of white, or brilliant-coloured

Roses rising among the less decided tints, produced a striking effect.

The soil is a deep alluvial loam, twelve feet deep, below which is

gravel ; hence, it will appear, vegetation is not affected here by any
unfavourable season.

But quitting the Rose-grounds we passed to a second Nursery of

twenty acres, devoted almost exclusively to the culture of fruit and
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ornamental trees. Then we reached a third Nursery, three acres in

extent ;—but here we must not wait. Let us return to the Rose-
grounds, to view a collection of hardy ornamental trees collected in a

spot adjoining the Rosetum. They had before met our view, but

cur attention was drawn from them through the seductive influence

of the Roses.

Passing through beds of Conifers, among which Cedrus Libani,

Pinus excelsa, Abies Khutrow, Abies Deodara, Araucaria imbricata,

Juniperus chinensis, and Taxus brevifolia, were most plentiful, we
found ourselves in the midst of the collection of hardy trees. The
specimens are not large, yet sufficiently so to be interesting.

Among weeping trees, we found the weeping purple Beech, the

weeping Holly, the new weeping Elm, the weeping variegated Elm,
the new weeping Birch, the Pyrus salicifolia, the weeping Yew, the

weeping Oak, weeping silver Fir, and weeping red Cedar. Among
Conifers were good specimens of Abies Deodara, A. clanbrasiliana

;

Pinus taurica, P. insignis ; Cryptomeria japonica ; Taxodium sem-

pervirens ; Juniperus excelsa, J. oblonga pendula ; and small speci-

mens of Pinus Hartwegii, P. Russelliana, P. cembroides, P. Lam-
bertiana, P. monticolor, P. Ayacahuite ; Picea amabilis, P. nobilis,

P. grandis ; Juniperus Bedfordiana ; Cupressus Lambertiana ; Abies

Brunoniana, and the golden spruce Fir. Contiguous to this ground

are the pot- Roses—the specimens grown for exhibition. They were

plunged in an open spot, and the surface of the soil was covered with

stable-manure.

Such is some account of one of the finest Rose Nurseries of

Hertfordshire— a county famed for its Roses. Next month we pur-

pose paying a visit to Messrs. Lane's establishment at Great Berk-

hampstead.

REVIEW.

Curtis's Beauties of the Rose {Quarterly Periodical).

We have here a new illustrated work on the Rose, and if for nothing

else, certainly most remarkable for the industry of its author. Mr.

H. Curtis cultivates Roses for sale, takes portraits of his flowers, li-

thographs, describes them, and gives their history and their culture.

This is indeed unexampled industry, which we trust will meet with

its reward. The Rose is a most difficult flower to put on paper
;

in fact, it never can be seen in its full beauty except on a " Rose-tree

in full bearing," and then only for a few fleeting hours. Mr. C. has,

however, done his work well ; his portraits are spirited and truth-

ful ;—his figure of the Cloth of-gold Noisette is really gorgeous, yet

perfectly true to Nature ; but we must add, that only in Fiance, in

Jersey, and in the north and west of England, have we seen such

splendid flowers. The history and culture of each Rose are given

in a plain common-sense manner; and Mr. C.'s book will, we trust.

be found worthy a place on the drawing-room table of every lover

of Roses.

VOL. II. NO. XXII. \
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ROYAL SOUTH-LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Sept. \'2th.—There was a capital exhibition on this occasion as far

as Dahlias are concerned, and this being emphatically " the Dahlia

show" of this society, we shall confine ourselves chiefly to them.

The blooms which prevailed most in the different stands were

:

Shylock, scarlet ; Mr. Seldon, shaded lilac ; Richard Cobden,

shaded maroon ; Duke of Wellington, orange ; Victory, rosy purple
;

Scarlet Gem ; Andromeda ; Yellow Standard ; Fearless, lilac ; Gre-

nadier, crimson; Marchioness of Cornwallis, blush; Toison d'Or,

buff; Black Prince, maroon ; the Hero, rose ; Nonpareil, red ; Mynn,
crimson ; Privateer, yellow and red ; Miss Vyse, white and purple

;

Gem, white and lavender ; Violet Perfection ; Queen of the East,

blush ; Louis Philippe, crimson ; Hector, maroon ; Box, scarlet.

Fancies.—Among these the best were: Belle de Nogent; Bou
Maza, nankeen and white ; Comte de Flandre, dark red and white ;

Conspicua, crimson and white ; Empereur de Maroc, dark maroon and

white ; Gasparine Furstin Reuss, dark and white ; General Cavaignac,

violet purple and white ; Hermina, red and white ; Jenny Lind, maroon

and white ; Madame Wachy, purple and white ; Miss Jane, purple and

white; Miss Blackmore, white, with purple edging; Miss Stevens, buff,

orange, and white ; CEillet Parfait, orange striped with red ; Picotee,

yellow striped and spotted with red ; Postsecretaire Hane, violet and

white ; Rainbow, scarlet and white ; Remembrancer, rose and white ;

Striata perfecta, lavender spotted and striped with rosy - lilac ; Vi-

comte de Ressequier, purple and white.

Seedlings were numerous ; Keynes' Magnificent is a shaded rosy-

lilac of fine form. The same may be said of Sir F. Bathurst, crim-

son. Legg's Premier is a well-formed purple ; also an orange flower

named Earl of Clarendon. Sylph is a promising white-ground vari-

ety ; Aurantia compacta, bright orange ; and Gaiety, yellow, with

red mottled. These constituted the principal objects in the seedling

stands, with the addition of a very fine constant dark Dahlia, of

medium size, exhibited by Mr. Soden of Oxford, and named Beauty

of the Grove.

Fancy Seedlings.—Prockter's Elizabeth will make a very desir-

able addition to this class ; it may be described as a blush, with rosy-

purple stripes well defined ; Liddiard's Miss Compton is a bright red

and white, but too thin ; Bragg's Lady Grenville is dull white and

red, but very good in form.

Hollyhocks were shewn by Mr. Chater and Mr. Bircham, the

spikes forming one mass of flowers. Mr. Chater's specimens were,

Mrs. C. Barron, fine rose ; Delicata, flesh white ; Enchantress, rose ;

Sulphurea perfecta ; Queen, blush ; Surprise, fine deep rose ; Comet,

rich crimson ; Model of Perfection, fine French white ; CocCinea,

bright red ; Aurantia, salmon ; Rosea alba, pink and rose ; and

Obscura, grey purple. Mr. Bircham sent Rosea alba, shaded rose

;

Defiance, fine maroon ; Model of Perfection, fine blush ; Rosea gran-

diflora, best rose ; William Tell, purple crimson ; Bicolor, mottled
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lilac; Mount Etna, fine rich crimson; Queen, blush; Achmet, dark

maroon ; Sulphurea perfecta, pretty ; Fireball, red ; Formosa, fine

dark ; and Magnum Bonum, fine dark.

The following prizes were awarded on the occasion for the best

24 Dahlias, dissimilar blooms (private growers): 1st, R. Proctor,

Esq.; 2d, J. Howard, Esq., Burnham ; 3d, J. Hopkins, Esq.; 4th,

Mr. Cook. For the best 12 Dahlias (private growers): 1st, Mr.
Robinson; 2d, Mr. Rowden, Newbury; 3d, Mr. Black; 4th, Mr.

Batten; 5th, Mr. Pope. For the best 6 Fancy Dahlias (private

growers) : 1st, Mr. Rowden ; 2d, R. Proctor, Esq. ; 3d, Mr. Holder.

For the best 24 Dahlias (Nurserymen) : 1st, Mr. C. Turner, Slough
;

2d, Mr. Drummond ; 3d, Mr. Hunt ; 4th, Mr. Gaines. For the best

12 Fancy Dahlias (Nurserymen) : 1st, Mr. Turner, Slough ; 2d, Mr.

Harrison ; 3d, Mr. Hunt. Extra prize by Mr. Keynes for the best

blooms of the Dahlias named : Purple Standard, Lilac Perfection,

Miss Chaplin, Sunset, Victoria Regina, Miss Blackmore, Rainbow,

Miss Stevens, and Sunbeam; 1st, Mr. Black; 2d, Mr. Hunt; 3d,

Mr. Pope ; 4th, Mr. Cook ; 5th, Mr. Edwards. Extra prize by Mr.
Bushell for best blooms of Duchess, white Dahlia: 1st, Mr. Robinson;

2d, Mr. Hunt; 3d, Mr. Noakes. Extra prize by Mr. C. Turner of

Slough for the best 6 blooms of Dahlias let out by himself (not

fancies) : 1st, Mr. Robinson ; 2d, J. Howard, Esq. Extra prize by

J. Edwards, Esq. for best bloom of Turner's Mr. Seldon : 1st, Mr.

Robinson ; 2d, Mr. Prockter. Extra prize by Mr. Hunt of Pad-

dington for the best 3 blooms of Hunt's General Cavaignac : 1st,

Mr. Hatchman. Extra prize by Mr. Chapman for the best single

bloom of Bushell's Duchess : 1st, Mr. Noakes. Extra prize by J.

Howard, Esq. for the best 2 blooms of Howard's fancy Dahlia Miss

Jane: 1st, Mr. Pope. Extra prize by H. Harms, Esq. for the best

2 blooms of any one white Dahlia : 1st, Mr. Keynes. Extra prize

by Mr. H. Hamilton, 156 Cheapside, for the best fancy Dahlia : 1st,

Mr. C. Turner.

First-class certificates were awarded as follows : to Mr. Keynes

for seedling Dahlia Sir F. Bathurst ; ditto ditto Magnificent ; ditto

ditto Gaiety. Mr. Bragg for seedling Dahlia, Lady Grenville
;
Mr.

Legg for seedling Dahlia Premier ; Mr. Liddiard for seedling Dahlia

Miss Compton ; Mr. Drummond for a seedling Gloxinia.

TEDDINGTON HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.

Held at the Clarence Arms, Sept. G.

Worth a passing notice, to record how nicely things of this kind

can be done in a village surrounded by a good neighbourhood, by

obtaining a suitable place, and having the services of an efficient

secretary, such as Mr. Sanders, who has served the office twelve

years.

Three sides of a bowling-green covered with canvass on the lean-
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to construction, the fourth side arranged with seats, afforded good

room for productions and visitors. A tent, with tables in the middle,

served to display a very pretty collection of fruit ; and a recess was
appropriated to some very creditable cottagers' productions of the

usual character. The articles were of a very miscellaneous charac-

ter— Orchids, stove and greenhouse plants, cut flowers, Dahlias,

Liliums, Fuchsias ; in fact, something of every thing that is in season,

and some things that are not so at present, such as Pansies, which

were very small. One thing wTe were delighted to see, viz. Cloth-of-

Gold Rose every thing in colour that Mr. Rivers describes it to be

when at its best. It was beautiful. There was present also a most

elaborate design for a flower-garden, in which the artist had intro-

duced not only the usual beds furnished with flowers, but the man-

sion itself, fountains, and a couple of temples, in one of which the

proprietor was sitting with his lady ; and if there was no expression

of satisfaction seen in their faces, we presume it was owing to the

hat and bonnet, which hid their features. We observe the artist,

with great judgment, had introduced neither dogs nor children—those

enemies to order in the flower-garden. i8§T

SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX.

AN ACRE OF HOLLYHOCKS.

Till within these last few years this flower was used as an ornament

in the plantation or shrubbery border only ; but it is now becoming

an especial favourite with the professional and amateur florist, and

bids fair successfully to rival, if not to outvie the Dahlia. The par-

ticular sorts selected for this purpose are of a character and family

entirely different to those formerly grown. Instead of the bell-

shaped blossom, shewing a large eye, the new and superior varieties

have a semi- spherical flower exceedingly double, with closely serried

petals, and a flat regular guard-leaf; the blossoms are so thickly

packed around the stem, that the green leaf can scarcely peep be-

tween them, and in the best-grown plants it is almost entirely hid.

These properties have, in the present season, been obtained in great

perfection by Mr. Chater, of Saffron Walden, in whose nursery-

grounds, consisting of about six acres, more than one-sixth is entirely

devoted to Hollyhocks, 6000 of which are now in splendid bloom
;

and Saffron Walden may well be proud of such an extensive exhi-

bition. But it is not only in the vast number and variety of colours,

but in individual excellence, as has been acknowledged by the gentry

and florists who have inspected his collection within the last fort-

night, that Mr. C. may fairly challenge the world to compete with

him. The size and beauty of colour displayed in his seedling Comet,
which is a fine ruby red, one would think, at first sight, could

scarcely be surpassed. Equally beautiful in their several different

characters and colours are his seedlings,—Enchantress, deep rose

;
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Rosea grandiflora, light rose ; Attraction, elegantly veined puce and
silver; Model of Perfection, white with chocolate ground; Com-
mander-in-chief, remarkable for immensely long spikes of flowers

towering nine feet high ; the Queen, a delicate blush ; Aurantia,

salmon-colour; Pulchella, roseate; Pallida, lilac; Magnum Bonum,
a rich glossy maroon ; Snowball, purest white ; Black Prince, sable

black ; Formosa, dark claret, with palmated leaves ; Mulberry Su-
perb ; Delicata ; Atro-sanguinea. Mr. C. has exhibited this season

at Chiswick some of his beauties, grown especially in pots for that

occasion ; also at the Royal Agricultural meeting at Norwich, where
he was awarded a prize for his seedling Comet, and a prize for the

collection ; and at the South London Floricultural meeting in the

Surrey Zoological Gardens he obtained a medal. A visit to these

superb and elegant flowers would be highly gratifying to every lover

of Nature in her gay and brilliant forms.

Dunmoiv, Essex, August 21th. A. Barfield.

Note. — We received this too late for insertion last month.
Some of the varieties have since been forwarded to us, and fully

bear out all that is said in their favour.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR OCTOBER.

Auriculas.—Some time this month Auriculas may be removed to

a southern or western situation for the winter season ; the latter

is preferable. The situation chosen should be got in readiness,

taking every precaution to clear the neighbourhood of offensive

insects as far as it can be accomplished. Cleanse the frames
and glass, that, when necessary to cover the plants, they may have
the full benefit of the light. Search closely for the various

kinds of caterpillars that attack and disfigure the foliage at this

time of the year ; a little attention will prevent much mischief.

Continue to keep the soil moist through the month, and open the

surface as often as it appears closed.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Carnations and Picotees.—See p. 258. C. Turner.

Dahlias.—They should be gone over before the bloom is past, to

see if all are correctly named. Examine the plants on a fine day,

in order to secure whatever seed may be ready ; and in cutting,

leave a good piece of the stalk attached, tie it in bunches con-

sisting of about six heads, and hang them up in some dry and
airy place ; as fast as they turn brown, pull them to pieces,

and spread the seed thinly on canvass till it becomes dry. The
time for taking up the roots must depend on the weather ; if the

tops are quite destroyed by frost, get them up on the first dry

day ; but should the season be favourable, and there be no frost,

two objects will be gained by allowing them to remain in the
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ground for a time, viz. more seed, and a shorter winter to preserve

the roots in. There is no difficulty in keeping many kinds sound

through the winter : those with large stems and long stringy

tubers decay first. C. Turner.
Royal Nursery, Slough.

Epacrises.— It is expedient to protect them from the heavy rains,

blustering winds, and frosty nights, which seldom fail to visit us

at uncertain intervals during this month. Lose no time, therefore,

in removing your Epacrises to their winter quarters, giving them
all the air practicable night and day, except in the event of a

probable frost : water somewhat sparingly. Earlier bloom may
be obtained without injury to the constitutional energies of the

plant by a temperature for the time being of about 65° or 70°.

Whitehill, Newton Abbott, Devon. W. H. Story.

Ericas.—The weather this year has been much more congenial to

this rather fickle class of plants than the last, engendering but

little or no mildew, and perfectly ripening the new wood. This

satisfactory state of things (so different from last October) will

place the mind of the cultivator at comparative ease for the wel-

fare of his plants during their winter confinement. It will be

desirable at once to house the plants ; they are in excellent order

now : another fortnight's exposure may perhaps do much mis-

chief. We cannot tell whether the next four-and-twenty hours

may bring tempestuous winds, heavy rains, or sharp frosts; there-

fore be prepared, and set about at once cleaning, weeding, arrang-

ing all stray branches, and removing the plants to the heathery,

keeping the house as cool and airy as the weather will permit.

Should any symptoms of mildew present themselves in the course

of your operations, scatter a little sulphur vivum over the part

affected. For a more explicit account of treating this disease, see

No. IX. p. 254 of this publication. Gradually diminish the supply

of water.

Whitehill, Newton Abbott, Devon. W. H. Story.

Fuchsias.—The blooming season is now on the wane, though my
seedlings are still looking very gay, and will for a month to come.

Those plants that are intended for early blooming should now be

spurred back, placed in a cool situation, and more water withheld

than is sufficient to keep life in them in an ordinary way : this

operation may be deferred till the plant shews symptoms of exhaus-

tion. Keep a watchful eye upon your ripening seed-pods, or Master
Cock Robin will help himself to them. I have found it necessary

to place a choice pod in a small net bag to preserve it from this

little robber. Any seedlings that have bloom set, and are become
stunted and pot-bound, may be stimulated with a dose of weak
guano-water.

Whitehill, Newton Abbott, Devon. W. H. Story.

Pansies.—No time should be lost in completing the planting, either

seedlings or named flowers, for spring bloom ; but should the
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plants of any variety be weakly, pot them in preference to plant-
ing out, and winter them in cold frames, unless you can cover
them with small glasses in very wet or severe weather. Should
the soil get baked by heavy rains, hoe between the plants when-
ever it shall have become sufficiently dry for that purpose. The
general stock should now be potted up ; they will do equally well
one plant or several in a pot, provided they are planted out early
in the spring, before the roots become matted together.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.
Pelargoniums.—Shift all young plants that require it ; repot the

bottoms that have been disrooted and have got well established
again, putting them into their flowering pots, as they will not
require another shift for flowering in May. Water sparingly;
and in the morning light a fire now and then in the daytime, so
as to get the heating apparatus in order, in case it should be
wanted in a hurry.

Seedlings will require but very little water ; if wet weather
should set in, light a little fire in the morning, to rid the atmo-
sphere of the house of excessive moisture.

Worton Cottage. J. Dobsox.

Pinks.—It is now time the planting was brought to a close ; no
time should be lost in completing the beds for next year's
flowering. If the weather continues dry, occasional waterings will

be serviceable and necessary ; but should the atmosphere prove
humid, little water will be required. Cleanliness and frequent
stirrings of the surface- soil will always prove advantageous.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Polyanthuses.—If the recommendations given in the last Number
be carried out, little more can be done at present.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Tulips.—I cannot vary the instructions given last year to any ad-
vantage, and therefore repeat them. " Examine" the bulbs, and,
if not previously done, let them now be arranged for planting,
making the alterations and improvements noted down in the
Tulip-book during blooming-time : this we do immediately the
bulbs are taken up, while the changes intended to be made are

fresh on the mind ; we also procure at once any new varieties

we may wish for, and then re-arrange them. The bed should
now be got ready for planting. If the soil has only been in use
one year, and the bulbs did well in it, there is no advantage to

be derived in changing it, for they will do well in the same soil

(if it be good) for two or three successive years ; all that is re-

quired is, to remove about three inches from the surface, laying
it in a ridge by the sides of the bed ; then fork over the mould
left in the bed, laying that also in a high ridge for a week or ten

days. If the soil require changing, it need not be all removed.
We have this day (September 15th) taken about ten inches off

the top, then put about six inches of two-year old rotted turf
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and loam and road-grit, well mixed together (three fourths loam

and one-fourth grit), on the soil left in the bed, forked it well

over two or three times, turning some of that left with the mould
just added, so as to mix it well, and laid it up in a high ridge ;

two or three days before planting, it will be raked down, laying

it two inches higher in the middle than the sides. In planting,

place a small quantity of river-sand on the spot the bulb is to

occupy, and put as much sand upon the bulb itself as will just

cover it ; then carefully put the mould on the bed, covering the

bulbs four inches and a half deep in the centre, and three inches

the outsides ; protect the bed at once, by placing small-sized

iron hoops over it, rising about six inches from the surface, and
run some small string diagonally from each hoop. About the

second or third week in October is the best time for planting in

general, though, on account of the lateness of our situation, we
never plant later than the first, if the weather will allow it to be

done. The best plan is to begin planting whenever the bulbs

push forth their green spear, and the fibres swell at the bottom

of the root (some of the early blooming varieties are already

doing so with us), for the longer they are kept out of the ground

when this is the case the greater injury they will sustain. We
have never used the nostrums some have recommended, but have

strictly adhered to the simple practice described as above ; and

perhaps we may be allowed to say, the blooms we have frequently

exhibited are the best evidences of the utility of our method of

cultivation." J. Hunt.

High Wycombe.
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CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

My grandfather (writes a respected correspondent) was a
florist in the old and true sense of the term, and occupied a
pretty cottage, with just the right kind of garden attached.

Often have I heard my father speak of it, and the picture he
drew is still fresh in my memory. It was situated on a little

eminence half embowered in trees, overlooking the public

road, which passed the garden-gate, and commanding a view
of the " winding Thames" in the distance. But it is of the

cottage and garden I am about to speak ; for my grandfather
was one of Flora's fondest devotees. Trim was that garden
in every part, and well was the cottage hung with Nature's

most elegant drapery. In the first place, the Honeysuckle

—

not your fine Honeysuckles which grace the sides of villas

now-a-days, but the well-known fragrant hedge Honeysuckle

—

occupied a prominent place. Then there was the monthly
Rose, which was continually yielding its pink blossoms ; the

blue, or rather deep purple, Clematis, than which, in its sea-

son, nothing can be more handsome ; and finally, towards the

close of the year, the Virginian Creeper clothed the walls

in a garment of glowing red. But the decoration of the cot-

tage formed the least part of my grandfather's care. His
garden was his chief hobby ; for he was, as I have before said,

a florist in every sense of the word, and had his Bear's Ears,

his Polyanthuses, his Ranunculuses, his bulbs, his Stocks, his

Tulip-bed, and his Carnations and Picotees. But how poor

were the latter compared with the Picotees and Carnations

of the present day ! What if he had seen your last and pre-

sent plate !—for a sight of which I thank you. Science had
not then so successfully investigated the laws of nature as

she has done now. He, honest man, knew nothing of the

chemical composition of soils, though he had compounded
many, and was considered a first-rate cultivator in his day.

At a future time I may bring before the notice of your

readers some of his class, who are to be found here and there

in our rural villages. In the meanwhile, I wait with interest

Mr. Turner's teaching ; for on your correspondent something

of the mantle of my grandfather has descended.

VOL. II. no. XXIII.
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CULTIVATION OF THE CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

BY C. TURNER.

[Continued from p. 259.]

Nov. 1st.—The plants having been taken from the parent stock

a month since, as recommended in the last Number of The Florist,

are established in small pots, and never have we had finer or more
healthy ones. The lights are drawn back at all times the weather

will permit, and as much air as possible is given during the night,

by tilting the lights, both back and front. The plants should often

be gone over with a pair of scissors, to cut away all dead foliage,

and at the same time to examine the plants ; if green-fly should be

found in the hearts of them, brush them out before they get a-head.

This plan may be a little more labour than fumigating, but we prefer

it for this reason, that, to do any good, and to destroy the insects

effectually, the tobacco must be very strong, so strong that it dis-

colours the foliage, by giving it a yellow appearance for a long time,

when perhaps two-thirds of the plants were not infested with the

insects. Early in December, we plunge the pots to the rim in saw-

dust or coal-ashes,—we prefer a mixture of both, as it will not adhere

to the side of the pots, as sawdust alone would, and the latter is a

much cleaner material than ashes alone ; this keeps the pots from

drying too suddenly, and protects the roots from severe frost. By
giving all the air possible, as before mentioned, and keeping the

plants perfectly clean, they may be considered at rest until the " 1st

of March," with the exception of the watering-pot being sparingly

used on a mild morning. By this time (March) most growers will

be aware of the extent of their losses and wants ; and those that are

most expeditious in filling up any vacancies caused by winter will be

the best off, as it is a very different matter procuring choice kinds

in the spring to what it is in the autumn. Man}'- kinds cannot be

obtained at that time, and all will be much enhanced in value.

It would appear from the above that it is a difficult matter to

winter Carnations and Picotees, as so many are lost during that

season. This is not the case : we are often surprised to hear of fine

plants almost suddenly becoming covered with spot and mildew, but

when we have gone to see them we have not been surprised at all;

we find them about two feet from the glass, in a very wet state, with

scarcely any air given to them, or care taken in any way. Allow

the plants to receive a little gentle rain at the present time, provided

it is mild, with a chance of their drying before frost returns. In

March, constant attention in watering will be necessary. There will

be very drying winds ; and as the pots will be getting full of roots,

much injury would arise by neglecting this essential part. During
this month most of the potting into large pots for bloom should be

done ; and those will be best off that have attended well to their

compost, by turning it often in frosty weather, and keeping it dry
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on other occasions. We have so often, in the pages of The Florist,

described the soil we prefer, and also the time we mix it, that we
shall not repeat the same on the present occasion; and only add, that

we would sooner make use of a middling or rather poor soil, in a

good dry state, that had been well sweetened, than compost ever so

rich, if not well prepared.* In potting, the two essential things to

bear in mind are, good drainage and firm potting—that is, to press

the soil until it is almost hard about the plants. Those that are

potted first should be placed in the most sheltered part of the gar-

den: if frame room can be afforded, so much the better; at all events,

be prepared to cover them with small handglasses or inverted pots,

if severe weather returns. Secure, when potting, such plants as

require it with small deal sticks. March winds would injure many
of the plants when first exposed. A 1 2-inch pot will be sufficiently

roomy to grow three plants of a kind in, where there are plenty and
a choice of plants. They also look better with this number ; and
with such varieties as will carry two blooms on a stalk, six flowers

will make a handsome pot, the more so, of course, if the blooms are

grown to a large size.

[To be concluded in our next Number.]

DR. HOOKER.

The many friends of Dr. Joseph Hooker (says the Editor of the

Gardeners' Chronicle} will rejoice to know that the last Indian Mail,

Oct. 6th, has brought intelligence of his perfect safety amidst the

dangers of his adventurous journey. On the 5th of July he was en-

camped in a fine country in the Sikkim Himalaya, where the ground

was carpeted with splendid plants. The rains were incessant, food

scarce, and the Bhoteeas troublesome ; the bridges between his camp
and Darjeeling had been swept away by the floods, and communica-

tions could only be maintained by a most circuitous route. His

collections will prove of the highest interest. Among other things,

his Rhododendrons amounted to at least thirty species, many of

which are much finer than those already published : no botanist had

previously ventured to attempt the examination of the Rhododendron

region east of Kamaon,—an operation surrounded with most serious

difficulties, for these plants can only be studied during the rains.

He had also found a magnificent Rose, with scarlet flowers larger

than the palm of a man's hand; and crowds of other remarkable

species.

* The soil which Mr. Turner uses for these flowers is the top spit of a

meadow taken off long before it is wanted, and frequently turned, in order to

clear it of wireworms : it is by no means heavy soil ; the only addition it receives

is about one barrowful of good decayed stable-manure to three of loam. Suffi-

cient material for the following year is mixed every August, and, as we have

stated, the loam is always in store some time before it is wanted. Rather a

plentiful supply of weak liquid manure is given the plants during June, it the

weather is hot, with a view to assist them in throwing up their blossom-shoots.
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A TRTP TO KEW GARDENS

VIA RICHMOND AND THE BANKS OF THE THAMES.

NO. II.

Now then let us enter and stroll through the Gardens pleasantly,

easily, gently ; sit where we like, lie where we like, and do as we
like ; which, I am sure, cannot be otherwise than the Director, Sir

William Hooker, himself would like ; for indeed we owe him much

—

an entrance at one o'clock every day of the week, and a book for

sixpence, full of good information, and woodcuts to assist the visitor.

But why no admission till one o'clock ? you ask ; and well you may.

Shame on the " Woods and Forests" that it is not at nine in-

stead ; and we should like John Bull to tell them so in his own
civil, undeniable way. But, foolish fellow, he allows thousands to

be squandered in numberless senseless ways
;
yet whenever he is

asked to spend money on a gallery for pictures, statuary, or a double

relay of men for a place like this, to form a sufficient staff and allow

of the Gardens being open at all hours and times, then he buttons

up his pockets and finds a hundred excuses, as if, what a company

or a private party can do for a pecuniary advantage cannot be done

for the intellectual instruction of such a nation as ours. But let us

move on, for I feel " my dander rising," as Brother Jonathan would

say ; and for the great improvements made and making in this de-

partment " let us be thankful." We'll not enter the orangeries,

conservatories, and hot-houses to-day ; and so, leaving the one to

the right, let us follow this pathway leading off to the left. We
are allowed to walk on the grass if we avoid the edge ; and to us,

that are so much on the pave, this is no small luxury. You observe

every tree has its name on a label at its foot : how grateful is their

shade ! How nicely mown and swept is the turf, tempting us to

recline on its verdant carpet ; so let us stretch ourselves at length

on this gentle slope, and for awhile watch the visitors as they enter

or retire. Genteel persons in plenty, as we might have guessed

by the assembly of carriages on the outside,—many resident in the

neighbourhood, no doubt ; and great is the advantage to them in

having such a place of resort. Happily too for the mechanic and

his family, the Loop-line, now open to Kew Bridge, affords a speedy

and cheap conveyance. How agreeable to watch that party of men,

their wives and children ! See how the latter are enjoying the ex-

change from London's dirty, crowded, pestiferous courts and alleys

to this, in comparison, perfect paradise ! Think of the Saint Monday
these men are making of it compared with the poor tippling mechanic

sitting; it may be in a pot-house in town, or taking part in a game
of skittles ! 'Tis to tempt them away from the gin-palace, the pub-

lic house, and the beer-shop, that we would have these delightful

Gardens opened at nine o'clock ; ay, and we would add to the

beautifully kept ladies' cloak-room a building, where they should
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have an opportunity of partaking of any refreshments they might
bring. As to miseonduct, there are plenty of ways to prevent that

;

and we are happily getting repeated proofs, that the more our coun-

trymen are trusted the better they behave. All these things will

come in time ; and we do not despair of seeing them in our day, if

peace continue ; and it will be the fault of us of the middle classes

if it does not. Time moves on as we lie here ; so let us strike off a

little to the right, and make for the more open part of the grounds.

What charming park-scenery, is it not ? Only that light iron fence

separates us from the Royal Pleasure-grounds, with which we have no
communication but by turning into the road, and walking nearly a mile

in the dust, and which are only open two days in the week : the why
and the wherefore we know not. There is a beautiful group of elms !

fit study for any painter ; and now turn your eyes to the left, and

you see an erection matchless in the world, and worthy of Old Eng-
land and her true greatness. On some future occasion we will visit

its inside,—a tropical country in miniature,—walk beneath the palms

of the East, whet our appetite with a sight of the plantains hanging

in long bunches beneath the broad green foliage unknown to our

colder climates, and admire the gigantic ferns which, transplanted

there from our Australian colonies, fill the mind with noble concep-

tions of those distant lands.

Let us keep straight along this broad gravel-path ;—the turf on

each side laid out, you see, in beds of evergreens, flowers, and flower-

ing shrubs : that chimney-shaft is an unsightly termination, is it not ?

I wish it could change places with the fine old trees in its rear.

As we walk on, see how the splendid Palm-house opens upon us,

like a mountain of glass glittering and blazing in the light of this

afternoon sun ! how gladly we turn from it, and rest our eyes upon

the surface of this fine sheet of water in its fiont! how calm and

clear and cool it is, reflecting the green slopes and broad flights of

steps around it ! I like, too, to watch the graceful movements of the

water- fowl, most of which you see are foreign varieties. From this

terrace- walk, can any garden- scenery be more perfect? On our

right, these trim fantastic beds filled with the gayest, choicest flowers
;

and on our left the lake, the formality of its smooth banks elegantly

broken by those willows, whose boughs really lie upon the surface of

the water. How well those fine old elms rise up behind, with their

dark massive foliage ! how pleasing too are the undulations of the

ground, covered as it is with the finest, softest turf! here a sunny slope,

there an opening glade : really, we might fancy ourselves in Eden!

But we must not linger, for there is a most interesting museum,

towards which this fine sweeping path will lead us, and into which

we must just peep ; and then, by the time we have looked at the ar-

rangement of the glass erections, which are grouped together in our

track towards the gate, our superficial visit will have ended. You

will agree with me, that every one should come to these Gardens,

—

no one should visit London without running down to see them
;

one visit will not suffice, save for a cursory glance like this,

but once seen, they will be remembered, and induce repeated visits

for the purpose of examining this vast and interesting collection in
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detail. Nor can the visitor depart without an abiding impression

of the talent displayed by the Director in the arrangements and
order pervading the whole. It is evident in every department that,

if the means be supplied, Sir William Hooker will provide most effec-

tually for every deficiency. Now let us home, for the bell rings

announcing six o'clock. At the bridge we shall find a steamer, and

so vary our return to the metropolis after as pleasantly spent an

afternoon as any rational being could expect in company with

August 1849. An Erratic Man.

MESSRS. LANE'S ROSE NURSERY,

GREAT BERKHAMPSTEAD.
" What vivid colours flush yon blooming Rose,
Whose fragrance floats upon the balmy gale!"

A warm sunny morning early in July found us at Euston Station

awaiting the time when the train should start, to take a trip on the

Birmingham Railway to view Messrs. Lane's Roses. The time in

the carriage passed speedily and merrily enough ; for, between the

sharp witticisms of a happy jocular companion, occasional glimpses

at fine bold scenery as we " sped along," and thoughts of the rich

treat which awaited us, we wrere in the best possible humour with
every thing and every body around us. A ride of about an hour and
a quarter brought us to our journey's end, and we alighted from the

train in sight of the Rose-gardens we were in search of, and to-

wards which we bent our eager steps, with the lines of our great

poet upon our lips :

" And of pure now purer air

Meets his approach, and to the heart inspires

Vernal delight and joy, able to drive

All sadness but despair. Now gentle gales,

Fanning their odoriferous wings, dispense
Native perfumes, and whisper whence they stole

Those balmy spoils."

Mr. Lane's house is situated at the north-west end of the town,
in the centre of the home nursery, which lies on one side of a valley,

extending from its bottom to the top of the hill. Above the house
are beds of Roses on grass ; and higher up, Standard Roses in fair

and beautiful profusion. Among them was Geant des Batailles in
perfection, itself a glorious sight : if no other Rose had been in
flower, this would have amply repaid our visit, for it is certainly one
of the very best and most glowing Perpetuals which we possess. All
the finer old Roses, as Baron Prevost, Du Petit Thouars, Robin Hood,
Duchess of Sutherland, &c. were assembled here, and also many
new ones, among which we remarked Cymedor, which has been
well described in a previous paper by Mr. Rivers. Pillar Roses of
the Ayrshire and Sempervirens kinds skirted a portion of this extensive
plantation, then came ranges of pits and the public road, which passes
through the centre of the nursery, immediately in front of Mr. Lane's
house, more glasshouses, another field of Roses ; and now we are near
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the hollow of the valley—for we came down faster than we went up
—and turned westward to another division of the nursery, covered

with large breadths of the " Queen of flowers," here and there sepa-

rated by long grass walks, whose sides were ornamented with " droop-

ing Standard" Roses. This is a mode of managing this fine flower

which only needs to be seen to be adopted ; fashioned in this way,
they produce a truly striking effect ; it was these which first caught

our eye on approaching the nursery. The varieties treated in this

manner were, Ruga, Thoresbyana, Garland, Crimson Boursault,

Banksiaeflora, Myrianthes, Princess Louise, Donna Maria, and Laure
Davoust. This latter is, however, somewhat tender ; it succeeds

best against a wall. These weeping Roses are never touched with

the knife.

Among novelties were, Standard of Marengo, brilliant scarlet

;

Madame Pepin, blush ; Dr. Arnal, crimson ; Pauline Bonaparte, white

perpetual ; Paul Ricaut, brilliant hybrid Bourbon and many others.

By referring to our reports of the great metropolitan shows, it

will be seen that Mr. Lane has been a very successful competitor in

pot Roses ; some of our readers may therefore like to have an account

of the Rose-house in which he grew so many fine specimens. It

is span-roofed, with a bed in its centre, in which the Roses are

plunged in saw-dust, and heated by means of a common brick flue

running round it immediately within the walls. The bed is not

warmed. It will thus be seen that the successful cultivation of the

Rose in pots is attended with little expense, as far as the house and
heating apparatus is concerned.

Satisfied with our inspection of the home nursery, Mr. Lane
drove us on to Great Berkhampstead Common, where he has also

large plantations, ay, we may say fields, of Roses, which shews the

rank this flower still holds, and must continue to hold, in public

estimation. Here we saw Moss Rose Lanei in great perfection, and

a most beautiful dark moss it is, when well blown ; still we must

hold to the opinion expressed in one of our early Numbers, that it

is not so well mossed as could be desired.

Many entertain the idea that our great Rose nurserymen grow

nothing but Roses ; but this is a mistake : Mr. Rivers has his fields

of Roses, but then he has also his fields of fruit-trees, and of general

nursery stock. Mr. Paul, it will be seen from our last, also culti-

vates general nursery stock, and so does Mr. Lane. The latter has

many nice specimens of Conifers, a very interesting collection of

weeping trees, many of our old favourite herbaceous plants, which

have been so unwisely driven from our flower-gardens of late years,

to make room for what is called " the bedding system," and, what

may be of advantage to such of our readers as are far removed from

peat, Rhododendrons and Kalmias growing, and thriving too, in loam.

As we returned to the railway station, we had an extensive view

of the country, which is undulating and picturesque, and altogether

we came away highly gratified with our visit ; and we are sure all

who spend a long summer's day among Messrs. Lane's Roses (and it

takes a long summer's day to inspect them,) would derive equal

pleasure.
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ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

To the Superintendent of the Florist.

No. VII.

To conclude the subject of form or shape, we come, lastly, to treat

of it as subservient to an ulterior purpose, to set off to greater

advantage some other means of beauty. This is a large rather

than a difficult branch, requiring more a copious induction of par-

ticulars than the announcing and establishment of any fresh general

principles. Whatever can be correctly said upon the subject will

be found to depend on some of those principles that have been laid

down before. I shall not therefore here attempt any such extended

induction, but confine my observations within as narrow a space as

will suffice to explain the mode of their application.

With respect to the general forms of flowers, different shapes

are best suited to different purposes. The cup-edged, or rose-

leaved petal, elegant as it is, is unsuited to shew the colours of the

Polyanthus, the Auricula, or the disked Cineraria, though it enhances

the beauty of the Carnation, the Picotee, and the Pink. The flat

surface will not effectively display the markings of such as are equally

painted on both surfaces, as the Tulip ; nor will the hollow cup, so

admired in that flower, suffice to bring the single Poppy or Peony,

wTith all their glowing colours, into favour with the fastidious. Re-
gard must be had to the mode of colour before a decision can be pro-

nounced on the form most available for its display. The most perfect

is, when the flower is calculated to produce both a general effect as a

whole, and likewise to attract observation to its several parts. In

this respect I imagine the first place must be conceded, without a

rival, to the Tulip, and the second probably to the Orchids. Nor
does this prejudice the popular claim for the Rose, a claim in which
I cordially join, to be the queen of flowers. The Pvose has too many
and too solid attractions to fear giving other flowers their due meed
of superiority in particular points over itself. But the Rose is es-

sentially a self-coloured flower, though there are some departures

from this rule, and, for the most part, with little improvement. And
it is rather an encomium upon, than a disparagement of, its merits,

that, having to contend at a disadvantage, it wins for itself the highest

place in our esteem. The Auricula, the Pelargonium, and perhaps

the Carnation, present more of a picture,* and have more properties

or points that conduce to excellence than the Rose.

Were there any flower, the colours of which ate disposed with as

minute a reference to mutual position as those of a picture, no doubt

a perfectly flat surface would be best. And although making no
such pretensions to accuracy, the Auricula is impatient of any other

form, because the relative proportions of its primary subdivisions, which
proportions are its principal characteristic, are injured or lost without

it. The Polyanthus and the party-coloured varieties of Cineraria

would suffer in the same wTay, but in a less degree. The colours of

* The Pansy does this ; but I have no wish to expose a truth to ridicule by
appearing to compare the Pansy to the Rose.
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flowers, however, are beautiful by a higher than the painter's rule,

and when in their utmost regularity disdain the servile trammels
of man's imitative art. Themselves and their purposes are alike ori-

ginal, and not by copy ; and display their Maker's praise as much in

what, to a superficial observer, would appear their imperfections, as

in what are called their highest perfections. And therefore the forms
on which their beauties can be inscribed with effect are not so limited.

I have before observed that, theoretically, a globe would be in

itself the most perfect form considered simply as a figure ; and the

same will apply to a considerable extent as a surface for the

reflection of colour. Yet if a globe were formed in any other man-
ner than by the convex edges of many petals, as in some of the

Ranunculacese or the Amaranthus, it would not answer our ideas of

a flower, the essence of which is expansion or opening out, which,
indeed, is the meaning of the word "petal." It would, therefore, be
out of the question for single flowers ; and, in fact, the casual arch-

ing over of its petals into the resemblance of a globe, which takes

place in some long-cupped varieties of the Tulip, is a great dissight.

The section of a globe, as in a well-shaped Tulip, offers the

next greatest amount of advantages ; and one of the charms of that

magnificent flower is owing to its mathematically perfect form. And
in the recent controversy about its exact proportions, I have no
doubt of all eventually agreeing in the opinion of those who assert

that it ought to be half a globe ; because if it be less, in the same
degree that it falls short of a hemisphere does it lose the globular,

which is its higher character, and approach the idea of a plane

surface with cupped edges—a form actually assumed by some Tulips

in the middle of a hot day after they have been some time in flower
;

and if it be greater, in the same degree that it exceeds a hemisphere
does it fall short of its just expansion both in appearance and
effect.* For the half of a hollow globe of the size of a Tulip pre-

sents a sufficiently level surface for the most delicate floral markings
to be perceived ; and in the case of this flower, which is painted on
each surface, enables both the inner and the outer to be seen at

the same time. Hence it is the most effective form of any.

Another way in which an adventitious magnitude is produced is,

when the lines both of form and colour are parallel instead of cross-

ing each other, and both run outwards (that i?, towards infinity)

without a stop. This is well illustrated in the singular difference of

effect produced by the three florists' species of Dianthus,—the Car-

nation, Picotee, and Pink. Whichever may be the favourite, none,

I think, will deny that all the grandeur belongs to the Carnation.

The reason of this, though not obvious, is quite intelligible, and arises

(to compare small things with great) from the same difference of

principle that separates Gothic architecture from classical—the prin-

ciple of perpendicular and of horizontal lines. The stripes of the

Carnation are disposed longitudinally, the same way with the length

* I have been much encouraged since this letter was prepared, by seeing, in

the Gardeners? Chronicle of some years back, a dissertation upon the points of

a good Tulip, in which most of my conclusions are forestalled, though the rea-

sons for them, as might he expected, are not given.
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of the petal, and are not terminated by any visible end. They run
out, as it were, and lose themselves in space. The lacing on the

petal of a Picotee or a Pink is stopped by its adjoining one, and it is

transverse to the length of the petal ; it forms a visible termination

both to the flower and to its colours. Hence a Pink, often as large

as the largest Carnation, will necessarily appear small and confined

in comparison.

The restricting mode of colour, however, has its advantages as

well as its disadvantages. For the Carnation, from its greater

variety, both in forms and colours, ought to be the prettiest of the

three ; in which quality I believe most of my fair readers would be

disposed to place it, where I should myself, as the last instead of the

first. There is a sort of masculine character imparted to it by its

concentrated efforts towards magnitude, which impairs its delicacy.

It is this direction of the lines of colour in the Picotee which make
what are called " bars" a disfigurement; a sentence which many
denounce as capricious and unreasonable, not considering that they

are transverse to the lines of colour, and that lines at right angles

are necessarily harsh.

The ordinary mode in which the petals of a modern Pelargonium

are disposed, give an instance of another effect imparted to a system

of colours by the shape of the ground on which they are laid. The
two larger or upper are sometimes called back petals, not because

they really lie farther back than the three lower ones, but because

these latter are commonly thrown straight forwards, while the others

have a greater tendency to the other direction and to reflex, whereby
the face of the flower is thrown upwards and forwards, and a cha-

racter of forwardness or boldness imparted to it, the same as there

is to the human countenance by the same position ; and what is

called ahold flower is one in which this disposal of the petals is more
than ordinarily conspicuous.

When colour is only effective in the mass, the shape most adapted

for shewing it to advantage will depend partly on the natural form

of the flower, partly, as before observed, on its size, and partly on

the brilliance, or otherwise, of its hue, or, which comes to the same

thing, whether colour or shape take the precedence.

Jn the subordinate parts of a flower, as the single petal for in-

stance, the imbricated form, so called from its resemblance to a drain-

tile, takes off from the stiff formality of the Camellia ; and the quilled

petal gives liveliness and grace to the Chrysanthemum. The same

form detracts from the appearance of the Aster, because its petals are

so narrow, that they cannot afford the shrinking of size it occasions.

Observations of this kind may and ought to be extended to con-

siderable minuteness of detail ; but as they are only applications of

what has gone before, they will not require me to draw at greater

length upon the kind patience of your readers or yourself.

The other origin of beauty is Colour, the most obvious source of

our varied pleasurable impressions from the flower-garden, and on

which, therefore, the reader may not unreasonably fear a discussion

as long as that which has gone before. Happily, however, in this

he will be mistaken ; for the philosophic or constant elements of its
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effectiveness, to which I am here confined, are few
; nor is it intended

fully to discuss these, for a reason that will be afterwards adverted to.

The observations I have to offer will class themselves under colours
in general as such, and on the juxtaposition of two or more on the
same grounds.

1. With regard to colours in general, the preference of one
before another arises, for the most part, from causes of which I do
not treat; for each has, intrinsically, an equal right to admiration.
Much belongs to individual taste, much to accidental circumstance,
such as rarity ; and these, as not reducible to rule, are beside the
present purpose. A blue Dahlia, or a scarlet Pelargonium, may be
worth a hundred guineas ; but the value is accidental, not essential,

and belongs to the philosophy, not of the flower, but of man. There
are, however, a few intrinsic qualities, according to which colour
seems necessarily effective, or the contrary. I shall mention but
two, applicable equally whether the flower in which they are found
is self or party-coloured. The first is brightness ; by which I mean,
neither a higher nor a deeper tint, the value of which is purely con-
ventional and a matter of taste, but the opposite to the flat and
washy appearance often seen in petals of thin substance, as if it were
fading, and somewhat similar to what in art would arise from a too

thin coat of paint. Possibly it may sometimes be connected with

the epidermis alone being the seat of colour; because, if you look

closely into the bell of a good light-blue Hyacinth, the colour, how-
ever light, will appear to penetrate the entire fleshy substance of the

petal, and will be as bright and lively as the deepest tint could be.

All the rays of its colour are reflected back to the eye, and not ab-

sorbed and lost, as many of them are, in the dull, thin, and watery
colour of some of the old (not Chinese) Hollyhocks of twenty years

ago. Byblcemen Tulips, when narrowly examined, are seldom entirely

free from this fault. The other quality is distinctness ; by which
term I mean, not the impossibility of mistaking at first sight whether
the colour in question be a blue or a violet, a rose or a pink (for, on
the contrary, I think such indescribable shades of colour as are best

to be found in the Rose form one of the highest charms of that

peerless monarch of the garden), but such an individual (may I use

the word idiosyncratic?*) distinctness, as when once well seen and

felt will ensure its being distinguished from others. Without this

it would be equally impossible to discriminate between 2000 varieties,

and useless to cultivate them ; for a colour that excites no cor-

responding and pleasurable idea is worthless. Yet colours of this

objectionable and meaningless kind are not uncommon, and often

partially intrude into some of our best varieties, as in the Catafalque

Tulip, and others,— as if for a stimulus to the raiser still to press

on for something nearer his idea of perfection. Seedling or breeder

Tulips often are of a hue that seems hardly to be classed as a colour,

but rather as a negation of colour. " Foxy" Auriculas and Poly-

anthuses are of this class Iota.

[To be concluded in our next Number.]

• Peculiar to its own composition.
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THE GARDEN-SPIDER (EPEIRA DIADEM A).

Our vignette this month brings under the notice of our readers an
old and interesting inhabitant of our gardens.

Who can pass it, and not pause to admire its portly figure and
handsome livery ? And as we know of no offence it ever offers to the

horticulturist, let us recommend it to closer inspection than is often

bestowed on an insect which many of us were taught in our childhood

to avoid and detest. How well does it repay even our unscientific

observation, as we watch the manner in which it constructs its beau-
tifully geometrical web, takes its prey, encases it when secured in

a silken envelope, serving as a larder to which it may resort on a

future occasion! Joshua Sylvester, writing in the year 1600, dis-

plays the same taste for observing this insect as ourselves ; for thus

he sings :

" Still at the centre she her warp begins,

Then round, at lengths, her little thread she spins,

And equal distance to their compass leaves
;

Then neat and nimbly her new web she weaves,
With her fine shuttle circularly drawn
Through all the circuit of her open lawn

;

Open, lest else ungentle winds should tear

Her cypress tent, weaker than any hair
;

And that the foolish fly might easier get

Within the meshes of her curious net."
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SCRIPTURE ILLUSTRATIONS.

The Lily.—The word in the Hebrew Scriptures translated Lily,

and plainly answering to our flower of that name, is of most inter-

esting origin ; and the references to the flower itself may teach us

many things.

One of England's satirical poets writes

—

" 'Tis said that Hebrew roots are found
To flourish most in barren ground."

But we can say from experience, that Hebrew roots, wherever they

nourish most, are of a most fruitful nature, and, unlike those of the

florist, almost every one of them produces several varieties, and
often so different from each other, that only the learned and inge-

nious will find out the real relationship between them. Let us take,

for instance, the root of the word Lily, which, by the way, may be

almost exactly seen in its Hebrew shape in the pretty English name
Susan or Susanna.

1

.

The root in its simplest form signifies, as a verb, to be brisk,

alive, sprightly, cheerful, to rejoice ; and as a noun, hilarity, exulta-

tion, cheerfulness, triumphant joy, and the object of affection or joy.

2. As a noun of number it signifies six, which the learned Dr.

Parkhurst thus explains : the sixth day was the day of exultation

for the finishing of the creation, when the morning stars sang toge-

ther, and all the sons of God shouted for joy.

3. The same word, slightly varied, stands for the fine white linen

or cotton cloth so often referred to as the habiliments of the priests :

in this sense the word still expresses cheerful vivid whiteness,

4. Again, it is used to signify white marble, where the same idea

of purity and brightness is clearly retained.

5. And now we arrive at the fifth meaning, viz. the Lily. And
how could this flower be better described, with its six leaves, white as

marble or fine linen,—the very emblem of cheerfulness and joy flowing

from the possession of purity ?

1. The first reference to the form of the Lily in Scripture is

1 Kings vii. 26, and the parallel passage, 2 Chron. iv. 5; it is in

the description of the molten sea :
" Its brim was wrought like the

brim of a cup, with flowers of Lilies /" We may see the beauty of the

connexion, in remembering that the sea was intended for the wash-

ing of the priests, and typified that holiness without which no man
shall see the Lord.

2. Again, on the top of the two pillars in the porch of the

temple—the pillars called Jachin and Boaz (1 Kings vii. 15-22), as

meaning the establishment and strength given by God— there was

lily-work, shewing forth, as it appears to me, this truth, "Thejoy
of the Lord is your strength."

3. The word elsewhere translated Lily is seen at the heading of

Ps. lx., lxix., xlv., and lxxx , and is left in its Hebrew form in our
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Bibles, either in the singular or plural, because of the difficulty of

rendering its meaning. Without pretending to be wiser than the

venerable translators of our Bible, we may see, besides the many re-

ferences to Christ in these Psalms, an expression of triumphant joy

at the close of Ps. lx., and of the full anticipation of the same at the

close of Ps. lxix. and lxxx. ; whilst Ps. xlv., entitled Concerning the

Lilies, may perhaps be explained by the next Scripture reference to

the Lily, which occurs Cant. ii. 1, 2.

4. Here we see the Divine Light first calling Himself the Lily,

and then bestowing that name on His beloved church or people.

This is exceedingly expressive ; for the latter are nothing but what

the former makes them, and out of His fulness they all receive, and

grace for grace. He who said, " I am the Light of the world," ad-

dressed His disciples, saying, " Ye are the light of the world." And
again He said, " Ye are clean, through the wTord which / have

spoken unto you." True believers are elsewhere spoken of as

" children of light/' and as " clothed in fine linen, white and clean;

the fine linen being the righteousness of the saints." Speaking of

the Lily—the untoiling, the unspinning Lily, so emblematic of the

believer, who finds his rest and peace and joy in the finished work of

his Lord, and ceases from his own works—Christ said, " Even Solo-

mon, in all his glory, was not arrayed like one of these!" After

considering the Lily, we may truly assent to this ; and to be arrayed

like one of these—to be transformed by the renewing of our minds,

and conformed to the image of Christ here—and to be raised from

dishonour and weakness and corruption by and by, may well be our

most fervent desire. I look, then, at the Lily with no common feel-

ings of delight. I see in it one of God's chosen emblems for His

Christ, and for believers in Christ ; in looking at it, I long to be holy

as He is holy ; I prize the righteousness which is His free gift ; I

rejoice that His great salvation is not of works but of grace ; and I

long to bear the image of the heavenly.

The remaining reference (Cant. vi. 2, 3,) forms an admirable con-

clusion to our subject. I believe that the words, " He is gone down
into his garden to gather Lilies," and M He feedeth among the Lilies,"

are intended to express the Lord's goodness, either in taking His

people home to Himself, or in granting them the joy of His pre-

sence here in the wilderness. And, as a little poem on this subject

says

—

" Christ's Lilies now by tempests torn

Amid a howling waste,

Will soon be gather'd from the thorns,

And in His bosom placed."
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THE GLADIOLUS;

WITH REMARKS ON ITS CULTURE.

BY MR. STEPHEN BROWN.

The genus Gladiolus now comprehends many brilliant species and
varieties, and is fast increasing in interest with the floral world. The
variety of colours, together with the beauty of its varied stripes and
markings, and its graceful habit, recommend it as well worthy the at-

tention of the florist or amateur. Like most bulbous plants, Gladioli

thrive and flower with less care than most florists' flowers. Being
comprised of early and late kinds, they blossom at various seasons

of the year : the earliest sorts commence flowering in June when
planted in the open air, and many of the late kinds continue in

blossom up to the very approach of winter. They are perfectly

hardy, and may be grown in any common garden soil not retentive

of moisture ; but should the soil be heavy where they are intended

to be planted, it should be removed to a depth of about two feet,

and replaced by a light rich soil, composed of a mixture of sandy
loam and leaf-mould, or sandy loam and peat, allowing six or nine

inches for the drainage.

The early varieties, which flower in June and July, are best

planted in October and November; the later sorts may be put in

from November to January or February, and the varieties of Flori-

bundus and Gandavensis from January to March.

The Colvillii kinds come very early into flower ; they are of taller

growth than others of the early sorts, and are of erect, slender habit.

They include Colvillii, Colvillii blandus, Colvillii superbus, odoratus,

tristis, and others ; they are succeeded by a more numerous class,

which generally commence flowering about two weeks later ; the

latter are composed of varieties varying from a foot to a foot and a

half in height ; they comprise great diversity of colours. Of these,

the following are very beautiful and showy

:

Albus, striped with bright pink on a clear white ground, and

having lemon spots.

Curvijlorus, rose-colour, with white and lemon stripes.

Dobrii, a fine rich crimson scarlet.

Herbertii, deep rose, with white and crimson stripes.

Habranthus robustus, fleshy pink, with white and crimson stripes.

Insignis, a very large flowering variety, of a rich rose-colour.

Loddigesii, a fine deep pink striped with crimson and white.

Minerva, beautiful deep rosy red striped with white, and con-

tinues to flower longer than most of the early kinds.

Rex rnbrorum, a new variety, of a rich dark colour, with beau-

tifully expanding petals and fine-shaped flower.

Venus, delicate cream-colour, beautifully marked with pink.

The following varieties are later, and mostly commence flowering

about the end of July, or in August ; they are of stronger habit than
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the preceding kinds, and exceedingly rich, though not so varied in

their colours as the earlier sorts. They produce a longer succession

of flowers ; many of them throw up lateral spikes of bloom to the

latest period of autumn ; and vigorous plants, lifted and potted, con-

tinue to bloom during the winter. Of the above character are :

Prince of Wales, a very splendid variety, of a rich scarlet-colour.

Queen Jictoria, rich scarlet and crimson.

Speciosus, fine scarlet striped with white.

J'ittellinus, bright rosy scarlet, with white stripes.

Formosissimus, rich crimson striped with white.

Ramosus, shaded rose, large and fine.

Robin Hood, clear pink, with white stripes.

Rosa Mundi, rose striped with white, and having a purple shade.

The varieties of Floribundus, Gandavensis, and other late tall-

orowing varieties, chiefly come later into flower than most of the

above. Of these, Splendens is a very noble variety, of a rich orange

scarlet, with much larger flowers than Gandavensis. Psittacinus

sanguineus is a good dark one. Brenchleyensis is another splendid

addition to this class.

For pot- culture the Gladiolus is very suitable, making a beautiful

show among other plants in the greenhouse or conservatory, and,

where a large collection is kept, some may be had in flower nearly

all the year round. In potting, the roots should not be cramped;

they require a fair portion of pot-room. Sandy loam and peat, or

leaf-mould, or any light rich soil, the pots being wT
ell drained, suits

them well. When first planted, as is the case with most other bulbs,

they will not bear forcing ; they should be allowed to progress gradu-

ally, by placing them in a cool frame or pit, and keeping the soil in

a tolerably dry state till they have made considerable growth ; after

which they may be brought into the greenhouse, or where they are

required to flower. They make fine specimens when planted several

bulbs in a pot.

This lovely tribe of plants opens a wide field for the hybridist,

and the amateur would find it an interesting engagement, in which

his skill and time would be richly rewarded. In endeavouring to

obtain crosses, the choice should not only be directed to the colour

and size of the flowers, but chiefly to their expanding habit and

breadth of petals ; for although there are many fine sorts which do

not possess each of these latter qualities, yet they should be the

points to be aimed at in our progress towards the improvement of

the tribe. Seedlings of the early varieties usually flower the second

summer after sowing, and the later varieties the third.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment,

Sudbury, Suffolk, Sept. loth.
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THE LADIES' PAGE.

The flush of the landscape is o'er,

The brown leaves are shed on the way,
The dye of the lone mountain-flower

Grows wan and betokens decay.

All silent the song of the thrush,

Bewilder'd she cowers in the dale

;

The blackbird sits lone on the bush

—

The fall of the leaf they bewail."

Hogg.

If the flower-garden has been cleared of all decayed vegetation, and
received its stock of spring bulbs, little will remain to be done during
the present month in the open air. If alterations are contemplated,

let them be finished as early as possible, that the plants which have
been removed may get a chance of rooting before frosts set in. It

is well at this time to take a general survey of the garden, to see if

any new trees or shrubs can be introduced with advantage. What-
ever you determine on having, get from the nursery-ground with
the roots as perfect and little disturbed as possible. The work of

transplanting is done far more effectually in autumn than in spring,

for the drying suns and winds of the latter "season will often render

success impossible.

As most ladies who are at all attached to horticultural pursuits

have plants in pots which demand their care during the winter, their

arrangements should now be complete. Roses, Fuchsias, Verbenas,

and other flowers which are not easily affected by damp, will do well

in a frame, provided frost is excluded, and abundance of air given

on all practicable occasions. We set our frames for this purpose on
a rough wooden stage about eight inches from the ground ; this

allows of a circulation of air from below, and tends much to promote

the dryness so essential to success. The frames should be well

glazed, and coverings of oiled calico be at hand to put on during

rains, so as to prevent water from dripping on the plants, which is

often the cause of their destruction during the short and dull days

of winter. At the beginning of December we line the frames with

dry litter, about a foot thick all round ; and then, with old carpets or

mats ready to heap on as the degree of frost may demand, we have

no apprehension of losing our favourites. One rule must be observed

rigidly, and that is, not to remove the coverings and admit light too

quickly after a severe frost. A frozen plant will be destroyed by

the solar rays coming on it when in that state, which, if allowed to

thaw in the dark, would have taken no harm. Although this direc-

tion is so often given in works on gardening, and is founded on such

obvious natural principles, we find it is constantly being neglected ;

we therefore make no excuse for inserting it here.

Plants in windows must receive no more water than is sufficient

to prevent their flagging ; as mere conservation, not growth, is now
VOL. II. no. xxiii. z
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required. Scarlet Geraniums we put into very small pots, and place

them in the windows of rooms not often used. A temporary shelf,

supported on brackets on a level with the window-seat, will hold

a great number. We have just placed sixty Geraniums in such a
situation, the shelf being four feet long and eighteen inches broad.

When there is danger from frost, we shall move them to the other

side of the room, opposite to the window. Of course, these hints

are not intended for those who have greenhouses.

The Bury, Luton. Henry Burgess.

POT-CULTURE OF JAPAN LILIES.

It is a matter of surprise and regret with me that I do rfot more fre-

quently meet with these noble autumnal flowers in the collections of

amateurs, for they are, in my estimation, the most beautiful of all

our autumn flowering plants ; and then they are so easily managed,
and occupy so little house-room, that they are just suited for persons

who can afford only a limited space for one kind of plant. I some-
times meet with persons who entertain the idea, that, because they

are so truly beautiful, they must be difficult to manage, and, in con-

sequence, they neglect their culture altogether. Now I find them the

least troublesome of all my favourites, and the most certain to reward

me for the little trouble and attention they receive. My method of

cultivating them is simple and soon told ; and I have no doubt that

any amateur commencing their cultivation, by attending to the follow-

ing directions, will be equally successful with myself.

Let us begin with the bulbs in the condition in which they are

usually found in the beginning of November, when they have done
flowering. Some of mine have just gone out of flower; others are

well ripened, and ready for repotting. But as their treatment after

flowering is of great importance, wre will suppose that they have just

dropt their blossoms. Remove them to a rather warm situation, and
as dry as you can command, and give them little or no more wTater.

I generally water lightly two or three times after my plants are placed

in circumstances to ripen. A warm greenhouse or pit, kept rather

close, if not moist, will effect this important desideratum perfectly.

As soon as the bulbs are sufficiently matured, which will be known
by the decay of the leaves and stems, they had better be repotted

;

not that this is of importance at present, but it will economise space,

and prevent the operation being neglected until after they have made
fresh roots. The soil in which they have been growing ought to be
entirely removed from the bulbs, and the latter divided as may be
thought proper, for there will always be found about the crown of

the parent some small bulbs, which may be placed in 4-inch pots.

If the ripening process has been complete, the roots will not be trou-

blesome ; but if not, there will be found a quantity of fresh roots

remaining. When such is the case, I leave them to themselves for

some time longer, for I never pot while I require to cut or break the
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stronger roots, but merely strip my fingers through them in order
to remove those that are decayed. The pots should be just suffi-

ciently large to receive the bulb and strong roots adhering to it; give
a moderate watering to settle the soil, and place them in the green-
house or a cool pit. They will require no further attention until the

season begins to excite vegetation, when they must be regularly

attended to. Water as soon as you see signs of growth, but spar-

ingly until they have made leaves, &c. to draw up and give off mois-
ture. March will generally be found to be the time when they will

commence growth. As soon as they are above the soil, remove them
to a situation where they will be near the glass and have plenty of

air, for after success depends upon getting them strong at this stage.

Do not allow them to remain in the small pots in which they were
wintered until their roots become matted ; the best way of managing
this is occasionally to examine them. I always shift into the flower-

ing-pots just as the plants have protruded an abundance of fresh

roots against the sides of the pots. For strong bulbs with one stem
use 1 2-inch pots, and for such as produce two stems a size larger.

Weaker bulbs, such as produce about seven flowers, will not require

pots above eight inches, and offsets of the first year will not require

above 5-inch pots. In shifting into the flowering-pots, be careful

to place the crown of the bulbs about three inches below the surface

of the soil, as they produce a quantity of strong roots from the base

of the stem. They ought after potting to occupy a place near the

glass ; and avoid a warm house if you wish a strong bloom. As
regards watering, they must have a careful supply, neither too much
nor too little ; but if they can be sprinkled overhead with the

syringe before shutting up the house, they will not require much
water at the roots for some time. Towards the end of May, if the

weather is favourable, they may be placed in a warm sheltered spot

out of doors, and ought to have their stems tied to a stake, in order

to prevent their being injured by wind. A few plants may be re-

tained in the greenhouse, with a view to have them in flower earlier

;

indeed, I place some of my bulbs in a moderately close, warm house

early in March, and I manage to have them in flower early in

August; others I retard, to prolong their flowering until October;

but a season's practice will be the best guide in this matter. These

Lilies are not liable to suffer from the attacks of insects, but the

green -fly will occasionally make its appearance upon such of the

plants as may have been kept over warm. If so, fumigate at once

with tobacco-smoke, or wash the leaves with weak tobacco- water.

I have said nothing about soil, for they are not very particular

in this respect. We use fresh fibrous loam and peat in equal por-

tions, with a sufficient quantity of sand to render it porous,—if peat

cannot be had, use leaf-soil. Some say, however, that the flowers

are much higher coloured in peat. The only thing requiring further

notice is, to be careful of the flowers when you have got them,

—

syringing overhead, or a damp stagnant atmosphere, will spoil them,

just as it would a light-coloured Camellia flower. I once lost a fine

head of bloom in this way.
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If you are anxious to propagate them, it may be effected by
means of the scales of the bulbs. Fill a pan with soil similar to

that recommended for growing them in ; lay the scales upon the

surface, and sprinkle a little fine soil over them
;

give a little water,

and place the pan in a close warm atmosphere. This is, however,

a part of the business which had better be left to professional hands,

and, except the amateur be proficient in such work, he will not be

very successful. If properly managed, they will soon increase by
natural means to more than can be accommodated.

I may just state, by way of conclusion, that, in my opinion, these

fine Lilies have one fault,—they produce their flowers too far from
the surface of the soil. I have tried to remedy this by placing three

smaller bulbs in a pot with the principal one at the first potting,

and I think this improves their appearance when in flower. With
this exception, they are splendid productions, and deserve the most
extensive cultivation

;
grown in masses in large pots, or in conser-

vatory borders, they are surpassingly grand, and they are quite

within the means of the amateur. Don't be satisfied with your
treatment unless your full-grown bulbs produce from twenty-five

to thirty flowers upon a single stem.

Bristol, loth Oct. 1849. Autumnalis.

To the Superintendent of the Florist.

Sir,—I am glad complaints have reached you on the Pelargonium
not occupying a greater space in your pages. Not that I think the

complaint well-founded,—for we have about two dozen strictly florists'

flowers, and the same number of honorary members of the fraternity,

all of which must receive their due share of notice,—but partly as an
evidence that the interest in that one is not on the decline, partly

to convince you that, while you are too anxious not to incur a re-

proach, we are losing a part of our anticipated pleasure. I have

myself, for a quiet and retired person, some means of forming a

judgment on the public taste in that matter, and in the circle of

my knowledge the proportion is about this, that for one who has

withdrawn his fancy from the Geranium tribe, five have risen up in

his place. And reasonably too, if you consider the matter ; for no
house-plant offers nearly so many advantages to the generality of

cultivators as that does. It is all very well for Mr. Dobson's friends,

the " arm-chair writers," to take it for granted that every body has

a greenhouse, and to call the Cineraria, or the Epacris, or others,

" the most useful flower we have ;" but every body who loves

flowers, and reads The Florist, does not possess a greenhouse ; and
wre of the latter class are a people too numerous to be despised. If

it were not for us the stock-in-trade of professional florists would
sadly hang on hand. Where does all that stock find its market ?

Does one Geranium in ten,—I had almost asked, Does one in a hun-
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dred— pass into the possession of such as can house it any where
but in a sitting-room ? And though the Calceolaria, the Fuchsia,
the Cineraria, and especially the Petunia, are very well in their way,
I think the nurserymen will tell you that, as a body, we are agreed
in our judgment, and value the Pelargonium at about (for I do not
pretend to exactness) five times as much as all the others put to°-e-

ther.

And there is another reason for the preference shewn by " the
masses" for the Pelargonium (and the masses are no bad judges of
flowers, if you take their votes as the Romans did, by centuries),
and that reason the very one that has made individual writers so
highly extol the winter-blooming plants, namely, the season at which
it comes into flower. Ask any nurseryman what is the time of year
that potted flowering-plants are most eagerly sought by purchasers,
and you will find it to be the season when the Pelargonium reigns
supreme. The interest in potted flowers comparatively flags as soon
as we begin to have them out of doors, nor does it fully recover itself

till after the season of rest—the winter. I am willing to be counted
a bad prophet if Pelargoniums at all fail in general interest till some
better spring florists' flower is developed, and of that there are as
yet no signs; or in interest to the connoisseur, as long as such
seedlings are in store for us as I have been privileged to see open
in 1849.

But you seem to doubt whether you can say any more upon
them. I will cite you an authority upon the point, which may help
to dispel your doubts. I lately saw a mother, whom no one could
see without admiration, and several of her younger children poring
with childish glee upon a portfolio of pictures outspread upon her

knees, or hanging with earnest attention upon the accents of her
lips, while she recited over each pictorial group its appropriate

legend. All the stories were amusing, all admired in their turn.

But one (if my memory does not mislead me it was Hop-o'-my-
thumb,) was evidently the most popular, where all were pleasing.

And ever, as the course of instruction led farther and farther away,
the little voices joined in petition to revert to their favourite. And
though the patience of the mother was once strained so far as to

say, " What, again !" yet her goodnature led her without weari-

ness to repeat the ever welcome ditty, which always brought the

reward of a smile of approving thanks. Is it necessary to apply

this ? If you will represent the mother, and call the Pelargonium
Hop-o'-my-thumb, we will do our duty by playing the part of the

children.

October 5th. G. J.
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PLEROMA ELEGANS.

Tnis is one of the prettiest greenhouse plants we possess. Its

flowers are nearly as large as those of an Ipomoea, rich purple, and
they are produced in tolerable profusion. It is a hardy greenhouse

shrub.

WATER-LILIES.

At a late meeting of the Horticultural Society, Mrs. Lawrence of

Ealing Park produced a most beautiful bloom of the blue Water-

Lily from one of her stoves. It was mentioned that it is possible to

obtain a cross between this species and our hardy white Water-Lily.

This being the case, the subject is well worth the attention of such

of our readers as have the means of trying the experiment ; for a

cross of this kind would perhaps prove hardy, and a hardy blue Water-
Lily would certainly be a great acquisition.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR NOVEMBER.

Auriculas.—By this time these plants should be in their winter

situation. Keep the soil in the pots tolerably dry during the

month, as they require but little moisture while in a state of

rest ; but that little is necessary, or they will perish. Air is

also equally important, and must be given freely in wet weather,

and also when the atmosphere is charged with moisture, by ele-

vating the glasses both back and front at such times ; and when-

ever favourable changes occur, draw the lights quite off. Allow

no decayed foliage to remain on the plants, particularly when in

a moist shape.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Calceolarias.—General attention is required to keep all the plants,

whether old stocks, young plants, or seedlings, clean, and in

healthy condition. To do this effectually, give them a slight

fumigation occasionally, and remove all dead and decaying foliage.

Sudbury, Derbyshire. W. H. Holmes.

Cinerarias. — These are now in rapid growth, and consequently

they should not receive any sudden check : we may now expect

occasional frosts, and it would be wise to be prepared with mats,

and occasionally wTith litter, to protect those in pits or frames.

Protect them also from cold blustering winds, which frequently

occur in November. Bring a few that are throwing up flower-
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stems into the greenhouse for early flowering. Give plenty of
air : a cold, damp, confined atmosphere will cause them to lose

all their bottom leaves. Continue shifting into larger pots those
which require it. Watch for green- fly and mildew, the two greatest
enemies which the Cineraria has at this season of the year.

Q. Elizabeth" s Walk, Stoke Newingion. A. Kendall.

Dahlias.—The roots having been carefully housed, little remains to

be done. Examine, and see that there is no water lodged in the
hollow of the crown : stand such on their crowns for a few days,
and it will effectually drain them. Attend to the seed as de-
scribed in last Number.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Epacrises and Ericas.— Presuming the recommendation of last

month has been acted upon, and the plants neatly arranged ac-
cording to their respective heights, with plenty of room to admit
the free circulation of air between each, nicely cleaned and weeded,
all they will require for the next three or four months is, to admit
air freely on all fitting opportunities, keeping the plants as cool

as possible short of freezing ; vigilance, to early detect symp-
toms of mildew, and prompt application of the remedy recom-
mended in many former Numbers, with a sparing application of

the contents of the watering-pot.

Whitehill, Newton Abbott, Devon. W. H. Story.

Fuchsias.—See last month.

Whitehill, Newton Abbott, Devon. W. H. Story.

Pansies.— If any of those intended for wintering in frames are still

in the ground, let them be potted up without delay ; those that

were first planted out will require looking over on a fine day,

loosening the surface of the soil, as well as to peg down and

secure any long branches from becoming injured during unfa-

vourable weather. Fresh-planted seedlings will also require look-

ing over, or many will be lost by worms. Cuttings may still be

put in, under glass, when parting any large plants.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C.Turner.

Pelargoniums.—There is little to do with these plants this month.

Water but seldom, and never unless they absolutely require it,

which is easily learnt by rapping the pot outside with the knuckle.

Clean all the glass thoroughly; for the more light they get in the

dull months the better. Place the plants in the situations they

will occupy when in bloom ; the space between may be filled up

with flowering bulbs, Primulas, &c. Tie a piece of strong bast

under the rim of the pot, and to this train down the shoots,

taking care not to break them out of the stem. The best time

to do this is when the plants are dry and the shoots pliable.
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No more shifting will be required till January. Seedlings not

removed into their blooming pots had better be shifted at once,

if well rooted round the ones they are in. A 5 or 6-inch size

will be quite large enough for them to flower in.

Worton Cottage. John Dobson.

N.B. If fire is required, let it be no more than is absolutely

necessary to exclude frost.

Pinks.—Keep the plants clean, and open the surface of the beds
;

from the late heavy rains, it may require two or three movings

before it becomes friable. Well earth up the plants, and place

a few small sticks round the tall -growing sorts, to protect them
from being blown off by high winds. Pot a few of the healthy

late- rooted scarce kinds, give them the protection of a cold frame

or handglass, and allow them plenty of air as soon as established.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Polyanthuses.—The long dry summer has done much towards

eradicating the pest of the Polyanthus, the slug. But, notwith-

standing, numbers will be found among these plants, and an in-

dustrious search at this period will avert much mischief in the

spring. Draw the soil well up to the shoulders of the plants, or

add a little more if required to make the beds level. Polyanthuses

under pot culture will bear more moisture than Auriculas, but in

other respects the treatment will be the same for this month.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Ranunculuses.—Seedlings which came up last month should be

placed in a cold frame, giving air at all favourable seasons, and
carefully protecting from excess of moisture. Watch against the

ravages of slugs : much damage to seedling crops is done by these

depredators while very young, only recently hatched ; and wTith

the protection of frames, their industry does not cease so soon

as in the open air. An occasional look at the stock of tubers,

to see if they are free from damp and vermin, is the only atten-

tion required at this season.

Wallingford. Carey Tyso.

Tulips should be planted forthwith ; further delay will be danger-

ous. The fine dry weather in the middle of October will have

enabled growers to get the soil into the beds, and in fine trim for

planting. The dryer the soil, and the finer the day, the better

will it be for the bulbs, which should have all the loose skin re-

moved. About four inches of mould over the bulbs will be quite

sufficient.

Wycombe. J. Hunt.
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PELARGONIUMS.

" If any one compares the Pelargonium flowers that were
known in 1827 with those common in 1847, he will find it diffi-

cult to believe that they can all have had the same origin, and
that twenty years have sufficed to produce so great a change
as has really been effected. But if the varieties produced
between 1842 and 1847 are examined, the ground of surprise

will be changed, and the wonder will be, that the improve-
ment which was so rapid in the first fifteen years should have

become so slow in the last five. Yet the reason is obvious ;

hybridising, in the direction followed by the raisers of Pelar-

goniums, has reached its limit ; we have obtained all the

result that is obtainable. Therefore we say, Gentlemen,
YOU SHOULD NOW SAIL ON ANOTHER TACK. PUT YOUR SHIP

ABOUT ; IT IS OF NO USE TO CRUISE ANY LONGER IN THESE
SEAS; YOU HAVE DONE ALL THAT MAN CAN DO IN THIS

QUARTER ; AND IF YOU ARE WISE, YOU WILL STEER IN AN-

OTHER DIRECTION."*
On November the 20th, 1847, w^e were dodging under

easy sail, Cape Expectation on the weather-bow, and Reali-

sation Bay under our lee, the wind light, and clear weather,

when Commodore Lindley made the signal for all captains

in the Geranium fleet to go on board. Upon reaching the

quarter-deck, the above was read to us from the Chronicle,

and we were then ordered to return to our several ships. "We

were hardly aboard and gone below for a moment, before we
heard our first-lieutenant order the hands to be turned out

to tack ship. We were on deck in a minute. " Avast there I"

cried we

;

" ' Not a brace or a tack

Or a sheet will we slack
!'

We'll run the risk of a court-martial ; and hold our station,

come what may." And so we quietly kept our luff, and

watched Captains Catleugh and several others follow the com-

modore, and Captain Gordon, who, with a flowing sheet, made

sail and went olFfor the " Capes." It was with great regret

we saw our old friends disappear one after the other below the

horizon, and it was no small loss to part from our gallant

commander-in-chief; but we felt assured that, by abandon-

ing our station, we should miss some prizes we were certain

to make, if we continued upon the same tack and in the same

* Gardeners'' Chronicle, vol. vii. p. 7G3.
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seas. Our consorts Captains Foster and Hoyle agreed with

us in opinion ; and we have now the pleasure of presenting

a faint representation of a prize apiece, which we have cap-

tured and brought in, with several others, since 1847. Next
season we shall resume our station ; and hope for continued

success for years to come.

We do not despair of seeing something brought in from

the Capes also, and we heartily hope there may be ; and, to

drop metaphor, Mr. Ambrose did win a prize last season for

the production of a cross between the Fancies and a Cape
species.

PELARGONIUMS FROM WORTON COTTAGE.

A few remarks upon the varieties sent out from this place will

perhaps be acceptable; and we should feel obliged if our brother

raisers would communicate any particulars of the same kind regard-

ing their productions. Emily, Cuyp, Governor, and Painter, will

flower well in May, June, and July, or even later, if required. Pet,

Loveliness, and Rosalind, are not so good in May as in the two follow-

ing months ; let them, therefore, be stopped back the latter end of

this month (November) or beginning of next. To prove how desirable

it is that growers should be acquainted with these particulars, we
may add, that Emilia and Cassandra, in our cultivation, are not worth
a passing glance in May ; but in June and July, or later, they are two
charming varieties. So with Rosamund: in the latter end of April,

and all May, it is beautiful ; but as the season advances, the bright

rose-colour, so beautifully blended with the purple, vanishes, and the

flowers assume a washy appearance. All exhibitors should study

well the characters of the varieties they cultivate, as it greatly in-

creases their chance of success.

CULTIVATION OF THE CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

BY C TURNER.

;
[Concluded from p. 283.]

If the part of the garden where the pots containing the Carnations

are to stand has not been well drained and covered with a coat of

clean gravel, it would be better to place them in rows on strips of

wood about one inch and a half thick. This will be of great service

during a wet season. Varieties of the habit of Flora's Garland
should be staked early ; in fact, all should be so treated before the

roots have worked much : the stakes being of a large size would
cause some injury to the roots if put in at a later period. Tie them
securely as they advance. The old foliage will now be fast decaying;
this will cause the plants to have a yellow appearance for a time :
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they will require frequent going over with a sharp knife or a pair of

scissors to trim off all that is decayed. If aphides make their ap-
pearance (which is generally the case at this time), use the brush
as before recommended.

It is very unsightly, as well as injurious to the plants, to allow
the soil to become hard upon the surface ; we make a point of never
allowing it to remain in this state a day after it has become dry
enough to loosen. Top-dress with a mixture of half-decayed manure
and half loam late in April or early in May, when the important
task of disbudding must commence. Two blooms of the largest

kinds to a stern are sufficient, if grown for exhibition : those we thin

to one bloom in Carnations are

—

SCARLET BIZARRES.

Easom's Admiral Curzon.
Hepworth's Brilliant.

Snmmerscale's Capt. Edwards.
Ashworth's King.
Ely's Sir H. Gough.
Martin's Splendid.

CRIMSON BIZARRES.

May's Caliban.

„ Edgar.

„ Mercutio.

Holmes' Count Pauline.

Ely's Great Britain.

„ Lord Milton.

„ William Caxton.
Wakefield's Paul Pry.

Elliott's Rainbow.

„ Victory.

Holliday's T. Sharp, Esq.

„ Thomas Hewlett.

PINK AND PURPLE BIZARRES.

Smith's Queen Victoria.

Willmer's Queen Victoria.

Young's Twyford Perfection.

PURPLE FLAKES.

Mansley's Bonny Bess.

Barrenger's Earl Spencer.

Ely's John Wright.
Lee's Napoleon.
Turner's Piincess Charlotte.

Millwood's Premier.
Evans' Queen Victoria.

Jackson's Squire Trow.
Holliday's Vernon Smith.

SCARLET FLAKES.

Brown's Bishop of Gloucester.

Hepworth's Claudiana.
Wigg's Earl of Leicester.

Hardwick's Firebrand.
Ely's King of Scarlets.

„ Lord Morpeth.

„ North Midland.
Simpson's Queen Victoria.

ROSE FLAKES.

Ely's Lady Gardener.

„ Lady Ely.

„ Lovely Ann.
Elliott's Martha.
May's Rosetta.

Of Picotees, the following are also allowed but one bloom :

RED EDGE.

Brooks' Duchess of Cambridge.
Burroughes' Emma.

„ Margiana.

„ Miss Burdett Coutts.

Edmond's Jenny Lind.

Headley's King James.
Hudson's Unique.

ROSE AND SCARLET EDGE.

Crouch's Ivanhoe.

Burroughes1 Lady A. Peel.

Dickson's Mrs. Trahar.

Barnard's Mrs. Barnard.
Gatlitf's Proconsul.

Headley's Venus.

TURPLE EDGE.

Norman's Beauty.

Shaw's Beauty.
Burroughes' Duke of Newcastle.

„ General Jackson.

„ President.

Turner's Ernestine.

Ely's Favourite.

„ Field-Marshal.

Brinkler's Lady Chesterfield.

Sharp's L'Elegante.
Holliday's Marquis of Exeter.

Wood's Princess Alice.

Costar's Richard Cobden.

„ Triumph.
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This is our practice; and perhaps we disbud harder than any
other grower. The state of the plant should in a certain degree be
considered. It must be borne in mind also that our plants are for

exhibition : more blooms should remain if grown for other purposes.

Varieties throwing up blooms too early to be of service, and
which have short thick pods, should have the leading bud pulled out,

leaving two side ones. Whether for exhibition or not, the buds of

all full flowers should be secured, either with India-rubber bands
or bass : some use silk ; we prefer bass. The tying of the buds is

simple enough ; but care should be taken in splitting open each divi-

sion of the calyx, otherwise the guard-petals may receive some injury.

There has not been much improvement in the method of carding
and securing the blooms since Mr. Hogg's time ; we will not there-

fore enlarge on this point. The cards cannot be put on too soon
after the guard-petals have dropped. With regard to dressing Car-
nations and Picotees, as well as Pinks, those that have a good per-

ception of what a flower ought to be, as well as a quick eye to its

imperfections, will soon be able, with a little patience and persever-

ance, to accomplish all that can be done in hiding its faults and in

shewing its beauties to advantage. It is superfluous to add, that

Carnations and Picotees cannot be bloomed in any thing like per-

fection without some kind of shelter during the time they are open-
ing and in flower ; we prefer an erection with a glass roof, open at

the sides, shaded with canvass blinds, similar to those of a Geranium-
house, but the canvass should be thicker than for that flower. As
soon as the bloom is over, lose no time in getting them down, as it

is termed, or layering them.
We have observed that almost every grower recommends piping

as the best method for propagating these flowers, yet very few follow
this practice, and those few to a very limited extent only. WT

ho
would like to see the finest Carnations and Picotees staged without
the green foliage to set them off? which must be lost if piping is

resorted to as a method of increasing the plants. But little good
will be done if this operation is performed after June : we only pipe
such cuttings as are too high up the plant for layering ; and having
no reason to complain of our plants from layers, and this mode being
the least trouble, we prefer it.

We hope this brief account of our practice will be of service to

some. It will at all times give us the greatest pleasure to offer

information on the cultivation of any flower we grow for exhibition

;

and we should be still more pleased if others would use the pages
of The Florist, and communicate the results of their practice more
liberally than they do. We have many first-rate growers of the
Carnation and Picotee, who perhaps think they are tco much en-
gaged to do so. Might not we say the same ? Are we not as fully

occupied as any of our brethren ? In The Florist and Garden Mis-
cellany we have a really independent organ. Our expectations of
its success are being realised. We can bear witness to its having
made many cultivators. We wish to see our place in its pages
taken by others ; and in retiring, after two years' humble services,
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we can but express our earnest desire that we may see it increase
in circulation to the full amount asked by its Superintendent ; and
in this wish we acknowledge we have some feeling of selfishness,

because we believe its readers will assuredly become purchasers, and
it is purchasers men in the trade want.

Royal Nursery, Slouyh.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTICE OF NEW RANUNCULUSES.

We recommend our readers interested in the culture of the Ranun-
culus, and who intend to improve their collections, not to delay their

purchases. It is true, the roots will not be required for planting

until February ; but the chances of obtaining fine blooming roots are

infinitely greater now than just at the planting time, when the stocks

of growers have been repeatedly culled. If this remark holds gene-

rally, it certainly will apply with particular force to new and superior

varieties, the number of disposable roots of which is necessarily

limited.

We offer the following descriptive list, taken from our memo-
randa at several leading exhibitions, as well as at the beds of some
distinguished growers

.

Mrs. Cowan (Moore's) : a flower with white ground, with reddish-brown

edging ; fine shape, and of good substance.

Exhibitor (Tyso's) : yellow ground, spotted with carmine ; the spots are large,

approaching to blotches ; high crown, of excellent shape and good substance.

Shewn in perfection at Upton Park, and deserves its name.
Princess Royal ( Kilgour's) : white ground

;
petals good, marked with a

distinct purple spot on each. Blooms freely, but rather small, and therefore

requires disbudding early in the season.

Clement (Tyso's) : pure yellow ground, each petal having a small brown

spot ; distinct and fine.

Pleaser (Tyso's) : another yellow ground
;
good petals, lightly margined with

red. This flower is like " Delectus," but an improvement on it.

Festls (Tyso's) : yellow ground
;
good petals, strongly edged with brown or

coffee-colour.

Admiral Napier (Costar's): yellow ground, richly edged with brown.

Dr. Channing (Lightbody's) : cream ground, with crimson-purple edging, and

approach to mottling, yet distinct in character, and fine.

Talisman (Lightbody's) : white ground
;
good petals, finely margined with

purple.

Sir John Graham (Lightbody's) : cream ground
;
petals richly edged with

purple ; fine form, and good substance.

Eliacine (Tyso's) : white ground ; large flower, well edged with purple.

Melancthon (Tyso's): cream ground; petals heavily edged with purple; fine

form.

Claimant (Tyso's): yellow ground, sweetly mottled with red; of distinct

character.

Queen of England (West's): possessing good petals of a white ground, with

light purple mottling.

Jane (Ayrzee's) : white ground, well edged with light crimson
;
good depth of

petals.
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ON THE PHILOSOPHY OP FLORISTS' PLOWERS.

To the Superintendent of The Florist.

No. VIII.

[Concluded from p. 291.]

With respect to the case in which more colours than one are asso-

ciated in the same petal or blossom, the difference of effect is extreme

between a tasteful arrangement, or the reverse ; and taste in this

sense, that is, as far as it is subject to certain and invariable rules,

comes properly within the scope of this essay. These rules, as before

observed, may be classed under the heads of Combination and Contrast;

for though the difference between these two modes of harmony may
not seem so obvious as is implied in the opposition of the words, yet

there is a real and essential opposition both in the principle of asso-

ciation and in the effect produced on the beholder. In either case

there must be a mutual adaptation between the colours ; but in the

one, it is to form a single compound idea ; in the other, two separate

and rival ones.

Whether for combination or contrast, the colours must be in

juxtaposition, but not necessarily in contact. Colours that do not

readily combine may be seen to do so when there is an interval

;

and a contrast is often more striking when it is not only between

the colours themselves, but between them as displayed in opposite

parts of a flower. It is only requisite that the eye be able to take

them in together.

1. The first mode of combination is that in which the two join

and yet are completely distinct, as in two parallel stripes of the

African Marigold ; or in which one colour is laid on another, as in

the spotted or blotched Calceolaria. For the effect of such an arrange-

ment to be pleasing, there must be a positive agreement or a positive

diversity between the colours : if the former, they will combine ; if

the latter, they will contrast. And the peculiar power of combina-

tion is seen in this, that whereas the strongest diversity produces

the most striking contrast, in harmonious colours the most striking

effect is sometimes when the diversity is least. Thus, in a collection

of Pelargoniums, amongst the strong contrasts afforded by the maroon
and other dark- coloured spots, a crimson, or still more a scarlet spot

on a pink or orange ground, in which there is no contrast, and but

little diversity, will be the surest to arrest and retain the eye. Some
varieties of Iris, Ixia, and Gladiolus, are remarkable for blending har-

monious tints ; indeed the whole tribe of Irids and Amaryllids is as

rich in every example of colour as the Orchids are in form.

2. Another mode of combination is that in which they become
partially blended, and form a cloudy mass ; which, if the constituents

harmonise, gives the idea of richness, and is usually a mark of high

quality. But if the cloudiness be only partial, it will run the risk of

an appearance of mere unevenness of colour, which is a great fault;
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and if the constituents do not harmonise the result will be flat and
dull.

3. The last form of combination is when they lose their separate

existence, and produce an uniform new tint ; in which case what has
been said under the article of colour in general is applicable. Every
existing colour may be considered as compound, because every known,
or, indeed, conceivable one, may be made up of two others. And it

is evident that the number of such must be unlimited ; so that variety

produced by colour must be unlimited likewise. And in nature we
find it so. The various shades of colour in a self-Verbena give it as

much variety as a party-coloured one has.

It seems hardly determinable with precision beforehand what
colours will combine and what will not, or even what will contrast

:

except that, as might be expected, every colour will contrast with

white or grey ; and therefore it may be taken as a rule, that a small

white or grey interval will reconcile any two colours. Their position

on the solar spectrum conducts but a very little way, and is not to

be implicitly trusted even so far as that. It is a deficiency, however,

of no consequence ; for even if it were otherwise, our only appeal

wTould be to experience, and that is our guide now.

Yet thus far is plain, that in contrasts the most dissimilar ele-

ments, as those from opposite ends of the spectrum, or dark and

light, or any other contraries, produce the greatest effect. And fur-

ther, that colours which will not combine into one idea, will often

readily harmonise without an interval, if by their position a contrast

be excited. Thus the green-edged Auricula is considered the most

perfect form of the flower, because the refractory green is made to

contrast with the ring of colour by the rings being separated into

parts of co-ordinate value by being concentric.

To conclude, then, if it be asked which is the higher origin of

beauty, I would say, Contrast possesses the far greater range of

effects, and has all the boldness, energy, and pungency on its side ;

but Combination presents all the smoothness, elegance, and high-

toned richness of colouring, and, as far as I can analyse my own
perceptions, excites the livelier emotions of pleasure. Contrast

makes far more out of unpromising materials, and brings out their

hidden and unsuspected powers, like pitting them in a contest of

skill ; to combination appertains refinement, and the grace peculiar

to high breeding. Contrast, in short (to use a quaint similitude),

has the virtues of democracy, combination those which may be called

aristocratic.

It is by contrast that the margin of a large-blotched Pelargonium

becomes so striking and effective, even when the beauty is enhanced,

as it often is, by its being between colours that combine. There

should, therefore, be no pencillings, nor any processes of the blotch

breaking into it to mar its distinctness. It is by contrast that the

white eye of others adds so much to their beauty. Neither of these

properties has any positive value; it is relative, and depends on

the contrast ; and that in the throat is often formed entirely by the

abruptness with which the colour terminates. Hence it is that a
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feather in the eye, however small, gives an appearance of poverty,

because it detracts from the purity of the white, and, by conse-

quence, from the contrast in which the effectiveness resides.* Fi-

nally, it is to contrast, in a great measure, that the gorgeous splen-

dour of the Tulip is owing ; for its bold and bright colours being

laid on the purest white or yellow surface, the extreme purity of

the ground brings out with such perfect effect the strokes of the

pencilling.

When combination and contrast unite in the same flower, which

is far from rare, the order of excellence is such as to admit of the

highest effect colours are capable of giving.

The boundaries of science being now established, the province

of taste may be inferred, as including all not restricted by the former.

When the rules of science have denned what is invariable and neces-

sary, a large field will still remain open for individual taste to luxu-

riate in without reproach ; limited, indeed, on all sides from trans-

gressing its proper bounds, but within its ample space unfettered.

This is the region of taste, to which belongs whatever is not claimed

by the more rigid exactness of scientific rule. It is the residuary

legatee, wThen all specified claimants are satisfied.

But beyond its legitimate sphere it can have no jurisdiction.

Whatever Nature (which is the law of our Maker) requires, taste

cannot dispense with as out of fashion ; whatever it rejects, taste

cannot patronise into a beauty. It may prefer colour to colour at

its pleasure, and dispute over the rival claims of its several favourites,

which have naturally an equal claim to admiration ; but it is out of

place when it demands precedence for an angular over a flowing out-

line, or for a disproportionate or an unmeaning shape over one of

which every part has reference to the whole ; nor ought it to be

allowed to stamp a conventional value upon an incongruous assem-

blage of colours.

A cultivated taste does not often err thus. And by a cultivated

taste, I mean simply, one that is conversant with a flower in its

varieties, and takes an interest in their observation. It is curious to

observe the tact a person rapidly acquires in discerning any thing that

is really a natural defect, or the parent of a natural advantage, merely

by frequent unconscious comparison. And this is the origin of the

agreement there is between florists in the " points" of flowers. And
the reason it is not more perfect is, because the faculty is not equally

cultivated in all, nor is it perfect in any. Mere observation has not

the means of training the eye to completeness ; for perfection has

never hitherto been reached in the objects of its study. It is also

partly owing to an erroneous as well as a defective standard. For in

forming a standard of excellence of any particular florist's flower, the

legitimate preferences of varying taste have generally been allowed

a voice, which is a mistake.

* The readers of The Florist will have met with this idea before (as also

that contained in the preceding sentence). And I have a pleasure in acknow-
ledging that it was from seeing it in a former Number in a remark of the Super-
intendent, that I adopted and have analysed it here.
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Reasoning, however, will help to supply the deficiency. Discus-
sions on the suhject, such as are constantly appearing in the pages
of periodicals like The Florist, will always tend to promote such
agreement, because there is a solid foundation at bottom, and there-

fore a true appeal to nature. There are in nature certain fixed laws
applicable (and in practice already to a great extent applied) to the

estimate of any flower. And the readers of such discussions, whether
they agree to or dissent from what they read, so they but exercise

thought upon it, are gradually acquiring for themselves the faculty

of correctly judging whether those laws are infringed or not. Nor
can any one have perused the papers I here conclude, without making
an advance in a knowledge, of which, perhaps, at first he was inclined

to dispute the existence.

I have now brought this essay to a close ; and beg to return my
sincere thanks to you, sir, and to your readers, for the courtesy with
which you have borne with its extension to a much greater length

than I anticipated. The earlier papers, not from having had more
care bestowed upon them, but from the nature of their subjects, are

more complete than the later ones, nor have I omitted in them
any thing I intended to say. The same cannot be affirmed of the

portions on auxiliary forms, and on the province of taste, because

the principle being fully given, it was unnecessary to lengthen these

letters still further by applying it to every case to which it is ap-

plicable. The observations on colour require a more ample apology
;

for having (with the exception mentioned in the note) been drawn
exclusively from the inspection of nature, and that with very confined

opportunities, they cannot claim to exhibit the completeness of a

system. As far as they go, however, I have but little misgiving about
their correctness.

That I have made no mistakes in the philosophical elements of

beauty in a flower, is rather to be wished than expected ; but I have

taken the best means that lay in my power to make none. Neither

can I be a competent judge of the extent to which I have succeeded

in my original purpose ; but this I hope maybe considered as proved,

that the pursuit of the florist is as little to be branded as childish,

and is not less rational as a recreation than any other part of horti-

culture. I do not scruple boldly to avow before the most fastidious,

that it is a pursuit not unworthy of a wise man, nor unbefitting

a good one ; it is elegant, instructive, scientific, and full of results.

And the reader of his Bible may see, and grow wiser by seeing, in

it another instance of the tenure on which he holds his portion on

earth ; that the ground and the things that grow out of it do not

yield to him their advantages without the labour of his hands and

the exercise of his intelligence.

I have no wish to place the occupation of the florist above its

natural mark ; but I am sure that, in itself, in all its branches, it is

undeserving of any reproach, unless it be one to feel the beauties

God has created for our pleasure, and to draw them forth from t he-

obscurity in which He has hidden them by the means He has ap-

pointed for the purpose. The same objection which is made to
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cultivated varieties of a natural flower would equally condemn
the diamond to remain in obscurity in the mine where God has

placed it, and would stigmatise the adventitious splendour it de-

rives from cutting and polishing at man's will as an interference

with nature. It may be—we know not ; but it is neither impossible

nor violently improbable— that before sin entered into the world,

when the earth gave forth her increase without labour, the flowers

may have spontaneously exhibited that standard of perfection, an
approach to which the florist now laboriously aims at drawing forth

from them. It may have been the same too with the harvest of the

field and the fruits of the orchard ; and that varieties of both, as

incomparably superior in kind as superabounding in quantity to any
thing we now see, may have been on their progress to maturity, to

call forth the thanksgiving of pure hearts, had those hearts continued

pure. And such may also be in store for a future period. But, in

the mean time, we know that labour is enjoined, and that not of the

hands alone, but of the brow ; an expression which seems to betoken

what is certainly true in fact, that, to obtain the riches of the soil,

a trial of mental skill is required on the part of man, a putting forth

of the resources of his intelligence, to overcome the reluctance of

nature to rise up to its capabilities. And whether his ingenuity be

exercised on the corn, on the fruit, or on the flower, it is rightly ex-

ercised ; and the results are additions to the sum of human pleasures

which the Creator himself has not thought beneath His care.

Synopsis of the Essay on the Philosophy of Florists' Flowers,

BEAUTY
in a flower

is produced"
by

r

I. Form,
consisting of

outlines,

general and
subordinate.

II. Colour.

1. Absolute,

requiring

2. Relative.

I. In General,

or separately,

2. In Union

;

must be in jux-

taposition, and
mutually adapt-

ed; producing,

f (1.) Unity : infringed in idea, by
a plurality of equivalent parts.

In outline, by intervals — by
<| abrupt changes.

(2.) Variety [effects of straight

lines and curves] : Of form

—

of number—of colour.

[Best dependent on characteristics

of the flower and mode of co-

{ louring. Actually, hemispheri-
cal the most perfect. Other

[_ examples.

/ Must be, bright—distinct.

(1.) Combination, if in natural
agreement. And this is, dis-

tinct, clouded, or compound.
(2.) Contrast, if in natural con-

trariety.

Comparison of the two modes.

Province of Taste includes all not restricted by necessary laws of Nature.

Iota.
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ON THE BEAR'S EAR, OR AURICULA.

COPY 01 A MANUSCRIPT DATED 1732.

[Continued from p. 140.]

The Auricula requires a soil sufficiently rich for it to feed on (for

'tis an avoracious vegetable), and that will retain coolness at the same
time, for which reason I use the following composition.

I take either the earth that the moles have turned up in the

fields, or some soil that hath been brought together by the overflow-

ing of some river, or some other from the bottom of ditches ; all

which I use with great success, but not till they have lain by for two
winters at least. If I fail in getting any of these sorts, I procure

some fresh soil, such as is fit to sow wheat in ; and there is no
country, I think, where one may not find some or other of these

kinds of soil. With six measures of one of these kinds of soil I mix
one of very old rotten horse or cow-dung ; and, that it may grow
lighter, I throw it by in a heap into some corner, frequently turning

it over, and after having well screened it, I use it as I have occasion.

I find this very good for my plants ; they are healthy in it, they

shoot well, and produce flowers so fine and strong, that those that

have seen them conclude I have some other artful composition that

I have a mind to keep secret from them, that their plants may not

thrive so well as mine. But they were mistaken, I always told them
very sincerely and frankly ; for being always pleased with seeing my
neighbours' flowers fine, the finer they appeared the greater was my
satisfaction. The pots proper for Auriculas, especially for the large

plants, should be about five inches diameter within at the top or

mouth, three only at the bottom, and six deep ; they should be taper,

that the plants may occasionally slip out the easier with all the earth.

There should be a hole in the middle of the bottom of the size

of a crown-piece, to carry off the wet when they have too much,

either from rain or waterings. A double bottom, about an inch

high, is very convenient, if not absolutely necessary.

These pots may be painted on the outside with green (or any

colour), laid in oil; they are both handsomer and better; they make

a very pretty appearance on the stage, and keep the earth in the

pots cooler, the pores of the pots so painted not being so open, or

apt to receive the heat, as the ordinary ones, in which the soil dries

so soon as to make it necessary to water very frequently, by which

means the plants are oftentimes much damaged.

The pots proper for the offsets or young plants should be ex-

actly of the same form, but one-third part less. New pots taken

from the fire wherein they are burnt have a certain heat, which they

retain a long time, and should never therefore be used till they have

lain twenty-four hours in cold water, to prevent the earth from dry-

ing up and loosening from the plant, which would perish if that heat

should not be extinguished before the roots reach the sides ; for the

earth of which the pots are made, though less quick and lively, yet is

of the nature of lime. This is clearly proved from the bubbling of
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the water in which you put a number of new pots. Very few florists

attend sufficiently to this observation, but the reasons now given

seem to make it very necessary.

Many use square pots, because they range better on the stage

;

but I take the one to be as good as the other. When you transplant

your flowers, fail not to cover the hole at the bottom of the pots with

an hollow oyster-shell, then put some coarse gravel round it up to

the height of the back of the shell, and then the soil. In planting,

be careful to spread the roots out as horizontally as possible, after

having trimmed them, and taken off all superfluities and every thing

that looks like decay. Press the earth gently round the edges of the

pot, as well as in the middle round the neck of the plant, to fix it

the firmer, and to facilitate its growth.

It might, in this place, seem necessary to mention what tools are

proper and necessary for a florist, but I shall content myself with

saying, that a sharp penknife, a little trowel, such as the masons

use, and a half-round iron spoon, a little hollow, seem to me to be

the most useful, especially the last, which is employed in taking off

the mossy surface, which will be often contracted, as well as in

loosening or removing part of the soil in the pots, and afterwards

in flattening the same, and putting the whole into order, without

danger to the roots, leaves, or offsets.

If, at the time of planting, you should perceive any canker or

rottenness in the root of any plant, cut it boldly to the quick, and

till no signs or symptoms of rottenness remain
; put on the wound

a plaister of wax, or some mastick, to heal and dry it ; and if there

be any of the root left, it will most probably (and especially in the

spring) strike root again ; but, however, leave as many fibres to it

as possible. Mastick is made with half a pound of bees -wax,

a quarter of a pound of turpentine, and a quarter of a pound of

white rosin,—melt the whole, and mix them well together. The
wound may also be exposed to the sun, which makes it crust over,

and 'tis really the easiest and best remedy for plants tolerably

rooted, and inclined to strike again.

Be sure to support your nice potted Auriculas with two little

cross sticks or reeds, that they may not be loosened with the wind ;

as also to water them, but in such a manner as not to make holes,

or displace the soil in the pot, which would be very disagreeable.

The first watering should be very plentiful ; then set the plant in

the shade for a fortnight, without giving it one drop, unless it be

in the very drought of summer. But observe that this last rule

concerns only those plants that are taken from one pot to be imme-
diately put into another, or that have not been taken out above a

day or so ; for others that are sent from far, and have been a great

while on the road, ought to be watered at first very sparingly (as

faded as they may seem to be), and that not till two or three days

after potting them ; but should the weather prove very hot and dry,

they musft be watered with discretion, and at proper distances, till

they shall have taken root, which they will certainly do if this cau-

tion is prudently used.

Chevet Park, Wakefield. E. P.
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THE LADIES' PAGE.
u When dark December glooms the day,

And takes our Autumn joys away
;

When short and scant the sunbeam throws

Upon the weary waste of snows
A cold and profitless regard." Scott.

In the midst of winter, when work out of doors must be left to the
garden labourer, the more delicate patroness of flowers need not be
idle in the parlour and drawing-room. Those beautiful beguilers of

short and cold and gloomy days, the Hyacinths and early Tulips,

will now need constant care, and will fully reward their possessor
for the attention given. If the Hyacinths are in glasses, the water
should be changed more frequently as the growth becomes more
rapid, and all the light consistent with a due degree of heat should
be given them. Tulips and Hyacinths in pots will require more
water as the foliage is more fully developed ; it should not, however,
stand in the saucers, but be applied in such portions as the soil will

retain. Warm rains should be taken advantage of when they occur
;

for the dust inseparable from a sitting-room stops up the pores of

the leaves, and is unfavourable to a healthy growth. When the pots

are brought in after being exposed to a genial shower, the improve-

ment of the plants will be immediately manifest. The superintend-

ence of these in-door favourites will be productive of a high degree

of pleasure ; and as the flowers expand, and emit their fragrance and
display their colours, it will be confessed that gardening in winter

has a charm, enhanced by the contrast of blooming flowers with the

sterility and gloom which reign all around.

In closing these brief instructions for the year 1849, I shall only

be forwarding the laudable designs of the conductors of The Florist,

if I indulge in an observation of a moral kind, suggested by the ap-

proaching departure of another year. Since the " Ladies' Page" was
commenced in January, what a variety of operations have been begun,

carried on, and completed by the wise and all-powerful hand of the

great Author of Nature in the department of vegetable life alone !

The innumerable acres of our country have been sown, have dis-

played their daily increasing crops, and been reaped. Tens of thou-

sands of gardens, from the cottage plot to the domains of wealth

and rank, have recovered from the waste of winter, presented their

array of fruits, vegetables, and flowers, and faded before the iron rule

of winter again. The Florist has sown his choice seed, or repotted

his cuttings ; they have prospered under his hands, have died away ;

and he is invited to pursue the same course again. How short is

a year
;
yet how much is done within its little span ! How obvious

is the reflection, that if we imitate the economy of time and means
practised by our Creator, a year will find us more advanced intellec-

tually, and better stored with those invaluable graces and affections

of the heart which no winter can wither, and which are destined to

bloom fully under a holier and a purer sky

!

The Bury, Luton. IIknuy Burgkss.
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MY ROSE-JOURNAL.

BY THOMAS KIVERS.

[Concluded from p. 259.]

Sept. 28th.—Bourbon Roses still in full beauty. What glorious

pillar Roses the vigorously growing varieties form ! Acidalie, Ame-
na'ide, Dupetit Thouars, Imperatrice Josephine, Julie de Fontenelle,

Madame Aude, Madame Lacharme, Raymond, Splendens, Triomphe
de la Guillotiere, Le Grenadier, and Lavine d'Ost, are all robust grow-
ers, and form fine pillar Roses of moderate height, say from six to

seven or eight feet.

Bourbon Roses seem to bloom more freely as dwarf standards,

on stems from twelve to twenty inches in height, than in any other

mode of culture. I have observed this season, and indeed in several

past ones, that late in September and October, when my show-beds

of Bourbons, on their own roots, have been scant of flowers, my dwarf

standards have been covered with blossoms and buds ; I have seen

the same difference also with my neighbours, the Messrs. Paul ; their

dwarf standard Bourbons have always late in autumn a profusion of

flowers.

Oct. 5th.—In common with all the autumnal Roses, the Tea-

scented Roses have been this season, and are still, in great beauty ;

but we have no novelties to boast of. Fortune's Yellow Tea, or

China Rose, is of the same orange-fawn colour as Noisette Ophirie,

and is much like it in habit. When Mr. F. returned from China, he
sent me a coloured figure of this Rose, and by return of post I sent

him a bloom of Ophirie ; the resemblance in every respect was most
striking. I was at the moment quite impressed with the idea that

it was the same Rose, and wrote to a friend at Angers to know the

origin of Ophirie ; but in his reply he said that it was to a certainty

raised from seed at Angers, and was not an imported Rose.

It is a triumphant fact for English cultivators, that no Tea-
scented Rose raised in France excels, or scarcely equals, our English

variety Devoniensis. The gems of this family are, Adam, Bougere,
Elise Sauvage, Goubault, Julie Mansais, Moire, Pellonia, Souvenir

d'un Ami, Triomphe du Luxembourg, Vicomtesse de Cazes, and Vic-

toria. Safrano, when in bud, with its brilliant orange-fawn colour,

ought not to be passed over : this fine hardy Rose is most beautiful

in September and October.

It is to be regretted that Tea- scented Roses cannot be cultivated

with success as border Roses, unless in the extreme south and west

of England ; they require more than ordinary protection, and glass

alone seems the only efficient material to guard them from the variable

weather of our winters ; a dry frost, however severe, does not injure

them, but extremely wet weather and alternate frosts and thaws
are fatal to them. In mild seasons, bunches of evergreens stuck in

the ground round the plants will often save them ; but then, when
we have a real English winter, they will be killed root and branch.
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Dwarf plants on their own roots may be taken up and potted in

autumn, and kept under glass, the pots plunged in old tan or saw-
dust, till May, and then planted out ; they will bloom well towards
the end of summer and in autumn. This treatment may also be
applied to dwarf standards with success : under no other mode
of culture can the amateur be certain of keeping his plants un-
injured by the weather. As dwarf standards they bloom beauti-

fully, and also as standards ; with the latter 1 have for some
years succeeded by removing them in November or December to a

north wall,* placing their roots in the ground, and their heads rest-

ing against the wall, over which a mat should be nailed in severe

weather; in April they may be removed to their summer quarters.

I think it is Mr. W. Paul who tells us (but I quote from memory),
" that to remove a Rose once is to injure its growth, to do so twice

is a still greater injury." I have reason to believe that a Rose may
be removed every season for a number of years with the most com-
plete success ; and if some fresh compost is given to it every season

when planted, a most luxuriant growth and abundance of flowers will

be the result. By this annual removal numerous fibrous roots are

formed, which, it is well known, act as feeders, capable of taking

up any quantity of nutriment supplied to the tree.

The frequent removal of Roses in unfavourable soils is an old

doctrine of mine. I hope some of your readers will amuse them-
selves by planting two Rose-trees, removing one every season, giv-

ing it some fresh compost, and allowing the other to remain : if the

soil is deep and rich, the tree frequently removed will perhaps be

distanced by its competitor ; but if the soil is shallow and unfavour-

able, the " oft-removed tree" will thrive " as wellf as those that

settled be."

VICTORIA REGIA,

THE QUEEN OF AQUATICS.

For the following particulars respecting this noble plant we are in-

debted to the kindness of a correspondent, who has forwarded them

to us just in time for their appearance in our volume for 1849.

The present year has produced no greater event in horticulture than

the flowering the plant in question, which has been effected by the

skill of Mr. Paxton : we quite envy the establishment at Chatsworth

the gratification it must experience in this triumph.

Nov. \0th, 1849. The following particulars respecting the

Victoria Regia, which has been bloomed at Chatsworth for the first

time in England, may be acceptable to the readers of The Florist.

It was procured from the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, when it

* By being placed on the north side ofa wall, vegetation is retarded in spring,

so that they need not be planted out till all danger from frost is over, i. e. not

till the middle of April.

T For well read better; but we must not interrupt " Poor Richard."
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had only four leaves, the largest of which was b\ inches across or

16J in circumference ; and a fifth leaf opened in the course of two
clays afterwards. The box which contained it was 13^ inches square

and about 8 inches deep, which was ample for the purpose. It was
planted out at Chatsworth in a tank originally 12 feet square by 3

feet deep, now increased to 19 feet long and 18 feet 8 inches wide,

the addition being considerably shallower. In the centre, about

five one-horse cart-loads of turfy loam were thrown in on a founda-

tion of brick-rubbish, and in this the aquatic was planted out, with-

out pot or basket. Around the neck of the plant a quantity of

silver-sand was placed. The water in this tank is warmed by pipes;

but there is another tank beside it heated direct from the boiler,

the water from which passes out of a cock, and falls upon and

turns a small wheel, the revolutions of which keep the body of water

in the first tank in circulation, the excess finding its way out at a

waste-pipe. The temperature of the water in which the plant is

growing is kept at about 85°, and that of the atmosphere at 75°.

Twice in the twenty-four hours a considerable portion of the water is

run off", and its place supplied with fresh. I fir^t saw it last evening,

Nov. 9th : it has twelve leaves fully grown, the largest 4 feet 10

inches in diameter, and the others not much less ; with more in

different stages of growth. The length of the leaf-stalks was 11 feet.

The habit of the foliage is not the least interesting part of this

beautiful plant. The leaf-bud comes up above the water quite closed,

and covered with spines ; it then expands in a beautifully cupped

form, with conspicuous ribs and veins ; in two or three days it falls

flat on the surface of the water, then just droops under it, and again

rises, and the outer edge gracefully curving upwards, shews the under

surface, which is of a beautiful red colour. The flower wras just

opening, and was fully expanded at nine o'clock in the evening; the

outer petals wTere then white, and lying on the surface of the water ;

the absolute centre of a deep red, surrounded by petals of a rose-

colour ; size of flower about 12 inches in diameter. Beside it was

a bud, just above the surface of the water; and beneath were seve-

ral more in different stages of forwardness. This morning the pure

whiteness of the outer petals has considerably faded, the centre has

quite closed up, and the entire flower has assumed a cupped form

and fallen on its side, preparatory, as is supposed, to its going en-

tirely under water to produce seed. It is expected to prove a very

free bloomer, which will compensate for the transient character of

its blossoms. I should not be surprised to hear that it produced

leaves, stalks, and flowers half as large again.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At a late meeting of this Society, the Dowager Duchess of Northum-
berland produced a new swreet-scented Verbena from Santa Martha.

It was a half-shrubby sort, with white flowers. Dr. Lindley stated
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that it would cross with our common garden kinds, and that the

offspring of such a cross would, in all probability, prove sweet-

scented. At the same meeting, Messrs. Henderson shewed a new
Veronica, a cross between V. speciosa and salicifolia. It was about

intermediate between the two, and very pretty. The flower-spikes

are first violet, and then they change to white.

THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR.

This is at hand : let us review the past season in connexion with

our gardening pursuits. If we have been too lavish in our expen-

diture, and thereby impaired the enjoyment which would otherwise

have been ours, let us resolve to exercise a wise economy, and to cur-

tail resolutely. If, on the other hand, our means will allow of our

doing so with propriety, let us increase our payments for labour,

plants, materials, &c. There is not a more real charity than the

employment of the deserving labourer or of a well-conducted lad.

Money expended with a nurseryman enables him also to expend
more with others. tCTr

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR DECEMBER.

Auriculas.—The fine open weather of November may cause num-
bers more than usual to throw up their flower-stems. As soon

as they rise above the foliage, the buds should be carefully rubbed

off, without injuring the crown of the stem. Give abundance of

air at every opportunity, but carefully protect the plants from

excess of wet. Moisten the soil in the pots now and then if in-

clined to drought, and do not suffer it to get perfectly dry, or the

plants will perish.

Seed.—Towards the end of the month prepare compost for

sowing the seed in, and shelter it from rain, that it may be in

readiness for use. The heaps of compost should be turned in

frosty weather, preserving it as near as possible in a half-dried

state.

Peckham. J. T. Nevillk.

Calceolarias.—Mild as the weather has been, it is loaded with

moisture ; and the whole of the stock should be carefully gone

over, to remove any fogged foliage, particularly about the neck

of the plant, or at its junction with the soil. Give air at all

suitable opportunities, and fumigate when necessary.

Sudbury, Derbyshire. W. H Holmes.

Carnations and Picotees.—See p. 306.

Royal Nursery, Slouyh. I . Turnzb.

vol. ii. NO. xxiv. B B
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Cinerarias. — Prepare now for the coming winter, by removing
them either to an airy part of the greenhouse, or securing well

the pits or frames by banking up and plenty of litter: Cinerarias

will stand no frost. Those who wish to have handsome plants,

good foliage, and fine flowers, must not keep them crowded.

Give plenty of air on all favourable occasions ; continue shifting

into larger pots as they require it ; water more sparingly, and
keep the foliage, particularly that in the pits, as dry as possible :

look sharp after insects.

Q. Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke Newington. A. Kendall.

Dahlias. — A very little attention will suffice for the next two
months. If in a damp place, bring them out on a fine dry day,

,

and cut away any decayed part of the root. There will be con-

siderable trouble in wintering such varieties as produce large

stems. Those that are small just above the crown, and solid,

are much less trouble.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Pansies.—See last month.

Royal Nursery, Slough. C. Turner.

Pelargoniums.—The latter end of this month, or beginning of the

next, is a proper time for stopping plants intended for flowering

in June. After this is done, let them remain moderately dry

until the wound is healed. Carefully stop all shoots together,

or you will have a straggling head of trusses. Plants for bloom-

ing in May should have their shoots trained out to admit the air

and light freely into the middle of the shoots, to ripen them.

Do not delay procuring any additions you intend to make to

your collection.

Worton Cottage. John Dobson.

Pinks.—But little more can be done this month than recommended
in last Number, which, if not already performed, should be at-

tended to before the frosty weather sets in. Look to the tallies ;

see that all are legible and correct.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Polyanthuses in Pots.—Keep the soil well up to the shoulder of

the foliage, and in a tolerably moist state. Plants of this kind in

borders, if much troubled with insects, should be looked to at

every opportunity in fine weather.

Peckham. J. T. Neville.

Ranunculuses.—The leisure afforded to the Florist this month may
be usefully employed in arranging his roots for planting. Little

beyond this will be demanded of him in respect of dry tubers.

Seedling plants, however, will require some attention : probably

a very thin sprinkling of dry rich soil may be needed as a top-
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dressing. Give all the air practicable on every fine day, and
protect from severe frosts.

WaUingford. Carey Tyso.

Tulips.—Upon the presumption that all Tulips are now planted,

nothing more is required by way of direction till they begin to

near the surface.

Wycombe. J. Hunt.

THE FLORIST'S FAREWELL TO THE YEAR.

The months are gone I've spent in Flora's bowers

;

The Sun once more his yearly course hath run
;

Fallen are the leaves, and withered lie the flowers
I longed to see when first the year begun.

Alas, that loveliness so fiail must be !

—

An emblem true of man's mortality !

Yet I can not lament these bygone days,

Like those so oft in idleness misspent;
To train a flower, these beauteous forms to raise,

May well employ the moments God has lent.

I work with Him—I only till the ground
;

'Tis He rewards my toil with skill profound.

Full oft have flowers meek eloquence employed
To teach me lessons much my heart required

;

The joys of earth with sorrows are alloyed :

—

To bear each grief my heart has been inspired,

As oft these gems of Nature seemed to say,
" The Power which made us is not far away."

Henry Burgess.

CONCLUSION.

We must not bring this volume to a close without tendering our sin-

cere thanks to all those whose contributions have given such value
to its pages. We need not allude to them individually ; they have
their reward in learning how steadily The Florist and Garden Mis-
cellany is finding its way into extensive circulation. We unite with
thern in regretting that whilst its pages are open to all for the com-
munication of information on the various subjects connected with our
pursuit, so few comparatively should avail themselves of the oppor-
tunity for diffusing the information they may acquire or possess.

We must not be so ungallant as to forget the services of several fair

correspondents, and we tender them our cordial thanks for the same.

In the name of the Duchess Dowager of Northumberland, to whom, by
permission, we dedicate this volume, they have an assurance that it

will be conducted in a manner deserving their future support ; and it
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shall be our endeavour, as it advances in circulation, to make it supe-

rior to any popular work of the kind that has yet appeared.

Whilst we pass over a particular mention of those whose names

are so familiar with the garden-loving public, and which are generally

attached to their contributions, we should be neglecting our duty if

we did not^specially allude to Messrs. Birkett Foster and Edmund
Evans, who have supplied the principal woodcuts in the present and

last volume. The former is too well known by his admirable draw-

ings in the London Neivs, and other illustrated works, to require our

humble tribute of praise ; nor need we say more of Mr. Evans, than

express our belief that he bids fair to reach the head of his profession

as an engraver on wood. Some specimens of their united talent

are in our possession, ready for the coming year, and will fully sup-

port what we have said above. Again we repeat our thanks to one

and all; and, solicit

our readers for 1849
and, soliciting every aid of every kind, say Farewell to
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Mirbelia Meisneri, 47.

Orchids, list of, 119.

Pansies, 123.

Pansy insects, 24.

Pansy Society, Hammersmith, 169.

Paul's (Messrs.) Nursery, 271.

Pelargonium ecchinatum, 123.

Pelargoniums,points ofexcellence in,72
>

to bed out, 170.

seedling-, at Upton Park,

163, 194

fancy, 182, 211.

Mr.Beck's, 265,300,306.

pj^ramidal, 268.

improvement in, 305.

Petunia, pot-culture of, 74.

from seed, 165.

Picotees, 281.

yellow, hybridising* of, 5.

select, 26.

times certain kinds have been

shewn, 39.

early, 242.

culture of, 258, 282, 306.

Plants, new, 26, 47, 103, 167.

list of, for open border, 62.

Plant-frames, quick-lime a preventive

of damp in, 41.

Pleroma Kunthianum, 26.

eleg'ans, 302.

Plumbago Larpentse, 137.

Polyanthus, improvement of the, 164.

Polygonum vaccinifolium, 47.

Primula altaica, 103.

Rabbits, g'uard ag'ainst, 8, 72.

Rambiing' thoughts, 267.

Ranunculuses, culture of, 42.

history of, 57.

new, 309.

Reviews :

—

Midland Florist, 51, 250.

Rivers' Miniature Fruit-Garden, 52.

Rambles in New South Wales, 169.

Whiting-'s Flower Gardening* for

Ladies, 170.

Natural History of Godalming, 192.

American works, 250.

Curtis' s Beauties of the Rose, 273.

Rhododendrons, 212.

Rose -Journal, Mr. Rivers', 203, 240,

259, 318.

Roses, how to have them in November,

58.

standard, to plant, 80.

unpruned drooping, 104.

to bud, 133.

Royal Botanic Society, 167, 192, 219.

Nursery, Sloug'h, 245.
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Royal South-London Floricultural So-

ciety, 14G, 1GG, 197, 252, 274.

Sacred Gardens, 49.

Salvia splendens, GO.

School-g-ardens, 207.

Scriptural uses of florists' objects, 143.

Scripture Illustrations, 234, 293.

Scutellaria macrantha, 47.

Soils, to prepare, 264.

Spider, the g-arden, 292.

Stamford - Hill Horticultural Society,

120.

Star Nursery, Slough, 248.

Swainsona Greyana, 26.

Swammerdamia antennaria, 47.

Tecoma jasminoides, 169.

Tedding'ton Horticultural Exhibition,

275.

Tiger-flowers, 90, 160, 265.

Trees, lawn, 82, 140.

to keep hares and rabbits off, 8,

Tulip, " Magnificent," 136.

society, amateur, 181.

show at York, 195.

Tulips, to raise from seed, 78.

in the Midland Counties, 147.

Vallota purpurea, 26G.

Vanda suavis, 26.

Ventilating* contrivance, 100.

Verbenas, 4.

pot-culture of, 17.

list of, 19.

pot and pan culture of, 66.

Victoria regia, 207, 319.

Viola lutea, 167.

Water-plants, 206.

Lilies, 302.

Weather, the, 248.

Window greenhouses, 20.

gardening", 35.

in London, 48.

Year, close of the, 321.

Zygopetalum brachypetalum, 26.
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